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I. BACKGROUND 

A. Institution of the Investigation 

On May 27, 2016, complainants Fujifilm Corporation and Fujifilm Recording Media 

U.S.A., Inc. ("Fujifilm USA") (collectively, "Fujifilm") filed a complaint alleging that 

respondents unlawfully import "certain magnetic tape media for data storage, and cartridges 

containing the same[.]" Compl., 1 1.1. The complaint asserted the following six patents: 

• U.S. Patent No. 6,641,891 (the '"891 Patent") (JX-0001); 

• U.S. Patent No. 6,703,106 (the '"106 Patent") (JX-0002); 

• U.S. Patent No. 6,703,101 (the'" 101 Patent") (JX-0003); 

• U.S. Patent No. 6,767,612 (the '"612 Patent") (JX-0004); 

• U.S. Patent No. 8,236,434 (the '"434 Patent") (JX-0005); and 

• U.S. Patent No. 7,355,805 (the "'804 Patent") (JX-0006). 

By publication of a notice in the Federal Register on July 1, 2016, pursuant to subsection 

(b) of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, the Commission instituted this 

investigation to determine: 

whether there is a violation of subsection (a)(l)(B) of section 337 
in the importation into the United States, the sale for importation, 
or the sale within the United States after importation of certain 
magnetic data storage tapes and cartridges containing the same by 
reason of infringement of one or more of claims 1, 4-9, 11, and 14 
of the '891 Patent; claims 2, 5, and 6 of the '106 Patent; claim 1 of 
the '101 patent; claims 1, 2, 4, 5, and 7-11 of the '612 Patent; 
claim 1 of the '434 Patent; and claims 3 and 10 of the '805 Patent, 
and whether an industry in the United States exists as required by 
subsection (a)(2) of section 337[.] 

82 Fed. Reg. 43243 (July 1, 2016). The Commission further directed the administrative law 

judge to: 

take evidence or other information and hear arguments from the 
parties and other interested persons with respect to the public 

1 
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interest in this investigation, as appropriate~ and provide the 
Commission · with findings of fact and a recommended 
determination on this issue, which shall be limited to the statutory 
public interest .factors set forth in 19 U.S.C. 1337(d)(l), (f)(l), 
(g)(l). 

Id. (citing 19 C.F.R. § 210.50(b)(l)). 

The Commission named Fujifilm Corporation and Fujifilm USA complainants. Id. The 

Commission named Sony Corporation, Sony Corporation of America, and Sony Electronics Inc. 

respondents. Id. The Office of Unfair Import Investigations ("Staff') was also named a party to 

the investigation. Id. 

B. Procedural History 

The administrative law judge issued the procedural schedule on August 24, 2016. See 

Order No. 7 (Procedural Schedule). The procedural schedule set the target date for completion 

approximately 15 months from institution, which was later extend to January 2, 2018-18 

months after institution of the investigation. Id.; see also Order No. 30 (initial determination not 

reviewed per Commission Notice (EDIS Doc. ID No. 613302)). 

On January 13, 2017, Fujifilm moved to terminate the investigation in part as to all 

asserted claims of the '101 Patent. The administrative law judge granted the motion in an initial 

determination. See Order No. 24 (initial determination not reviewed per Commission Notice 

(EDIS Doc. ID No. _603599). 

A prehearing conference was held on February 7, 2017, with the evidentiary hearing 

beginning immediately thereafter. See generally Prehearing Tr. (Feb. 7, 2017); Order No. 25 

(Allocation of Hearing Time) .. The hearing concluded on February 10, 2017. See generally Tr. 

(Feb. 7-10, 2017); Order No. 25. The parties were requested to file post-hearing briefs not to 

exceed 400 pages, and to file reply briefs not to exceed 150 pages. See Pre-Hr'g Tr. 9. 

2 
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On February 28, 2017, Fujifilm filed ~ts post-hearing brief, which asserts the following 

claims: 

• claims 1, 4-9, 11, and 14 of the '891 Patent (Fujifilm Br. at 38); 

• claims 2, 5, and 6 of the ' 106 Patent (Fujifilm Br. at 192); 

• claims 1, 2, 4, 5, and 7-11 of the '612 Patent (Fujifilm Br. at 117); 

• claim 1 of the '434 Patent (Fujifilm Br. at 249); and 

• claims 3 and 10 of the '805 Patent (Fujifilm Br. at ~77-78). 

Pursuant to Order No. 2 (Ground Rules), the parties also submitted a joint outline of the 

issues to be decided in the Final Initial Determination. See Joint Outline oflssues to Be Decided 

in the Final Initial Determination (EDIS Doc. ID No. 604538) ("Joint Outline"). 

C. The Private Parties 

Complainant Fujifilm Corporation is a Japanese corporation and has a principal place of 

business in Tokyo, Japan. See Compl., ,r 2.1. Complainant Fujifilm USA is a Delaware 

corporation and has a principal place of business in Bedford, Massachusetts. Id., ,r 2.2. Fujifilm 

USA is a wholly owned subsidiary of Fujifilm Holdings America Corporation, which is wholly 

owned by Fujifilm Corporation. Id. Fujifilm makes a variety of products, including the data 

storage cartridges at issue in this investigation. 

Respondent Sony Corporation is a Japanese corporation having a principal place of 

business in Tokyo, Japan. Response, ,r 3.1. Respondent Sony Corporation of America is a New 

York corporation having a principal place of business in New York, New York. Response, ,r 3.2. 

Respondent Sony Electronics Inc. is a Delaware corporation having a principal pla~e of business 

in San Diego, California. Response, ,r 3.3. Sony Corporation of America and Sony Electronics 

Inc. are wholly-owned subsidiaries of Sony Corporation. Response, ,r,r 3 .2, 3 .3. 

3 
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D. The Accused Products 

Fujifilm accuses Sony's LT0-7 data cartridges, as follows: 

The Accused Products include Sony's LTO Ultrium 7 Data 
Cartridge, Sony's LT0-7 Library Pack, Sony's Model Nos.: 
LTX6000G, 20LTX6000GL, 7307412, 7307415, C7977A, 

. C7977N4, C7977 AB, C7977 AB/4, C.7977W, MR-L7MQN-01, 
7307412LHB, 7307412LVB, 7307415VB, C7977AC, and any like 
L TO 7th generation product ("L TO-7") manufactured by 
Respondents and imported or sold by Respondents in the United 
States. See CX-0392. The Accused Products include magnetic 
storage tapes used for archival storage of digital information. JX-
0054C (Sony L TO-7 Spec. Sheet). The Accused Products-like 
all other L TO cartridges-are compatible with LTO tape drives 
from other vendors. Id. Moreover, L TO tape drives are backwards 
compatible with earlier generations of L TO cartridges. Id. at 2. 
For example, a current generation (LT0-7) tape drive is able to 
read t~pes from two generations prior (L T0-5 & L T0-6) and read 
and write to tapes from one generation prior (LT0-6). Id. 

Fujifilm Br. at 23-24. 

Sony describes the accused products, as follows: 

On September 28, 2016, the parties filed a JOmt statement 
identifying the accused products, see CX-0392, and on October 27, 
2016, the parties filed a joint statement identifying Sony's Ultrium 
7 Data Cartridge Model No. L TX6000G as representative of all 
Accused Products identified in the joint statement. Sony's LTO-7 
Products meet at least all of the non-optional requirements of the 
LT0-7 Standard, JX-0052C. 

Sony Br. at 34; see also RX-0369C (Ross RWS) at Q/A 29 (the accused products include "any 

like LTO 7th Generation product manufactured by Sony."). 

The Staff notes that the parties "agree that the Sony Ultrium 7 Data Cartridge Model No. 

LTX6000G is representative of the Accused Products." Staff Br. at 5 {citing Sony's Response to 

FUJIFILM's List of Proposed Representative Accused Products Assuming FUJIFILM's 

Infringement Contentions at 1-2 (EDIS Doc. ID 593160)). 

4 
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E. The Domestic Industry Products 

Fujifilm identifies its domestic industry products, as follows: 

Fujifilm's products that practice the Asserted Patents include, but 
are not limited to Fujifilm's LTO Ultrium 6 Data Cartridge (Model 
No. 16310732) and LTO Ultrium 6 WORM Data Cartridge (Model 
No. 16310756) (collectively, "Fujifilm's LT0-6 data cartridges"), 
and Fujifilm's LTO Ultrium 7 Data Cartridge (Model No. 
16456574) and LTO Ultrium 7 WORM Data Cartridge (Model No. 
16495661) (collectively, "Fujifilm's LT0-7 data cartridges"). 
Fujifilm's DI Products practice one or more of the Asserted 
Claims. 

Fujifilm Br. at 23 . 

Sony identifies the domestic industry products, as follows: 

On August 25, 2016, Fujifilm filed a statement identifying the 
Fujifilm products which it has relied upon in establishing a 
domestic industry, as required under Section 337. See CX-0421C. 
In support of a domestic industry for the '805 and '434 Patents, 
Fujifilm is relying only on its LTO-7 products. In support of a 
domestic industry for the '106, '612, and '891 Patents, Fujifilm is 
relying both on its LTO-7 Products as well as its L T0-6 Products. 
Fujifilm's LT0-6 Products represent the previous generation of 
L TO products and presumptively meet at least all of the non
optional requirements of the LT0-6 Standard, JX-0051C. 

Sony Br. at 34 ( emphasis in original). 

The Staff notes that Fujifilm relies upon L T0-6 and L TO-7 cartridges, as shown in the 

following table: 

DI Products Model Numbers Patents 

FUJIFILM's LT0-6 L TO Ultrium 6 Data Cartridge '891, '612, '106 
data cartridges (Model No. 16310732) 

LTO Ultrium 6 WORM Data Cartridge 
(Model No. 16310756) 

5 
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... 
DI Products Model Numbers Patents 

FUJIFILM's LT0-7 L TO Ultrium 7 Data Cartridge All Asserted Patents 
data cartridges (Model No. 16456574) 

L TO Ultrium 7 WORM Data Cartridge 
(Model No. 16495661) 

Staff Br. at 5 (citing Fujifilm Pre-Hr'g Br. at 15-16, 44-54, 132-149, 191-201, 247-252, 290-

296). 

II. JURISDICTION AND STANDING 

No party has contested the Commission's personal or subject matter jurisdiction in this 

investigation. See Fujifilm Br. at 28-29; Sony Br. at 34 (Sony's forum-selection argument is 

addressed in Part IX, infra); Staff Br. at 6. 1 

Fujifilm has filed a complaint alleging a violation of section 337, and the Commission, 

therefore, has subject matter jurisdiction. See Amgen, Inc. v. United States Int 'l Trade Comm 'n, 

902 F.2d 1532, 1535-37 (Fed. Cir. 1990). · 

In addition, Fujifilm and Sony have appeared and participated in the investigation. The 

.Commission, therefore, has personal jurisdiction over the parties.· See, e.g., Certain Liquid 

Crystal Display Modules, Products Containing Same, and Me/hods for Using the Same, Inv. No. 

337-TA-634, Final Initial and Recommended Determinations at 3 (June 12, 2009) (not 

reviewed). 

The Commission also has in rem jurisdiction, as Sony has stipulated that it imports the 

accused products. See JX-021 lC (Joint Revised Stipulation Regarding Sony's Importation and 

Inventory in the U.S.); Certain Male Prophylactic Devices, Inv. No. _337-TA-546, Initial 

1 Neither Sony nor the Staff has challenged Fujifilm's ownership of the asserted patents or its 
standing to bring its complaint. 
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Determination (June 30, 2006) ("All that is required for in rem jurisdiction to be established is 

the presence of the imported property in the United States.") (relevant portion unreviewed). 

III. GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF LAW 

A. Claim Construction 

Claim construction begins with the plain language of the claim.2 Claims should be given 

their ordinary and customary meaning as understood by a person of ordinary skill in the art, 

viewing the claim terms in the context of the entire patent.3 Phillips v. AWH Corp., 4,15 F.3d . 

1303, 1312-13 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (en bane), cert. denied, 546 U.S. 1170 (2006). 

In some instances, claim terms do not have particular meaning in a field of art, and claim 

construction involves little more than the application of the widely accepted meaning of 

commonly understood words. Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1314. "In such circumstances, general 

purpose dictionaries may be helpful." Id. 

In many cases, claim terms have a specialized meaning, and it is necessary to determine 

what a person of skill in the art would have understood the disputed claim language to mean. 

"Because the meaning of a claim term as understood by persons of skill in the art is often not 

immediately apparent, and because patentees frequently use terms idiosyncratically, the court 

looks to 'those sources available to the public that show what a person of skill in the art would 

2 Only those claim terms that are in controversy need to be construed, and only to the extent 
necessary to resolve the controversy. Vanderlande Indus. Nederland BVv. Int '! Trade Comm., 
366 F.3d 1311, 1323 (Fed. Cir. 2004); Vivid Tech., Inc. v. American Sci. & Eng 'g, Inc.,200 F.3d 
795, 803 (Fed. Cir.. 1999). -
3 Factors that may be considered when determining the level of ordinary skill in the art include: 
"(1) the educational level of the inventor; (2) type of problems encountered in the art; (3) prior 
art solutions to those problems; (4) rapidity with which innovations are made; (5) sophistication 
of the technology; and (6) educational level of active workers in the field.''. Environmental 
Designs, Ltd. v. Union Oil Co., 713 F.2d 693,696 (Fed. Cir. 1983), cert. denied, 464 U.S. 1043 
(1984). 
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have understood disputed claim language to mean."' Phillips, 415.F.3d at 1314 (quoting 

lnnova/Pure Water, Inc. v. Safari Water Filtration Sys., Inc., 381 F.3d 1111, 1116 (Fed. Cir. 

2004)). The public sources identified in Phillips include "the words of the claims themselves, 

the remainder of the specification, the prosecution history, and extrinsic evidence concerning 

relevant scientific principles, the meaning of technical terms, and the state of the art." Id. 

(quoting lnnova, 381 F.3d at 1116). 

In cases in which the meaning of a claim term is uncertain, the specification usually is the 

best guide to the meaning of the term. Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1315. As a general rule, the 

particular examples or embodiments discussed in the specification are not to be read into the 

claims as limitations. Markman v. Westview Instruments, Inc., 52 F.3d 967, 979 (Fed. Cir. 1995) 

(en bane), aff'd, 517 U.S. 370 (1996). The specification is, however, always highly relevant to 

thedaim construction analysis, and is usually dispositive. Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1315 (quoting 

Vitronics Corp. v. Conceptronic, Inc., 90 F.3d 1576, 1582 (Fed. Cir. 1996)). Moreover, "[t]he 

construction that stays true to the claim language and most naturally aligns with the patent's 

description of the invention will be, in the end, the correct construction." Id. at 1316: · 

Claims are not necessarily, and are not usually, limited in scope to the preferred 

embodiment. RF Delaware, Inc. v. Pacific Keystone Techs., Inc., 326 F.3d 1255, 1263 (Fed. Cir. 

2003); Decisioning.com, Inc. v. Federated Dep't Stores, Inc., 527 F.3d 1300, 1314 (Fed. Cir. 

2008) ("[The] description of a preferred embodiment, in the absence of a clear intention to limit 

claim scope, is an insufficient basis on which to narrow the claims."). Nevertheless, claim 

constructions that exclude the preferred embodiment are "rarely, if ever, correct and require 

highly persuasive evidentiary support." Vitronics, 90 F.3d at 1583. Such a conclusion can be 

mandated in rare instances by clear intrinsic evidence, such as unambiguous claim language or a 
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clear disclaimer by the patentees during patent prosecutio,n. Elekta Instrument SA. v. 0. UR. Sci. 

Int'/, Inc., 214 F.3d 1302, 1308 (Fed. Cir. 2000); Rheox, Inc: v. Entact, Inc., 276 F.3d 1319 (Fed. 

Cir. 2002). 

If the intrinsic evidence does not establish the meaning of a claim, then extrinsic evidence 

may be considered. Extrinsic evidence consists of all evidence external to the patent and the 

prosecution history, and includes inventor testimony, expert testimony, and learned treatises. 

Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1317. Inventor testimony can be useful to shed light on the relevant art. In 

evaluating expert testimony, a court should discount any expert testimony that is clearly at odds 

with the claim construction mandated by the claims themselves, the written description, and the 

prosecution history, in other words, with the written record of the patent. Id. at 1318. Extrinsic 

evidence may be considered if a court deems it helpful in determining the true meaning of 

language used in the patent claims. Id. 

B. Infringement 

l. Direct Infringement 

Under 3 5 U.S. C. § 2 71 (a), direct infringement consists of making, using, offering to sell, . 

or selling a patented invention without consent of the patent owner. The complainant in a 

section 337 investigation bears the burden· of proving infringement of the asserted patent claims 

by a "preponderance of the evidence." Certain Flooring Products, Inv. No. 337-TA-443, 

Comm'n Notice of Final Determination of No Violation of Section 337, 2002 WL 448690, at 

*59, (Mar. 22, 2002); Enercon GmbHv. lnt'l Trade Comm'n, 151 F.3d 1376 (Fed. Cir. 1998). 

Literal infringement of a claim occurs when every limitation recited in the claim appears 

in the accused device, i.e., when the properly construed daim reads on the accused device 
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exactly.4 Amhil Enters., Ltd. v. Wawa, Inc., 81 F.3d 1554, 1562 (Fed. Cir. 1996); Southwall 

Tech. v. Cardinal JG Co., 54 F.3d 1570, 1575 (Fed Cir. 1995). 

If the accused product does not literally infringe the patent claim, infringement might be 

found under the doctrine of equivalents. "Under this doctrine, a product or process that does not 

literally infringe upon the express terms of a patent claim may nonetheless be found to infringe if 

there is 'equivalence' between the elements of the accused product or process and the claimed 

elements of the patented invention." Warner-Jenkinson Co., Inc. v. Hilton Davis Chemical Co., 

520 U.S. 17, 21 (1997) ( citing Graver Tank & Mfg. Co. v. Linde Air Products Co., 339 U.S. 605, 

609 (1950)). "The determination of equivalence should be applied as an objective inquiry on an 

element by element basis."5 Id. at 40. 

"An element in the accused product is equivalent to a claim limitation if the differences 

between the two are insubstantial. The analysis focuses on whether the element in the accused 

device 'performs substantially the same function in substantially the same way to obtain the 

same result' as the claim limitation." AquaTex Indus. v. Techniche Solutions, 419 F.3d 1374, 

1382 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (quoting Graver Tank, 339 U.S . at 608); accord Absolute Software, 659 

F.3d at 1139-40.6 

4 Each patent claim element or limitation is considered material and essential. London v. Carson 
Pirie Scott & Co., 946 F .2d 1534, 153 8 (Fed. Cir. 1991 ). If an accused device lacks a limitation 
of an independent claim, the device cannot infringe a dependent claim. See Wahpeton Canvas 
Co. v. Frontier, Inc., 870 F.2d 1546, 1552 n.9 (Fed. Cir. 1989). 
5 "Infringement, whether literal or under .the doctrine of equivalents, is a question of fact." 
Absolute Software, Inc. v. Stealth Signal, Inc., 659 F.3d 1121, 1130 (Fed. Cir. 2011). 
6 "The known interchangeability of substitutes for an element of a patent is one of the express 
objective factors noted by Graver Tank as bearing upon whether the accused device is· 
substantially the same as the patented invention. Independent experimentation by the alleged 
infringer would not always reflect upon the objective question whether a person skilled in the art 
would have known of the interchangeability between two elements, but in many cases it would 
likely be probative of such knowledge." Warner Jenkinson, 520 U.S. at 36. 
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Prosecution history estoppel can prevent a patentee from relying on the doctrine of 

equivalents when the patentee relinquished subject matter during the prosecution of the patent, 

either by amendment or argument. AquaTex, 419 F.3d at 1382. In particl;llar, "[t]he doctrine of 

prosecution history estoppel limits the doctrine of equivalents when an applicant makes a 

narrowing amendment for purposes of patentability, or clearly and unmistakably surrenders 

subject matter by arguments made to an examiner." Id. (quoting Salazar v. Procter & Gamble 

Co., 414 F.3d 1342, 1344 (Fed. Cir. 2005)). 

2. Indirect Infringement 

a) Induced Infringement 

Section 271(b) of the Patent Act provides: "Whoever actively induces infringement of a 

patent shall be liable as an infringer." 35 U.S.C. § 271(b). 

"To prevail on a claim of induced infringement, in addition to inducement by the 

defendant, the patentee must also show that the asserted patent was directly infringed." Epcon 

Gas Sys. v. Bauer Compressors, Inc., 279 F.3d 1022, 1033 (Fed. Cir. 2002). Further, "[s]ection 

271 (b) covers active inducement of infringement, which typically includes acts that intentionally 

cause, urge, encourage, or aid another to directly infringe a patent." Arris Group v. British 

Telecomm. PLC, 639 F.3d 1368, 1379 n.13 (Fed. Cir. 2011). The Supreine Court held that 

"induced infringement under§ 271(b) requires knowledge that the induced acts constitute patent 

infringement." Global-TechAppliances, Inc. v. SEB SA., 563 U.S. 754, 766 (2011). The Court 

further held: "[g]iven the long history of willful blindness Cl and its wide acceptance in the 

7 "While the Courts of Appeais a!"1iculate the doctrine of willful blindness in slightly different 
ways, all appear to agree on two basic requirements: (1) the defendant must subjectively believe 
that there is a high probability that a fact exists and (2) the defendant must take deliberate actions 
to avoid learning of that fact. We think these requirements give willful blindness an 
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Federal Judiciary, we can see no reason why the doctrine should not apply in civil 1awsuits for 

induced.patent infringement under 35 U.S.C. § 271(b)." Id. at 768 (footnote omitted). 

b) Contributory Infringement 

Section 271(c) of the Patent Act provides: "Whoever offers to sell or sells within the 

United States or imports into the United States a component of a patented machine, manufacture, 
I 

combination or composition, or a material or apparatus for use in practicing a patented process, -

constituting a material part of the invention, knowing the same to be especially made or 

especially adapted for use in an infringement of such patent, and not a staple article or 

commodity of commerce suitable for substantial noninfringing use, shall be liable as a 

contributory infringer." 35 U.S.C. § 271(c). 

Section 271 ( c) "covers both contributory infringement of system claims and method 

claims."8 Arris, 639 F.3d at 1376 (footnotes omitted). To hold a component supplier liable for 

contributory infringement, a patent holder must show, inter alia, that (a) the supplier's product 

was used to commit acts of direct infringement; (b) the product's use constituted a material part 

of the invention; ( c) the supplier knew its product was especially made or especially adapted for 

use in an infringement" of the patent; and ( d) the product is not a staple article or commodity of 

commerce suitable for substantial noninfringing use. Id. 

C. Validity 

One cannot be held liable for practicing an invalid patent claim. See Pandrol USA, LP v. 

appropriately limited scope that surpasses recklessness and negligence." Global-Tech, 563 U.S. 
at 769. 
8 "Claims which recite a 'system,' 'apparatus,' 'combination,' or thelike are all analytically 
similar in the sense that their claim limitations include elements rather than method steps. All 
such claims can be contributorily infringed by a component supplier." Arris, 639 F.3d at 1376 
n.8. 
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AirBoss Railway Prods., Inc., 320 F.3d 1354, 1365 (Fed. Cir. 2003). Nevertheless, each claim of 

a patent is presumed to be valid, even if it depends from a claim found to be invalid. 35 U.S:C. 

§ 282; DMI Inc. v. Deere & Co., 802 F.2d 421 (Fed. Cir. 1986). 

A respondent that has raised patent invalidity as an affirmative defense must overcome 

the presumption by "clear and convincing" evidence of invalidity. Checkpoint Systems, Inc. v. 

United States Int 'l Trade Comm 'n, 54 F.3d 756, 761 (Fed. Cir. 1995). 

1. Anticipation 

Anticipation under 35 U.S.C. § 102 is a question of fact. z4 Techs., Inc. v. Microsoft 

Corp., 507 F.3d 1340, 1347 (Fed. Ci~. 2007). Section 102 provides that, depending on the 

circumstances, a claimed invention may be anticipated by variety of prior art, including 

publications, earlier-sold products, and patents. See 35 U.S.C. § 102 (e.g., section 102(b) 

provides that one is not entitled to a patent if the claimed invention "was patented or described in 

a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or on sale in this country, more 

than one year prior to the date of the application for patent in the United States"). 

The general law of anticipation may be summarized, as follows: 

A reference is anticipatory under § 102(b) when it satisfies 
particular requirements. First, the reference must disclose each 
and every element of the claimed invention, whether it does so 
explicitly or inherently. Eli Lilly & Co. v. Zenith Goldfine 
Pharms., Inc., 471 F.3d 1369, 1375 (Fed. Cir. 2006). While those 
elements must be "arranged or combined in the same way as in the 
claim," Net MoneyIN, Inc. v. VeriSign, Inc., 545 F.3d 1359, 1370 
(Fed. Cir. 2008), the reference need not satisfy an ipsissimi.s verbis 
test, In re Bond, 910 F.2d 831, 832 33 (Fed. Cir.1990). Second, 
the reference must "enable one of ordinary skill in the art to make 
the invention without undue experimentation." Impax Labs., Inc. 
v. Aventis Pharms. Inc., 545 F.3d 1312, 1314 (Fed. Cir. 2008); see 
In re LeGrice, 49 C.C.P.A. 1124, 301 F.2d 929, 940-44 (1962). As 
long as the reference discloses all of the claim limitations and 
enables the "subject matter that falls within the scope of the claims 
at issue," the reference anticipates -- no "actual creation or 
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reduction to practice" is required. Schering Corp. v. Geneva 
Pharms., Inc., 339 F.3d 1373, 1380-81 (Fed. Cir. 2003); see In re 
Donohue, 766 F.2d 531, 533 (Fed. Cir. 1985). This is so despite 
the fact that the description provided in the anticipating reference 
might not otherwise entitle its author to a patent. See Vas Cath 
Inc. v. Mahurkar, 935 F.2d 1555, 1562 (Fed. Cir. 1991) 
( discussing the "distinction between a written description adequate 
to support a claim under § 112 and a written description sufficient 
to anticipate its subject matter under § 102(b )"). 

In re Gleave, 560 F.3d 1331, 1334 (Fed. Cir. 2009). 

2. Obviousness 

Under section 103 of the Patent Act, a patent claim is invalid "if the differences between 

the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a 

whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made .to a person having ordinary 

skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains."9 35 U.S.C. § 103. While the ultimate 

detennination of whether an invention would have been obvious is a legal conclusion, it is based 

on "underlying factual inquiries including: (1) the scope and content of the prior art; (2) the level 

of ordinary skill in the art; (3) the differences between the claimed invention and the prior art; 

and (4) objective evidence of nonobviousness." Eli Lilly and Co. v. Teva Pharmaceuticals USA, 

Inc., 619 F.3d 1329 (Fed. Cir. 2010). 

The objective evidence, also known as "secondary considerations," includes commercial 

success, long felt need, and failure of others. Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 13-17 

(1966); Dystar Textilfarben GmbHv. CH Patrick Co., 464 F.3d 1356, 1361 (Fed. Cir. 2006). 

"[E]vidence arising out of the so-called 'secondary considerations' must always when present be 

considered en route to a determination of obviousness:" Stratoflex, Inc. v. Aeroquip Corp., 713 

9 The standard for determining whether a patent or publication is prior art under section 103 is 
the same as under 35 U.S.C. § 102, which is a legal question. Panduit Corp. v. Dennison Mfg. 
Co., 810 F.2d 1561, 1568 (Fed. Cir. 1987). 
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F.2d 1530, 1538 (Fed. Cir. 1983). Secondary considerations, such as commercial success, will 

not always dislodge a determination of obviousness based on analysis of the prior art. See KSR 

. Int'! Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S. 398,426 (2007) (commercial success did not alter conclusion 

of obviousness). · 

"One of the ways in which a patent's subject matter can be proved obvious is by noting 

that there existed at the time of invention a known problem for which there was an obvious 

solution encompassed by the patent's claims." KSR, 550 U.S. at 419-20. "[A]ny need or 

problem known in the field of endeavor at the time of invention and addressed by the patent can 

provide a reason for combining the elements in the manner claimed." Id. 

Specific teachings, suggestions, or motivations to combine prior art may provide helpful 

insights into the state of the art at the time of the alleged invention. Id. at 420. Nevertheless, "an 

obviousness analysis cannot be confined by a formalistic conception of the words teaching, 

suggestion, and motivation, or by overemphasis on the importance of published articles and the 

explicit content of issued patents. The diversity of inventive pursuits and of modem technology 

counsels against limiting the analysis in this way." Id. "Under the correct analysis, any need or 

problem known in the field of endeavor at the time of invention and addressed by the patent can 

provide a reason for combining the elements in the manner claimed." Id. A "person of ordinary 

skill is also a person of ordinary creativity." Id. at 421. 

Nevertheless, "the burden falls on the patent challenger to show by clear and convincing 

evidence that a person of ordinary skill in the art would have·had reason to attempt to make the 

composition or device, or carry out the claimed process, and would have had a reasonable 

expectation of success in doing so." PharmaStem Therapeutics, Inc. v. ViaCell, Inc., 491 F.3d 

1342, 1360 (Fed. Cir. 2007); see KSR, 550 U.S; at 416 (a combination of elements must do more 
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r 
I 

than yield a predictable result; combining elements that work together in an "unexpected and 

fruitful manner" would not have been obvious). 10 

3. Written Description 

The issue of whether a patent is invalid for failure to meet the written description 

requirement of 35 U.S.C. § 112, ~ 1 is a question of fact. Bard Peripheral Vascular, Inc. v. WL. 

Gore & Assocs., Inc., 670 F.3d 1171, 1188 (Fed. Cir. 2012). A patent's written description must 

clearly allow persons of ordinary skill in the art to recognize that the inventor invented what is 

claimed. The test for sufficiency of a written description is "whether the disclosure of the 

application relied upon reasonable conveys to those skilled in the art that the inventor had 

possession of the claimed subject matter as of the filing date." Id. (quoting Ariad Pharm., Inc. v. 

Eli Lilly & Co., 598 F.3d 1336, 1351 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (en bane)). 

4. Indefiniteness 

The definiteness requirement of 35 U.S.C. § 112 ensures that the patent claims 

particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter that the patentee regards to be the 

'-
invention. See 35 U.S.C. § 112, ~ 2; Metabolite Labs., Inc. v. Lab. Corp. of Am. Holdings, 370 

F.3d 1354, 1366 (Fed. Cir. 2004). If a claim's legal scope is not clear enough so that a person of 

ordinary skill in the art could determine whether or not a particular product infringes, the claim is 

indefinite, and is, therefore, invalid. Geneva Pharm., Inc. v. GlaxoSmithKline PLC, 349 F.3d 

1373, 1384 (Fed. Cir. 2003). 11 

Thus, it has been found that: 

1° Further, "when the prior art teaches away from combining certain known elements, discovery 
of a successful means of combining them is more likely to be nonobvious." KSR, 550 U.S. at 
416 (citing United States v. Adams, 383 U.S. 39, 52 (1966)). 
11 Indefiniteness is a question oflaw. !GT v. Bally Gaming Int 'l, Inc., 659 F .3d 1109 (Fed. Cir. 
2011). · 
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When a proposed construction requires that an artisan make a 
separate infringement determination for every set of circumstances 
in which the . composition may be used, and when such 
determinations are likely to result in differing outcomes 
(sometimes infringing and sometimes not), that construction is 
likely to be indefinite. 

Halliburton Energy Servs. v. M-I LLC, 514 F.3d 1244, 1255 (Fed. Cir. 2008). 

The Supreme Court addressed the issue of indefiniteness, and stated that a finding of 

indefiniteness should not be found if the claims, "viewed in light of the specification and 

prosecution history, inform those skilled in the art about the scope of the invention with 

reasonable certainty." Nautilus, Inc. v. Biosig Instruments, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 2120, 2124 (2014) 

("Natuilus"). 

A patent is not indefinite if the claims, "viewed in light of the specification and 

prosecution history, inform those skilled in the art about the scope of the inventlon with 

reasonable certainty." Nautilus, 134 S. Ct. at 2124. "If, after a review of the intrinsic and 

extrinsic evidence, a claim term remains ambiguous, the claim should be construed so as to 

maintain its validity." Certain Consumer Electronics And Display Devices With Graphics 

Processing and Graphics Processing Units Therein, Inv. No. 337-TA-932, Order No. 20 (Apr. 2, 

2015) (quoting Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1327). 

The burden is on the accused infringer to come forward with clear and convincing 

evidence to prove invalidity. See Young v. Lumenis, Inc., 492 F.3d 1336, 1344 (Fed. Cir. 2007) 

("A determination that a patent claim is inyalid for failing to meet the definiteness requirement in 

35 U.S.C. § 112, 12 is a legal question reviewed de novo."). · 

D. Domestic Industry 

A violation of section 337(a)(l)(B), (C), (D), or (E) can be found "only if an industry· in 

the United States, with respect to the articles protected by the patent, copyright, trademark, 'mask 
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work, or design concerned, exists or is in the process of being established." 19 U.S.C. 
( 

§ 1337(a)(2). Section 337(a) further provides: 

(3) For purposes of paragraph (2), an industry in the United States 
shall be considered to exist if there is . in the United States, with 
respect to the articles protected by the patent, copyright, trademark, 
mask work, or design concemed-

(A) significant investment in plant and equipment; 

(B) significant employment of labor or capital; or 

(C) substantial investment in its exploitation; including 
engineering, research and development, .or licensing. 

19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3). 

These statutory requirements consist of an economic prong (which requires certain 

activities)12 and a technical prong (which requires that these activities relate to the intellectual 

property being protected). Certain Stringed Musical Instruments and Components Thereof, Inv. 

No. 337-TA-586, Comm'n Op. at 13 (May 16, 2008) ("Stringed Musical Instruments"). The 

burden is on the complainant to show by a preponderance of the evidence that the domestic 

industry requirement is satisfied. Certain Multimedia Display and Navigation Devices and 

Systems, Components Thereof, and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-694, Comm'n 

Op. at 5 (July 22, 2011). 

12 The Commission practice is usually to assess the facts relating to the economic prong at the 
time that the complaint was filed. See Certain Coaxial Cable Connectors and Components 
Thereof and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337~ TA-560, Comm'n Op. at 39 n.17 (Apr. 14, 
2010) ("We note that only activities that occurred before the filing of a complaint with the 
Commission are relevant to whether a domestic industry exists or is in the process of_being 
established under sections 337(a)(2)-(3).") (citing Bally/Midway Mfg. Co. v. US. Int'! Trade 
Comm 'n, 714 F.2d 1117, 1121 (Fed. Cir. 1983)) . . In some cases, however, the Commission will 
consider later developments in the alleged industry, such as "when a significant and unusual 
development occurred after the complaint has been filed." See Certain Video Game Systems and 
Controllers, Inv. No. 337-TA-743, Comm'n Op., at 5-6 (Jan. 20, 2012) ("[I]n appropriate 
situations based on the specific facts and circumstances of an investigation, the Commission may 
consider activities and investments beyond the filing of the complaint."). 
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1. · Economic Prong 

With respect to the economic prong, and whether or not section 337(a)(3)(A) or (B) is 

satisfied, the Commission has held that "whether a complainant has established that its 

investment and/or employment activities are significant with respect to the articles protected by 
,' 

the intellectual property right concerned is not evaluated according to any rigid mathematical 

formula." Certain Printing and Imaging Devices and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337 TA 

690, Comm'n Op. at 27 (Feb. 17, 2011) ("Printing and Imaging Devices") (citing Certain Male 

Prophylactic Devices, Inv. No. 337 TA-546, Comm'n Op. at 39 (Aug. 1, 2007)). Rather, the 

Commission examines "the facts in each investigation, the article of commerce, and the realities 

of the marketplace." Id "The determination takes into account the nature of the investment 

and/or employment activities, 'the industry in question, and the complainant's relative size."' Id 

( citing Stringed Musical Instruments at 26). 

With respect to section 337(a)(3)(C), whether an investment in domestic industry is 

"substantial" is a fact-dependent inquiry for which the complainant bears the burden of proof. 

Stringed Musical Instruments at 14. There is no minimum monetary expenditure that a 

complainant must demonstrate to qualify as a domestic industry under the "substantial 

investment" requirement of this section. Id at 25. There is no need to define or quantify an 

industry in absolute mathematical terms. Id at 26. Rather, "the requirement for showing the 

existence of a domestic industry will depend on the industry in question, and the complainant's 

relative size." Id at 25-26. 

2. Technical Prong 
" 

"With respect to section 337(a)(3)(A) and (B), the technical prong is the requirement that 

the investments in plant or equipment and employment inlabor or capital are actually related to 
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'articles protected by' the intellectual property right which forms the basis of the complaint." 

Stringed Musical Instruments at 13-14. "The test for satisfying the 'technical prong' of the 

industry requirement is essentially same as that for infringement, i.e., a comparison of domestic 

products to the asserted claims." Alloc, Inc. v. Int'! Trade Comm'n, 342 F.3d 1361, 1375 (Fed. 

Cir. 2003). "With respect to section 337(a)(3)(C), the technical prong is the requirement that the 

activities of engineering, research and development, and, licensing are actually related to the 

asserted intellectual property right." Stringed Musical Instruments at 13. 

E. Public Interest 

The Commission has delegated the taking of evidence or other information with respect 

to the public interest in this investigation to the administrative law judge. See 80 Fed. Reg. 

66934 (October 30, 2015); 19 C.F.R. §210.lO(b). Before issuing any remedial order for a 

violation of section 337, the Commission must weigh the effects of the remedy on the public 

interest by considering four factors. Certain Inclined-Field Acceleration Tubes, Inv. No. 337-

TA-67, Comm'n Op. (Dec. 29, 1980). These public interest factors are: (1) the public health and 

welfare; (2) the competitive conditions in the United States economy; (3) the production of like 

or directly competitive articles in the United States; and ( 4) the United States consumers. 19 

U.S.C. § 1337(d)(l). The Commission must then balance any potentially adverse impact on the 

public interest against the public's interest in protecting and enforcing intellectual property 

rights. See id. If the negative impact of the remedial order outweighs its benefit, the 

Commission must deny the requested relief. Id. 

In the few instances where the Commission has found a public interest impact significant 

enough to deny relief, "the exclusion order was denied because inadequate supply within the 

United States-by both the patentee and domestic licensees-meant that an exclusion order 
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would deprive the public of products necessary for some important health or welfare need . . .. " 

Spansion, Inc. v. ITC, 629 F.3d 1331, 1.360 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (citing Certain Fluidized Supporting 

Apparatus, Inv. No. 337-TA-182/188, Comm'n Op. (Oct. 1984), Inclined-Field Acceleration 

Tubes, (Dec. 1980); and Certain Automatic Crankpin Grinders, Inv. No. 337-TA-60, Comm'n 

Op. (Dec. 1979)). 

IV. U.S. PATENT NO~ 6,641,891 

A. Overview of the '891 Patent 

The ' 891 Patent (JX-0001), entitled "Magnetic recording medium," issued on November 

4, 2003. The application that would issue as the '891 Patent, Application No. 10/112,502, was 

filed on March 27, 2002, and claims priority to JP 2001-093908 (filed March 28, 2001) and JP 

2002-063599 (filed March 8, 2002). The ' 891 Patent discloses a recording medium (e.g., a tape 

or disk) with a magnetic layer that has specific physical and chemical attributes. See generally 

JX-0001, Abstract. 

B. Claim Construction 

1. Level of Ordinary Skill in the Art 

For the '891, '106, '612, and '434 Patents, Fujifilm argues: 

A person of ordinary skill in the art of the Asserted Patents (for 
example, the art of magnetic recording) would be an individual 
who, · as of the relevant priority date, would have a bachelor's 
degree in materials science, physics, electrical engineering, 
mechanical engineering, chemistry, or a closely related field, and 
at least five years of experience in.the field of magnetic recording, 
or Master's degree or· higher in materials science, physics, 
electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, chemistry, or a 
closely related field, with an emphasis in magnetic recording, and 
at least three years of experience in the field of magnetic recording. 
A person with less education but . more relevant practical 
experience may also meet this standard. 

Fujifilm Br. at 30 (citing CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q/A 58). 
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Sony argues: 

As Dr. Ross testified, a POSA would have at least: (1) a bachelor's 
degree in electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, physics, 
materials science ( or a related field) plus two years of experience 
working with magnetic storage systems or media; (2) an advanced 
degree in one of the disciplines identified above ( or a related field), 
either with an emphasis in magnetic storage technology or 
equivalent experience working with magnetic storage systems or 
media; or (3) work experience equivalent to the prior 
qualifications. RX-0004C at Q&A 51. 

Fujifilm has proposed an alternative definition that is unnecessarily 
high. However, a POSA would have reached the same conclusions 
on claim construction, infringement, and invalidity under either 
party's proposed level of skill in the art. Id. 

Sony Br. at 48. 13 After presenting both parties' proposals, Dr. Ross testified that: 

... I have considered both parties' proposals. In my opinion, the 
parties' proposals are similar, but Sony's definition of the level of 
ordinary skill in the art for these patents is more accurate. A 
person with a bachelor's degree in the fields listed above. plus two 
years of experience working with magnetic storage media ( or an 
advanced degree in the fields listed above with emphasis on 
magnetic storage media or equivalent work experience) would be 
equipped to understand and analyze the subject matter of the '891 
Patent. Fujifilm's proposal impos~s an unnecessarily high level of 
qualification on such a person relative to the technology described 
in the patent. Though I believe my proposed level of ordinary skill 
is more accurate, Fujifilm's proposed level of ordinary skill is 
sufficiently close to my own that my opinions would be the same if 
I were to use Fujifilm's proposal. 

RX-0004C (Ross DWS at Q/A 51). 

The Staff argues, inter alia, that "at lea$t some practical experience is necessary for one 

13 Sony proposes the same level of ordinary skill for all of the asserted patents, as follows: 

• '891 Patent: Sony Br. at 48 (citing RX-OOOlC (Ross WS) at Q/A 40); 

• '612 Patent: Sony Br. at 121 (citing RX-0004C (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 51); 

• '106 Patent: Sony Br. at 195 (citing RX-0004C (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 51);-· 

• '434 Patent: Sony Br. at 255-56 (citing RX-0005C (Talke WS) at Q&A 64); and 

• '805 Patent: Sony Br. at 310 (citing RX-0003C (Jennings) at Q/A 46). 
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to qualify as a person of ordinary skill in the art." Staff Br. at 15. : 

The administrative law judge has determined that a person of ordinary skill in the art 

would have a bachelor's degree in electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, physics, 

materials science ( or a related field) plus two years of experience working with magnetic storage 

I 

systems or media. Fujifilm's (and the 'Staffs) proposed level of ordinary skill risks imposing an 

unnecessarily high level of skill that cannot be justified without additional evidentiary support. 

See, e.g., Environmental Designs, 713 F.2d at 696 (Fed. CiL 1983); The Manual of Patent 

Examining Procedure§ 2141.03 , 9th Ed. (Nov. 2015) (providing five factors to consider in 

determining the appropriate level of ordinary skill). Sony's proposed level of ordinary skill is 

encompassed by Fujifilm's proposed level of ordinary skill in the art, thus reflecting at least 

some consensus between the parties. 

2. Agreed Constructions 

Fujifilm, Sony, and the Staff have submitted agreed constructions for two claim terms, as 

follows: 

Magnetic recording 
medium 

Magnetic cluster 

1, 4-9, 11, and 14 

1 

No construction necessary. However, if 
construed: "medium on which information 
may be magnetically recorded." 

"aggregate of magnetic particles that 
behave like a single magnetic member" 

See Fujifilm Br. at 25; Sony Br. at 49; Staff Br. at 15-16 (citing CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 

100-01; RX-0004C (Ross WS) at Q/A 87). 

3. Disputed Constructions 

The parties dispute two terms in the '891 Patent-"coercivity" and "average size.of 
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magnetic cluster at DC erase." Fujifilm Br. at 31; Sony Br. at 49; Staff Br. at 16-19. Sony 

argues that both terms are indefinite. See Sony Br. at 49 ( claim construction), 104-110 

(invalidity). 

a) Coercivity 

Fujifilm argues, in part: 

Coercivity is recited in claims 1, 6, and 7. Fujifilm and the Staff 
agree that coercivity means "the demagnetizing field strength 
required at saturation remanence to reduce magnetic flux density to 
zero." The '891 Patent specification also uses the term 
"coercivity" as one of ordinary skill would understand it. JX-
0001 C ('891 Patent) at 7:55-60. Sony contends that, though 
Fujifilm's (and the Staffs) definition is correct, the term 
"coercivity" renders the claims indefinite because coercivity can be 
measured in three directions (longitudinal, perpendicular, and 
transverse) and the claims do not explicitly recite a direction. 
RPreHBr. at 331-332. 

As an initial matter, the mere possibility of different results from 
different . measurement techniques does not render a claim 
indefinite. 

Fujifilm Br. at 31-32. 

The Staff argues that Sony's expert, Dr. Ross, was able to explain what "coercivity" is. 

Staff Br. at 17. Dr. Ross testified, as follows: 

Q75: Are you familiar with the term coercivity? 

A: Yes, I am. 

Q76: What is coercivity? 

A: Coercivity arises in permanent magnetic materials (e.g. 
ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic materials) from the fact that these 
materials exhibit magnetic hysteresis. That is when an external 
magnetic field is applied to one of these magnetic materials, the 
magnetic domains within the material align with the external field 
such that the material becomes magnetized according to the 
direction of the external field. When the external field is removed 
though the material retains some magnetization and an external 
magnetic field must be applied in · the opposite direction to reduce 
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the magnetization back to zero. The strength of this demagnetizing 
field is the coercivity of the material Remanence is the amount of 
magnetization remaining at zero field RDX-0008 illustrates the 
difference between remanence arid coercivity. 

RX-0004C (Ross WS) at Q/A75~76. · RDX-0008, in turn, provides a short explanation that 

coercivity is "a measure of the reverse field needed to drive the magnetization to zero after being 

saturated." 

The administrative law judge construes "coercivity" to mean "the demagnetizing field 

strength required at saturation remanence to reduce magnetic flux density to zero." See CX-

0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 102-04 (citing JX-0001 at 7:55-60 and extrinsic evidence). In 

general, Sony's argument that "coercivity" is .indefinite pertains to how the property is measured, 

not its definition (or construction). Sony's arguments about how to measure coercivity are 

addressed in the indefiniteness subsection. See Part IV(H), infra. 

b) Average size of magnetic cluster at DC erase 

Fujifilm argues: 

Claim 1 , recites, among other limitations: "an average size of 
magnetic cluster at DC erase is equal to or higher than 0.5 x 104 
nm2 and less than 5.5 x104 nm2." The parties agree that a 
"magnetic cluster" means an "aggregate of magnetic particles that 
behave like a single magnetic member." However, Sony's expert, 
Dr. Ross, testified that the longer phrase is indefinite because the 
intrinsic record does not "inform a person of ordinary skill in the 
art how to set [certain] parameters" that may influence the 
"average size of magnetic cluster at DC Erase." See RX-0004C 
(Ross DWS) Q:353. 

Fujifilm Br. at 33. Fujifilm then argues that the patent expressly teaches how to measure the 

average size of magnetic cluster at DC erase. See id. at 33-38. 

Sony argues, in part: 

Claim 1 requires "an average size of magnetic cluster at DC erase 
is equal to or higher than 0.5x104 nm2 and less than 5.5x104 nm2

." 
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Yet the '891 Patent only briefly touches on ho~ to measure the 
average cluster size. The entire discussion appears in a single 
paragraph that refers to magnetic force microscopy ("MFM"), but 
does not impose any limits on the numerous parameters that factor 
into MFM measurement and subsequent processing .... 

Sony Br. at 105. 

The Staff argues: 

The parties primarily dispute whether one of ordinary skill in the 
art can determine with reasonable certain whether a particular 
sample of magnetic tape has an average size of magnetic cluster at 
DC erase within a particular range. Compls. P.H. Br. at 32; Resps. 
P.H. Br. at 269-270. This indefiniteness argument, which does not 

· appear to relate to claim construction, is addressed below in 
Section IV .F .3 . 

StaffBr. at 18. 

. . . it does not appear to the Staff that adopting FUJIFILM's 
proposed construction would resolve any issue of infringement or 
validity. Importantly, FUJIFILM's proposed construction does not 
bear on the question of indefiniteness, which is addressed below in 
Section IV.F.3. 

Accordingly, the Staff submits that no construction is necessary. 

Fujifilm replies, in part: 

.. . Sony has (incorrectly) suggested that average size of magnetic 
cluster at DC erase also includes the physical size of magnetic . 
clusters, even though their physical sizes are not affected by DC 
erase. Fujifilm's proposed construction clarifies that the term 
refers to size of the magnetic force distribution, a magnetic 
property of clusters which is affected by DC erase. CX-0004C 
(Wang DWS) Q:108 ("everything in the patent and claims tells me 
this is about the magnetic properties of the . clusters, not their 
physical size"). 

Fujifilm Repy at 11 ( emphasis added by Fujifilm). 

The administrative law judge has determined it is n_ot necessary to construe the phrase 

"average size of magnetic cluster at DC erase." The parties do not dispute the meaning of the 

phrase, but rather how the relevant measurement should be made. Further, the parties did not 
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require a construction to navigate infringement and invalidity arguments. Accordingly, it is not. 

necessary to construe this phrase. See 02 Micro Int '! Ltd. v. Beyond Innovation Tech. Co., 521 

F.3d 1351, 1362 (Fed. Cir. 2008). 14 

C. Infringement 

Fujifilm asserts claims 1, 4-9, 11, and 14 against Sony's LT0-7 products. See Fujifilm 

Br. at 23-24, 38~39; Sony Br. at 34; Staff Br. at 5 (The Staff notes that the parties "agree that the 

Sony Ultriuin 7 Data Cartridge Model No. L TX6000G is representative of the Accused 

Products."). 15 All of the asserted claims are product claims. 

1. Claim 1 

Claim 1 follows: 

1. A magnetic recording medium, comprising: 

an essentially nonmagnetic lower layer; and a magnetic' layer 
comprising a ferromagnetic powder and a binder, the 
magnetic layer located over the lower layer, 

wherein said magnetic layer has a thickness ranging from 0.01 
to 0.15 µm and a coercivity equal to or higher than 159 

14 02 Micro, 521 F.3d at 1362, provides: 

"We, however, recognize that district courts are not (and should 
not be) required to construe every limitation present in a patent's 
asserted claims. See, e.g., Biotec Biologische Naturverpackungen 
GmbH & Co. KG v. Biocorp, Inc., 249 F.3d 1341, 1349 (Fed. Cir. 
2001) ( deciding that disputed issue was the proper application of a 
.claim term to an accused process rather the scope of the term); US 
Surgical Corp. v. Ethicon, Inc. , 103 F.3d 1554, 1568 (Fed. 
Cir.1997) (Claim construction 'is not an obligatory exercise in 
redundancy.'). Rather, '[c]laim construction is a matter of 
resolution of disputed meanings and technical scope, to clarify and 
when necessary to explain what the patentee covered by the 
claims, for use in the determination of infringement.' US 
Surgical, 103 F.3d at 1568.". 

15 Fujifilm has argued that Sony literally infringes the asserted claims. It has not presented any 
doctrine of equi_v,~lents arguments .. 
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kA/m, and the ferromagnetic particles contained in the 
ferromagnetic powder have a size less than 0.15 µm, and an 
average size of magnetic cluster at DC erase is equal to or 
higher than 0.5 x 104 nm2 and less than 5.5 x 104 nm~, and 
wherein the essentially non-magnetic lower layer has either 
no magnetic properties or magnetic properties to a degree 
not affected by recording information to the magnetic layer. 

JX-0001 at 31:39-52. 

Fujifilm divides the claim into seven limitations, which are shown as follows: 

[a] 1. A magnetic recording medium, comprising: 

[b] an essentially nonmagnetic lower layer; and a magnetic 
layer comprising a ferromagnetic powder and a binder, the 
magnetic layer located over the lower layer, 

[ c] wherein said magnetic layer has a thickness ranging from 
0.01 to 0.15 µm 

[ d] arid a coercivity equal to or higher than 159 kA/m, 

[ e] and the ferromagnetic particles contained in the 
ferromagnetic powder have a size less than 0.15 µm, and 

[f] an average size of magnetic cluster at DC erase is e~ual to 
or higher than 0.5 x 104 nm2 and less than 5.5 x 10 nm2

, 

and 

[g] wherein the essentially non-magnetic lower layer has either 
no magnetic properties or magnetic properties to a degree 
not affected by recording informati_on to the magnetic layer. 

See Fujifilm Br. at 39-46. Each limitation is addressed below. 

a) A magnetic recording medium, comprising: 

Fujifilm argues: 

The parties agree that a "magnetic recording medium" requires no 
construction or alternatively is a "medium on which information 
may be magnetically recorded." The Accused Products contain a 
medium (tape) on which data (information) . can be -recorded 
(stored) magnetically. Sony manufactures the Accused Products 
[ 

J. 
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Sony, its witnesses and its experts do not dispute that this 
limitation is met. Sony's witnesses also acknowledge that its 
Accused Products [ 

] ; CX-0°004C 
(Wang DWS) Q:125-131; JX-0052C at 20. 

Fujifilm Br. at 39. 

The Staff argues that this limitation is met and notes that "Sony does not appear to 

dispute that this limitation is met." Staff Br. at 22; see generally Sony Br., § IV(F) (the 

limitation is not contested); Sony Reply, § II(C) (the limitation is not contested). 

The evidence shows that Sony's L TO-7 products include a magnetic recording medium. See [ 

]; see also CX-0004C 

(Wang DWS) Q/A 125-131; JX-0052C at 20 (LT0-7 specification, U-732); [ 

); CX-0400C at 25-27. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has 

determined Sony's L TO-7 products satisfy this limitation. 

b) an essentially nonmagnetic lower layer; and a magnetic layer 
comprising a ferromagnetic powder and a binder, the magnetic 
layer located over the lower layer, 

Fujifilm argues that the LT0-7 products include the claimed layers and that Sony does 

not dispute that its LT0-7 products satisfy this limitation. Fujifilm Br. at 39-40. Fujifilm relies 

on [ 

J, testing on 

Sony's LT0-7 products (the LTX6000G), and expert testimony. Id. at 39-41. 

The Staff argues that this limitation is met and notes that "Sony does not appear to 

dispute that this limitation is met." Staff Br. at 23; see generally Sony Br., § IV(F). (the 
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limitation is not contested); Sony Reply, § Il(C) (the limitation is not contested). The Staff 

presents the following image, .which depicts an exemplary LT0-7 tape: 

] . 

The evidence shows that Sony's LT0-7 products include an essentially nonmagnetic 

lower layer. See [ 

]; JX-0052C at 62 

(the L TO-7 specification provides, "The tape shall consist of a multilayer composite of similar 

materials and construction to prior L TO tape generations, appropriately scaled to achieve the 

correct thickness and properties to meet the other requirements. The composite layers include a 

polymeric base material, a back coat, and front coatings including an under layer and magnetic 

layer."); CX-0004C (Wang WS) Q/A 132-36. 

The evidence also shows that Sony's LT0-7 products include a magnetic layer 

comprising a ferromagnetic powder and a binder, and that the magnetic layer is located over the 
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· essentially nonmagnetic lower layer. In particular, the LTO-7 products are made with [ 

]; CX~0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 137-39. The magnetic layer includes a 

binder. CX-0400C at 30-31; CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 137-39. [ 

Specification) at 62, 76; [ 

]; see also CX-0004C (Wang WS) Q/A 137; JX-0052C (LT0-7 

] . 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Sony's LT0-7 products satisfy 

this limitation. 

c) wherein said magnetic layer has a thickness ranging from 0.01 to 
0.15 µm 

Fujifilm argues that the LT0-7 products' magnetic layer has a thickness of 0.01 to 0.15 

µm and that Sony does not dispute that its LT0-7 products satisfy this limitation. Fujifilm Br. at 

41. Fujifilm relies on [ 

], measurements on Sony's LT0-7 

products (the LTX6000G), and expert testimony. Id. 

The Staff argues that this limitation is met and notes that "Sony does not appear to 

dispute that this limitation is met." Staff Br. at 24; see generally Sony Br., § IV(F) (the 

limitation is not contested); Sony Reply, § Il(C) (the limitation is not contested). 

The evidence shows that the magnetic !ayer in Sony's L TO-7 products has a thickness 

between 0.01 and 0015 µm. See [ 

1; CX-0004C (Wang 

_DWS) Q/A 148; CX-0002 (Sinclair DWS) at 46-48 (explaining measurement results, showing an 
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average thickness of [ ] run). Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Sony's 

L TO-7 products satisfy this limitation. 

d) and a coercivity equal to or higher than 159 kA/m, 

Fujifilm argues that the L TO:. 7 products' magnetic layer has _a coercivity equal to or 

higher than 159 kA/m. Fujifilm Br. at 42. Fujifilm relies on its own expert' s testing of the 

L TO-7 products, [ · ], and its expert's testimony. 

Sony argues that ".;iside from the invalidity of the claims, Fujifilm failed to present 

credible evidence from which to carry its burden of proving infringement by a preponderance of 

the evidence." Sony Br. at 111. Sony's expert, Dr. Ross, critiques the testing that Fujifilm's 

expert, Dr. Wang, performed. See id. at 111-12. In particular, Dr. Ross opines that there is some 

uncertainty as to whether Dr. Wang tested the leader portion of the L TO-7 tape, which differs 

from the normal (7th generation) portion ofthe tape. See RX-0369C (Ross RWS) at Q/A 79-88. 

Dr. Ross also opines that Dr. Wang insufficiently magnetically saturated the sample, which 

renders his results unreliable. Id. at QI A 90-100. 

The Staff notes Sony's critique of Dr. Wang's coercivity measurements, but concludes 

that "the evidence shows that Dr. Wang's coercivity measurement is sufficient to find 

infringement." Staff Br. at 25. 

The evidence shows that Sony's LT0-7 products' magnetic layer has a coercivity equal 

to or higher than 159 kA/m. See [ 

] . Further, Sony does not present any evidence showing 

that Sony's LT0-7 products' magnetic layer has a coercivity less than 159 kA/m. Accordingly, 

the administrative law judge has determined Sony's LT0-7 products satisfy this limitation. 
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e) and the ferromagnetic particles contained in the ferromagnetic 
powder have a size less than 0.15 µm, and 

Fujifilm argues that Sony's L TO-7 products include ferromagnetic particles having a size 

less than 0.15 µm. Fujifilm Br. at 43-44. Fujifilm relies on [ 

] . 

The Staff argues that this limitation is met and notes that "Sony does not appear to 

dispute that this limitation is met." Staff Br. at 25-26; see generally Sony Br., § IV(F) (the 

limitation is not contested); Sony Reply, § II(C) (the limitation is not contested). 

The evidence shows that Sony's L TO-7 products include ferromagnetic particles having a 

size less than 0.15 µm. See [ 

). Accordingly, the 

administrative law judge has determined Sony's L TO-7 products satisfy this limitation. 

f) an average size of magnetic cluster at DC erase is equal to or 
higher than 0.5 x 104 nm2 and less than 5.5 x 104 nm2

, and 

Fujifilm argues that the magnetic clusters in Sony's L TO-7 products meet this limitation. 

See Fujifilm Br. at 44-45. Fujifilm relies on expert testing and attendant testimony. Id. 

(referring to CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 170-80). Fujifilm argues Sony's expert does not 

"show any evidence of her own testing on the Accused Products to show that the actual average 

cluster size is outside the claimed range." Id. at 45 (citing RX-0369C (Ross RWS) at Q/A 102-

112). 

Sony disputes that Fujifilm's expert's testing and the attendant testimony show that the 

LTO-7 products satisfy this limitation. Sony Br. at 105-09, 110-14. Sony' s expert critiques Dr. 
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Wang's testing for being unclear as to whether Dr. Wang tested the leader tape, for skipping a 

magnetizing step in the procedure, for failing to specify sample orientation during DC erase, and 

for not discussing various "functions and parameters associated with the image processing and 

analysis required for determining average magnetic cluster size." Id. at 111-14.1
,
6 

Sony also argues, with regard to indefiniteness, that variables such as the type of tip used 

to scan a sample using magnetic force microscopy ("MFM"), the settings used to convert images 

(as part of the MFM process), and noise-elimination thresholds "can have a major impact on the 

reported average size of magnetic clusters." Sony Br. at 105-06. Sony argues: 

As Dr. Ross further explained, the results were profoundly 
different depending on the particular tip. Id. at Q&A 134, 359-
363; RDX-0015. For instance, when measured with an MESP-LM 
tip, the tested sample had an average size of magnetic clusters of 
[ ], which is outside the range claimed by the '891 Patent. 
RX-0004C (Ross OWS) at Q&A 362; RDX-0015. In contrast, 
when measured with an MESP tip, the same sample had an 
average size of magnetic clusters of [ ], which is almost 
[ ] times larger than the value measured with the MESP-LM tip 
and is within the claimed range. Id. 

Id. at 106 (emphasis added by Sony). For binarization threshold and noise elimination, Sony 

argues, in part: 

For example, if excluding as noise anything smaller than 30 
pixels-a reasonable choice consistent with Fujifilm's own MFM 
testing (RX-0240C at 14)-applying a binarization threshold of 
30% yields an average cluster size of [ ] outside the 
claimed range. RX~0004C (Ross OWS) at Q&A 379. By contrast, 
applying a threshold of 70% yields an average cluster size of 
[ J inside the claimed range. In sum, the choice of 
threshold dictates whether or not a particular tape is covered by the 
claims. At the hearing, Dr. Wang himself conceded that changing 
the threshold could significantly affect the measurements. Tr. at 

16 Fujifilm argues it is unlikely Dr. Wang tested the leader tape given "different characteristics 
for leader tape, including a much greater thickness of [ ]um as compared to the requirement for 
magnetic tape thickness of f ] µm, and a splicing tape made of PET that connects the leader 
tape to the magnetic tape portion." Fujifilm Reply at 12. 
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305. 

Id. at 108. 

The Staff argues that the limitation is met based upon Dr. Wang's testing. Staff Br. at 26. 

The Staff argues that "[a]lthough Sony criticizes Dr. Wang's failure to precisely describe his 

measurement technique, Sony has not shown that any alleged deficiency would render Dr. 

Wang's measurements suspect." Id. 

In reply, Fujifilm argues that Dr. Ross's critiques of Dr. Wang's testing are insufficient: 

"Dr. Ross does not identify which parameters or functions Dr. Wang failed to identify, and does 

not explain how any of these functions could affect Dr. Wang's analysis." Fujifilm Reply at 12-

13. Fujifilm further argues that Sony asks the administrative law judge "to require absolute 

certainty" of claims. Id. at 30-31. Fujifilm concludes: 

Id. at 31. 

Neither Sony nor Dr. Ross respond to Dr. Wang's testimony 
regarding how one of ordinary skill would consider the testing 
parameters, including the MFM tip's magnetic properties, for 
example, or the noise elimination threshold to use. Instead these 
reasons are dismissed as expert "preference." RPostHBr. at 107. 
Moreover, Dr. Ross's own magnetic cluster size testing and her 
analysis on Dr. Wang's testing show that a person of ordinary skill 
could, in fact, determine infringement with reasonable certainty, if 
a reasonable set of parameters were applied. Accordingly, Sony 
has failed to show with clear and convincing evidence that the 
Asserted Claims are indefinite. 

Sony replies; in part: 

Fujifilm's rebuttal concerning the selection of an MFM tip turns 
exclusively on Dr. Wang's personal opinion that a POSA would 
prefer a "medium to high magnetic moment." Fujifilm IPHB at 
35-36. As Sony explained (Sony IPHB at 35-36), Dr. Wang's 
view neglects the instrument maker's own literature (CX-0346) 
and at best constitutes the "unpredictable vagaries" of a given 
expert's opinions. 
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Sony Reply at 26. Sony further replies that the claims do not require any particular binarization 

or noise elimination thresholds. Id at 26-27 ("Dr. Ross's indefiniteness analysis turns on the 

wildly differing results obtained with 30% and 70% binarization thresholds in conjunction with 

one specific noise elimination threshold (i.e., 30 pixels) that Fujifilm itself deemed reasonable 

for its own testing." (emphasis omitted)). 

The Staff replies that "Sony has not shown that any alleged deficiency would render Dr. 

Wang's measurements suspect." Staff Reply at 6. 

The evidence shows that the magnetic clusters in Sony's LT0-7 products have an 

average size, at DC erase, that is equal to or higher than 0.5 x 104 nm2 and less than 5.5 x 104 

nm2
. See CX-0004C (Wang WS) at QI A 179. In particular, Dr. Wang' s testing, which involved 

three samplings, shows that the average size of magnetic clusters at DC erase at those locations 

to be [ ]. JdatQ/Al70-180. The70% 

threshold Dr. Wang utilized is supported by the '891 Patent. See JX-0001 at 29:43-47 ("Seventy 

percent of the standard deviation (rms) value of the magnetic force distribution was set as the 

threshold value, the image was rendered binary, and only portions having a magnetic force equal 

to or higher than 70 percent were displayed."); see also Sony Br. at 108 ("applying a threshold of 

70% yields an average cluster size [ ], inside the claimed range."). Further, Dr. 

Wang's testing comports with the procedures outlined in the specification, JX-0001 at 29:35-49, 

while Dr. Ross's testing that applies a 30% threshold (which corresponds to the data that falls 

outside of the claimed range) does not. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has 

determined Sony's LTO-7 products satisfy this limitation. 
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g) wherein the essentially non-magnetic lower layer has either no 
magnetic properties or magnetic properties to a degree not 
affected by recording information to the magnetic layer. 

Fujifilm argues that the lower layer in.Sony's LT0-7 products "has no magnetic 

properties or magnetic properties to a degree not affected by recording information to the 

magnetic layer" and that Sony does not dispute that its L TO-7 products satisfy this limitation . 

Fujifilm Br. at 45. Fujifilm relies on [ . 

testimony [ ] . Id at 45-46. 

. ] and expert 

The Staffargues that this limitation is met and notes that "Sony does not appear to 

dispute that this limitation is met." Staff Br. at 26; see generally Sony Br., § IV(F) (the 

limitation is not contested); Sony Reply, § II(C) (the limitation is not contested). 

The evidence shows that the Sony L TO-7 products' lower layer has either no magnetic 

properties or magnetic properties to a degree not affected by recording information to the 

magnetic layer. See [ 

]. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Sony's 

L TO-7 products satisfy this limitation. 

In conclusion, the administrative law judge has determined that Sony's LT0-7 products 

infringe claim 1. 

2. Claim 4 -

Claim 4 requires that the ferromagnetic powder of claim 1 is a hexagonal ferrite powder. 

', 

JX-0001 at 31 :59-60. 

Fujifilm's entire argument is: 

. . . Claim 4 depends from claim 1 and adds the limitation: 
"wherein said ferromagnetic powder is a hexagonal ferrite 
powder." As discussed with respect to claim 1, there is no dispute 
that Sony uses BaFe, a hexagonal ferrite powder. [ · 
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]. The 
'891 Patent, JX-0001 at 7: 1-7 also confirms that BaF e is a 
hexagonal ferrite. Dr. Wang concluded that the Accused Products 
include a ferromagnetic powder that is a hexagonal ferrite pO\,yder, 
e.g., CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:183-184, and Dr. Ross does not 
dispute that the Accused Products meet this limitation. 

Fujifilm Br. at 46. 

The Staff argues that claim 4 is infringed and notes that "Sony does not appear to dispute 

that this additional limitation is met." Staff Br. at 27; see generally Sony Br., § IV(F) (the 

claim/limitation is not contested); Sony Reply, § II(C) (the claim/limitation is not contested). 

The evidence shows that Sony's LT0-7 products include barium ferrite, which is a 

hexagonal ferrite powder. See [ ]; JX-0001 at 7:1-7; CX-

0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 183-84. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined 

Sony's LT0-7 products infringe claim 4. 

3. Claim 5 

Claim 5 requires that the hexagonal ferrite powder of claim 4 to have a mean plate 

diameter of equal to or less than 42 nm. JX-0001 at 31 :61-63. 

Fujifilm's entire argument is: 

. . . As discussed above, Dr. Wang explains that the average 
particle size in claim 1 refers to mean plate diameter for hexagonal 
ferrites, which [ ] . 
CX-0004C (Wang DWS) at Q:185-186; [ 

f. This is less than 42 nm, thus meeting 
the limitation of claim 5. Further, Dr. Wang's testing, described 
with respect to claim 1, found a mean plate diameter of [ ] nm, 
which is also less than 42 nm. Id. 

Fujifilm Br. at 46. 

The Staff argues that claim 5 is infringed and notes that "Sony does not appear to dispute 

that this additional limitation is met." Staff Br. at 27-28; see generally Sony Br.,§ IV(F) (the 
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claim/limitation is not contested); Sony Reply, § II(C) (the claim/limitation is not contested). 

The evidence shows that Sony's L TO-7 products include barium ferrite, which is a 

hexagonal ferrite powder. The hexagonal ferrite plates have an average diameter of [ ] nm. 

] ; CX-0004C (Wang 

DWS)"at Q/A 185-186. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Sony's 

L TO-7 products infringe claim 5. 

4. Claim 6 

Claim 6 requires that the magnetic recording medium of claim 1 have a coercivity 

ranging from,J59 to 318 kA/m. JX-0001 at 31:64-65. 

Fujifilm's entire argument is: 

. . . [ 

]. Furthermore, Dr. Wang's testing found a coercivity 
of [ ] kA/m, which is also within the range of 159 to 318 kA/m. 
CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:187-188. 

Fujifilm Br. at 46-47. 

Although Sony does not present argument for claim 6, Sony's arguments about the 

coercivity limitation from claim 1 also apply to claim 6. See generally Sony Br., § IV(F) (claim 

6 is not specifically contested); Sony Reply,§ II(C) (claim 6 is not specifically contested). 

The Staff notes Sony's critique of Dr. Wang's coercivity measurements, but concludes 

that "Dr. Wang's coercivity measurements are sufficient to find infringement." Staff Br. at 28. 

The evidence shows that the Sony LT0-7 products' magnetic layer has a coercivity 

between 159 and 318 kA/m. In particular, the LTO-7 products are manufactured [ 
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] . Further, Sony does not present any 

evidence showing that the Sony LT0-7 products' magnetic layer has a coercivity outside of the 

claimed range. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Sony' s LT0-7 

products infringe claim 6. 

5. Claim 7 

Claim 7 requires that the magnetic recording medium of claim 1 have a coercivity 

ranging from 159 to 279 kNm. JX-0001 at 31 :66-67. 

Sony's LT0-7 products infringe claim 7 based upon the same evidence that shows they 

infringe claim 6. 

6. Claim 8 

Claim 8 requires the magnetic layer of claim 1 to have a thickness ranging from 0.01 to 

0 .10 µm. JX-0001 at 3 2: 1-3. 

Fujifilm's entire argument is: 

. . . [ 

] . 
Furthermore, testing directed by Dr. Sinclair on the Representative 
Product found a magnetic layer thickness of [ ]µm, which is 
also within range. CX-0002C (Sinclair DWS) at 46-48. 

Fujifilm Br. at 47. 

The Staff argues that claim 8 is infringed and notes that "Sony does not appear to dispute 

that this additional limitation is met." Staff Br. at JO; see generally Sony Br. , § IV(F) (the 

claim/limitation is not contested); Sony Reply, § II(C) (the claim/limitation is not contested). 

The evidence shows that the magnetic fayer in Sony's L TO-7 products has a thickness 
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between [ ] µm. See [ 

] ; CX-0004C (Wang 

DWS) Q/A 148; CX-0002 (Sinclair DWS) at 46-48 (explaining measurement results, showing an 

average thickness of [ ] nm). Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Soiry''s 

LT0-7 products infringe claim 8. 

7. Claim 9 

Claim 9 requires the magnetic layer of claim 1 to have a thickness ranging from 0.02 to 

0.08 µm. JX-0001 .at 32:4-6. 

Fujifilm's entire argument is: 

... Dr. Sinclair's testing found a magnetic layer thickness of [ ] 
µm, which is within the claimed range of 0.02 to 0.08 µm. CX-
0002C (Sinclair DWS) at 46-48. Sony also confirmed that [ 

] . 

Fujifilm Br. at 47-48. 

The Staff argues that claim 9 is infringed and notes that "Sony does not appear to dispute 

that this additional limitation is met." Staff Br. at 30-31; see generally Sony Br., § IV(F) (the 

claim/limitation is not contested); Sony Reply, § II(C) (the claim/limitation is not contested). · 

The evidence shows that the magnetic layer in Sony's L TO-7 products has a thickness 

between 0.02 and 0.08 µm. See CX-0002 (Sinclair DWS) at Q/A 46-48 (explaining 

measurement results, showing an average thickness of [ ] nm); see also [ 

]. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Sony's LT0-7 

products infringe claim 9. 
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8. Claim 11 

Claim 11 requires the magnetic recording medium of claim 1 to be a tape. JX-0001 at 

32:9-10. 

Fujifilm's entire argument is: 

The Sony L TO-7 Spec Sheet confirms the magnetic recording 
mediumJor Sony LTO-7 products is a tape .. JX-0054C (Compl. 
Ex. 19) at 2. [ 

J. 

Fujifilm Br. at 48. 

The Staff argues that claim 11 is infringed and notes that "Sony does not appear to 

dispute that this additional limitation is met." Staff Br. at 31; see generally Sony Br., § IV(F) 
·, 

(the claim/limitation is not contested); Sony Reply, § II(C) (the claim/limitation is not contested). 

The evidence shows that the magnetic recording medium in Sony's L TO-7 products is a 

tape. See [ 

]. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has 

determined Sony's L TO-7 products infringe claim 11. 

9. Claim 14 

Claim 14 requires the ferromagnetic particles of claim 1 to have a size of less than about 

0.1 µm. JX-0001 at 32:16-18. 

Fujifilm's entire argument is: 

. . . the average particle size in claim 1 refers to mean plate 
diameter for hexagonal ferrites, which Sony admits [ 

]. Expert 
testing also confirmed a mean plate diameter of [ ] nm, which is 
also less than 0.1 µm. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:185-186, 198-
199. 
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Fujifilm Br. at 48. 

The Staff argues that claim 14 is infringed and notes that "Sony does not appear to 

dispute that this additional limitation is met." Staff Br. at 31; see generally Sony Br., § IV(F) 

(the claim/limitation is not contested); Sony Reply, § Il(C) (the claim/limitation is not contested). 

The evidence shows that Sony's LT0-7 products inciude barium ferrite, which is a 

hexagonal ferrite powder. The hexagonal ferrite plates have an average diameter of [ ] nm. 

[ ] ; CX-0004C (Wang 

DWS) at Q/A 185-186 . . Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Sony's 

L TO-7 products infringe claim 14. 

D. Domestic Industry (Technical Prong) 

Fujifilm argues that its LT0-7 and LT0-6 products practice claims 1, 4-9, 11, and 14 of 

the '891 Patent. Fujifilm Br. at 48. Fujifilm further argues that Sony "does not offer any 

affirmative evidence showing that Fujifilm's DI Products do not practice the Asserted Claims of 

the '891 Patent." See id. at 49. 

Sony's entire argument about Fujifilm's LT0-7 and LT0-6 products follows: 

Fujifilm's Domestic Industry testing suffers from the same 
deficiencies as its infringement testing-i. e., Dr. Wang failed to 
address the leader tape, failed to saturate the samples when 
measuring the coercivity, and conducted unreliable and deficient . 
testing of the average size of magnetic clusters. RX-0369C (Ross 
RWS) at Q&A 113-114. Thus, for the same reasons discussed in 
Section IV.F as to the problems with Fujifilm's testing of 
coercivity and average magnetic duster size limitations, Fujifilm's 
testing also fails to prove that the Domestic Industry Products 
practice these limitations. 

Sony Br. at 114. This is the testimony Sony relies on: 

Q113: I11: Dr. Wang's opening witness statement, CX-0004C, 
he opined that Fujifilm's LT0-6 and LT0-7 domestic industry 
products practice all of the Asserted Claims of the '891 Patent. 
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Do you agree with that conclusion? 

A: No. I disagree with Dr. Wang's domestic industry opinion for 
multiple reasons. 

Q114: Can you briefly describe those reasons?· 

A: Well, many of the same flaws that I discussed with respect to 
Dr. Wang's infringement analysis apply equally with respect to Dr. 
Wang's domestic industry analysis. In particular, when testing the 
domestic industry products, Dr. Wang failed to address the leader 
tape, and he failed to saturate the samples when measuring the 
coercivity. Additionally, Dr. Wang's testing of the average size of 
magnetic clusters at DC erase was deficient because he failed to 
discuss the orientation of the samples during the DC erase 
procedure, his testing methodologies were inconsistent with those 
described in the '891 Patent, and he failed to describe the 
parameters associated with the image processing steps of his 
analysis. For at least these reasons, it is my opinion that Dr. 
Wang's testing is not sufficient to support a finding that Fujifilm's 
L T0-6 and L TO-7 products practice the asserted claims of the 
'891 Patent. 

RX-0369C (Ross RWS) at Q/A 113-114 (Q/A 115-17 provide additional detail). Sony's reply 

maintains these criti_ques and argues that Fujifilm and Staff have misplaced the burden of proof 

in requiring Sony to prove that Fujifilm does not practice the asserted claims. See Sony Reply at 

28-29. 

The Staff argues that Fujifilm's products practice the asserted claims. Staff Br. at 33-34. 

The Staff notes although "Sony does not dispute most of Dr. Warig's domestic industry analysis, 

it raises the same three criticisms as it did with respect to infringement: 'Dr. Wang failed to 

address the leader tape, failed to saturate the samples when measuring the coercivity, and 
. . . . . ~ ' . 

conducted unreliable and deficient testing of the average size of magnetic clusters."' Id ( quoting 

Sony Pre-Hr'g Br. at 276). The Staff does not accept Sony's criticisms directed toward the 

Fujifilm products generally for the same reasons it does not accept Sony's criticisms directed 

toward Fujifilm' s infringement arguments. See id. 
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The asserted claims are addressed below. 

1. Claim 1 

a) A magnetic recording medium, comprising: 

(1) Fujifilm' s LT0-7 Products 

For its LT0-7 products, Fujifilm argues: 

Fujifilm's LT0-7 cartridges comply with the LT0-7 Format 
Specification. CX-0027 (Fujifilm's LT0-7 Sell Sheet) at 2. 
[ . 

] . 
Because Fujifilm's products comply with the LT0-7 Specification, 
they must conform to certain physical and magnetic characteristics 
of magnetic tape, described by the LT0-7 Specification. CX-
0004C (Wang DWS) Q:207-210; JX-0052C (LT0-7 Format 
Specification) at 20. Fujifilm's LT0-7 cartridges meet this 
limitation. See also CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:211-212. 

Fujifilm Br. at 49. 

The evidence shows that Fujifilm's LT0-7 products include a magnetic recording 

medium. See CX-0027 (Fujifilm' s LT0-7 Sell Sheet); JX-0052C (LT0-7 Format Specification) 

at 20; see also I 1. 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Fujifilm's LT0-7 products satisfy this 

limitation. 

(2) Fujifilm's LT0-6 Products 

For its LT0-6 products, Fujifilm argues: 

Fujifilm' s LT0-6 cartridges comply with the LT0-6 Format 
Specification, and must also conform to certain physical and 
magnetic characteristics of magnetic tape, described by the L T0-6 
specification. See CX-0094 (Fujifilm's LT0-6 Sell Sheet); JX-
0051C (LT0-6 Format Specification) at 17. As explained by Dr. 
Wang, Fujifilm's LT0-6 cartridges meet this limitation. See also 
CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:213-217. 

Fujifilm Br. at 50. 
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The evidence shows that Fujifilm' s LT0-6 products include a magnetic recording 

medium. See CX-0094 (Fujifilm's LT0-6 Sell Sheet); JX-0051C (LT0-6 Format Specification) 

at 17. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Fujifilm's LT0-6 products 

satisfy this limitation. 

h) an essentially nonmagnetic lower layer; and a magnetic layer 
comprising a ferromagnetic powder and a binder, the magnetic 
layer located over the lower layer, 

(1) Fujifilm's LT0-7 Products 

Fujifilm argues the L TO-7 products include the claimed layers and that Sony does not 

dispute that Fujifilm's LT0-7 products satisfy this limitation. · Fujifilm Br. at 50-52. Fujifilm 

relies on the LTO-7 specification, Fujifilm documents, and expert testimony and testing. See id. 

The evidence shows that Fujifilm's LT0-7 tapes ~nclude an essentially non-magnetic 

lower layer and a magnetic layer. See JX-0052C l 

]; JX-0045C (Fujifilm's LTO Application) 

at 19 and 61; CX-0450C (Sinclair Disk 1); JX-0228C; see also CX-0004C at (Wang WS) Q/A 

218-2. [ 
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[ 

). As the images show, the magnetic layer is 

located over the lower layer. Id. 

The evidence also shows that the magnetic layer includes ferromagnetic powder and a 

binder. JX-0228C; see also CX-0004C at (Wang WS) Q/A 218-27. 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Fujifilm's LT0-7 products 

satisfy this limitation. 

(2) Fujifilm's LT0-6 Products 

For its LT0-6 products, Fujifilm argues: 

For similar reasons, Fujifilm's LT0-6 cartridges meet this 
limitation. Dr. Wang explains that similar to the LT0-7 
Specification, the LT0-6 Specification, at section 9 .1 of the L T0-6 
Specification shows that LT0-6 products, including Fujifilm's 
L T0-6 cartridges, include a magnetic layer with a binder, located 
over a base material. JX-0051 C at 54. Testing directed by Dr. 
Sinclair on a Fujifilm's LT0-6 cartridge confirms that it includes 
an essentially nonmagnetic lower layer, and a magnetic layer with 
ferromagnetic powder dispersed in a binder. CX-0004C (Wang 
DWS) Q:228; see also CX-0450C (Sinclair Disk 1) in file 
-Layerthickness\s6 _ Fuj i-Ultrium6-MagLayerThicknes\S 13 
(S5)_XTEM_CUT 1-2.3K 1 .TIF; CDX-0003C at 14 (CX-0450C, 
also referred to as JX-0208C); CX-0002C (Sinclair DWS) Q:41. 
In addition, Dr. Sinclair's EDS analysis also confirms that the 
magnetic layer includes ferromagnetic powder that is BaFe, a 
hexagonal system ferrite. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:228. 

Additional evidence that this limitation is met is found in exhibit 
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JX-0228C (Fujifilm's LT0-6/7 Structure), which lists components 
of the layers of the L T0-6 Products, and testimony of Mr. Ejiri 
about that document. Id 

Fujifilm Br. at 50. 

The evidence shows that Fujifilm's LT0-6 tapes include an essentially non-magnetic 

lower layer and a magnetic layer. See JX-0051C at 54 [ 

J; CX-0002C (Sinclair DWS) Q/A 40-41; CX-0450C (Sinclair Disk 1); see 

also CDX-0003C at 14; CX-0004C (Wang WS) Q/A 228. [ 

CDX-0003C (Wang Demonstrative) at 14. 

The evidence also shows that the magnetic layer includes ferromagnetic powder and a 

binder. JX-0228C; see also CX-0004C at (Wang WS) Q/A 228. 
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Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Fujifilm's LT0-6 products 

satisfy this limitation. 

c) wherein said magnetic layer has a thickness ranging from 0.01 to 
0.15µm 

(1) Fujifilm's LT0-7 Products 

For its LT0-7 products, Fujifilm argues that "[t]esting confirms thatFujifilm's LT0-7 

cartridges have [ ], which is within the claimed range of 0.01 to 0.15 

µm." Fujifilm Br. at 52 (citing CX-0002C (Sinclair WS Q/A 46-48)). 

The evidence shows that the magnetic layer in Fujifilm's LT0-7 products has a thickness 

between 0.01 and 0.15 µm. In particular, Dr. Sinclar's testing shows that Fujifilm's LT0-7 

products have r ]. CX-0002C (Sinclair WS Q/A 46-

48). Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Fujifilm's LT0-7 products 

satisfy this limitation. · 

(2) Fujifilm's LT0-6 Products, 

For itsLT0-6 products, Fujifilm argues that "Testing confirms that Fujifilm's LT0-6 

cartridges have [ ], which is within the claimed range of 0.01 to 0.15 

µm." Fujifilm Br. at 53 (citing CX-0002C (Sinclair WS Q/A 46-48)). 

The evidence shows that the magnetic layer in Fujifilm's LT0-6 products has a 

thickness between 0.01 and 0.15 µm. In particular, Dr. Sinclar's testing shows·that Fujifilm's 

L T0-6 products have [ ]. CX-0002C (Sinclair WS Q/A 

46-48). Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Fujifilin's LT0-6 products 

satisfy this limitation. 
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d) and a coercivity equal to or higher 'than 159 kA/m, 

(1) Fujifilm's LT0-7 Products 

For its LT0-7 products, Fujifilm argues: 

Dr. Wang's testing of Fujifilm's LT0-7 cartridges shows a 
coercivity [ ], which is within the 
claimed range. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:236. [ 

] . 

Fujifilm Br. at 53. 

The evidence shows that the Fujifilm's LT0-7 products' magnetic layer has a coercivity 

equal to or higher than 159 kA/m. In particular, Sony's and Dr. Wang's testing of the LT0-7 

products have [ J. See CX-0423C at 13; [ 

]; CX-0004C (Wang WS) Q/A 236 (referring to JX-0214C at 48 of297). 

Further, Sony does not present any evidence showing that the Fujifilm LTO-7 products' 

magnetic layer has a coercivity less than 159 kA/m. Accordingly, the administrative law judge 

has determined Fujifilm' s LTO-7 products satisfy this limitation. 

(2) Fujifilm's LT0-6 Products 

For its LT0-6 products, Fujifilm argues: 

Dr. Wang's testing of Fujifilm's LT0-6 Cartridges · shows a 
coercivity of 2246 Oe, or 178.7 kA/m, within the claimed range. 
CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:238. [ 

] . 

Fujifilm Br. at 53. 

The evidence shows that Fujifilm's LT0-6 products' magnetic layer has a coercivity 

equal to or higher than 159 kA/m. In particular, [ 
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]; CX-

0004C (Wang WS) Q/A 238 (referring to JX-0214C at 45 of 297). Further, Sony does not 

present any evidence showing that the Fujifilm LT0-6 products' magnetic layer has a coercivity 

less than 159 kA/m. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Fujifilm's LT0-6 

products satisfy this limitation. · 

e) and the ferromagnetic particles contained in the ferromagnetic 
powder have a size less than 0.15 µm, and 

(1) Fujifilm's LT0-7 Products 

For its LTO-7 products, Fujifilm argues: 

The hexagonal ferrite particles contained in the ferromagnetic 
powder used in Fujifilm's LT0-7 Cartridges are BaFe particles. 
CX-0027 (Fujifilm LT0-7 Sell Sheet); CX-0005C (Ejiri DWS) 
Q:31-38; JX-0228C (Fujifilm LT0-6/7 Structure). Dr. Sinclair's 
testing shows that the BaFe in Fujifilm's LT0-7 Cartridges has a 
[ ], i.e., within the claimed range. CX-0002C 
(Sinclair DWS) Q:61-75. 

Fujifilm Br. at 54. 

The evidence shows that Fujifilm's LT0-7 products include ferromagnetic particles 

having a size less than 0.15 µm. In particular, Dr. Sinclar's testing shows that Fujifilm's LT0-7 

products have ferromagnetic particles with [ ]. See CX-

0002C (Sinclair WS) Q/A 61-75. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined 

Fujifilm' s LTO-7 products satisfy this limitation. 

(2) Fujifilm's LT0-6 Products 

For its LT0-6 products, Fujifilm argues: 

Exhibit CX-0094 (Fujifilm LT0-6 Sell Sheet) states that Fujifilm's 
L T0-6 cartridges were the first L TO tape cartridges to use BaF e 
particles, and the magnetic layer · thus includes ferromagnetic 

· particles.which are BaFe. JX-0228C (Fujifilm LT0-6/7 Structure); 
CX-0005C (Ejiri DWS) Q:31-38. Dr. Sinclair's testing shows an 
[ ], within the claimed range. CX-
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0002C (SinclairDWS) Q:61-75. 

Fujifilm Br. at 54. 

The evidence shows that Fujifilm' s L T0-6 products include ferromagnetic particles 

. having a size less than 0.15 µm. In particular, Dr. Sinclar' s testing shows that Fujifilm' s LT0-6 

products have ferromagnetic particles with [ ]. See CX-

0002C (Sinclair WS) Q/A 61-75. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined 

Fujifilm's LT0-6 products satisfy this limitation. 

f) an average size of magnetic cluster at DC erase is equal to or 
higher than 0.5 x 104 nm2 and less than 5.5 x Jll4 nm2

, and 

For its LT0-7 and LT0-6 products, Fujifilm argues: 

Dr. Wang measured the average size of magnetic clusters at DC 
erase from samples of the Fujifilm's LT0-7 and LT0-6 cartridges, 
according to the same procedures involved with measuring 
magnetic clusters with respect to this claim 1 in his infringement 
analysis, and in each of three locations for both types of products, 
the measurements were within the claimed range, showing that this 
limitation was met. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:246..:249. Dr. 
Ross argues that Dr. Wang did not "address sample orientation 
during DC erasure" and "depending on how the sample is oriented 
during DC erase, magnetic particles in the sample may end up with 
different magnetization states, which may lead to a different 
average cluster size." See RX-0369C (Ross RWS) Q:117. Dr. 
Ross does not offer evidence of "different average cluster size" 
based on actual testing. Indeed, nowhere does Dr. Ross show any 
evidence of her own testing to show that the actual average cluster 
size is outside the claimed range. . Dr. Ross' s speculation is 
insufficient to overcome proof in Dr. Wang's and Dr. Sinclair's 
testing, and the other evidence in this case. 

Fujifilm Br. at 54-55. 

The evidence shows that the magnetic clusters in Fujifilm's LT0-7 and LT0-6 products 

have an average size, at DC erase, that is equal to or higher than 0.5 x 104 nm2 and less than 5.5 x 

104 nm2
. See CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 246-49. In particular, Dr. Wang's testing, which 
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involved three samplings for the L TO-7 products, shows that the average size of magnetic 

clusters at DC erase at those locations [ 

J. Id. at Q/A 249. Dr. Wang's testing of the LT0-6 products, which also involved three . 

samplings, shows that the average size of magnetic clusters at DC erase at those locations [ 

]. Id. at Q/A 249. 17 Further, Sony 

does not present any evidence showing that the Fujifilm's LT0-7 and LT0-6 products do not 

satisfy this limitation. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Fujifilm's 

L TO-7 and L T0-6 products satisfy this limitation. 

g) wherein the essentially non-magnetic lower layer has either no 
magnetic properties or magnetic properties to a degree not 
affected by recording information to the magnetic layer. 

For its LTO-7 and LT0-6 products, Fujifilm argues: 

As discussed earlier, the materials used in the lower layer of 
Fujifilm's LT0-7 and LT0-6 Products are all materials that have 
no magnetic properties or magnetic properties to a degree not 
affected by recording information to the magnetic layer. CX-
0005C (Ejiri DWS) Q:31-38. For the same reasons, this limitation 
is met for both Fujifilm L T0-6 and L TO-7 cartridges. 

Fujifilm Br. at 55. 

The evidence shows that the Fujifilm LT0-7 and LT0-6 products' lower layers have 

either no magnetic properties or magnetic properties to a degree not affected by recording 

information to the magnetic layer. See CX-0005C (Ejiri WS) Q/A 31-38. Accordingly, the 

·· administrative law judge has determined Fujifilm's LT0-7 and LT0-6 products satisfy this 

limitation. 

In conclusion, the administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm's LT0-7 and 

17 The 70% threshold and testing procedures utilized are supported by the patent, as discussed 
with relation to Fujifilm's infringement arguments. 
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L T0-6 products practice claim 1. 

2. Claim 4 

For its LT0-7 and LT0-6products, Fujifilm·argues: 

The evidence and analysis set forth described with respect to 
domestic industry of claim 1 demonstrated by Fujifilm's LT0-7 
Cartridges applies equally to claim 4, because the Fujifilm DI 
Products include a magnetic layer with BaFe. JX-0052C at 76; JX-
0223C at 18:10-20:5; CX-0005C (Ejiri DWS) Q:31. 

The evidence and analysis set forth described with respect to 
domestic industry of daim 1 demonstrated by Fujifilm's LT0-6 
Cartridges applies equally to claim 4. See CX-0005C (Ejiri DWS) 
Q:31; CX-0094 (Fujifilm LT0-6 Sell Sheet). 

Fujifilm Br. at 55. 

The evidence shows that Fujifilm's LT0-7 and LT0-6 products include barium ferrite, 

which is a hexagonal ferrite powder. See JX-0052C at 76; JX-0223C at 18: 10-20:5; CX-0005C 

(Ejiri WS) Q/A 31; see also CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 183-84. Accordingly, the 
. ! 

administrative law judge has determined Fujifilm's· LT0-7 and LT0-6 products practice claim 4. 

3. Claim 5 

For its L TO-7 products, Fujifilm argues, "[a] s explained with respect to claim 1, br. 

Sinclair's testing shows that the barium ferrite in Fujifilm's LT0-7 Cartridges [ 

], and in Fujifilm's LT0-6 Cartridges [ ], 

i.e., both in the claimed range." Fujifilm Br. at 56. (citing CX-0002C (Sinclair WS) Q/A 61-75). 

The evidence shows that Fujifilm's LTO-7 and LT0-6 products include barium ferrite, 

which is a hexagonal ferrite powder. The hexagonal ferrite plates in the L TO-7 products have a 

], and the plates in the L T0-6 products [ 

]. See CX-0002C (Sinclair WS) Q/A 61-75. Accordingly, the administrative lawjudge 
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has determined Fujifilm.' s L TO-7 and L T0-6 products practice claim 5. 

4. Claim 6 

For its LT0-7 and LT0-6 products, Fujifilm argues: 

... Dr. Wang measured Fujifilm's LT0-7 Cartridges as having a 
[ ], which is within range of this limitation. 
[ 

]. Dr. Wang also measured Fujifilm's LT0-6 
cartridge with [ . I, which is also within 
range of 159 to 318 kA/m. · [ 

,. 
Fujifilm Br. at 56. 

The evidence shows that the Fujifilm LT0-7 products' magnetic layer has a coercivity 

between 159 and 318 kA/m. In particular, [ ] Dr. Wang's testing of the LT0-7 products 

have [ ]. See CX-0423C at 13; [ 

]; CX-0004C (Wang WS) Q/A 236 (referring to JX-0214C at 48 of 297). Further, Sony 

does not present any evidence showing that the Fujifilm LT0-7 products' magnetic layer has a 

coercivity less than 159 kA/m. 

The evidence also shows that Fujifilm's LT0-6 products' magnetic layer has a coercivity 

equal to or higher than 159 kA/m. In particular, [ 

]; CX-

0004C (Wang WS) Q/A 238 (referring to JX-0214C at 45 of 297). Further, Sony does not . 

present any evidence showing that the Fujifilm LT0-6 products' magnetic layer has a coercivity 

less than 159 kA/m. 
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Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Fujifilm's LT0-7 and LT0-6 

products practice claim 6. 

5. Claim 7 

For its LT0-7 products, Fujifilm argues: 

Dr. Wang measured Fujifilm's LT0-7 cartridge with a 
[ · ], which is within range of this limitation. 

I 

). Dr. Wang [ ] testing of Fujifilm's 
], L T0-6 cartridge found a coercivity of [ 

respectively, both of which are within range. 

I. 

Fujifilm Br. at 56-57. 

Fujifilm's LT0-7 and LT0-6 products practice claim 7 based upon the same evidence 

, that shows they practice claim 6. 

6. Claim 8 

For its LTO-7 and L T0-6 products, Fujifilm argues: 

... Dr. Sinclair measured Fujifilm's LT0-7 cartridge with [ 
], which is within range, and further measured 

Fujifilm's LT0-6 cartridge with [ " ], 
which is also within range. CX-0002C (Sinclair DWS) Q:46-48. 

Fujifilm Br. at 57. 

The evidence shows that the magnetic layers in Fujifilm's LT0-7 and LT0-6 products 

have a thickness between 0.01 and 0.10 µm. See CX-0002C (Sinclair DWS) Q/A 46-48. In 

particular, Dr. Sinclair's testing shows that the magnetic layer in Fujifilm's LT0-7 products has 

] and that the magnetic layer in Fujifilm's LT0-6 products has [ 

]. Id Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined 

.Fujifilm's LT0-7 and LT0-6 products practice claim 8. 
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7. C:lailll 9 

For its LT0-7 and LT0-6 products, Fujifilm argues: 

Dr. Sinclair measured Fujifilm's LT0-7 cartridge with [ 
], which is within range of this limitation, CX-

0002C (Sinclair DWS) Q:46-48, and further measured Fujifilm's 
L T0-6 cartridge with [ ], also . within 
range. Id. 

Fujifilm Br. at 57. 

Fujifilm's LT0-7 and LT0-6 products practice claim 9 based upon the same evidence 

that shows they practice claim 8. 

8. C:lailll 11 

For its LT0-7 products, Fujifilm argues: 

Both of the L TO-7 and L T0-6 specifications -repeatedly describe 
the magnetic recording medium as a tape, and this limitation is not 
disputed. See JX-0052C (LT07 Format Specification) at FF
SONY-ITC00025613; and JX-0051C (LT06 Format 
Specification) at FF-SONY-ITC00025098. 

Fujifilm Br. at 57. 

The evidence shows that the magnetic recording medium in Fujifilm's LT0-7 and LT0-6 

products is a tape. See JX-0052C (LTO-7 Format Specification) at 62; JX-0051 C (LT0-6 

Format Specification) at 54. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined 

Fujifilm's LT0-7 and LT0-6 products practice claim 11. 

9. C:lailll 14 

For its LTO~ 7 and LT0-6 products, Fujifilm argues that "Dr. Sinclair's testing shows that 

the barium ferrite in Fujifilm's LT0-7 Cartridges has [ ], and in Fujifilm's LT0-6 

Cartridges has [ ) which are both within the claimed range." Fujifilm Br. at 57-58 

(citing CX-0002C (Sinclair WS) Q/A 61-75). 

Fujifilm' s L TO-7 and L T0-6 products practice claim 14 based upon the same evidence 
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that shows they practice claim 5. 

E: Anticipation 

Sony argues that U.S. Patent No. 6,017,605 ("Yamazaki" or "Yamazaki '605"), RX-

0071, anticipates claims 1, 4-9, 11 and 14 of the '891 Patent. Sony Br. at 49.18 

At the outset, Sony argues that "Fujifilm concedes that Yamazaki discloses every element 

of independent claim 1 except for- a single limitation, concerning the claimed numerical range for 

'an average size of magnetic cluster at DC erase."' Sony Br. at 49-50 (citing Tr. 276:16-25; 

emphasis and footnote omitted). This is the testimony Sony cites: 

Q So let's look a little bit at Yamazaki. Now, you believe that 
Yamazaki does not disclose the claimed average size of magnetic 
clusters. Is that fair? 

A Correct. 

Q And for claim 1 of the '891 Patent, that's what you say is 
missing; correct? 

A Definitely. 

Q You agree the other claim limitations are met by Yamazaki? 

A Yes. 

Wang Tr. 276; see also Sony Br. at 52-55 (citing RX-0004C (Ross WS) at Q/A 190-98, 201). 

Sony argues that Yamazaki inherently discloses the "average size of magnetic cluster at DC 

erase" limitation of claim 1 and the thickness limitations in dependent claims 8 and 9. 

Fujifilm argues, for anticipation, that the numerical ranges in claim 1 "are jointly critical, 

because they result in improved performance characteristics and are unexpected." Fujifilm Br. at 

18 The Patent Trial and Appeal Board declined to institute an inter partes review of the asserted 
claims based on a petition presenting Yamazaki. See Ltr. to the Honorable Judge Shaw (filed 
July 11, 2017) (EDIS Doc. ID No. 616885), Ex. A (PTAB Decision Denying Inter Partes 
Review). 
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58 (citing Procter & Gamble Co. v. Teva Pharm. USA, Inc., 566 F.3d 989, 997 (Fed. Cir. 2009)). 

Fujifilm argues that the improved performance is reflected in "'signal to noise ratios' (SNR) or 

'carrier to noise ratios' (CNR)," which are not claim limitations and were not relevant to the 

infringement analysis. See id. at 58. Fujifilm then argues that "Sony's prior art references must 

disclose each jointly critical range of the '891 Patent with sufficient specificity." Id. at 59 ( citing 

Atofina v. Great Lakes Chemical Corp.,,441 F.3d 991 (Fed. Cir. 2006)). Fujifilm further argues 

that Yamazaki does not disclose, explicitly or inherently, every limitation of the asserted claims. 

Id. at 59-60. 

The Staff generally concurs with Fujifilm's anticipation argument. See Staff Br. at 37-39. 

The Staffs brief generally focuses on "the claimed average size of magnetic clusters at DC 
' 

erase." Id. at 38. 

The asserted claims are addressed below. 

1. Claim 1 

a) A magnetic recording medium, comprising: 

Sony argues: 

Sony Br. at 52. 

Yamazaki discloses a magnetic recording medium. RX-0004C 
(Ross OWS) at Q&A 190. Indeed, the title is "Magnetic 
Recording Medium." RX-0071 (Yamazaki '605) at Title. 

The evidence shows that Yamazaki discloses a magnetic recording medium. See RX-

0004C (Ross WS) at Q/A 190; see also RX-0071 (entitled "Magnetic Recording Medium"). 

Further, Fujifilm does not appear to dispute that Yamazaki discloses this limitation. See 

generally Fujifilm Br., .§ III(F)(l )(a)(iii) (the limitation is not contested); Fujifilm Reply, 

§ III(D)(l) (same). Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Yamazaki 
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discloses subject matter that satisfies this limitation. 

Sony argues: 

b) an essentially nonmagnetic lower layer; and a magnetic layer 
comprising a ferromagnetic powder and a binder, the magnetic 
layer located over the lower layer, 

. . . Y arnazaki teaches "a magnetic layer on a substantially 
nonmagnetic lower layer wherein the uppermost magnetic layer 
contains a ferromagnetic metal fine powder or a hexagonal ferrite 
fine powder." RX-0071 (Yamazaki '605) at 1 :8-13; see id. at 
2:58-65, 3:1-13, 11:54-63, 19:22-33. Yamazaki further describes 
"[a] magnetic recording medium which comprises a support having 
thereon a magnetic layer mainly comprising a. ferromagnetic 
powder dispersed in a binder." RX-0071 (Yamazaki '605) at 3:1-
13. 

The '891 Patent explains that "[h]ere, the term 'essentially 
nonmagnetic' means that the layer may have magnetic properties 
to a degree not affected by recording. Also, the magnetic 
properties may be to a degree that they do not affect the recording 
properties of the recording layer." '891 Patent at 8:43-47. 
Yamazaki similarly explains that "[t]he structure of the lower layer 
according to the present invention is not particularly limited so 
long as it is substantially nonmagnetic." RX-0071 (Yamazaki 
'605) at 11 :54-63. Yamazaki further explains that "[t]he term 
'substantially a nonmagnetic layer' means that the residual 
magnetic flux density of the lower layer is 100 G or less and the 
coercive force of the lower layer is 100 Oe or less, preferably the 
residual magnetic flux density and the coercive force are zero." Id. 
at 19:22-33. A POSA would have understood that a lower layer in 
which "the residual magnetic flux density and the coercive force 
are zero" is an example of an "essentially nonmagnetic lower 
layer" that has "no magnetic properties." Thus, a POSA would 
have understood that the "substantially nonmagnetic" lower layer 
disclosed in Yamazaki constitutes "an essentially nonmagnetic 
lower layer" as claimed. RX-0004C (Ross OWS) at Q&A 193. 

Sony Br. at 52-53. 

The evidence shows that Y arnazaki discloses a magnetic recording medium that includes 

an essentially nonmagnetic lower layer and a magneti_c layer comprising a ferromagnetic powder 

and a binder. See RX-0071 at 1:8-13, 2:58-65, 3:1-13, 11:54-63, 19:22-33. Yamazaki's 
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magnetic layer is located over the essentially nonmagnetic lower layer. Id. at 3: 1-13 (Yamazaki 
. . 

describes a "magnetic recording medium which comprises a support having thereon a magnetic 

layer mainly comprising a ferromagnetic powder dispersed in a binder."). Further, Fujifilm does 

not appear to dispute that Yamazaki discloses this limitation. See generally Fujifilm Br., 

§ III(F)(l)(a)(iii) (the limitation is not contested); Fujifilm Reply,§ III(D)(l) (same). 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Yamazaki discloses subject matter 

that satisfies this limitation. 

Sony argues: 

c) wherein said magnetic layer has a thickness ranging from 0.01 to 
O.JSµm 

The magnetic layer disclosed in Yamazaki ("said magnetic layer") 
has a thickness ranging from 0.01 to 0.15 µm. RX-0004C (Ross 
OWS) at Q&A 194-195. In particular, Yamazaki discloses a 
preferred embodiment in which "the thickness of the magnetic 
layer is from 0.01 to 0.25 µm." RX-0071 at 3:25-27. Moreover, 
Yamazaki explains that "[t]he nonmagnetic lower layer coating 
solution was coated in a dry thickness of 1. 7 µm, immediately 
thereafter. the upper magnetic layer coating solution was coated on 
the lower layer so as to give the magnetic layer having a thickness 
of 0.15 µm." Id. at 28:9-13. A POSA would have understood that 
the range claimed by the '891 Patent is intended to include 
magnetic layer thickness values up to and including 0.15 µm. RX-
0004C (Ross OWS) at Q&A 195. Indeed, embodiment 1 also has 
a magnetic layer thickness of 0.15 µm. '891 Patent at Table 2. 

Sony Br. at 53-54. 

The evidence shows that Yamazaki discloses a magnetic recording medium having a 

magnetic layer with a thickness ranging from 0.01 to 0.15 µm. See RX-0004C (Ross WS) at 

Q/A 194-195; RX-0071 at 3:25-27, 28:9-13, Table 2; see also RX-0071 at 5:66-6:15. Further, 

Fujifilm does not appear to dispute that Yamazaki discloses this limitation. See generally 

Fujifilm Br. at 67 (only claims 8 and 9 are contested); Fujifilm Reply at 21-22 (same). 
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Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Yamazaki discloses subject matter 

that satisfies this limitation. 

d) and a coercivity equal to or higher than 159 kA!m, 

Sony argues: 

Sony Br. at 54. 

... the term "coercivity" as used in the '891 Patent is indefinite. 
Nonetheless, under either Fujifilm's or the Staffs proposed 
constructions for the term "coercivity," Yamazaki's magnetic layer 
has a coercivity equal to or higher than 159 kA/m as claimed in the 
'891 Patent. RX-0004C (Ross OWS) at Q&A 196-197. Yamazaki 
explains that "[t]he magnetic powders used in the magnetic layer 
have an He of from about 2,000 to about 4,000 Oe, preferably from 
2,200 to 3,500 Oe." RX-0071 at 11:1-5. 

As Dr. Ross explained, a POSA would have known that units of 
Oersteds (Oe) can readily be converted into units of 
kiloAmperes/meter (kA/m). RX-0004C at Q&A 197; see also Tr. 
at 321 (Dr. Wang discussing the same). Using the applicable 
formula, a POSA would have known that 2,000 Oe is equivalent to 
159 kA/m and that 4,000 Oe is equivalent to 318 kA/m. Id. 
Yamazaki thus teaches a coercivity range of 159 kA/m to 318 
kA/m, and therefore discloses coercivity values that are "equal to 
or higher than 159 kA/m." Moreover, Yamazaki claims a 
magnetic recording medium in which "the coercive force of said 
magnetic layer is 2,000 Oe or more." RX-0071 (Yamazaki '605) 
at Claim 1. 

The evidence shows that Yamazaki discloses a magnetic recording medium having a 

magnetic layer with a coercivity equal to or higher than 159 kA/m. See RX-0004C (Ross WS) at 

Q/A 196-197; RX-0071 at 11: 1-5; 31 :55-65. Further, Fujifilm does not appear to dispute that 

Yamazaki discloses this limitation. See generally Fujifilm Br., § III(F)(l )(a)(iii) (the limitation 

is not contested); Fujifilm Reply,§ III(D)(l) (same). Accordingly, the administrative law judge 

has determined that Yamazaki discloses subject matter that satisfies this limitation. 
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e) and the ferromagnetic particles contained in the ferromagnetic 
powder have a size less than 0.15 µm, and 

Sony argues: 

Sony Br. at 55. 

Yamazaki teaches that "the · ferromagnetic particles contained in 
the ferromagnetic powder have a size less than 0.15 µm. RX-
0004C (Ross OWS) at Q&A 198. Dr. Ross confirmed this based 
on Yamazaki' s disclosures concerning both metal particles and 
hexagonal ferrite particles. Id. Claim 1 covers each, whereas 
certain dependent claims require the latter. 

The evidence shows that Yamazaki discloses a magnetic recording medium with 

ferromagnetic particles that have a size of less than 0.15 µm. See RX-0004C (Ross WS) at Q/A 

198; RX-0071 at 9:32-35 ("The length of a long axis of ferromagnetic metal powders is 

generally from 0.01 to 0.15 µm, preferably from 0.03 to 0.15 µm, and more preferably from 0.03 

to 0.12 µm."). Further, Fujifilm does not appear to dispute that Yamazaki discloses this 

limitation. See generally Fujifilm Br.,§ III(F)(l)(a)(iii) (the limitation is not contested); Fujifilm 

Reply,§ III(D)(l) (same). Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that 

Yamazaki discloses subject matter that satisfies this limitation. 

j) an average size of magnetic cluster at DC erase is equal to or 
higher than 0.5 x 104 nm2 and less than 5.5 x 104 nm2

, and 

Sony argues that "under either Fujifilm's or the Staffs proppsed constructions, Yamazaki 

discloses a procedure for making magnetic recording media that inherently have an average size 

of magnetic cluster at DC erase between 0.5 and 5.5x104 nm2
." Sony Br. at 55. Sony further 

argues that Yamazaki and the '891 Patent disclose "identical recipes" for the magnetic layer, the 

same processing steps for making the magnetic layer. See id. at 57-61 ("Yamazaki discloses the 

same ingredients and conditions that the '891 Patent later touted as important for achieving the 

purportedly novel aspect of the claimed invention."). Sony Br. at 55-70. 
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· Fujifilm argues that Yamazaki does not expressly disclose this limitation. Fujifilm Br. at 

59; see also Sony Reply at 12 ("Sony's anticipation defense turns on a single question, consistent 

with the underlying principle that a prior art reference inherently discloses a claim element if that 

element is the 'natural result flowing from' teachings in the reference."). Fujifilm argues that 

"Yamazaki '605 discloses a different evaluation of magnetic recording mediums manufactured 

by different methods and different materials" in comparison to the '891 Patent. Fujifilm Br. at 

61. Fujifilm then argues that the ferromagnetic powders, manufacturing steps, and performance 

differ between Yamazaki and the '891 Patent. Id. at 61-67. 

Sony replies that the magnetic powders between the two patents are "sufficiently similar 

to produce cluster sizes within the claimed range" and that "Dr. Ross's analysis and calculations 

confirm that at least one of Yamazaki' s powders would yield an average cluster size within this 

expansive range when the powder is processed per Yamazaki' s Preparation Method 5 or 6, 

which are substantially the same as Manufacturing Method 6 of the '891 Patent." Sony Reply at 

14-15. Sony also argues that Fujifilm "offers no evidence" to show that the tapes contemplated 

by the '891 Patent perform differently from those in Yamazaki. Id. at 18. 

The administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and 

convincing evidence, that Yamazaki inherently discloses magnetic particles having an average 

size of magnetic cluster at DC erase between 0.5 and 5.5x104 nrn2
. 35 U.S.C. § 282; Microsoft 

Corp. v. i4i Ltd. P 'ship, 131 S. Ct. 223 8, 2242 (2011 ). In particular, it is not clear that 

Yamazaki necessarily includes the unstated limitation, i.e., average particle size. See Rexnord 

Indus., LLC v. Kappas, 705 F.3d 1347, 1355 (Fed. Cir. 2013) ("This court explained-in In re 

Omeprazole Patent Litigation, 483 F.3d 1364 (Fed. Cir. 2007) that 'anticipation by inherent 

disclosure is appropriate only when the reference discloses prior art that must necessarily include 
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the unstated limitation, [or the reference] cannot inherently anticipate the claims."'). Although 

there are similarities between the materials and procedures reported in Yamazaki and the '891 

Patent, the average size of the magnetic cluster can change in response to variations in 

composition, magnetic layer thickness, magnetic particle size, coercivity, and other processing 

conditions. See CX-0357C (Wang WS) QI A 365-73. Given these multiple variables, Sony has 

not carried its burden of showing that _the claimed particles "necessarily and inevitably form[]" 

from methods disclosed in Yamazaki. See Schering Corp. v. Geneva Pharmaceuticals, 339 F.3d 

1373, 1378 (Fed. Cir. 2003); see also Cont '! Can Co. USA v. Monsanto Co., 948 F.2d 1264, 

1269 (Fed. Cir. 1991) ("'[i]nherency, however, may not be established by probabilities or 

possibilities."'). In addition, the administrative law judge notes that Sony does not rely on any 

extrinsic evidence or "other indicia of reliability" to support its inherency argument. See REG 

Synthetic Fuels, LLC v. Neste Oil Oyj, 841 F.3d 954,961 (Fed. Cir. 2016). Accordingly, the 

administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing 

evidence, that Yamazaki inherently discloses the claimed particles. 

Sony argues: 

g) wherein the essentially non-magnetic lower layer has either no 
magnetic properties or magnetic properties to a degree not 
affected by recording information to the magnetic layer. 

Yamazaki teaches that "the essentially non-magnetic lower layer 
has either no magnetic properties or magnetic properties to a 
degree not affected by recording information to the magnetic 
layer." RX-0004C (Ross OWS) at Q&A 201. As discussed in 
Section IV.D.l.a.i(2), a POSA would have understood that 
Yarnazaki's substantially nonmagnetic lower layer is an 
"essentially nonmagnetic lower layer." In particular, a POSA 
would have understood that a lower layer in which "the residual 
magnetic flux density and the coercive force are zero" is an 
example of an "essentially nonmagnetic lower layer" that has "no 
magnetic properties." Id. 
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Sony Br. at 55. 

The evidence shows that the non-magnetic layer in Yamazaki "has either no magnetic 

properties or magnetic properties to a degree not affected by recording information to the 

magnetic layer." See RX-0004C (Ross WS) at Q/A 201; RX-0071 at 19:22-33. Further, Fujifilm 

does not appear to dispute that Yamazaki discloses this limitation. See generally Fujifilm Br., 

§ III(F)(l)(a)(iii) (the limitation is not contested); Fujifilm Reply,§ III(D)(l) (same). , 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Yamazaki discloses subject matter 

that satisfies this limitation. 

2. Claim 4 

Sony argues: 

Fujifilm's pretrial brief did not separately contest the validity of 
dependent claims 4, 5, 6, 7, · 11, and 14. Indeed, as Dr. Ross 
explained and Dr. Wang did not dispute, Yamazaki expressly 
discloses the additional elements of these dependent claims. 

Dependent claim 4 requires that "said ferromagnetic powder" 
(required in claim 1) be a hexagonal ferrite powder." As Dr. Ross 
testified, Yamazaki discloses a hexagonal ferrite powder. RX-
0004C (Ross OWS) at Q&A 226~28. Indeed, Yamazaki teaches a 
preference for hexagonal ferrite powders. RX-0071 at 8:36-39. 

Sony Br. .at 70 ( emphasis omitted). 

Fujifilm argues that Yamazaki "fails to anticipate dependent claims 4-9, 11, and 14" for 

the same reason it does not anticipate claim 1. Fujifilm Br. at 60. Fujifilm does not present 

separate argument for cla:im 4. See generally Fujifilm Br.,§ III(F)(l); Fujifilm Reply,§ III(D). 

The evidence shows that Yamazaki discloses a magnetic recording medium including 

barium ferrite, which is a hexagonal ferrite powder. See RX-0071 at 8:36-39, 10:15-17; see also 

RX-0004C (Ross WS) at Q/A 226-27. Accordingly, the administrativelaw judge has determined 

that Yamazaki discloses subject matter that shows claim 4 was known in the prior art, provided 
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that Yamazaki also anticipates claim 1. 

3. Claim 5 

Sony argues: 

Dependent claim 5 recites "the magnetic recording medium 
according to claim 4" with the additional limitation that "said 
hexagonal ferrite powder has a mean plate diameter equal or less 
than 42 nm." Yamazaki discloses that "said hexagonal ferrite 
powder has a mean plate diameter equal to or less than 42 nm." 
RX-0004C at Q&A 229. In particular, Yamazaki teaches that 
"[t]he hexagonal ferrite has a hexagonal tabular diameter of from 
10 to 100 nm, preferably from 10 to 60 nm, and particularly 
preferably from 10 to 50 nm" and further teaches that "the tabular 
diameter is preferably 40 nm or less." RX-0071 , 10:32-39. As Dr. 
Ross testified, a POSA would have understood the term "tabular 
diameter" as used in Yamazaki to be equivalent with the term 
"plate diameter" as used in the ' 891 Patent. RX-0004C at Q&A 
229. 

Sony Br. at 70 ( emphasis omitted). 

Fujifilm does not present separate argument for claim 5. See generally Fujifilm Br., 

§ III(F)(l); Fujifilm Reply, § III(D). 

The evidence shows that Yamazaki discloses a magnetic recording medium including 

barium ferrite, which is a hexagonal ferrite powder. Yamazaki further discloses hexagonal 

ferrite with a tabular diameter between 10 and 50 nm andofless than 40 .nm. See RX-0071 at 

8:36-39, 10:15-17, 10:32-39; see also RX-0004C (Ross WS) at Q/A 226-29. Accordingly, the 

administrative law judge has determined that Yamazaki discloses subject matter that shows claim 

5 was known in the prior art, provided that Yamazaki also anticipates claim 1. 

4. Claim 6 

Sony argues: 

Dependent claim 6 requires that the coercivity of the magnetic 
layer be less than 318 kA/m (i.e., as an upper bound, in addition to 
the lower bound of 159 kA/m set by independent claim 1 ). 
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Yamazaki further . discloses a magnetic layer with coerc1v1ty 
ranging from 159 to 318 k.A/m. RX-0004C (Ross OWS) at Q&A 
230-231 (citingRX-0071 (Yamazaki ' 605) at 11:3-5). 

Sony Br. at 71. 

Fujifilm does not present separate argument for claim 6. See generally Fujifilm Br., 

§ III(F)(l); Fujifilm Reply,§ III(D). 

The evidence shows that Yamazaki discloses a magnetic layer having a coercivity 

between 159 and 318 k.A/m. See RX-0071' at 11:3-5; see also RX-0004C (Ross WS) at Q/A 230-

31. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Yamazaki discloses subject 

matter that shows claim 6 was known in the prior art, provided that Yamazaki also anticipates 

claim 1. 

5. Claim 7 , 

Sony argues: 

Sony Br. at 71. 

Dependent claim 7 requires that the coercivity of the magnetic 
layer be less than 279 k.A/m (i.e., as an upper bound, in addition to 
the lower bound of 159 k.A/m set by independent claim 1 ). 
Yamazaki further discloses a magnetic layer with coercivity 
ranging from 159 to 279 kA/m. RX-0004C (Ross OWS) at Q&A 
232-233 (citing RX-0071 (Yamazaki '605) at 11 :4-5). 

The evidence shows that Yamazaki discloses a magnetic layer having a coercivity 

between 159 and 279 k.A/m. See RX-0071 at 11:3-5; see also RX-0004C (Ross WS) at Q/A 232-

33 . Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Yamazaki discloses subject 

matter that shows claim 6 was known in the prior art, provided that Yamazaki also anticipates 

claim 1. 

6. Claim 8 

Sony argues, in pqrt: 
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Nor is there any novelty in dependent claims 8 and 9, which 
merely set narrower ranges for the thickness of the magnetic layer. 
Indeed, Yamazaki discloses an "ultrathin" layer (RX-0071 at 
8:15)-virtually verbatim to the '891 Patent's disclosure of a 
"superthin" layer ( 4: 15). 

Dependent claim 8 requires a thickness between 0.01 to 0.10 µm. 
Tapes falling within this range are inherent in Yamazaki because 
they are the natural result of practicing Yamazaki' s Preparation 
Method 5. The '891 Patent discloses numerous embodiments- of 
magnetic tapes (Embodiments 8-13) that exhibit a magnetic layer 
thicknesses ranging from 0.07 to 0.13 µm. RX-0004C (Ross 
OWS) at Q&A 238-239. Notably, each of these embodiments of 
the '891 Patent is manufactured .according to Manufacturing 
Method 6. Id. As discussed in Section IV.D.1.a.ii, the '891 
Patent's Manufacturing Method 6 is substantially identical to 
Yamazaki's Preparation Method 5 .... 

Sony Br. at 71-72 ( emphasis omitted). 

Fujifilm argues, for claims 8 and 9: 

Additionally, Claim 8 recites "wherein said magnetic layer has a 
thickness ranging from 0.01 to 0.10 µm" and Claim 9 recites 
"wherein said magnetic layer has a thickness ranging from 0.02 to 
0.08 µm." Yamazaki '605 merely discloses a magnetic recording 
medium with a thickness from 0.01 to 0.25 µm. RX-0071 at 3:25-
27. In one example, Yamazaki discloses a magnetic layer coating 
solution coated on a lower layer "so as to give the magnetic layer 
having a thickness of 0.15 µm." Yamazaki '605 at 28:9-13. 
However, the range of 0.01 to 0.25 µm and one example of a 0.15 
µm thickness does not disclose a magnetic layer thickness with 
sufficient specificity to teach or suggest the narrower ranges 
claimed in Claim 8 and Claim 9. 

Fujifilm Br. at 60. 

The administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and 

convincing evidence, that Yamazaki discloses, with sufficient specificity, a magnetic layer 

having thickness between 0.01 and 0.10 µm. See Atofina, 441 F.3d at 999 (finding that an earlier 

genus did not anticipate a narrower species with "sufficient specificity to anticipate"); see also 

Ineos USA LLC v. Berry Plastics Corp., 783 F.3d 865, 869 (Fed. Cir. 2015) ("prior art is only 
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anticipatory if it describes the claimed range with sufficient specificity such that a reasonable 

fact finder could conclude that there is no reasonable difference in how the invention operates 

over the ranges."). Yamazaki teaches a magnetic layer having thickness of 0.01 to 0.25 µm. 

RX-007IC at 28:9-13. The claimed range' s upper bound is 60% lower than Yamazaki's upper 

· bound, and there is discussion of performance in the testimony Sony cites such that there could 

be a reasonable difference in how the invention operates over the, ranges. Accordingly, the 

administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing 

evidence, that Yamazaki discloses magnetic layers of the claimed range. 

7. Claim 9 

Sony argues: 

Sony Br. at 73. 

Dependent claim 9 is very similar to claim 8 and requires a 
magnetic layer thickness between 0.01-0.08 µm. As Dr. Ross 
testified, Yamazaki inherently anticipates this range as well. RX-
0004C at Q&A 239. Fujifilm appears to concede that claims 8 and 
9 rise or fall together. 

The administrative law judge determined that Sony has not shown that claim 8 is 

anticipated, as discussed above. Claim 9 is a narrower range than claim 8, and because Sony has 

not shown that Yamazaki disclosed the range of claim 8 with sufficient specificity, it also has not 

shown that Yamazaki discloses the range of claim 9 with sufficient specificity. 

8. Claim 11 

Sony argues: 

Dependent claim 11 requires thatthe magnetic recording medium 
of claim 1 be a "tape." Yamazaki further discloses that .the 
magnetic recording medium is a tape. RX-0004C (Ross OWS) at 
Q&A 240-241 (citing RX-0071 (Yamazaki '605) at 5:59-65, 
25:31-33). 

Sony Br. at 71 (emphasis omitted). 
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Fujifilm does not present separate argument for claim 11. See generally Fujifilm Br., 

§ III(F)(l ); Fujifilm Reply, § III(D). 

The evidence shows that Yamazaki discloses a magnetic recording medium that is a tape. 

See RX-0071 at 5:59-65, 25:31-33; see also RX-0004C (Ross WS) at Q/A 240-41. Accordingly, 

the administrative law judge has determined that Yamazaki discloses subject matter that shows 

claim 11 was known in the prior art, provided that Yamazaki also anticipates daim 1. 

9. Claim 14 

Sony argues: 

Dependent claim 14 requires that the ferromagnetic particles "have 
a size less than about O. l µm." Yamazaki discloses ferromagnetic 
particle sizes ranging from 0.01 to 0.1 µm for hexagonal ferrite 
particles, which Yamazaki cites as an example of ferromagnetic 
particles. RX-0004C (Ross OWS) at Q&A 243 (citing RX-0071 at 
1:8-13, 8:36-39, 9:32-35, and 10:32-34). 

Sony Br. at 71 (emphasis omitted). 

Fujifilm does not present separate argument for claim 14. See generally Fujifilm Br., 

§ III(F)(l); Fujifilm Reply,§ III(D). 

The evidence shows that Yamazaki discloses a ferromagnetic particles having a size less 

than about 0.1 µm. See RX-0071 at 1:8-13, 8:36-39, 9:32-35, and 10:32-34; see also RX-0004C 

(Ross WS) at Q/A 242-43. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that 

Yamazaki discloses subject matter that shows claim 14 was known in the prior art, provided that 

Yamazaki also anticipates claim 1. 

F. Obviousness 

1. Yamazaki 

Sony argues that Yamazaki (RX-0071) discloses all of the limitations of the asserted 

claims except for "( 1) the range of average size of magnetic cluster at DC Erase required by all 
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asserted claims and; (2) the ranges of magnetic layer thickness required for claims 8 and 9." 

Sony Br. at 73. Sony further argues that "there is nothing inventive about these particular 

ranges" and that "it would ·have been obvious to modify Yamazaki' s recipe in a way such that 

the natural result is magnetic recording media satisfying these requirements." Id. at 73, 87. 

a) Average Size of Magnetic Cluster at DC Erase 

With regard to the magnetic cluster size limitation, Sony argues that a person of ordinary 

skill in the art would have been motivated to "tweak" Yamazaki's preparation methods "in a way 

that necessarily [ would] produce a magnetic layer having an average magnetic cluster size within 

the claimed range." Id. at 88. In particular, Sony contends that Yamazaki expressly teaches 

using glass beads for dispersing magnetic clusters and that it is possible ( and obvious) to use 

glass beads in a modification of preparation methods 5 and 6 (from Yamazaki). Id. Sony also 

contends that modifying the four-hour and six-hour mixing times from Yamazaki preparation 

methods 5 and 6 to arrive at the five-hour mixing time in the '891 Patent would have been . . 

"nothing more than routine optimization." Id. at 90. These two modifications, according to Dr. 

Ross, would result in a preparation method that is "substantially identical" to method 6 from the 

'891 Patent, which produces a tape "that exhibit[ s] an average magnetic cluster size within the 

claimed range." 19 Id. (citing RX-0004C (Ross WS) at Q/A 246-51). · 

Fujifilm argues: 

.. . one having ordinary skill in the art. would not be motivated to 
modify the examples or manufacturing methods disclosed in 
Yamazaki '605 in order to achieve the average size of magnetic 
clusters in the claimed range of Claim 1. 

As discussed above, Yamazaki '605 does not mention average size 
of magnetic clusters anywhere in its disclosure, or tlie evaluation 

19 Fujifilm notes that method 6 of the '891 Patent specifies a 5-hour mixing time, while methods 
5 and 6 of Yamazaki call for 4 and 6 hours of mixing, respectively. Fujifilm Br. at 65, 68. 
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of magnetic recording media to determine average size of magnetic 
clusters, or any other guidance or motivation to arrive at ."an 
average size of magnetic cluster at DC erase is equal to or higher 
than 0.5xl04 nm2 and less than 5.5 xI04 nm2

" of claim 1. ... 

Fujifilm Br. at 67-68. Fujifilm also argues that the claims involve jointly critical ranges that 

produce unexpected results. Id. at 69. 

The administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and 

convincing evidence, that Yamazaki discloses the claimed magnetic particles, i.e., magnetic 

particles having an average size of magnetic cluster at DC erase between 0.5 and 5.5xl04 nm2
, or 

that one of ordinary skill in the art would at once envisage a manufacturing process that would 

yield a tape having the claimed particles, after reading Yamazaki.20 See Blue Calypso, LLC v. 

Groupon, Inc., 815 F.3d 1331, 1341 (Fed. Cir. 2016) (quoting Kennametal, Inc. v. Ingersoll 

' 
Cutting Tool Co., 780.F.3d 1376, 1381 (Fed. Cir. 2015) for the proposition that "a reference can 

anticipate a claim even if it 'd[ oes J not expressly spell out' all the limitations arranged or 

combined as in the claim, if a person of skill in the art, reading the reference, would 'at once 

envisage; the claimed arrangement or combination."). While a person of ordinary skill has a 

college education and two years of relevant experience, Yamazaki does not discuss the average 

size of magnetic clusters in the magnetic layer. See CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 378 

("Yamazaki '605 does not ever discuss average size of magnetic clusters, or suggest how one of 

ordinary skill would_ evaluate magnetic cluster size"); see generally RX-0071 (particle size is not 

discussed). Accordingly, the evidence is not clear and convincing that a person of ordinary skill 

· in the art would modify two particular aspects ( dispersion beads and milling time) of Yamazaki' s 

preparation processes to arrive at a process that would inherently exhibit an average size of 

20 The administrative law judge previously determined that Sony has not shown, through clear 
and convincing evidence, that Yamazaki inherently discloses the claimed magnetic particles. See 
Part IV(E)(l)(f), supra. 
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magnetic clusters within the claimed range of the '891 Patent. See CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at 

QIA 379. Similarly, with respect to magnetic cluster size, it is not clear why a person of ordinary 

skill would modify or attempt to optimize Yamazaki' s milling times at all, based on Yamazaki 

alone. Id. Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that claims 1, 4-9, 11, and 14 would 

not have been obvious over Yamazaki alone because Yamazaki does not disclose the claimed 

magnetic cluster limitations. 

b) Thickness of the Magnetic Layer 

Sony argues: · 

Similarly, the ranges of magnetic layer thickness recited in claims 
8 and 9 (0.01 to 0.1 µm, and 0.02 to 0.08 µm, respectively) are not 
critical and do not lead to any unexpected results. RX-0004C 
(Ross OWS) at Q&A 254. It had been known for decades that 
magnetic layer thickness is closely tied to the performance of a 
magnetic recording medium due to thickness loss as the recording 
density is increased. Id. at Q&A 287. The background section of 
the '891 Patent itself acknowledges this. ' 891 Patent at 1 :55-57. 
As such, any improvements in performance resulting from the 
magnetic layer thickness being within the ranges recited in claims 
8 and 9 are no more than the expected result of reducing thickness 
(i.e., as compared to embodiments that satisfy independent claim 1 
but are too thick to satisfy the dependent claims). 

Here again, moreover, Fujifilm's criticality arguments do not 
account for Yamazaki, which was not disclosed during prosecution 
but which discloses a thickness range of 0.01 to 0.25 µm (RX-0071 
at 5 :7-11) and teaches the impact of thickness on performance (id. 
at 6:13-15). As such, claims 8 and 9 are at minimum 
presumptively obvious over Yamazaki. Galderma Labs., 737 F.3d 
at 738. Yet Fujifilm never compared the performance associated 
with the claimed invention against the performance available with 
from any of Yamazaki's embodiments-much less tapes made 
with Yamazaki's target thickness of 0.15 µm (RX-0071 at 28:10-
13) . . 

Nor is there any data suggesting that thickness somehow interacted 
with other variables in an unexpected way. Indeed, as previously 
noted, Fujifilm appears to concede as much. 

Sony Br. at 80 ( emphasis added by Sony). 
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Fujifilm argues that the "examples in Yamazaki '605 do not disclose a magnetic layer · 

thickness with sufficient specificity to disclose the critical ranges in Claim 8 and Claim 9." 

Fujifilm Br. at 67. Fujifilm adds: 

Further, these ranges are not a necessary consequence of the 
Manufacturing Methods disclosed in Yamazaki '605. Many 
variables affect the magnetic layer thickness, such as the amount of 
magnetic and nonmagnetic coating liquid and the type of 
ferromagnetic powders used. CX-0357C (Wang RWS) Q:371, 
375, 376. Moreover, since Yamazaki '605 does not disclose any 
evaluation of the magnetic layer thickness in its example tapes and 
disks, it cannot be said with any certainty that Yamazaki '605 
discloses the ranges described in claim 8 and claim 9. CX-0357C 
(Wang RWS) Q:376. 

Id. Fujifilm has also argued that the '891 Patent's embodiments, as reported in Table 3, provide 

evidence of unexpected results. See Fujifilm Br. at 29, 58-59, 69. 

The administrative law judge has determined that determined that Sony has not shown, 

through clear and convincing evidence, that Yamazaki discloses layers having the claimed 

thickness, or that one of ordinary skill in the art would instantly envisage a tape with the claimed 

thicknesses after reading Yamazaki. See Blue Calypso, supra. Although Yamazaki discusses 

thin magnetic layers, Yamazaki does not provide guidance or motivation to arrive at layers 

having the particular claimed thicknesses. See CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 383. 

Additionally, Fujifilm has pointed to evidence showing that tapes satisfying claims 8 and 

9 have superior performance versus tapes that do not meet these limitations. Galderma Labs., 

L.P. v. Tolmar, Inc., 737 F.3d 731, 738 (Fed. Cfr. 2013).21 For example, embodiments 9 and 14, 

which practice claims 9 and 8, respe~tively, have a good CN ratio, while embodiments 10 and 

21 Galderma, 737 F.3d at 738, provides: "wp.ere there is a range disclosed in the prior art, and 
the claimed invention falls within that range, the burden of production falls upon the patentee to 
come forward with evidence that ( 1) the prior art taught away from the claimed invention; (2) 
there were new and unexpected results relative to the prior art; or (3) there are ot~er pertinent 
secondary considerations." · 
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13, which do not practice claims 8 and 9, have a comparatively worse (but still good) CN ratio. 

See CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 353, 383. Further, embodiments 8-14, which practice claim 

1, have a good CN ratio in comparison to claims that do not practice the claim. Id. 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that claims 8 and 9 would not have been 

obvious over Yamazaki alone because Yamazaki does not disclose the claimed thickness 

limitations. 

2. Yamazaki in View of McCann 

Sony argues that all of the asserted claims are obvious over Yamazaki (RX-0071) in view 

ofMcCann22 (JX-0166): 

... The teachings in McCann (JX-0166) further confirm that it 
would have been obvious to optimize Yamazaki's milling time and 
disperse for 5 hours. McCann is an article that was published in 
March 1999 and therefore, constitutes § 102(b) prior art to the '891 
Patent. Accordingly, claims 1, 4-9, 11 and 14 are invalid as 
obvious over Yamazaki in view of McCann. 

Mccann investigated the relationship between milling time on the 
performance of BaFe dispersions for magnetic recording media. 
JX-0166 at 1 of 4; RX-0004C (Ross OWS) at Q&A 167. McCann 
also observes "a general noise decrease[] with milling time." JX-
0166 at 4 of 4. For instance, Table 2 of McCann shows that noise 
power, including noise power at DC erase, decreases as milling 
time is increased from 30 minutes to 4 hours. Id. at 3. McCann 
also explains that increasing milling time breaks up agglomerates 
of BaFe particles, reducing noise. Id. at 1, 4. After milling for a 
long time (e.g., 7 hours), the BaFe particles become so small that 
they begin to stack, causing noise to go back up. JX-0166 1, 4; 
RX.:0004C at Q&A 167. 

As Dr. Ross testified, McCann's teachings would have motivated a 
POSA to modify at least one embodiment of Yamazaki to exhibit 
an average size of magnetic clusters in the claimed range. RX-
0004C at Q&A 257-258 .... 

22 McCann is McCann, S.M. et al., Noise characterisation of barium ferrite dispersions, 
JOURNAL OF MAGNETISM AND MAGNETIC MATERIALS 193 (1999) 366-369. 
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Sony Br. at 95-96. Sony argues that the performance metrics Fujifilm relies upon are irrelevant, 

as they are unclaimed. See id. at 97. Sony also argues that McCann does not teach away from a 

combination with Yamazaki, as McCann describes a benefit for milling over an initial period that 

is lost when milling is continued beyond the initial period. Id. 23 

Fujifilm's entire argument is: 

Sony asserts that the combination of Yamazaki '605 and McCann 
renders obvious the Asserted Claims of the '891 Patent. However, 
as Dr. Wang explains, McCann discloses different subject matter 
than the '891 Patent. CX-0357C (Wang RWS) Q:386. McCann 
analyzes remnant state noise, whereas the '891 Patent focuses on 
signal to noise ratio and carrier to noise ratio. McCann also 
analyzes BaFe with a coercivity of 1249 Oe (99.4 kA/m), which is 
outside of the scope of the claimed subject matter of the '891 
Patent. See JX-0166 (McCann) at 2. One of ordinary skill would 
not look to McCann's disclosure of these BaFe particles having 
such different coercivities as the particles described in Table 1 of 
the '891 Patent, for example, having coercivities of 163 kA/m and 
above. 

Dr. Ross opines that McCann's disclosure of increasing milling 
time from 30 minutes to 4 hours would motivate a person of 
ordinary skill to increase the dispersion time of Yamazaki '605 in 
order to achieve the claimed average magnetic cluster sizes. 
However, Dr. Wang explains that McCann actually teaches away 
from increasing dispersion time in order control magnetic cluster 
size, because at a dispersion time increased to 7 hours, McCann 
discloses that BaFe particles will begin to "stack". CX-0357C 
(Wang RWS) Q:387. As Dr. Ross admitted, "stacking" means that 
the BaFe particles would behave like a single large particle, much 
like a magnetic cluster. RX-0004C (Ross DWS) Q:258. Dr. Wang 
concluded that this would suggest to one of ordinary skill that 
increasing dispersion can lead to magnetic clusters. CX-0357C at 
Q:387-388. Accordingly, Yamazaki '605 in view of McCann does 
not disclose, suggest, or render obvious claim 1 or dependent 
claims 4-9, 11, and 14. 

Fujifilm Br. at 70. 

23 Sony does not rely on McCann for the thickness limitations of claims 8 and 9. See generally 
Sony Br.,§ IV(D)(2)(d)(i). 
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Dr. Ross testified about Yamazaki and McCann, in part, as follows: 

Q257 Does McCann disclose "an average size of magnetic 
cluster at DC erase is equal to or higher than 0.5 x 104 nm2 and 
less than 5.5x104 nm2"? 

A Not explicitly, but the teachings of McCann would have 
motivated a POSA to modify an embodiment of Yamazaki to 
exhibit an average size of magnetic clusters in .the claimed range. 

Q258 What teachings of McCann would have motivated a 
POSA to modify an embodiment of Yamazaki? 

A McCann describes an experimental investigation of the effects . 
of milling time (i.e., dispersion time) on the performance of barium 
ferrite dispersions for magnetic recording media. ( JX-0166 
(McCann) at Abstract); McCann explains that agglomerates 
decrease with increasing milling time (e.g., from 30 minutes to 4 
hours), thereby decreasing noise. (JX-0166 (McCann) at Abstract, 
p. 1, left column, Table I, Fig. 2, p. 4, right column.) McCann 
further explains that, when milled for too long (e.g., 7 hours), 
barium ferrite particles become so small that they begin to stack 
and behave like a single large particle, which causes noise to go 
back up. (Id.) Therefore, McCann demonstrates that, as of the 
filing date of the '891 Patent, a POSA would have known of the 
tendency of barium ferrite particles to aggregate into magnetic 
clusters, that the presence of these aggregates resulted in increased 
noise, and that breaking up the aggregates via milling (i.e., 
dispersion) was effective for reducing the noise. 

Q259 How would those teachings motivate a POSA to modify 
Yamazaki? 

A In light of McCann a POSA would have understood that the 
term "average size of magnetic clusters" used in the asserted 
claims of the '891 Patent is merely a measure of the dispersion 
state of the magnetic particles in a magnetic recording medium, 
and that the milling time (i.e., dispersion time) is a variable that is 
effective for controlling the dispersion state in order to optimize 
the performance of the medium in terms of the noise. Similarly, 
McCann would have motivated a POSA to modify at least one 
embodiment of Yamazaki by optimizing the milling time to 
achieve an optimal dispersion time. Such a modification would 

· involve the break up aggregates of magnetic particles in the 
magnetic layer coating solution (e.g., barium ferrite particles), and 
would thereby reduce the "average size of magnetic clusters," 
resulting in an average cluster size withiri the claimed range. 
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RX~0004C at Q/A 257-59. 

The administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and 

convincing evidence, that Yamazaki or McCann explicitly disclose the claimed magnetic 

clusters, i.e., magnetic particles having an average size of magnetic cluster at DC erase between 

0.5 and 5.5x104 nm2
. See RX-0004C (Ross WS) at Q/A 257 (testifying that McCann does not 

explicitly disclose the claimed particles). Further, the evidence is not clear and convincing that a 

person of ordinary skill in the art would modify two particular aspects ( dispersion beads and 

milling time) of Yamazaki' s preparation processes to arrive at a process that would necessarily 

exhibit an average size of magnetic clusters within the claimed range of the '891 Patent. See 

CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 379.24 Similarly, it is not clear and convincing that a person of 

ordinary skill in the art would attempt to "optimize" the four-hour and six-hour mixing times 

from Yamazaki and that the hypothetical optimization would produce a five-hour mixing time of 

the '891 Patent, especially where Yamazaki does not address cluster size: Accordingly, the 

administrative law judge finds that claims 1, 4-9, 11, and 14 would not have been obvious over 

Yamazaki and McCann because the references do not disclose the claimed magnetic clµster , 

limitations or a modified method that necessarily yields the claimed magnetic clusters. 

3. Yamazaki in View of McCann and Takahashi 

Sony argues that all of the asserted claims are obvious over Yamazaki (RX-0071) in view 

24 Although Dr. Wang's witness statement discusses teaching away, he admitted conflating his 
"scientist definition of teaching away and [a] legal definition" of the concept within the context 
of dispersion beads. Wang Tt. 289. Dr. Wang's confusion in that context undermines the 
reliability of his opinion that McCann teaches away from a combination of Yamazaki and 
McCann. See, e.g., CX-0357C (Wang WS) at Q/A 387 ("Mccann would actually teach away 
from increasing milling time to reduce magnetic cluster sizes."). 
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ofMcCann (JX-0166) and Takahashi25 (JX-0164): 

... Takahashi teaches that decreasing magnetic cluster size in 
magnetic media reduces noise. RX-0004C at Q&A 171. For 
example, Fig. 3 of Takahashi depicts MFM images for two 
different magnetic media (Media A and Media B). Media B has 
smaller and more uniformly distributed magnetic clusters than 
Media A, and exhibits lower noise than Media A. Id.; JX-0164 at 
Fig. 3. Takahashi further explains that "the media noise is mainly 
improved by the reduction in the magnetic cluster size." JX-0164 
at 2. 

Takahashi also teaches a method for determining average magnetic 
cluster size by analyzing an MFM image of a magnetic recording 
medium at a de-demagnetized state. Id. Figure 4 illustrates how 
magnetic cluster size is calculated from a line scan of the MFM 
image. Specifically, "magnetic cluster size is defined as the 
average interval between maximum and minimum peak for the 
signal profile from MFM image at de-demagnetized sate." Id. at 2. 

As :Or. Ross testified, these teachings in Takahashi would have 
informed a POSA that that the average size of magnetic clusters is · 
a result-effective variable that should be optimized in order to 
reducing noise and improve the performance of magnetic recording 
media. A POSA would have used the magnetic cluster size 
measurement of Takahashi to evaluate the cluster size and 
optimize the performance of a medium, such as an embodiment of 
Yamazaki modified in view of McCann. RX-0004C at Q&A 265-
272. Moreover, while Takahashi's experiments involved sputtered 
thin film magnetic media, Dr. Ross explained that a POSA would 
have understood that the teachings are also applicable to 
particulate type magnetic media, such as tapes. Id. at Q&A 269-
272. Fujifilm's argument to the contrary (Fujifilm PHB at 68) 
again invites legal error because it turns on the idea that Takahashi 
concerned a different type of noise than what the '891 Patent 
emphasized. As previously explained, however, "neither the 
particular motivation nor the avowed purpose of the , patentee 
controls." KSR, 550 U.S. at 419. Similarly, Dr. Wang's rebuttal 
(CX-0357C at Q&A 394-95) again neglects that a POSA is "a 
person of ordinary creativity" rather than an "automaton." KSR, 
550 U.S. at 421. Takahashi's teachings plainly are not limited to 

· the particular way in which average cluster size is measured. 

25 "Takahashi" is Takahashi, M. et al., The Dependence of Media Noise on the Magnetic Cluster 
Size for Co Based Thin Film Media Fabricated under Ultra Clean Sputtering Process, IEEE 
TRANSACTIONS ON MAGNETICS, Vol. 34, No. 4 (July 1998). ' 
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Sony Br. at 98-99 ( emphasis added by Sony). 

Fujifilm argues: 

... for at least the reasons set forth with respect to the combination 
of Yamazaki '605 and McCann, Yamazaki '605 in view of 
Mccann and Takahashi does not render obvious the Asserted 
Claims of the '891 Patent. Furthermore, Dr. Wang explained that 
Takahashi is directed to a different kind of magnetic recording 
medium system than the ones described in Yamazaki '605 and 
Mccann. CX-0357C (Wang RWS) Q:393. Takahashi discloses a 
thin film magnetic medium involving cobalt magnetic alloys. In 
contrast, Yamazaki '605 and McCann describe particulate media. 
One of ordinary skill in the art would not be motivated to combine 
the thin film magnetic medium of Takahashi, involving cobalt 
magnetic alloys, with particulate magnetic mediums of Yamazaki 
'605 and McCann, involving metal particles and BaFe. 

. . . Takahashi discloses on page SNY-ITC0004172 that it is 
concerned with transition noise in Co-based thin film media, 
whereas the '891 Patent is concerned with mostly particulate noise 
in magnetic powder based tape media. Dr. Wang explained that 
these are two different kinds of noise in a magnetic medium. As a 
result, Takahashi's disclosure of magnetic clusters in the DC
demagnetized state is not relevant to the particulate noise 
characteristics that the '891 Patent concerns. Dr. Ross does not 
rebut any of these differences. ' 

Fujifilm Br. at 71 (emphasis added by Fujifilm). 

The administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and . 

convincing evidence, that Yamazaki, McCann, or Takahashi explicitly disclose the claimed 

magnetic clusters. See RX-0004C (Ross WS) at Q/A 262-72 (no testimony identifies Takahashi 

as explicitly disclosing the claimed clusters). Indeed, Takahashi is directed to sputter-deposited 

thin films involving cobalt magnetic alloys, not barium ferrite clusters. See CX-0357C (Wang · 

RWS) at Q/A 392-93; JX-0164 at 1 ("The thin film media were fabricated under the UC process 

with a specialized.production type sputtering machine (ILC3013 ANELVA) and ultraclean Ar 

gas (UC-Ar)."). 
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Further, Sony and Dr. Ross rely on Takahashi for a method of measuring average cluster 

size, which is not a disputed issue (it is possible to measure an average particle size for the 

barium ferrite clusters), and a relationship between noise and cluster size. See RX-0004C (Ross 

WS) at Q/A 264. However, it is not clear that Takahashi and the '891 Patent are concerned with 

the same types of noise, and the milling described in Yamazaki and McCann is compatible with 

the sputtering described in Takahashi. See CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 394,396; JX-0164 

at 1 ( describing use of a "specialized production type sputtering machine"). Accordingly, the 

administrative law judge has determined that a person of ordinary skill in the art would not rely 

upon, or combine, Takahashi in view of Yamazaki and McCann, in a manner that would show 

the asserted claims would have been obvious. 

4. Yamazaki in View of McCann, Takahashi, Yusu, and ECMA-249 

Sony argues that all of the asserted claims are obvious over Yamazaki (RX-0071), in 

view ofMcCann (JX-0166), Takahashi (JX-0164), Yusu26 (RX-0072), and ECMA-24927 (RX-

0173): 

... Yusu expressly discusses magnetic cluster size and teaches 
that, if recording is to be performed at a certain density, magnetic 
clusters should be no larger than the bit cell length for that density. 
RX-0072 at 13:46-67. Thus, a POSA would have appreciated from 
Yusu not only that magnetic clusters should be small, but also a 
numerical formula for determining a suitable cluster size based on 
a desired recording density. 

- Yusu is directed to magnetic media "in which magnetic grains are 
dispersed in a nonmagnetic matrix." RX-0072 at 1 :33-34. It states 
that "[t]he length of the recording magnetic domain in the linear 
direction for attaining a recording density of 1 Gb/in2 is 150 nm," 

26 "Yusu" is U.S. Patent No. 6,174,597 . 

. 
27 "ECMA-249" is the ECMA.'s Standard ECMA-249, 2nct Ed. - June 1998 (''8 mm Wide 
Magnetic Tape Cartridge for Information Interchange - Helical Scan Recording - DA-2 
Format"). 
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and "if the average size of the magnetic cluster is set smaller than 
this value, recording at a high density of 1 Gb/in2 or more is 
possible." Id. at 13:55-61. Indeed, "noise level increases unless 
several magnetic clusters fall within the short side of the magnetic 
domain," so even smaller cluster sizes are desirable. Id. at 13 :61-
67. 

Dr. Ross explained that a POSA would have understood that Yusu 
uses "recording magnetic domains" to refer to "bit cells," and that 
the length of a domain is the "bit cell length." RX-0004C (Ross 
OWS) at Q&A 175. Thus, Yusu teaches that performance 
improves (e.g., noise is reduced) when the magnetic cluster size is 
smaller than the bit cell length-and more so when the magnetic 
cluster size is small enough such that each bit cell contains several 
magnetic clusters. RX-0004C at Q&A 175. A POSA would have 
understood that the magnetic cluster size, however one chooses to 
measure it, such as after AC demagnetization or DC erase, should 
be smaller than the bit cell length in order to reduce medium noise. 
Id. .. . 

Sony Br. at 99-100 (emphasis added by Sony). Sony relies on linear recording densities from 

Yamazaki and ECMA-249 to calculate bit cell lengths of 181 nm, 127 nm, or 262 nm, which it 

then approximates28 to areas of2.6 x 104 nm2
, l.2 _x 104 nm2

, and 5.39 x 104 nm2
. Id. at 100-01 

(citing RX-0004C (Ross WS) at Q/A 277-78). The approximate areas are within the cluster size 

range of claim 1. 

Fujifilm's entire argument is: 

Sony further asserts that the combination of Yamazaki '605, 
McCann, Takahashi, Yusu, and ECMA renders obvious the 
Asserted Claims of the '891 Patent. In this combination, the prior 
art references Yamazaki '605, McCann, and Takahashi remain the 
same as in the first combination. Thus, for at least the reasons set 
forth with respect to the combination of Yamazaki '605 and 
McCarµi and Takahashi, Yamazaki '605 in view of McCann, 
Takahashi, Yusu, and ECMA does not render obvious the Asserted 
Claims of the '891 Patent. 

Further, Dr. Wang explains that Yusu teaches away from the '891 

28 This approximation is based on an assumption that magnetic clusters have a circular shape. 
RX-0004C (Ross WS)' at .QI A 278. 
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Patent because Yusu discloses considering magnetic cluster size 
when the medium is AC demagnetized, which is different from 
considering magnetic cluster size at DC erase. CX-0357C (Wang 
RW~) Q:400. Moreover, Yusu only mentions magnetic cluster 
size once and in the context of estimating a magnetic domain size. 
Yusu does not at all explain how magnetic clusters are measured. 
One having ordinary skill would not use Yusu to disclose the area 
of magnetic clusters as explained in the '891 Patent. 

ECMA also should not be combined with Yamazaki '605, 
McCann, and Yusu. Dr. Wang explains that because ECMA 
discloses reducing cluster size to less than a nominal bit cell 
length, ECMA does not suggest to one of ordinary skill how to 
measure an area of magnetic cluster sizes, as described in the '891 
Patent. CX-0357C (Wang RWS) Q:40L As discussed previously, 
one of ordinary skill would not approximate the area of magnetic 
clusters by assuming a circular shape and correlating the nominal 
bit cell length of 0.262 µm described by EC.MA with the area 
described in claim 1. CX-0357C (Wang RWS) Q:401. 

Fujifilm Br. at 72-73. 

The portions of Dr. Wang's witness statement that Fujifilm relies upon follow: 

400.Q. How does Yusu teach away from the '891 Patent? 

400.A. Yusu at column 13, line 47-55 states that "[a] magnetic 
domain is formed on the magnetic recording layer by a magnetic 
field from the magnetic head, and serves as one recording unit of 
information. If the minimum magnetic domain size on the 
magnetic recording layer is larger than the magnetic domain to be 
. formed, the SIN ratio of the signal deteriorates, and reproduction 
cannot be performed in the worst case. The minimum magnetic 
domain size can be estimated by the magnetic cluster size when the 
magnetic recording medium is AC-demagnetized." However, 
Yusu does not disclose what magnetic cluster is or how its size is 
determined. Rather, Yusu at column 14, lines 6-8 states that 
magnetic grain size can be equal to or larger than magnetic cluster 
"when the magnetic recording medium is AC-demagnetized." 

In contrast, the '891 Patent discloses detailed procedures for 
calculating the magnetic cluster size at DC erase, w.hich is different 
from considering the size of magnetic cluster when the medium is 
AC demagnetized. Accordingly, Yusu teaches away from the '891 
Patent. Further, the magnetic clusters in Yusu differ from both 
Takahashi and the '891 Patent, and thus it would not be possible to 
combine the methods of Yusu and Takahashi, two different kinds 
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of magnetic clusters, in order to achieve the magnetic cluster sizes 
of the '891 Patent, a third kind of magnetic cluster size. 
Importantly, the minimum magnetic domain size formed by a 
magnetic recording head as disclosed by Yusu is fundamentally 
different from the magnetic cluster size disclosed in '891 Patent. 
The former depends on magnetic write head and head-medium 
spacing, among many other factors that are not discussed and are 
not related to the magnetic cluster size in the '891 Patent. 

401.Q. How does ECMA teach away from the '891 Patent? 

40 I .A. ECMA suggests that it is advantageous to reduce cluster 
size to less than a nominal bit cell length. This specifically teaches 
away from the focus of the '891 Patent. The magnetic cluster size 
in '891 Patent is specified as within range of 0.5 x 104 nm2 and 5.5 
x 104 nm2

, which is in the unit of area. The nominal bit cell length 
is in the unit of length by definition, which is completely different 
from magnetic cluster size taught in 891 Patent. Further, it does 
not make sense that one of ordinary skill would approximate 
magnetic clusters as approximately circular to correlate the 
nominal bit cell length of 0.262 µm with a cluster area. As shown 
in the MFM images Dr. Ross and I have provided, the magnetic 
cluster shapes are highly irregular. No such correlation or 
relationship exists in the prior art between a bit cell length and 
magnetic clusters. 

CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 400-01. 

The administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and 

convincing evidenoe, that Yamazaki, Mccann, Takahashi, Yusu, and EMCA provide a basis for 

finding the asserted claims would have been obvious. In particular, the administrative law judge 

has already determined that a person of ordinary skill in the art would not combine Takahashi 

with the other references; that determination applies equally here. Additionally, Dr. Ross's 

assumption that the magnetic particles are approximately circular, RX-0004C (Ross WS) at Q/A 

278 (e.g., "assuming that magnetic clusters are approximately circular, an average diameter of 

0.262 µm co~esponds to ari average area of magnetic clusters of 5.39 x 104 nm2
"), is 

unsupported. See also CX-0357C (Wang WS) at Q/A 401 ("it does not make sense that one of 
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·-
ordinary skill would approximate magnetic clusters as approximately circular to correlate the 

nominaf bit cell length of 0.262 µm with a cluster area."). 29 Accordingly, the administrative law 

judge finds that claims 1, 4-9, 11, and 14 would not have been obvious over the combination of 

Yamazaki, McCaIU1, Takahashi, Yusu, and ECMA-249. 

5. Sony's DDS-3 Tapes in View of Yamazaki 

Sony argues: 

Even if Yamazaki did not anticipate the asserted claims, they 
would at minimum be obvious over the Sony DDS3 tapes in view 
of Yamazaki . . The tapes both fall within the purportedly inventive 
range of magnetic cluster sizes (i.e., the one aspect of the claims 
not expressly addressed in Yamazaki or at the very least 
presumptively obvious given the range of thicknesses that 
Yamazaki discloses). 

Sony Br. at 80-81. Sony relies on two tapes, (1) SNY-ITC_SOOOOOOl (RPX-0001), in view of 

29 Dr. Wang's opinions that Yusu and ECMA-249 both teach away from the proposed 
combination are afforded little weight. In Gurley, the Federal Circuit explained: 

A reference may be said to teach away when a person of ordinary 
skill, upon reading the reference, would be discouraged from 
following the path set out in the reference, or would be led in a 
direction divergent from the path that was taken by the applicant. 
The degree of teaching away will of course depend on the 
particular facts; in general, a reference will teach away if it 
suggests that the line of development flowing from the reference's 
disclosure is unlikely to be productive of the result sought by the 
applicant. · 

In re Gurley, 27 F.3d 551,553 (Fed. Cir. 1994). However, a ''reference that 'merely expresses a 
general preference for an alternative invention but does not criticize, discredit, or otherwise 
discourage investigation into' the claimed invention does not teach away." Meiresonne v. 
Google, Inc., 849 F.3d 1379, 1382 (Fed. Cir. 2017) (quoting DePuy Spine, Inc. v. Medtronic 
Sofamor Danek, Inc., 567 F.3d 1314, 1326 (Fed. Cir. 2009)). Dr. Wang's observation that 
Yusu's AC-demagnetized procedure "is different from" the '891 Patent is not a sufficient basis 
for concluding that the references Yusu teaches away from the proposed combination. See CX-
0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 400. Similarly, Dr. Wang's observation that nominal bit cell length 
from EMCA-249 "is completely different from magnetic cluster size taught" in the '891 Patent 
does not discourage a person of ordinary skill in the art from investigating cluster size, and the 
difference alone does not criticize ~r discredit anything. 
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Yamazaki, and (2) SNY-_ITC_S0000016 (RPX-0012), als9 in view of Yamazaki. 

a) SNY-ITC SOOOOOOJ (RPX-0001) 

Sony argues that RPX-0001 "was imported into the United States by [ ] . " 

Sony Br. at 81. This is a photograph of RPX-0001: 

See RPX-0001 at 3. RPX-0001 was tested, and Dr. Ross concluded that RPX-000~ "embodies 

all of the limitation.s of claims 1, 4-9, 11, and 4 of the '891 Patent, except the magnetic layer 

thickness limitations (claims 1 and 8-9) and the hexagonal ferrite limitations (claims 4-5)." Sony 

Br. at 81 ( citing RX-0004C (Ross WS) at Q/ A 279). So~y contends that Yamazaki discloses 

these missing limitations and that "a POSA would have had reason to m?dify the SNY-

ITC _ SOOOOOOJ tape in light of Yamazaki given the am:ple prior art disclosure of hexagonal 

ferrite as a source of magnetic particles for recording media and the known benefits of hexagonal 

ferrite over the metal particles incorporated in the SNY -ITC_ SOOOOOO 1 tape product." Id ( citing 

RX-0.004C(Ross WS) at Q/A 300). 

Fujifilm argues that the testing r~sults are unreliable be~ause the tape is likely to exhibit 

magnetization degradation in the tape's magnetic layer. [ 

J. Fujifilm Br. at 73 (citing CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 404); 
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see also RX-0004C (Ro~s WS) at Q/A 185 [ ] _30 

Fujifilm also criticizes the testing as inconclusive because "no analysis was performed to ensure 

that the measured particles were ferromagnetic, and the metal particles' acicular shape was not 

taken into account." Id. at 74 (citing CX-0025C (Sinclair WS) at Q/A 6-12). Fujifilm further 

argues that "[ e ]ven if Sony's testing were reliable, one of ordinary skill· would not combine the 

DDS3 tapes which are used in a helican scan drive, with Yamazaki '605 which is directed to 

magnetic recording media to be used in a recording/reproduction system integrated with an MR 

head" and that it would require undue experimentation to modify the metal particles in the DDS3 

tapes to barium ferrite, as required by claim 4 of the '891 Patent. Iq.. (internal quotation 

omitted). 

The administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and 

convincing evidence, that RPX-0001 provides reliable data or that a person of ordinary skill in 

the art would combine RPX-0001 and Yamazaki. Although the DDS-3 tapes are intended to 

perform over at least a 20-year lifespan, the extent of this particular tape's usage is ill-defined. 

See [ 

Additionally, Dr. Wang explained that modifying (e.g., substituting) the metal particles in the 

DDS-3 tape with.hexagonal ferrite particles from Yamazaki could render the Sony DDS-3 tape 

inoperable in its helical scan system. See CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 409 (see also QIA 

162,177,280,525); Plas-Pak Indus., Inc. v. Sulzer Mixpac AG, 600 F. App'x 755, 758 (Fed. 

Cir. 2015) ("combinations that change the basic principles under which the [prior art] was 

designed to operate ... or that render the prior art "inoperable for its intended purpose ... may 

] . 

3° Fujifilm critiques the condition of the tape's"[ 
it does not thoroughly explain how these deficiencies are pertinent to the asserted claims. 
Fujifilm Br. at 73. 

]," but 
See 
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fail to support a conclusi9n of obviousness." (quotations and citations omitted); see also RX-

0004C (Ross WS) at Q/A 300 ("metal particles have higher remnant magnetization than 

hexagonal ferrite particles"). Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that claims 1, 4-9, 

11, and 14 would not have been obvious over the combination ofRPX-0001 and Yamazaki. 

b) SNY-ITC S0000016 (RPX-0012) 

Sony argues that RPX-0012 "was manufactured in the United States on [ 

]." Sony Br. at 85. This is a photograph of RPX-0012: 

RPX-0012 at 1. RPX-0012 was tested, and Dr. Ross concluded that, like RPX-0001, RPX-0012 

"embodies all elements of claims 1, 4-9, 11, and 14, except the magnetic layer thickness 

limitations ( claims 1 and 8-9) and the hexagonal ferrite limitations ( claims 4-5)." Sony Br. at 85. 

Sony argues that "for the same reasons explained with respect to the SNY-ITC _ SOOOOOO 1 tape, 

modifying the SNY-ITC_SOOOOOI6 to include each of these limitations would have been 

obvious in view of Yamazaki." Id 

Fujifilm does not present separate argument for RPX-0012, the second DDS-3 tape. See 

generally Fujifilm Br.,§ II1(F)(2)(v); see also Staff Br.,§ IV(F)(e) (same). 

As with RPX-0001, the administrative law judge finds that Sony has not shown, through 

clear and convincing evidence, that RPX-0012 provides reliable data or that a person of ordinary 
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skill in the art would combine RPX-0012 with Yamazaki. Accordinsly, the administrative law 

judge finds that claims 1, 4-9, 11, and 14 would not have been obvious over the combination of 

RPX-0012 and Yamazaki. 

6. Secondary Considerations31 

Fujifilm argues that its tapes are a "once in a generation breakthrough" and that evidence 

pertaining to industry praise, licensing, long-felt need, failure of others, commercial success, and 

copying indicate that the '891 Patent would not have been obvious. See generally Fujifilm Br., 

§ (I1I)(F)(2)(b). Fujifilm repeats these arguments for the '612, '106, and '434 Patents. See 

generally Fujifilm Br.,§§ (IV)(G)(b), (V)(G)(e), (VI)(G)(b). As an example, for the '612 Patent, 

Fujifilm argues: 

Sony's failure to establish a prima facie case of obviousness ·ends 
the inquiry. Even if such a case existed, however, overwhelming 
objective evidence in the form of praise by others, failure of others, 
long-felt but unmet need, and commercial success of the inventions 
in the '612 Patent overcomes any such claim of obviousness, as 
discussed in Section III.F.2.b above. 

Fujifilm Br. at 179. 

Sony generally argues that Fujifilm's arguments are "legally immaterial" and that the 

evidence Fujifilm cites lacks a nexus to the claims. See generally Sony Br. at 101. 

The Staff argues that Fujifilm "has failed to establish a nexus between the claimed 

inventions and industry praise" and that Fujifilm has not shown licensing or copying demonstrate 

31 Fujifilm has argued that all of the tape media patents exhibit joint criticality and includes "joint 
criticality" as a secondary consideration. See, e.g., Joint Outline at 4. With regard to the 
secondary considerations analysis, the administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm has 
not shown the tape media patents capture jointly critical subject matter. Similarly, the 
administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm has not shown that the claims confer 
synergistic or unexpected results. Additionally, Sony has argued that there is no nexus between 
secondary consideration evidence and the asserted claims and includes "nexus" as a separate 
secondary consideration issue. Id. The administrative law judge has considered Sony's nexus 
arguments within the context of each secondary consideration topic. 
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the claims would not have been. Staff Br. at 43. The Staff, however, submits that "that the 

evidence establishes long-felt need and commercial success as objective indicia of 

nonobviousness." Id at 44. 

a) Industry Praise 

With respect to industry praise, the Federal Circuit has explained: _ 

Evidence that the industry praised a claimed invention or a product 
which embodies the patent claims weighs against an assertion that 
the same claim would have been obvious. Industry participants, 
especially competitors, are not likely to praise an obvious advance 
over the known art. Thus, if there is evidence of industry praise in 
the record, it weighs in favor of the nonobviousness of the claimed 
invention. 

WBIP, LLC v. Kohler Co., 829 F.3d 1317, 1334 (Fed. Cir. 2016). 

Fujifilm argues: 

Fujifilm presented overwhelming evidence of praise for the 
inventions in the Asserted Claims. Sony cannot, and does not, 
deny that Fujifilm's technologies have received praise-it simply 
challenges the nexus between the praise and the Asserted Claims. 
But as explained below, and as explained by Dr. Wang and Dr. 
Messner, the praise is tied to the advancements in the Asserted 
Claims. See CX-0357C (Wang RWS) Q:38-65 .... 

Fujifilm Br. at 81-82. Fujifilm points to praise by IBM, Hewlett-Packard, Oracle, Quantum and 

Imation, Spectra Logic, Sony, and "other members" of the industry. Select examples follow: 

• IBM: Fujifilm relies on a "Thought Leadership White Paper," JX-Ol 79C, that 
IBM published in December 2013. Fujifilm argues that the paper praises 
Fujifilm's "the inventive concept of using BaFe particles in magnetic tape media, 
as claimed in the inventions of the Asserted Claims." Fujifilm, however, has not 
specified what claims are the "Asserted Claims." A second IBM resource that 
Fujifilm relies on, "The Future of Tape" presentation, CX-0214, simply presents a 
few high-level points about the benefits of barium ferrite. A third resource 
Fujifilm relies on, "The Technical and Operational Values of Barium Ferrite Tape 
Media," CX-0219C, is a white paper that Fujifilm commissioned. It includes a 
quote from an IBM manager generally touting barium ferrite's prospects "for 
several tape drive generations to come." See CX-0219C at 7. 
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• Hewlett-Packard: Fujifilm relies on a white paper published by HP entitled "Best 
of both worlds (HP LT0-6 Media Metal Particle and Barium Ferrite)," CX-
0223C, that published in November 2012. The article explains that, in 
comparison to metallic particles, smaller particles are needed for enhanced 
magnetic properties, and that barium ferrite "is the future" for L TO-7. 

• Oracle: Fujifilm again relies on "The Technical and Operational Values of 
Barium Ferrite Tape Media" white paper that Fujifilm commissioned, CX-0219C. 
It includes a quote from an Oracle Director generally touting barium ferrite's areal 
densities and capacities, lower costs, and excellent chemical properties. See CX-
0219C at 8. 

• Quantum: Fujifilm again relies on a quote from CX-0219C. John Moore, a Vice 
President at Quantum, explains that barium ferrite particles do not require a 
ceramic shell to prevent oxidation, and thus inherently deliver a higher signal and 
improved SNR. See CX-0219C at 9. 

• Imation: Fujifilm relies on a white paper Imation published in April 2013, CX-
0224C. Fujifilm quotes the paper as follows: "An advantage of BaFe tape is that 
it offers improvements in SNR due to the relative media noise level. It is likely 
that a smaller pigment tape like BaFe will be preferred over MP for future tape 
generations since smaller particles will be required to achieve larger cartridge 
capacities." Fujifilm Br. at 89 (citing CX-0224C at 5; emphasis added by 
Fujifilm). 

• Spectra Logic: Fujifilm again relies on a quote from CX-0219C. Matt Starr, the 
Chief Technology Officer at Spectra Logic, generically touted barium ferrite, as 
follows: "Because Barium Ferrite is pre-oxidized, its shelflife is better, which 
makes it a better particle for the long-term retention of information; moreover, it 
is a smaller particle which means more particles in each bit that we write, and 
therefore a stronger bit: a stronger 1 or a stronger 0. The 'go-forward' tape 
media is almost certain to be based on a barium particle as it has extensive 
roadmap-potential." CX-0219C at 11. 

• Other Members: Fujifilm relies on CX-0470 and JX-0205, which are Japanese 
articles, and CX-0030, CX-0031, and CX-0033, which are quasi-promotional 
news broadcasts. The news articles are interviews with Hitoshi Noguchi, 
Fujifilm's Direct9r of Recording Media Research Laboratories, who is credited 
with saving magnetic tape "from the brink of oblivion. CX-0470 at 3. Mr. 
Noguchi is not a named inventor on the '891 Patent. The news broadcasts 
generally discuss the benefits of magnetic tapes ( only one of the segments 
mentions barium ferrite) and do not add any value to Fujifilm's arguments. 

For praise by Sony, Fujifilm argues: 
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]." Id. 

Fujifilm Br. at 91-92. 

Sony arguesthat Yamazaki discloses barium ferrite particles (of the exact same preferred 

size as the ' 891 Patent) and that nothing in the IBM article refers to magnetic cluster size. Sony 

Br. at 101-02; see also RX-0369C (Ross RWS) at Q/A 123 ("Fujifilm did not invent barium 

ferrite. . . . Yamazaki and McCann ... both explicitly discuss the use of barium ferrite in 

magnetic recording media."). 

The evidence Fujifilm cites relates to magnetic tapes having barium ferrite, in general. 

The evidence does not identify Fujifilm's products, which were found to practice the asserted 

claims, or Fujifilm's patents. As discussed above, Yamazaki discloses magnetic tapes utilizi~g 

barium ferrite. 32 Given the substantial overlap between Yamazaki and the '891 Patent arid the 

generalized praise for barium ferrite that Fujifilm relies on, the administrative law judge cannot 

find that the praise Fujifilm cites is an advance over the known art, Yamazaki. See WBIP, supra. 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm has not shown that this 

secondary consideration supports a non-obviousness finding. 

32 Sony notes that Yamazaki has expired. Sony Br. at 50. 
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b) Licensing 

Fujifilm argues that Sony attempted to license the asserted patents from Fujifilm for 

years. Fujifilm Br. at 93. Fujifilm relies on testimony from a General Manager of its Intellectual 

Property Headquarters (CX-0006C (Imai WS) at Q/A 10-31) and various Fujifilm-Sony 

correspondence about licensing. Id. at 94-95. 

Sony argues: 

Sony agrees with Staff (Staff PHB at 42) that Fujifilm has failed to 
establish licensing as an indication of non-obviousness for the '891 
Patent. See Section III.B. l .b. Nor is there any indication of a 
nexus. The relevant discussions in Fujifilm's prehearing brief and 
Dr. Wang's witness statement never even mention the '891 Patent. 
See Fujifilm PHB at 87-90. 

Sony Br. at 103. 

Fujifilm does not present a reply for licensing. See generally Fujifilm Reply, 

§ IIII(D)(5). 

The evidence shows that Sony attempted to license multiple Fujifilm patents, but it does 

not show that Sony attempted to license the '891 Patent. See CX-0023C at 9 (listing patents 

Sony wished to license); JX-0067C at 4; [ 

]. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm has not 

shown that this secondary consideration supports a non-obviousness finding. 

c) Long-Felt Need 

"Evidence of a long-felt but unresolved need can weigh in favor of the non-obviousness 

of an invention because it is reasonable to infer the need would not have persisted had the 

solution been obvious." Apple Inc. v. Samsung Elecs. Co., 839 F.3d 1034, 1056 (Fed. Cir. 2016); 

see also Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. v. Ray-0-Vac Co., 321 U.S. 275,279 (1944) (finding 
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long-felt need where competing batteries were available for many years but did not address 

recognized defects). Long-felt need "is analyzed as of the date of an articulated identified 

problem and evidence of efforts to solve that problem." Texas Instruments Inc. v. US. Int'! 

Trade Comm 'n, 988 F.2d 1165, 1178 (Fed. Cir. 1993). 

Fujifilm argues that its discovery of barium ferrite technology allowed the industry to 

overcome the limits of existing metallic particle (MP) technologies. Fujifilm Br. at 96. Fujifilm 

argues that: 

Id. 

The inventions of the Asserted Claims, however, allowed magnetic 
tapes to continue to meet and exceed the projected trajectory for 
storage density and overall capacity, as illustrated below and as 
explained by Dr. Wang. See CX-0357C (Wang RWS) Q:77. 
Fujifilm was successful in developing and commercializing its 
magnetic tapes using BaFe particles that surpassed the storage 
capacity needs of the market-a feat that no one else matched. See 
id. 

Sony argues: 

Fujifilm's evidence of a supposed long-felt but unresolved need for 
any of the claimed inventions is immaterial for the reasons 
discussed in Section III.B.l.c. Moreover, Dr. Wang's limited 
testimony referencing the '891 Patent deals specifically with the 
purported need for "a smaller magnetic particle" and/or thinner 
tapes. CX-0357C at Q&A 77-78, 83, and 84. As discussed above, 
however, Yamazaki had already disclosed hexagonal ferrite 
particles with the same diameter range (10-40 nm) that the '891 
Patent touts. See ABT Sys., LLC v. Emerson Elec. Co., 797 F.3d 
1350, 1362 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (rejecting "long-felt need" argument 
given d1sclosure in closely-related prior art). ·Likewise, Yamazaki 
disclosed a tape having a thickness (15 rim) within the claimed 
range of '891 claim 1. Moreover, even the '891 Patent 
acknowledges that "[t]hinning of the magnetic layer [was] known 
to provide i'mprovement." '891 Patent at 1 :55-57. · 

Sony Br. at 103. 

The evidence generally shows that Fujifilm's barium ferrite tapes provide superior 
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storage and that there was a cognizable commercial demand (ne~d) for tapes with increased 

storage capacity. No evidence, however, shows that the clusters in the '891 Patent, as opposed to 

those from Yamazaki or other Fujifilm barium ferrite patents (such as Yamazaki or the ones that 

Sony sought to license from Fujifilm), cured the general long-felt ne~d Fujifilm identified. 

Accordingly, while Fujifilm's argument and the evidence cited therein supports a finding of non

obviousness, it is of negligible value because the prior art teaches similar solutions as those of 

the '891 Patent. See Apple Inc. v. Samsung Elecs. Co., 839 F.3d 1034, 1056 (Fed. Cir. 2016) 

("There could be a long-felt need for what might be considered a relatively small improvement 

over the prior art-it all depends upon the evidence, and it is up to the fact finder to assess that 

evidence."); see also Geo. M Martin Co. v. All. Mach. Sys. Int'l LLC, 618 F.3d 1294, 1304 (Fed. 

Cir. 2010) ("Where the differences between the prior art and the claimed invention are as 

. minimal as they are here, however, it cannot be said that any long-felt need was unsolved."). 

d) Failure of Others 

Fujifilm argues that the industry's failure "to develop the inventions in.the Asserted 

Claims" is evident because "no company had ever commercialized a magnetic tape using BaFe." 

Fujifilm Br. at 97. Fujifilm equates the success ofLT0-7 with the "Asserted Patents." See 

Fujifilm Br. , § (III)(F)(2)(b)(v)(3)(ii). As an example, Fujifilm argues: 

... Moreover, BaFe partides used in the inventions of the Asserted 
Claims exhibited a significantly better overall performance than 
the other alternatives available in the market, and were adopted by 
L TO in the L TO-7 format. This, despite the fact that people 
skilled in the art were skeptical of many aspects of the inventions 
in the Asserted Claims because the properties of BaFe were not 
always apparent to the entire industry. [ 

] . 

Fujifilm Br. at 98. 
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Sony argues that the failure-of-others argument has multiple problems, as the claims 

cover metal particles (MP) and because Fujifilm has not shown "evidence of any 'articulated 

identified problem' and 'evidence of efforts to solve that problem' as of the filing date of any of 

the asserted patents (dating back to the '891 Patent, with a 2001 priority date)-much less all of 

them." Sony Reply at 11. 

The evidence cited by Fujifilm generally shows that Fujifilm developed barium ferrite 

tapes and that [ ]. Fujifilm, 

however, ignores expired patents that disclose barium ferrite iri magnetic tapes, e.g., Yamazaki, 

and other examples of barium ferrite tapes that do not practice claims of the '891 Patent, e.g., 

Comparative Example 9 from Table 3.33 Accordingly, while Fujifilm's argument and the 

evidence cited therein generally supports a finding of non-obviousness, it is of negligible value 

because the prior art and examples outside of the claims solve the problem Fujifilm identified 

(e.g., making a high-capacity tape). 

e) Commercial Success 

For all of the asserted patents, Fujifilm argues that with "its pioneering inventions in 

barium ferrite tape media technology and advanced servo writing techniques, it [has] achieved 

overwhelming success." Fujifilm Br. at 100. [ 

].
34 Id. at 101 (citing CX-0026C (Vander Veen RWS) at Q/A 93). 

33 Clairn 1 pertains to ferromagnetic particles, and claims 4 and 5 pertain to hexagonal ferrite 
powders. See JX-0001 at 31:39-52, 31:59-63. Inasmuch as-claims 1, 4, and 5 are broad enough 
to cover tapes that did not solve the alleged problem (e.g., tapes made of "strontium ferrite, lead 
ferrite, calcium ferrite, and Co substitution products or the like" and Embodiment 14, which is 
made with ferromagnetic metal powder (MP)); the persuasiveness of Fujifilm's failure-of-others 
argument about barium ferrite is diminished. 

34 [ ). 
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Fujifilm then points to its dominant market share and relationships with prominent customers. 

Id. Fujifilm then presents argument that echoes its long-felt need and failure-of-others 

arguments. Id. at 102-03. 35 

Sony argues: 

Similarly, Dr. Wang's limited testimony concerning commercial 
success in connection with the '891 Patent deals exclusively with 
features expressly disclosed in Yamazaki, such as thickness, 
coercivity, and the use of hexagonal ferrite. CX-0357C at Q&A 
95; see also Fujifilm PHB at 96-97. As such, it is legally 
immaterial. [Takai Corp. v. Easton Enters., Inc., 632 F.3d 1358, 
1369 (Fed. Cir. 2011)] ("If commercial success 1s due to an 
element in the prior art, no nexus exists."). 

Sony Br. at 103-04. 

For the nexus requirement, the Federal Circuit has explained that: 

A nexus between commercial success and the claimed features is 
required .... · However, if the marketed product embodies the· 
claimed features, and is coextensive with them, then a nexus is 
presumed and the burden shifts to the party asserting obviousness 
to present evidence to rebut the presumed nexus. . . . The 
presumed nexus cannot be rebutted with mere argument; evidence 
must be put forth. 

Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. v. Philip Morris Inc., 229 F.3d 1120, 1130 (Fed. Cir. 2000) 

( citations omitted). 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites shows that Fujifilm has sold many LT0-6 and LTO-7 

cartridges and that these sales have brought Fujifilm much revenue. CX-0026C (Vander Veen 

R WS) at QI A 92-93. The evidence also shows that Fujifilm practices the '891 Patent. See Part 

IV(D) (Domestic Industry), supra. The evidence does not support a strong nexus between the 

'891 Patent and Fujifilm's success, however. In particular, Yamazaki discloses many aspects of 

35 Fujifilm has also argued that Sony does not dispute Fujifilm's commercial success. Fujifilm 
Br. at 33. This argument, however, is built on an overly zealous reading of Sony's brief. 
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the claims asserted from the '891 Patent, including the barium ferrite particles that Fujifilm 

heavily relies on. See Part IV(E) (Anticipation), supra; see also Takai, 632 F .3d at 1369; J T 

Eaton & Co. v. At!. Paste & Glue Co., 106 F.3d 1563, 1571 (Fed. Cir. 1997) ("the asserted 

commercial success of the product must be due to the merits of the claimed invention beyond 

what was readily available in the prior art."). Further, given that Fujifilm's products also 

practice other claims, it is impossible to attribute Fujifilm's success to any one claim from the 

'891 Patent versus other claims, thus weakening the nexus between the "Asserted Claims" (as 

Fujifilm has identified them) and Fujifilm's LTO products. See Part V(F), infra; see, e.g., Apple, 

839 F.3d at 1055 (upholding jury finding of commercial success and a nexus between a single 

claim and a product feature based on survey evidence, the prominent role of the feature in Apple 

advertising, and a video of a crowd bursting into cheers when the feature was first 

demonstrated). Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm's 

showing of commercial success provides weak support for finding that '891 Patent is not 

obvious, because the nexus between the commercial success and the '891 Patent is weak. 

.I) Copying 

Fujifilm argues "it is highly probable (if not undeniable) that Sony copied the concepts 

claimed in the Asserted Claims." Fujifilm Br. at 105. Fujifilm notes that [ 

] and juxtaposes this fact with an argument that Sony now makes 

"products using BaFe parti~les which practice each· and every Asserted Claim." Id. at 104.36 

Fujifilm then argues "an inference of copying is reasonable" under the facts of the investigation. 

Id. at 105 (citing WBIP, 829 F.3d at 1336-37). 

Sony presents seven reasons why it did not copy Fujifilm's products. See Sony Reply at 

] . 
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4-8. In particular, Sony explains [ 

J. 

The evidence does not support a finding of copying. Fujifilm does not claim that [ 

). Further, at least some of the evidence that 

Fujifilm cites, CX-0400C and CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 60 and 100, does not support 

Fujifilm's zealous arguments. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that the 

evidence does not show that Sony copied Fujifilm's products. 

g) Weighing the Secondary Considerations 

On the whole, the administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm's weak showing 

oflong-felt need, failu~e of others, and commercial success, while generally negligible 

individually, together carry a slight weight in favor of finding the '891 Patent is not obvious. 

The remaining secondary considerations do not support a non-obviousness_ finding. 

G. Enablement 

Sony's entire argument is: 

Even if one assumed-wrongly-that following Yamazaki's recipe 
would not necessarily produce recording media having an average 
magnetic cluster size within the claimed range, such a finding 
would necessitate invalidating the '891 Patent on a different basis: 
lack of enablement. Wyeth & Cordis Corp. v. Abbott Labs., 720 
F.3d 1380, 1384 (Fed. Cir. 2013). A claim is invalid for lack of 
enablement "when, at the effective filing date of the patent, one of 
ordinary skill in the art could not practice [the] full scope without 
undue· experimentation." Id. 
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As explained in detail above, the '891 Patent discloses 
substantially the same materials and processes as those disclosed in 
Yamazaki. If Fujifilm's position regarding Yamazaki is credited, 
it follows that utilizing the nearly identical process of the '891 
Patent using the nearly identical materials disclosed in the '891 
Patent sometimes results in a magnetic· recording medium with an 
average size of magnetic cluster that is outside the range claimed 
by the '891 Patent. See RX-0004C (Ross OWS) at Q&A 27, 404-
405 . In other words, either Yamazaki anticipates the '891 Patent, 
or the ' 891 Patent is invalid as not enabled. Id. 

Sony Br. at 69-70. 

Fujifilm argues that Dr. Ross's. testimony is based on an erroneous interpretation of the 

agreed construction of magnetic cluster. Fujifilm Br. at 107-08. Fujifilm relies on Dr. Wang's 

testimony in arguing that it would not require undue experimentation to achieve the 

characteristics in the asserted claims. Id. at 108. 

The Staff argues that "Sony has presented only conclusory statements, rather than any 
' 

evidence as to lack of enablement." Staff Br. at 45-46 (citing Vasudevan Software, Inc. v. 

MicroStrategy, Inc.,, 782 F.3d 671,684 (Fed. Cir. 2015); In re Wands, 858 F.2d 731, 737 (Fed. 

Cir. 1988)). 

The administrative law judge finds that Sony has failed to show, through clear and 

convincing evidence, that the asserted claims are not enabled. In particular, Sony points to no 

evidence addressing the amount of experimentation that would be necessary and no evidence 

suggesting what amount of experimentation would be undue ( or routine). Further, evidence cited 

by Fujifilm suggests that the patent contains sufficient examples that curtail any undue 

experimentation. See JX-0001 at 28:24-67 (Embodiments 1-14, as shown in Tables 2-3); CX-

0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 416,442. Accordingly, the admi11ist~ative law judge finds that 

claims 1, 4-9, 11, and 14 are not invalid for failing to satisfy the enablement requirement 
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H. Indefiniteness37 

Sony argues, in part: 

Claims 1, 3-9, 11 and 14 are also invalid as indefinite because 
independent claim 1 (from which the other claims depend) 
specifies particular ranges of (1) "average size of magnetic cluster 
at DC erase" and (2) "coercivity," yet there are an array of 

· reasonable techniques for measuring these properties. Those 
techniques can yield wildly different results-some inside the 
claimed ranges and some outside. Yet the intrinsic record does not 
dictate any particular measurement method. Thus, a POSA lacks 
"reasonable certainty" as to the "scope of the invention" and in 
particular whether any given tape would infringe. Nautilus, 134 S. 
Ct. at 2124. 

Sony Br. at 104-05. Sony argues that the '891 Patent does not inform a person of ordinary skill 

in the art what type of tip to use to measure cluster size and what binarization-threshold and 

noise-elimination parameters are appropriate. Id at 106-09. Sony also argues that because the 

'891 Patent "is silent" on how to measure coercivity, a person of ordinary skill would not know 

whether to measure the value in a longitudinal, transverse, or perpendicular direction. Id at 109. 

As to coercivity, Fujifilm argues that one of ordinary skill in the art would ordinarily 

measure coercivity in the longitudinal direction, which is in the direction of the recording field. 

Fujifilm Br. at 32. Fujifilm notes that Sony itself measures coercivity in the longitudinal 

direction. Id ( citing Ross Tr. 702-704). 

For average size of magnetic cluster, Fujifilm argues that the '891 Patent expressly 

teaches how to measure average size. Id at 33-34 (citing JX-0001 at 29:35-49). Fujifilm argues 

that Sony is purposefully creating uncertainty and demanding "absolute certainty from the claim 

language and intrinsic record" in its arguments. Id at 34. Fujifilm argues that one of ordinary 

skill in the art would know to select an appropriate tip and appropriate binarization and noise-

37 Sony has argued that all of the tape media patents (i.e., the '891, '106, '612, and '434 Patents) 
are indefinite. See Sony Br.,§§ IV(E), V(D)(2), VI(D), VII(F)(l). 
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elimination thresholds. Id at 37-38 (citing JX-0001 at 29:43-49; CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at .. 
Q/A 418-19, 431). 

The administrative law judge finds that Sony has not shown that claims 1, 4-9, 11, and 14 

are invalid for failing to delineate the scope of the invention with reasonable certainty. See 

Nautilus, 134 S. Ct. at 2124. The evidence shows that one of ordinary skill in the art would 

measure coercivity in the longitudinal direction. See CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 433; JX-

0223C (Nakashio Dep. Tr.) at 41:22-42:21; Ross Tr. 702-704. The evidence also shows that the 

'891 Patent provides a protocol for measuring average cluster size and that a person of ordinary 

skill in the art would be able to perform this measurement. See JX-0001 at 29:35-49; CX-0357C 

(Wang RWS) at Q/A 418-19, 426-31. Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that Sony 

has not shown claims 1, 4-9, 11, and 14 are indefinite. 

V. U.S. PATENT NO. 6,767,612 

A. Overview of the '612 Patent 

The '612 Patent (JX-0004), entitled "Magnetic recording medium," issued on July 27, 

2004. The application that would issue as the '612 Patent, Application No. 10/201,908, was filed 

on July 25, 2002, and claims priority to JP 2001-229023 (filed July 30, 2001) and JP 2001-

359063 (filed November 26, 2001). The '612 Patent discloses a recording medium (e.g., a tape 

~ 

or disk) with a magnetic layer that has specific physical and chemical attributes. See generally 

JX-0004, Abstract. 

B. Claim Construction 

1. Level of Ordinary Skill in the Art 

Fujifilm argues that the '612 Patent and the '891 Patent have the same level of ordinary . 

skill in the art . . See Fujifilm Br. at 109. 
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Sony proposes the same level of ordinary skill for all of the asserted patents. See Sony 

Br. at 48, 121, 195, 255-56, 310; see also n.13, supra. 

The Staff notes that the private parties have presented the same arguments for the '612 

and '891 Patents. Staff Br. at 48. The Staffs argument for level of ordinary skill is based on 

"the reasons set forth above" in the '891 Patent. Id. The Staff offers that "it does not appear that 

the differences in the proposed level of ordinary skill in the art will affect any of the substantive 

issues in the investigation." Id. at 48-49. 

The administrative law judge finds that the level of ordinary skill for the '612 Patent is 

the same as the level of ordinary skill for the '891 Patent, for the reasons set forth in Part 

IV(B)(l), supra. Thus, as with the '891 Patent, the administrative law judge has determined that 

a person of ordinary skill in the art would have a bachelor's degree in electrical engineering, 

mechanical engineering, physics, materials science (or a related field (such as chemistry)) plus 

two years of experience working with magnetic storage systems or media. 

2. Agreed Constructions 

Fujifilm, Sony, and the Staff have submitted agreed constructions for three claim terms, 

as follows: 

Magnetic recording 
medium 1, 2, 4-5, and 7-10 

Pits 1, 2, 4, 5, and 10 

The center surface average 
roughness of said magnetic 
layer surface SRa 1, 7, 8, and 10 

104 

No construction necessary. However, if 
construed: "medium on which information 
may be magnetically recorded." 

"indentations below the average plane" 

No construction necessary. However, if 
construed: "arithmetic average of the 
absolute values of the measured profile 
height deviations from the average plane." 
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See Fujifilm Br. at 25; Sony Br. at 122-23; Staff Br. at 49 (citing CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 

555; RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 61; RX-0004C (Ross WS) at Q/A 87). 

3. Disputed Constructions 

The parties dispute three phrases in the '612 Patent: 

the/a number of pits having a depth 1, 2, and 10 

the number of pits having a depth of ~ or more of the minimum 
recording bit length present on a surface of said magnetic layer 
is equal to or less than 100/10,000 µm2 1, 2, 4, 5, and 7-9 

a number of pits having a depth of~ or more of the minimum 
recording bit length present on the surface of said magnetic layer 
of 100/10,000 µm2 or less 10 and 11 

Fujifilm Br. at 31; Sony Br. at 49; Staff Br. at 16~19. Sony argues that both of the pit depth-bit 

length phrases are indefinite. See Sony Br. at 122. 

a) The number of pits having a depth 

Sony states: 

Claims 1, 2 and 10 recite the term "the/a number of pits having a 
depth." For clar1fication purposes, Sony has proposed that this 
term should be construed to mean "the number of indentations 
below the · average plane having a distance from the average 
plane." The final construction of this term, however, does not 
ultimately impact the remainder of the issues in dispute for the 
'612 P_atent. Accordingly, and to streamline the issues to be 
decided, Sony accepts Fujifilm and Staffs proposed construction 
for this term. 

Sony Br. at 122. 

Fujifilm and Sony propose construing the phrase as "the number of indentations below 

the average plane having a depth." See Staff Br. at 50 (arguing there "no dispute that pits are 

measured with respect to the average plane"). 
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The administrative law judge has determined it is not necessary to construe the phrase 

"the/a number of pits having a depth." The parties do not require a construction to navigate 

infringement and invalidity arguments. Accordingly, it is not necessary to construe this phrase. 

See 02 Micro, supra. 

b) Pit depth-bit length limitations 

There are two pit depth-bit length limitations: 

• "the number of pits having a depth of Y:i or more of the minimum recording bit 
length present on a surface of said magnetic layer is equal to or less than 
100/10,000 µm2

" ( claim 1) . 

• "a number of pits having a depth of Y:i or more of the minimum recording bit 
length present on the surface of said magnetic layer of 100/10,000 µm2 or less" 
(claim 10) 

JX-0004 at 26:3-9, 26:58-61. 

Sony argues that the pit depth-bit length limitations are indefinite. Sony Br. at 122. Sony 

has agreed that if these terms are not indefinite, Fujifilm and the Staffs proposed constructions 

should apply. Id. at 122, n.35. Sony's indefiniteness arguments are addressed in Part V(H), 

infra. 

Fujifilm and the Staff propose the following constructions: 

the number of pits having a 
depth of Y:i or more of the 
minimum recording bit length 
present on a surface of said 
magnetic layer is equal to or 
less than 100/10,000 µm2 

the number of indentations 
below the average plane . 
having a depth of Y:i or more 
of the minimum recording bit 
length present on a surface of 
said magnetic layer is equal 
to or less than 100/10,000 
µm 

2 . 
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the number of indentations 
below the average plane 
having a depth of Y:i or more 
of the minimum recording bit 
length present on a surface of 
the magnetic layer is equal to 
or less than 100/10,000 µm2 



a number of pits having a 
depth of y; or more of the 
minimum recording bit length 
present on the surface of said 
ma~netic layer of 100/10,000 
µm or less · 
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the number of indentations 
below the average plane 
having a depth of VJ or more 
of the minimum recording bit 
length present on the surface 
of said magnetic layer is 
100/10,000 µm2 or less 

the number of indentations 
below the average plane 
having a depth of 1h or more 
of the minimum recording bit 
length present on the surface 
of the magnetic layer of 
100/10,000 µm2 or less 

Fujifilm Br. at 110-11; Staff Br. at 51, 53 (emphasis added to show differences between 

proposed constructions). Both sets ofproposed constructions simply substitute "pits" with the 

agreed proposed construction for "pits." 

The administrative law judge has determined that the above phrases do not need 

construction. The parties have not provided constructions for these phrases (beyond substituting 

"pits" with its agreed proposed construction). In addition, as Sony's indefiniteness arguments 

generally pertain to measurements and attendant tape systems, and not the claim language itself, 

this too indicates that the phrases do not need to be construed. See 02 Micro, supra. 

C. Direct Infringement 

Fujifilm asserts claims 1, 2, 4, 5, and 7-11 against Sony's LT0-7 products. See Fujifilm 

Br. at 117-19; Staff Br. at 54. Claims 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are product claims, while claims 9-11 

are method claims that contain product-specific limitations. Fujifilm argues that Sony directly 

infringes the product claims and indirectly infringes the method claims. Fujifilm Br. at 117-18. 

Sony argues that it has not violated Section 337 because the asserted claims are invalid.38 

Sony Br. at 181. Sony also argues that Fujifilm has not met its burden of showing that Sony's 

L TO-7 products infringe the asserted claims. Id at 182. Sony principally contests two 

38 Fujifilm has argued that Sony literally infringes the asserted claims. It has not presented any 
doctrine of equivalents arguments. 
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limitations from claim 1-"wherein the number of pits having a depth of VJ or more of the 

minimum recording bit length present on a surface of said magnetic layer is equal to or less than 

100/10,000 µm2
" and "the minimum recording bit length is about 50 to 500 nm." Id. at 182-85. 

Sony also contests that it induces infringement of claims 9-11. Id. at .185-88. 

1. Claim 1 

Claim 1 follows: 

1. A magnetic recording medium comprising a nonmagnetic 
layer comprising a nonmagnetic powder and a binder and a 
magnetic layer comprising a hexagonal ferrite powder and a binder 
in this order on a nonmagnetic support, wherein 

the number of pits having a depth of VJ or more of the 
minimum recording bit length present on a surface of said 
magnetic layer is equal to or less than 100/10,000 µm2

, the 
minimum recording bit length is about 50 to 500 nm, and 
the center surface average roughness of said magnetic layer 
surface SRa is equal to or less than 6.0 nm. 

JX-0004 at 25:65-26:10. 

Fujifilm divides the claim into five limitations, which are shown as follows: 

[a] 1. A magnetic recording medium comprising 

[b] a nonmagnetic layer comprising a nonmagnetic powder and a 
binder and a magnetic layer comprising a hexagonal ferrite 
powder and a binder in this order on a nonmagnetic support, 
wherein 

[ c] the number of pits having a depth of 'lj or more of the minimum 
recording bit length present on a surface of said magnetic layer 
is equal to or less than 100/10,000 µm2

, 

[ d] the minimum recording bit length is about 50 to 500 nm, 

[ e] and the center surface average roughness of said magnetic 
layer surface SRa is equal to or less than 6.0 nm. 

See Fujifilm Br. at 119-30. Each limitation is addressed below. 
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a) A magnetic recording medium comprising 

Fujifilm argues, in part: 

... -The Accused Products contain a medium (tape) on which data 
(information) can be recorded (stored) magnetically, which Sony 
has acknowledged. [ 

] .... 

Fujifilm Br. at 119. 

The Staff argues that this limitation is met and notes that "Sony does not appear to 

dispute that this limitation is met." Staff Br. at 57. 

As discussed above, Sony has not contested this limitation. See generally Sony Br., 

§ V(E) (the limitation is not contested); Sony Reply,§ III(B) (same). 

The evidence shows that Sony's LT0-7 products include a magnetic recording medium. 

See [ 

specification, U-732); [ 

]; JX-0052C at 20 (LT0-7 

]. Accordingly, the 

administrative law judge ha~ determined Sony's LT0-7 products satisfy this limitation. 

b) a nonmagnetic layer comprising a nonmagnetic powder and a 
binder and a magnetic layer comprising a hexagonal ferrite 
powder and a binder in this order on a nonmagnetic support 

Fujifilm argues that Sony's products "comply with the L TO-7 Specification, which 

requires that they include the same basic tape media structure of a lower layer and a magnetic 

layer located over the lower layer." Fujifilm Br. at 120. Fujifilm relies on expert testimony, [ 

], testing 

on Sony's LT0-7 products (the LTX6000G), and expert testimony. Id. at 39-41. 
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The Staff argues that this limitation is met and notes that "Sony does not appear to 

dispute that this limitation is met." Staff Br. at 57-58; see generally Sony Br.,§ V(E) (the 

limitation is not contested); Sony Reply, § III(B) (the limitation is not contested). 

The evidence shows that Sony's L TO-7 products have a nonmagnetic layer that includes 

a nonmagnetic powder and a binder. See [ 

]; JX-0052C at 62 [ 

]; CX-0004C (Wang WS) Q/A 587. 

The evidence also shows that Sony's LT0-7 products have a magnetic layer that includes 

hexagonal ferrite powder and a binder (in this order) on a nonmagnetic support. In particular, the 

L TO-7 products are made with [ 

] at 20; CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 596. 

The magnetic layer includes a binder. [ J; CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 137-

39. The LT0-7 products further include a nonmagnetic support. See CX-0002C (Sinclair WS) 

Q/A 39-43; see also [ 

]; CX-0004C (Wang WS) Q/A 137; JX-0052C (LT0-7 Specification) at 62, 76; 

]. 
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Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Sony's LT0-7 products satisfy 

this limitation. 

c) the number of pits having a depth of* or more of the minimum 
recording bit length present on a surface of said magnetic layer 
is equal to or less than 100/10,000 µm2 

Fujifilm argues that Dr. Wang's testing demonstrates Sony's LT0-7 products satisfy this 

limitation. See Fujifilm Br. at 122. Fujifilm's brief explains that Dr. Wang tested six 6,400 µm2 

,· 

areas (three tests were performed at 0.5 Hz, and the other three were performed at 2.0 Hz) for 

pits having the requisite depth. Id at 123. Dr. Wang utilized the 6,400 µm2 area because it was 

the largest area his equipment could capture. Dr. Wang then extrapolated his results to the 

10,000 µm2 area specified by claim 1. Id Dr. Wang opines that the 6,400 µm2 area is a 

statistically representative area ( 64%) of the 10,000 µm2 area specified by claim 1. Id ( citing 

CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 613-14). Dr. Wang's tes!ing indicates that Sony's LT0-7 

products have (at most) [ ] pits of the requisite depth per 10,000 µm2
. Id. at 124 (citing CX-

0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A616). Fujifilm then proactively addresses Sony's criticisms. Id. at 

124-27. 

Sony argues, in part: 

Dr. Wang measured an 80 µm x 80 µm square area (totaling only 
6,400 µm2). Tr. at 266:20-24; CX-0004C at Q&A 611-612. He 
therefore looked at only a fraction of the area required by the 
claims and he drew his coJlclusions about infringement by making 
an "estimate" and "extrapolating" to the claimed 10,000 µm2 area. 
CX-0004C at Q&A 616; Tr. at 267:20-22, 268:6-10. As Sony's 
expert, Dr. Bhushan, has testified, pit distributions. are variable
they are not uniform-and measuring the number of pits in a 
fraction of a given area does not necessarily provide you with 
conclusive data about the number of pits in the remainder of the 
area. RX-0366C at Q&A 57-61. Though the claims of the '612 
Patent do not require a particular scan area be measured, they do 
specify a particular number 6f pits that must be present in a 
specific area to fall within the scope of the claim. RX-0366 at 
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Q&A 60. To measure an area that is less than the area claimed 
may give one reason to believe that you can approximate ( or 
"extrapolate" as Dr. Wang did) the number of pits in a different 
area of 10,000 µm2

, but without actually measuring that area, one 
cannot know for sure. Id. Accordingly, Dr. Wang's measurement 
and counting of pits and extrapolation based on a scan area -of 
6,400 µm2 is insufficient to meet the claimed limitation that 
specifically requires a certain number of pits in a different square 
area (i.e., 10,000 µm2). RX-0366C (Bhushan RWS) at Q&A 60-
61. 

Sony Br. at 183. Sony also faults Dr. Wang for using "contact mode" for analyzing the scans, 

rather than "tapping m'.ode," based in part upon the particular AFM tip (i.e., the SNL-10). used for 

the testing. Id. at 183-84. [ 

]. See 

generally id.; see also CX-0004C (Wang WS) at QI A 619; "[ 

] . 

Fujifilm replies to Sony's criticisms by noting that the claims do not actually require 

scans of 10,000 µm2 areas. Fujifilm Br. at 123 (CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 612). Fujifilm 

notes that the SNL-10 tip Dr. Wang used is suitable for contact mode applications. See id. at 127 

(citing Wang Tr. 680-681; CX-0346 (Bruker Scanning Probe Microscopy) (stating "Preferred 

Bruker probes for [Contact Mode] application include ESP, MPP-31100-10, SNL-10, DNP-10, 

MLCT, and MSNL-10."). 

In reply, Sony suggests that the [ ] pits of the requisite depth needed to avoid 

infringement (based on Dr. Wang's findings of [ l pits per 10,000 µm2
) could be found in the 

36% of the area that Dr. Wang did not examine. See Sony Reply at 49 ("Fujifilm's infringement 

evidence ignores what may be found in tlte 36% area that it did not examine." (emphasis added 

by Sony)). 

The Staff argues that Fujifilm's evidence is sufficient to support a finding of 
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infringement. Staff Br. at 58. 

The preponderance of the evidence shows that Sony's L TO-7 products have pits and that 

the number of pits having a depth of 1/J or more of the minimum recording bit length present on a 

surface of said magnetic layer is equal to or less than 100/10,000 µm2
. See CX-0004C (Wang 

WS) at Q/A 601-21 (including test results). Dr. Wang's testimony and testing constitutes a 

showing that Sony's L TO-7 products satisfy this limitation. Although Sony presents critiques of 

the testing, the critiques alone do not sufficiently rebut Dr. Wang's testing. Indeed, [ 

]. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Sony's LT0-7 products 

satisfy this limitation. 

about [ 

d) the minimum recording bit length is about 50 to 500 nm, 

Fujifilm argues that Sony's LT0-7 products have a minimum recording bit length of 

J nm, which satisfies the limitation. Fujifilm Br. at 128. Fujifilm relies on [ 

J, and expert testimony. Id. 

Sony's entire argument is: 

All of the claims of the '612 Patent recite a "minimum recording 
bit length" which serves to define the depth of the required number 
of pits. The '612 Patent itself, however, defines "minimum 
recording bit length" as a property of the system in which the 
magnetic recording medium is used (as opposed to a property of 
the magnetic recording medium itself). '612 Patent at 3:56-59. As 
Dr. Bhushan has testified, though the Sony Accused Products may 
be sold with a particular system in mind for use, the medium itself, 
as sold, has no data written to · it and therefore no "minimum 
recording bit length" until used with a particular system. RX-
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0366C at Q&A 74-82. Mr. Jennings confirmed the same. Tr. at 
575:7-576:3. The '612 Patent itself states that the value of a 
recording medium's "minimum recording bit length" can vary 
from system to system. '612 Patent at 3:56-59. Neither Fujifilm 
nor Dr. Wang have provided evidence that the Sony Accused 
Product, as sold (a blank tape with no data written to it and which 
has not yet been used in any system), has any "minimum recording 
bit length." RX-0366C at Q&A 77-82. For at least this reason, 
Fujifilm has failed to prove that the Sony Accused Product meets 
this limitation. RX-0366C at Q&A 83, 87, 91, 95, 98, 101, 104, 
115,117. 

Sony Br. at 184-85. 

The evidence shows that Sony's L TO-7 products have a minimum recording bit length 

between about [ · ] nm. In particular, Sony's product literature advertises a minimum 

wavelength of [ ] , which corresponds to a minimum recording bit length of [ I nm. 

See [ J; JX-0004 at 3:56-59. Additionally, the advertised linear density of Sony's 

L TO-7 products is [ 

at 2; CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 624; [ ]. Further, Dr. 

Bhushan's testimony does not opine on whether using one particular system over another is a 

material difference. See RX-0366C (Bhushan RWS) at Q/A 77 ("Claim 1 of the '612 Patent is 

directed only to a magnetic recording medium but is also broad enough to cover various different 

magnetic recording media operating with various different recording systems."). Accordingly, 

the administrative law judge has determined Sony's LT0-7 products satisfy this limitation. 

e) the center surface average roughness of said magnetic layer 
su,face SRa is equal to or less than 6.0 nm. 

Fujifilm argues that Sony's L TO-7 products exhibit a SRa between [ 

Fujifilm Br. at 128-30. Fujifilm relies on [ 

], and expert testimony. Id 

1 nm. 

The Staff argues that this limitation is met and notes that "Sony does not appear to 
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dispute that this limitation is met." Staff Br. at 59; see generally Sony Br., § V(E) (the limitation 

is not contested); Sony Reply, § III(B) (the limitation is not contested). 

The evidence shows that the magnetic layer in Sony's L TO-7 products has a center 

surface average roughness between [ ] nm, which is less than or equal to 6.0 nm. See 

[ . 

]; CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 627-28, 630, 634-35; 

]. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined 

Sony's L TO-7 products satisfy this limitation. 

In conclusion, the administrative law judge has determined that Sony's L TO-7 products 

infringe claim 1. 

2. ClainI 2 

Claim 2 requires that the number of pits having a depth greater than or equal to 50 nm 

cannot exceed 100 per 10,000 µm2
• JX-0004 ("said magnetic layer has on.a surface, the number 

of pits having a depth as measured by Atomic Force Microscope of 50 nm or more being equal to 

or less than 100/10,000 µm2
"). 

Fujifilm argues that claim 2 is infringed based on the same evidence that shows claim 1 is 

infringed. Fujifilm Br. at 130. In particular, Fujifilm argues Sony's LTO-7 products have (at 

most) [ J pits having a depth of 17.5 nm or more per 10,000 µm2
• Id. (citing CX-0004C 

(Wang WS) at Q/A 638-39). Fujifilm also notes that [ 

J. Id. 

Sony does not argue that the L TO-7 products do not infringe claim 2 specifically. See 

generally Sony Br., § IV(F) (the claim is not contested); Sony Reply, § II(C) (the claim is not 

contested). 
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The Staff argues that claim 2 is infringed. Staff Br. at 59-60. 

The evidence that shows it is more likely than riot that Sony's L TO-7 products infringe 

claim 1, and also shows it is more likely than not that Sony's L TO-7 products infringe claim 2. 

In particular, the evidence shows that it is more likely than not that [ ] pits in Sony's LT0-7 

products have a depth of greaterthan or equal to 50 nm. See CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 638-

39). The evidence further shows that there are (at most) [ ] pits exceeding 17.5 nm in depth 

per every 10,000 µm2
• Id. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Sony's 

L TO-7 products infringe claim 2. 

3. ClaiID 4 

Claim 4 narrows the pit depth-bit length ratio of claim 1 to 80 pits per 10,000 µm2
• See 

JX-0004 at 26:21-23. 

Sony's L TO-7 products infringe claim 4 based upon the same evidence that shows they 

infringe claim 1. 

4. ClaiID 5 

Claim 5 narrows the pit depth-bit length ratio of claim 1 to 50 pits per 10,000 µm2
• See 

JX-0004 at 26:24-26. 

Sony's L TO-7 products infringe claim 5 based upon the same evidence that shows they 

infringe claim 1. 

5. . ClaiID 7 

Claim 7 narrows the center surface average roughness limitation of claim 1 to a range of 

1.0 to 5.0 nm. See JX-0004 at 26:31-33. 

Sony's L TO-7 products infringe claim 7 based upon the same evidence that shows they 

infringe claim L 
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6. Claim 8 

Claim 8 narrows the center surface average roughness limitation of claim 1 to a range of 

1.5 to 4.5 nm. See JX-0004 at 26:34-36. 

Sony's L TO-7 products infringe claim 8 based upon the same evidence that shows they 

infringe claim 1. In particular, Dr. Wang's testing shows the products have an average 

roughness between [ ] nm. See CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 630. 

7. License 

Sony concludes its non-infringement arguments with the following: 

As discussed in Section V.G. of this brief, the Asserted Claims of 
the '612 Patent (excluding claim 8) are essential to the practice of 
the L TO-7 standard. Because these Asserted Claims are 
"essential," Fujifilm has a contractual obligation to license them to 
Sony. As a licensee of claims 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10 and 11 of the '612 
Patent, Sony cannot be found liable for infringement. See e.g., 
RX-0366C at Q&A 118-120. 

Sony Br. at 188. 

Sony' s license arguments are addressed in Part IX, irifra. 

D. Indirect Infringement 

1. Claim 9 

Claim 9 follows : 

9. A method for use of the magnetic recording medium according 
to claim 1, wherein a MR head is employed during recording and 
reproduction. 

JX-0004 at 26:37-39. 

Fujifilm argues: 

. . . Sony documents demonstrate that Sony advertises that its 
LT0-7 tape media is manufactured for use in LT0-7. drives. CX-
0004C (Wang DWS) Q:650. For example, [ 
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] . 

L TO-7 drives make use of MR heads during recording and 
reproduction, and [ 

] . Further, Dr. Wang testified that 
according to JX-0072 (IBM TS3310 Tape Library) at 6, LT0-7 
tape drives include GMR heads. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:651. 
Dr. Wang explained that a GMR head, short for "giant 
magnetoresistive" head, is a type of MR head. Id.; JX-0004 ('612 
Patent) at 1 :45-46. Thus, an MR head is employed during 
recording and reproduction, as required by claim 9. 

Sony actively induces its customers to perform this limitation 
through markettng and instructional materials. [ 

]. Sony 
was aware of the '612 Patent and knew that use of the Accused 
Products by its customers would infringe this claim, as discussed 
above. Sony intends for its customers to record data to its L TO-7 
recording media. [ · 

]. And Sony's customers actually record and 
reproduce data on the Accused Products-a fact Sony freely 
admits. See Sony's Public Interest Statement, EDIS No. 583503 at 
5. Accordingly the Accused Products infringe claim 9 when Sony 
and/or its customers use the Accused Products to record and 
reproduce data. 

Fujifilm Br. at 133. 

Sony argues that Fujifilm has not shown that Sony performs the method of claim 9 in the 

United States. Sony Br. at 185. [Sony also argues that it does not induce its customers to 

infringe claim 9. [ 
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]." Id. at 186. Sony adds: 

Id. at 186-87. 

... Fujifilm has simply provided no evidence that Sony ever 
"actively or knowingly" intended its customers to infringe the 
Asserted Clainis of the '612 Patent, either in the past or going 
forward. RX-0366C at Q&A 102-109. To the extent Fujifilm is 
relying on the fact that Sony's Accused Products are standardized 
to be . used with L TO-7 drives according to the L TO-7 standard 
specification; and can be used in no other manner (by implication 
or otherwise), Fujifilm concedes that the '612 Patent is essential to 
the practice of the L TO-7 standard and Sony is owed a license, as 
discussed in Section V.G. , below. Beyond this, however, Sony's 
mere contention that the '612 Patent is essential to the practice of 
the L TO-7 Standard is not evidence of active inducement at least 
because essential claims are subject to a license and therefore do 
not infringe. See Section V.G., below. 

The Staff argues that Sony "knowingly and actively induces its customers to perform the 

claimed methods r ]. " Staff Br. at 62 ( citing [ 

J. 39 The Staff notes that Sony admitted 

having knowledge of the asserted patents since at least as early as [ 

] . 

Fujifilm replies that Sony's essentiality argument is an admission of infringement and of 

Sony's knowledge of its customers' infringement. Fujifilm Reply at 56-57. 

Sony replies that [ 

] . ,, 

39 Sony has explained that " [ c ]ustomers and end-users of Sony-manufactured L TO-7 data 
cartridges use the accused cartridges to store data in large quantities and on a long-term basis in 
their tape storage systems." See, e.g., Sony' s Submission on the Public Interest (EDIS Doc. ID 
No. 583503, filed June 13, 2016). 
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Sony Reply at 52. 

The evidence shows that Sony had knowledge of the '612 Patent as of [ 

]. Further, Sony's submission on the public 

interest confirms that Sony's customers use Sony's LTO-7 products. See, e.g., Sony's. 

Submission on the Public Interest (EDIS Doc. ID No. 583503, filed June 13, 2016); see also [ . 

]. The LT0-7 

products are used with a L TO-7 tape drive, which includes a MR head that is used during 

recording and reproduction. CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 651. Thus, there is sufficient 

evidence to conclude that Sony's customers infringe claim 9. 

Fujifilm has not, however, pointed to sufficient evidence to conclude that Sony induces 

infringement. In particular, the Sony Specification Sheet, JX-0054C, that Fujifilm cites does not 

provide a sufficient basis to conclude that Sony induces infringement because the sheet does not 

instruct, direct, or advise customers on how to perform the claimed method. See Arris Group v. 

British Telecomm. PLC, 639 F.3d 1368, 1379 n.13 (Fed. Cir. 2011) ("Section 271(b) covers 

active inducement of infringement, which typically includes acts that intentionally cause, urge, 

encourage, or aid another to directly infringe a patent."). In other words, Fujifilm has not shown 

that it was Sony's specific intent to infringe the '612 Patent. See Cammi! USA! LLC v. Cisco 

Sys., Inc., 135 S. Ct. 1920, 1928 (2015) ("Section 271(b) requires that the defendant 'actively 

induce[d] infringement.' That language requires intent to 'bring about the desired result,' which 

is infringement."); see also Global-Tech Appliances, Inc., v. SEB SA., 131 S. Ct. 2060 (2011 ). 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that Fujifilm has not shown that Sony induces its 
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customers to infringe claim 9. 

2. Claim 10 

Claim 10 follows: 

10. A magnetic recording and reproducing method comprising 
the steps of: 

providing a magnetic recording medium compnsmg a 
nonmagnetic layer comprising a nonmagnetic powder and a 
binder and a magnetic layer comprising a hexagonal ferrite 
powder and a binder in this order on a nonmagnetic 
support, 'and, optionally, a backcoat layer comprising a 
selected type and qu~ntity of course [sic] particles, wherein 
the center surface average roughness of said magnetic layer 
surface SRa is equal to or less than 6.0 nm, 

writing a signal of a selected recording wavelength or range of 
recording wavelengths and of a selected track width on the 
magnetic recording medium using a head, and 

reproducing the recorded signal using an MR head having a 
selected track width, 

so as to achieve a number of pits having a depth of 1h or more 
of the minimum recording bit length present on the surface, 
of said magnetic layer of 100/10,000 µm2 or less. 

JX-0004 at 26: 40-61. . 

Fujifilm divides the claim into five limitations, which are shown as follows: 

· 10. A magnetic recording and reproducing method comprising 
the steps of: 

[a] providing a magnetic recording medium compnsmg a 
nonmagnetic layer comprising a nonmagnetic powder and a 
binder and a magnetic layer comprising a hexagonal ferrite · 
powder · and a binder in this order on a nonmagnetic 
support, 

[b] and, optionally, a backcoat layer comprising a selected type 
and quantity of course particles, 

[ c] wherein the center surface average roughness of said 
magnetic layer surface SRa is equal to or less than 6.0 nm, 
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[ d] writing a signal of a selected recording wavelength or range 
of recording wavelengths and of a selected track width on 
the magnetic recording medium using a head, and 

· [ e] reproducing the recorded signal using an MR head having a 
selected track width, so as to achieve a number of pits 
having a depth of VJ or more of the minimum recording bit 
length present on the surface of said magnetic layer of 
100/10,000 µm2 or less. 

See Fujifilm Br. at 135. Fujifilm contends that Sony's customers directly infringe claim 10 and 

that Sony induces its customers to infringe claim 10. Fujifilm's direct infringement arguments 

are addressed first. 

a) providing a magnetic recording medium comprising a 
nonmagnetic layer comprising a no11-magnetic powder and a 
binder and a magnetic layer comprising a hexagonal ferrite 
powder and a binder in this order on a ,nonmagnetic support, 

Fujifilm argues that this limitation is equivalent to limitation [a] from claim 1 and that 

"the analysis and evidence discussed with respect to claim 1 applies." Fujifilm Br. at 135. 

The Staff argues that this limitation is met and offers that it "is not disputed that this 

limitation is met." Staff Br. at 63; see generally Sony Br., § V(E) (the limitation is not 

contested); Sony Reply, § IIl(B) (the limitation is not contested). 

The same evidence that shows Sony's L TO-7 products satisfy limitation 1 [a] shows that 

Sony's LT0-7 products include the claimed magnetic and nonmagnetic layers. Further, Sony's 

submission on the public interest confirms that Sony's customers use Sony's LT0-7 products, 

which is sufficient to show that customers "provide" the required layers when they use a Sony 

LT0-7 tape in a tape drive.40 Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that 

40 See, e.g., Sony's Submission on the Public Interest (EDIS Doc: ID No. 583503, filed June 13, 
2016); see also [ 

] . 
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Sony's customers practice this limitation. 

b) and, optionally, a backcoat layer comprising a selected type and 
quantity of course [sic] particles, 

Fujifilm argues that the L TO-7 products have a backcoat that includes coarse-particle 

carbon black. See Fujifilm Br. at 136 (citing CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 659-60; [ 

]. 

The Staff argues that this limitation is met and notes that "Sony does not appear to 

dispute that this limitation is met." Staff Br. at 63-64; see generally Sony Br.,§ V(E) (the 

limitation is not contested); Sony Reply, § III(B) (the limitation is not contested). 

The evidence shows Sony's LTO-7 products have a backcoat with coarse particles. See 

CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 659-60; [ 

]; JX-0004 at 4:20 (identifying carbon black as a coarse particle). Further, Sony's submission 

" on the public interest confirms that Sony's customers use Sony's LT0-7 products, which is 

sufficient to show that customers "provide" the backcoat layer when they use a Sony L TO-7 tape 

in a tape drive.41 Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Sony's 

customers practice this limitation. 

c) wherein the center surface average roughness of said magnetic 
layer surface SRa is equal to or less than 6.0 nm, 

Fujifilm argues that this limitation is equivalent to limitation [e] from claim 1 and that 

"the analysis and evidence discussed with respect to claim 1 applies." Fujifilm Br. at 135. 

The Staff argues that this limitation is met and notes that "Sony does not appear to 

dispute that this limitation is met." Staff Br. at 64; see generally Sony Br.,§ V(E) (the limitation 

is not contested); Sony Reply, § III(B) (the limitation is not contested). 

41 See id 
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The same evidence that shows Sony's L TO-7 products satisfy limitation 1 [ e] shows that 

Sony's L TO-7 products have a magnetic layer with the claimed center surface roughness. 

Further, Sony's submission ~n the public interest confirms that Sony's customers use Sony's 

L TO-7 products, which is sufficient to show that customers "provide" the required layer when 

they use a Sony LTO-7 tape in a tape drive.42 Accordingly, the administrative law judge has 

determined that Sony's customers practice this limitation. 

d) writing a signal of a selected recording wavelength or range of 
recording wavelengths and of a selected track width on the 
magnetic recording medium using a head, and 

Fujifilm argues that Sony's customers practice this limitation when they record data onto 

. Sony's LT0-7 products. Fujifilm Br. at 136. Fujifilm points to LT0-7 drives and the LT0-7 

specification as satisfying the "selected" wavelength and track width aspects of this limitation. 

Id. at 136-37 (citing CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 665; [ 

] . 

The Staff argues that this limitation is met and notes that "Sony does not appear to 

dispute that this limitation is met." Staff Br. at 64; see generally Sony Br., § V(E) (the limitation 

is not contested); Sony Reply, § III(B) (the limitation is not contested). 

The evidence shows that Sony's customers practice this limitation when they write data 

onto Sony's LT0-7 products. See CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 663-65; JX-0054C. 

42 See, e.g, Sony's Submission on the Public Interest (EDIS Doc. ID No . .583503, filed June 13, 
2016); see also [ 

] . 
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e) . reproducing the recorded signal using an MR head having a 
selected track width, so as to achieve a number of pits having a 
depth of% or more of the minimum recording bit length present 
on the surface of said magnetic layer of 100/10,000 µm2 or less. 

Fujifilm argues that Sony's customers practice this limitation when they reproduce data 

that is written on Sony'sLT0-7 products. Fujifilm Br. at 137 (citing CX-0004C (Wang WS) at 

QI A 667-69; [ ]; JX-0052C 

(LT0-7 Format Specification)). 

The Staff argues this limitation is met and offers that the limitation "is substantially the 

same as the corresponding limitation of claims 1 and 9." Staff Br. at 64-65 . 

. The evidence shows that Sony's customers practice this limitation when they reproduce 

data that is written on Sony's LT0-7 products. See CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 667-69. 

Sony's L TO-7 products satisfy the pit depth-bit length limitations for the reasons provided in 

relation to limitation 1 [ c ], which is the equivalent limitation in claim 1 . 

.I) Sony's alleged inducement 

Fujifilm argues that Sony actively induces its customers to perform the claimed method 

through its marketing and instructional materials. See, e.g., Fujifilm Br. at 136. Fujifilm cites 

], the LTO-7 Format Specification (JX-0052C), and [ 

] . As discussed with 

respect to claim 9, [ J does not provide a sufficient basis to conclude that 

Sony induces infringement because [ 

1- See Arris, 639 F.3d at 1379; Commil, 135 S. Ct. at 1928. 

Similarly, the LT0-7 specification does not instruct, direct, or advise Sony's customers to use 

Sony's products (the specification applies' to manufacturers, not customers). Further, { 

], not 
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that Sony is actively trying to cause infringement. Accordingly, the administrative law judge 

· finds that Fujifilm has not shown that Sony induces its customers to infringe the claim 10. 

3. . Claim 11 

Fujifilm argues: 

Claim 11 depends from claim 10, thus the analysis and evidence 
set forth with respect to claim 10 applies here as well. Claim 11 
includes the additional limitation of "wherein the minimum 
recording bit length is from about 50 to 500 nm." Claim 1 recites 
an identical limitation, thus the analysis and evidence cited with 
respect to claim 1 applies here as well. Accordingly, the Accused 
Products infringe claim 11 when used in an L TO-7 drive. 

Fujifilm Br. at 138. 

The Staff argues that claim 11 is infringed and notes that "Sony does not appear to 

dispute that this additional limitation is met." Staff Br. at 65; see generally Sony Br., § IV(F) 

(the claim/limitation is not contested); Sony Reply, § II(C) (the claim/limitation is not contested). 

Sony's LT0-7 products satisfy the bit length limitation for the reasons provided in 

relation to limitation 1 [ d], which is the equivalent limitation in claim 1. Further, the evidence 

discussed in relation to claim 10 also shows that Sony's customers practice this claim when they 

use Sony's L TO-7 products in a LTO-7 tape drive. 

The administrative law judge, however, finds that Fujifilm has not shown that Sony 

induces its customers to infringe claim 11 for the same reasons that Fujifilm has not shown Sony 

induces infringement of claims 9 and 10. 

E. Essentiality 

Sony argues that claims 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 9-11 are essential to the LT0-7 standard. Sony 

Br. at 189. Sony argues that the "nonmagnetic support" and "nonmagnetic" under layer are 

"necessarily" required by the standard: 
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• "( A ]lthough the L TO-7 standard does not explicitly state the support and under 
layer must be nonmagnetic, Mr. Jennings experience in testing slightly magnetic 
layers demonstrates that L TO-7 tape in practice must have a nonmagnetic support 
and under layer." Id. at 190 

• "LT0-7 tape must have a "nonmagnetic powder" within the under layer. RX-
0003C at Q&A 200-05. Although the L T0-7 standard does not expressly require 
such a powder, a tape that did not have such a powder in the under layer would 
not be able to meet three different sections of the L TO-7 standard, including 
sections 9.10.1.2, 9.11.1.1, and 9.18.1." Id. 

Sony also argues that the L TO-7 requires that "L TO-7 tape must have less than 100 

"pits" per 10,000 µm2
." Id. at 191 ("Mr. Jennings uses the very data provided by the '612 Patent 

to calculate the number of pits that would result in a drop in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by 2.5 

dB-the L TO-7 requirement-and found that if the tape had more than 31-32 pits, it would not 

meet the LT0-7 standard."). 

Fujifilm argues that claims 1, 2, 4, 5, 1; and 9-11 are not essential because the LT0-7 

· specification "contains no requirements for ' a nonmagnetic layer,' ' a nonmagnetic powder,' 'a 

nonmagnetic support,' or 'number of pits having a depth of Yi or more of the minimum recording 

· bit length present on a surface of said magnetic layer is equal to or less than 100/1 o;ooo µm2
."' 

Fujifilm Br. at 158. Fujifilm relies on the LT0-7 specification (JX-0052C), Dr. Wang's 

testimony (CX-0357C (Wang RWS) Q/A at 586-598), and [ 

]. Id. at 158-59. 

The Staff agrees with Fujifilm. Staff Br. at 66 (citing CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 

586-598, [ ] . 

The administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, by a 

preponderance ofthe evidence, that claims 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 9-11 are essential to the LT0-7 

standard. In particular, Sony (and Mr. Jennings) has not shown that the LT0-7 standard requires 
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a tape that meets limitation 1 [c] of claim 1.43 See CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 590-97. 

Indeed, [ 

]. Accordingly, Sony has not shown that 

claims 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and9-I1 are essential to the LT0-7 standard. 

F. Domestic Industry (Technical Prong) 

Fujifilm argues that its L TO-7 and L T0-6 products practice claims 1, 2, 4, 5, and 7-11 of 

the '612 Patent. Fujifilm Br. at 140. Fujifilm argues that Sony's arguments are "arguments are 

based on erroneous claim construction positions regarding the plain and ordinary meaning of 

terms and are not supported by evidence." Id. Fujifilm concludes that Sony "no reasonable basis 

to challenge Fujifilm's domestic industry technical prong." Id. 

Sony's entire argument is: 

Fujifilm tested its own Domestic Industry Products (LT0-6 and 
L TO-7 tapes) in the same manner that it tested the Sony Accused 
Products, i.e., by counting pits in a 6400 µm2 area and 
extrapolating, rather than identifying and counting pits in a 10,000 
µm2 area. For the same reasons, discussed in Section V.E.1., 
above, regarding why Fujifilm's testing failed to prove that the 
Sony Accused Product has 100 or less (or 80 or less (claim 4) or 50 
or less (claim 5) pits of a certain depth in an area of 10,000 µm2

, so 
too does Fujifilm's testing fail to prove the same limitations are 
practiced by the Domestic Industry Products. See RX-0366C at 
Q&A 125-128. 

In addition, for the same reason why the Accused Sony Product, on 
its own, has no "minimum recording bit length," the same is true 
for the Domestic Industry Products. Fujifilm has never alleged 
that the L TO-7 system (tape and drive) collectively constitutes the 

43 Sony also has not shown that the "nonmagnetic layer" and "nonmagnetic powder" 
requirements of limitation 1 [b] are explicitly met. While Sony's expert opined that these 
requirements would be necessary to practice the standard, [ 

]. 
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Domestic Industry Product and Fujifilm's LT0-6 and LT07 tapes,, 
· as sold, have no data written to them and therefore no "minimum 
recording bit length." See RX-0366C at Q&A 129-132. 

For at least these reasons, Fujifilm has failed to demonstrate that its 
. Domestic Industry Products practice any claim of the '612 Patent. 

See RX-0366C at Q&A 121-156. 

Sony Br. at 188-89. 

The Staff notes that while "Sony does not dispute most of Dr. Wang's domestic industry 

analysis, it raises the same criticisms of Dr. Wang's testing as it did with respect to 

infringement." Staff Br. at 65. The Staff submits that Fujifilm's LT0-6 and LT0-7 products 

"sati~fy each limitation of claims 1, 2, 4, 5, and 7-11 of the '612 Patent." Id. at 66- ( citing CX-

0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 676-752). 

Each of the asserted claims is addressed below. 

1. Claim 1 

a) A magnetic recording medium comprising 

. (1) Fujifilm's LT0-7 Products 

For its LTO-7 products, Fujifilm argues: 

Fujifilm's LT0-7 cartridges comply with the LT0-7 Specification. 
CX-0027 (Fujifilm LT0-7 Sell Sheet) at 2; CX-0004C (Wang 
DWS) Q:681-682. [ 

]. Because Fujifilm's products comply with 
the L TO-7 Specification, they [ 

] . 

Fujifilm Br. at 141. 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites shows that Fujifilm's LT0-7 products include a magnetic 

recording medium. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Fujifilm's LT0-7 
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products satisfy this limitation. 

(2) Fujifilm's LT0-6 Products 

For its LT0-6 products, Fujifilm argues: 
r 

Fujifilm's LT0-6 cartridges comply with the LT0-6 Format 
Specification. (See CX-0094 (Fujifilm LT0-6 Sell Sheet); CX-
0004C (Wang DWS) Q:688-689. Because Fujifilm's LT0-6 
cartridges comply with the L T0-6 Specification they [ 

]; see also CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:690-
693, 216-217. 

Fujifilm Br. at 141. 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites shows that Fujifilm's LT0-6 products include a magnetic 

recording medium. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Fujifilm's LT0-6 

products satisfy this limitation. 

b) a nonmagnetic layer comprising a nonmagnetic powder and a 
binder and a magnetic layer comprising. a hexagonal ferrite 
powder and a binder in this order on a nonmagnetic support 

(1) Fujifilm's LT0-7 Products 

Fujifilm argues the LT0-7 products include the claimed layers. Fujifilm Br. at 141-43. 

Fujifilm relies on the L TO-7 specification, Fujifilm documents, expert testimony and testing, and 

testimony from a Fujifilm employee. See id. 

The evidence shows that Fujifilm's LT0-7 products have a nonmagnetic layer that 

includes a nonmagnetic powder and a binder. See CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 695-700; see 

also [ ], 76; [ 

] : 
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] . 

The evidence also shows that Fujifilm' s L TO-7 products have a magnetic layer that 

includes hexagonal ferrite powder and a binder (in this order) on a nonmagnetic support. See 

CX-0005C (Ejiri WS) Q/A 31-37; CX-0004C (Wang WS) Q/A 702-704; JX-0228C (Fujifilm 

LT0-6/7 Structure); CDX-0003C at 13. 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Fujifilm's LT0-7 products 

satisfy this limitation. 

(2) Fujifilm's LT0-6 P.roducts 

For its LT0-6 products, Fujifilm argues: 

Fujifilm's LT0~6 Cartridges meet this limitation. Dr. Wang 
explains that. similar to the L TO-7. Specification; l 

]. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) 
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Q:705 . In addition, testing directed by Dr. Sinclair on a Fujifilm 
LT0-6 cartridge confirms that the tape's structure includes a 
substantially nonmagnetic lower layer, and a magnetic layer with 
ferromagnetic powder dispersed in a binder. CX-0004C (Wang 
DWS) Q:705; see also CX-0450C (Sinclair Disk 1) in file 
-Layerthickness\s6 _Fuj i-Ultrium6-MagLayerThicknes\S 13 
{S5)_XTEM_CUT 1-2.3K 1 .TIF; CDX-0003C at 14 (CX-0450C, 
also referred to as JX-0208C); CX-0002C (Sinclair DWS) Q:40. 
In addition, Dr. Sinclair's EDS analysis also confirms that the 
magnetic layer includes ferromagnetic powder that is BaFe, a 
hexagonal system ferrite. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:705, citing 
JX-0228C . (Fujifilm LT0-6/7 Structure); CX-0002C (Sinclair 
DWS) Q:43 . . 

Fujifilm Br. at 143-44. 

] . 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites shows that Fujifilm's LT0-6 products have a 

nonmagnetic layer that includes a nonmagnetic powder and a binder. The evidence that Fujifilm 
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cites also shows that Fujifilm's LT0-6 products have a magnetic layer that includes hexagonal 

ferrite powder and a binder (in this order) on a nonmagnetic support. Accordingly, the 

,administrative law judge has determined Fujifilm's LT0-6 products satisfy this limitation. 

c) the number of pits having a depth of~ or more of the minimum 
recording bit length present on a su,face of said magnetic layer 
is equal to or less than 100/10,000 µm2 

( 1) Fujifilm' s L TO-7 Products 

For its LTO-7 products, Fujifilm argues: 

I. All of the results are well 
below the 100 pit threshold. Id. Dr. Wang explains that even 
considering [ 

), which is below the claim's upper limit of 100 pits per 
10,000 µm2

• CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:710. Accordingly, the 
number of pits measured is well below the maximum of 100 
recited in claim 1. 

Fujifilm Br. at 144. 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites shows that it is more likely than not that Fujifilm's 

.. 

L TO-7 products have pits and that the number of pits having a depth of 'lj or more of the 

minimum recording bit length present on a surface of said magnetic layer is equal to or less than 

100/10,000 µm2
• As with infringement, Sony's critiques of Dr. Wang's testing alone do not 

sufficiently rebut Dr. Wang's testing (particularly as Sony has not presented any evidence 

concerning the characteristics of Fujifilm's tapes). Accordingly, the administrative law judge 

has determined Fujifilm's LT0-7 products satisfy this limitation. 

(2) Fujifilm's LT0-6 Products 

For its LT0-6 products, Fujifilm argues: 
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]. All of the results are well below the 100 pit 
threshold. Dr. Wang explains that even considering [ 

], which is below the 
claim's upper limit of 100 pits per 10,000 µm2

• CX-0004C (Wang 
DWS) Q:712. Accordingly, the number of pits measured is well 
below the maximum of 100 recited in claim 1. 

Fujifilm Br. at 144-45 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites shows that it is more likely than not that Fujifilm's 

L T0-6 products have pits and that the number of pits having a depth of Y3 or more of the 

minimum recording bit length present on a surface of said magnetic layer is equal to or less than 

100/10,000 µm2
• As with infringement, Sony's critiques of Dr. Wang's testing alone do not 

sufficiently rebut Dr. Wang's testing (particularly as Sony has not presented any evidence 

concerning the characteristics of Fujifilm's tapes). Accordingly, the administrative law judge 

has determined Fujifilm's LT0-6 products satisfy this limitation. 

d) the minimum recording bit length is about 50 to 500 nm, 

(1) Fujifilm's LT0-7 Products 

For its LT0-7 products, Fujifilm argues: 

As discussed above, the Fujifilm L TO-7 cartridges comply with 
the LT0-7 Specification. Dr. Wang confirms that the LT0-7 
Specification, exhibit JX-0052C (LTO-7 Format Specification), at 
[ 

] . CX-0004C (Wang . 
bWS) Q:714; JX-0052C (LT0-7 Format Specification) at 92. 
[ 
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] . CX-0004C (Wang 
DWS) Q:714; [ ]. Applying this 
same calculation to Fujifilm's LT0-7 cartridges, Dr. Wang found 
that the MRBL on Fujifilm' s LT0-7 cartridges of approximately 
[ J, which is within the claimed range of "about 50 to 
500nm." CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:714. 

Fujifilm Br. at 145. 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites shows that Fujifilm's L T0-7 products have a minimum 

recording bit length between about 50 to 500 nm. Although Sony has argued Fujifilm's products 

do not have a minimum recording bit length, see Sony Br. at 188-89, the minimum recording bit . 

lerigth can be ascertained from the products' linear density, as Dr. Wang testified. Accordingly, 

the administrative law judge has determined Fujifilm's LT0-7 products satisfy this limitation. 

(2) Fujifilm's LT0-6 Products 

-
For its L T0-6 products, Fujifilm argues: 

As discussed above, the Fujifilm L T0-6 cartridges comply with 
the LT0-6 Specification. Dr. Wang testified that the LT0-6 
Specification, exhibit JX-0051 C (LT0-6 Format Specification), in 
[ 

] . 
CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:715. 

Dr. Wang explains that section 12.3 of exhibit JX-0051C (LT0-6 
Format Specification), states "[ 

]. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:715. 
Accordingly, [ ] is within the range of "50 to 500 nm" and this 
claim limitation is met. Id. 

Fujifilm Br. at 145-46. 
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The evidence that Fujifilm cites shows that Fujifilm's LT0-6 products have a minimum 

recording bit length between about 50 to 500 nm. Although Sony has argued Fujifilm's products 

do not have a minimum recording bit length, see Sony Br. at 188-89, the minimum recording bit 

length can be ascertained from the products' linear density, as Dr. Wang testified. Accordingly, 

the administrative law judge has determined Fujifilm's LT0-6 products satisfy this limitation. 

e) the center surface average roughness of said magnetic layer 
surface SRa is equal to or less than 6.0 nm. 

For its LT0-7 and LT0-6 products, Fujifilm argues: 

The · final limitation of claim 1 requires that the center surface 
average roughness of said magnetic layer surface SRa be equal to 
or less than 6.0 nm. Testing conducted by Dr. Wang demonstrates 
that the DI Products meet this limitation. Dr. Wang testifies that 
that he · measured the center surface average roughness for the 
Fujifilm L TO-7 and L T0-6 Products according to the same 
procedures he set forth as part . of the testing he performed in 
connection with his infringement analysis, and the DI Products 
meet this limitation. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:717. Dr. Wang 
further explains that the data he obtained appears in exhibit JX-
0214C (Exs. to Op. Expert Report of Dr. Wang) at 76-77. The 
values for Ra shown in this document for Fujifilm's LT0-7 
Cartridges [ ] and accordingly meet this 
claim limitation. Id.; CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:717. The values 
for Ra shown in this document for Fujifilm's LT0-6 Cartridges 
[ ] and accordingly meet this claim 
limitation. Id. Dr. Wang's results show that the measured center 
surface roughness for all locations in each of the Fujifilm samples 
is well below the claimed 6.0 nm. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) 
Q:717-718. 

Fujifilm Br. at 146-4 7. Fujifilm also points to [ 

J. 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites shows that the magnetic layer in Fujifilm' s LTO-7 and 
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L T0-6 products [ ], which is 

less than or equal to 6.0 run. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined 

. Fujifilm' s LTO-7 and LT0-6 products satisfy this limitation. 

In conclusion, the administrative law judge has determined Fujifilm' s L TO-7 and L T0-6 

pro4ucts practice claim 1. 

2. Claim 2 

Claim 2 requires that the number of pits having a depth greater than or equal to 50 run 

cannot exceed 100 per 10,000 µm2
. JX-0004 ("said magnetic layer has on a surface, the number 

of pits having a depth as measured by Atomic Force Microscope of 50 run or more being equal to 

or less than 100/10,000 µm 2
"). 

Sony and the Staff do not specifically address claim 2. See generally Sony Br., § V(F); 

Sony Reply, § III(C); Staff Br. , § V(E); Staff Reply, § IV(E). 

Fujifilm argues that [ 

] . 

With regard to the L T0-6 products, Fujifilm argues that [ 

1. 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites, and that Dr. Wang relies upon, shows that it is more 

likely than not that Fujifilm's LT0-7 and LT0-6 products practice claim 2, as the products do 

not feature pits in excess of the claimed ratio. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has 

determined Fujifilm's LT0-7 products practice claim 2. 
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3. Claim 4 

For its LT0-7 and LT0-6 products, Fujifilm argues: 

Claim 4 depends from claim 1 and modifies the number of 
permissible pits, reciting "wherein said number of pits is equal to 
or less than 80 pits/10,000 µm2

." Thus, the analysis and evidence 
set forth with respect to claim 1 applies to claim 4. In particular, 
testing of Fujifilm's LT0-7 Cartridges performed by Dr. Wang 
[ 

I, and Fujifilm' s LT0-6 Cartridges show a 
[ ] per 10,000 
µm2

• Id. Q:726. These pit counts are below the described 
maximum of 80 pits per 10,000 µm2 recited in claim 4. 

Fujifilm Br. at 149. 

Sony and the Staff do not specifically address claim 4. See generally Sony Br., § V(F); 

Sony Reply, § III(C); Staff Br., § V(E); Staff Reply, § IV(E). 

The administrative law judge has determined it is more likely than not that Fujifilm's 

L TO-7 and L T0-6 products practice claim 4 based upon the same evidence that shows it is more 

likely than not that they practice claim 1. 

4. Claim 5 

For its LT0-7 and LT0-6 produ9ts, Fujifilm argues: 

Claim 5 depends from claim 1 and modifies the number of 
permissible pits, reciting "wherein said number of pits is equal to 
or less than 50 pits/10,000 µm2

." As discussed above, testing of 
Fujifilm's LT0-7 Cartridges performed by Dr. Wang demonstrated 
[ 

], and Fujifilm's LT0-6 Cartridges show [ 
]. Id. 

Q:728. These are below the maximum of 50 pits per 10,000 µm2 

recited in claim 5. 

Fujifilm Br. at 149. 

Sony and the Staff do not specifically address claim 5. See generally Sony Br., § V(F); 

Sony Reply,§ III(C); Staff Br.,§ V(E); Staff Reply,§ IV(E). 
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The administrative law judge has determined it is more likely than not that Fujifilm's 

L TO-7 and L T0-6 products practice claim 5 based upon the same evidence that shows it is more 

likely than not that they practice claim l. 

5. Clailll 7 

Forits LT0-7 and LT0-6 products, Fujifilm argues: 

Claim 7 depends from claim 1 and modifies the center surface 
average roughness ranges, reciting "wherein said center surface 
average roughness SRa ranges from 1.0 to 5.0 nm." Thus, the 
analysis and evidence set forth with respect to claim 1 applies to 
claim 7. In particular, [ 

J. 
All of these values are within the S~a range of claim 7. 

Fujifilm Br. at 150. 

Sony and the Staff do not specifically address claim 7. See generally Sony Br., § V(F); 

Sony Reply, § III(C); Staff Br.,§ V(E); Staff Reply,§ IV(E). 

Fujifilm's LT0-7 and LT0-6 products practice claim 7 based upon the same evidence 

that shows they practice claim 1. 

6. Clailll 8 

For its LT0-7 and L T0-6 products, Fujifilm argues: 

Claim 8 depends from claim 1 and modifies the center surface 
average roughness ranges, reciting "wherein said center surface 
average roughness SRa ranges from 1.5 . to 4.5 nm." Thus, the 
analysis and evidence set forth with respect to claim 1 applies to 
claim 8. In particular, [ 

] . . 

All of these values are within the SRa range of claim 8. 

Fujifilm Br. at 150. 

Sony and the Staff do not specifically address claim 8. See generally Sony Br., § V(F); 

Sony Reply,§ III(C); Staff Br.,§ V(E); Staff Reply,§ IV(E). 
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Fujifilm's LT0-7 and LT0-6 products practice claim 8 based upon the same evidence 

· that shows they practice claim 1. 

7. Claim 9 

Fujifilm argues that Fujifilm USA (Fujifilm Recording Media U.S.A., Inc.) practices 

claim 9 "[ 

. )" Fujifilm Br. at 151. Fujifilm further argues it uses its LT0-7 

and L T0-6 products [ 

J. See CX-001 lC (Ryder WS) at Q/A 52-55. The LT0-7 and LT0-6 

products are used with LT0-7 and LT0-6 tape drives. See CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 733-

. . 38.44 

Sony and the Staff do not specifically address claim 9. See generally Sony Br., § V(F); 

Sony Reply,§ III(C); Staff Br.,§ V(E); Staff Reply,§ IV(E). 

The evidence shows it is more likely-than not that Fujifilm practices claim 9 by using its 

]; CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 733-38. In particular, [ 

]. Accordingly, the administrative law 

judge has determined Fujifilm' s L TO-7 and L T0-6 products practice claim 9. 

8. Claim 10 

]. See Fujifilm BL at 152-56; see also CX-001 lC (Ryder 

44 Fujifilm's contention that its products "practice claim 9 when inserted into a compatible tape 
drive," see Fujifilm Br. at 151, is not a sufficient basis for finding infringement because it does 
not identify the actor who employed the corresponding MR head. 
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WS) at Q/A 52-55; CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 733-38. 

Sony and the Staff do not specifically address Fujifilm's allegation that [ 

]. See generally Sony Br.,§ V(F); 

Sony Reply,§ III(C); Staff Br.,§ V(E); Staff Reply, § IV(E). 

The administrative law judge finds that Fujifilm' s use of the L TO-7 and L T0-6 products 

] . See Fujifilm Br. at 152-56; see also 

CX-001 lC (Ryder WS) at Q/A 52-55; CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 733-38. The product-

specific attributes of claim 10 are addressed below. 

a) providing a magnetic recording medium comprising a 
nonmagnetic layer comprising a nonmagnetic powder and a 
binder and a magnetic layer comprising a hexagonal ferrite 
powder and a binder in this order on a nonmagnetic support, 

Fujifilm argues that this limitation is equivalent to limitation [a] from claim 1 and that 

"the analysis and evidence discussed with respect to claim 1 applies." Fujifilm Br. at 152. 

Sony and the Staff do not specifically address claim 11. See generally Sony Br., § V (F); 

Sony Reply,§ III(C); Staff Br.,§ V(E); Staff Reply,§ IV(E). 

The same evidence that shows Fujifilm' s L TO-7 and L T0-6 products satisfy limitation 

1 [a] shows that Fujifilm's LT0-7 and LT0-6 products include the claimed magnetic and 

nonmagnetic layers. Further, Fujifilm "provides" the required layers when it uses the LTO-7 and 

L T0-6 products. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm 

practices this limitation. 

b) and, optionally, a backcoat layer comprising a selected type and 
quantity of course [sic] particles, 

Fujifilm argues: 
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By the language of the claim, this limitation is optional and the DI 
Products would practice claim 10 even if they did not meet this 
limitation. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:742. Nevertheless, 
[ 

], Fujifilm's DI Products also include a 
backcoat layer. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:742; JX-0045C 
(Fujifilm L TO Application) at 19 (translation at 61 ). Further, [ 

] Fujifilm's DI Products practice this 
limitation. 

Fujifilm Br. at 153. 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites shows its LT0-7 and LT0-6 products have a backcoat 

with coarse particles. f'urther, Fujifilm "provides" the backcoat when it uses the L TO-7 and 

L T0-6 products. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm 

practices this limitation. 

c) wherein the center surface average roughness of said magnetic 
layer surface SRa is equal to or less than 6.0 nm, 

Fujifilm argues that this limitation is equivalent to limitation [ e] from claim 1 and that 

"the analysis and evidence discussed with respect to claim 1 applies." Fujifilm Br. at 152. 

The same evidence that shows Fujifilm's LT0-7 and LT0-6 products satisfy limitation 

1 [ e] shows that Fujifilm 's L TO-7 and L T0-6 products have a magnetic layer with the claimed 

center surface roughness. Further, Fujifilm "provides" the required layers when it uses the 

L TO-7 and L T0-6 products. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that 

Fujifilm practices this limitation. 

d) writing a signal of a selected recording wavelength or range of 
recording wavelengths and of a selected track width on the 
magnetic recording medium using a head, and 

Fujifilm argues that Fujifilm USA practices this limitation [ 
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]. Fujifilm Br. at 153. Fujifilm points to LT0-7 

and LT0-6 drives and the L TO-7 and LT0-6 specifications as satisfying the "selected" 

wavelength and track width aspects of this limitation. Id. at 153-54. Specifically: 

• Fujifilm argues that its L TO-7 products have a minimum recording wavelength of 
about 104 nm and a track width of 2.88 µm, [ 

] . 

•- With regard to the LT0-6 products, Fujifilm argues these products have a 
minimum recording wavelength of about 132 nm and a track width of 4.75 µm, 
[ 

] . 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites shows its LTO-7 and L T0-6 products have a selected 

track width and that Fujifilm writes onto the tapes with a selected wavelength. Accordingly, the 

administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm practices this limitation. 

e) reproducing the recorded signal using an MR head having a 
selected track width, so as to achieve a number of pits having a 
depth of~ or more of the minimum recording bit length present 
on the surface.of said magnetic layer of 100/10,000 µm2 or less. 

Fujifilm argues that its LTO-7 and L T0~6 satisfy-the product-specific attributes of this 

limitation based upon the evidence "discussed in the analysis of claim 1[.]" Fujifilm Br. at 155-

56. Fujifilm argues it reproduces a recorded signal with an MR head in connection with its 

Dtemity services. 

The evidence shows that Fujifilm practices this limitation when it reproduces data that is 

written on its LT0-7 and LT0-6 products. Fujifilm's LT0-7 and LT0-6 products satisfy the pit 

depth-bit length limitations for the reasons provided in relation to limitation 1 [ c ], which is the 

equivalent limitation in claim 1. See CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 748-49. 

In conclusion, the administrative law judge has determined Fujifilm's LT0-7 and LT0-6 

products practice claim 10. 
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9. Claim 11 

. Fujifilm argues: 

Claim 11 depends from claim 10, thus the analysis and evidence 
set forth with respect to claim 10 applies here as well. Claim 11 
includes the . additional limitation of "wherein the minimum 
recording bit length is from about 50 to 500 nm." Claim 1 recites 
an identical limitation, thus the analysis and evidence cited with 
respect to claim 1 applies here as well. Accordingly, the DI 
Products practice claim 11. Id. Q:751. 

Fujifilm Br. at 156. 

Fujifilm's LT0-7 and LT0-6 products practice claim 11 based upon the same evidence 

that shows they practice claims 1 and 10. 

G. Obviousness 

Sony generally argues that the asserted claims are directed toward known tape materials, 

leverage known relationships in the magnetic-media art, and recite arbitrary physical attributes to 

avoid prior art. See Sony Br. at 123-24 (citing Application of Skoner, 517 F.2d 947, 950 

(C.C.P.A. 1975)). Sony relies upon the following references: 

• Matsuno: JP Publication No. 2001-84549 ("Matsuno") (RX-0333) 

• Endo: JP Publication No. 2000-40218 ("Endo") (RX-0334) 

• Wallace: The Reproduction of Magnetically Recorded Signals" The Bell System 
Technical Journal (Oct. 1951), pp. 1-29 ("Wallace") (JX-0174) 

• Maeda: JP Publication No. H9-231558 ("Maeda") (RX-0335) 

• Sasaki: Japanese Pub. No. 2001-84551 ("Sasaki") (RX-0320) 

Fujifilm generally argues that Sony has not sho~ the prior art discloses each and every 

limitation, that there would not have been a motivation to combine the prior art (and that Sony's 

combinations are produced by hindsight), and that particular limitations ofthe asserted claims 

are critical and confer synergistic benefit. See Fujifilm Br. at 160-61. 
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The Staff submits that the asserted claims would not have been, but it does not agree with 

Fujifilm's criticality arguments. See generally Staff Br.,§ V(G)(l). 

1. Matsuno and Endo in View of Wallace 

a) Claim 1 

(1) A magnetic recording medium comprising 

Sony argues that Matsuno, Endo, and Wallace each discloses a magnetic recording 

medium. Sony Br. at 136 (citing RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 200-204). 

Fujifilm does not disagree that Matsuno, Endo, and Wallace disclose a magnetic 

recording medium. See generally Fujifilm Br.,§ IV(G)(l)(a); Fujifilm Reply,§ IV(A). 

Matsuno, Endo, and Wallace each discloses a magnetic recording medium. See RX-

OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 200-204; RX-0333, Abstract and ,r 17; RX-0334, Abstract; JX-

0174 at 1. Indeed, the title of Matsuno .is "Magnetic Recording Medium." RX-03 3 3 at 11. 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that Sony has shown, through clear and 

convincing evidence, that the prior art (Matsuno, Endo, and Wallace) discloses magnetic 

recording medium that satisfies the preamble. 

(2) a nonmagnetic layer comprising a nonmagnetic powder and 
a binder and a magnetic layer comprising a hexagonal 
ferrite powder and a binder in this order on a nonmagnetic 
support . 

Sony argues that Matsuno discloses a magnetic layer including hexagonal ferrite powder 

and a binder. Sony Br. at 137. Dr. Bhushan also testified that Matsuno and Endo disclose the 

claimed nonmagnetic and magnetic layers, in the requisite order. Se_e RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) 

at Q/A 204-13. 

Fujifilm does not disagree that Matsuno discloses the claimed nonmagnetic and magnetic 

layer. See generally Fujifilm Br.,§ IV(G)(l)(a); Fujifilm Reply,§ IV(A). 
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Matsuno and Endo each discloses a magnetic layer comprising a hexagonal ferrite 

powder and a binder. See RX-OOOIC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 207-10; RX-0333, 1117-20, 33; 

RX-0334, 127. The evidence also shows that Endo and Matsuno each discloses a nonmagnetic 

layer comprising a nonmagnetic powder and a binder. See RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 

204-06; RX-0333, 11 17-20. Matsuno and Endo both disclose the layers in the requisite order. 

See RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 211-12. Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds 

that Sony has shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that the prior art (Matsuno and 

Endo) discloses nonmagnetic and magnetic layers in the requisite order, as specified by the 

limitation. 

(3) the minimum recording bit length is about 50 to 500 nm, 

Sony argues that Matsuno discloses a recording wavelength of no more than 1 µm (1,000 

I 

nm) that discloses the claimed range. Sony Br .. at 139-40. 

Fujifilm argues that "Matsuno's general reference to the recording wavelengths of 

specific systems is not enough to disclose any particular shortest recording wavelength." 

Fujifilm Br. at 164.45 

The Staff submits that "Matsuno also discloses a shortest recording wavelength of 1 µm." 

Staff Br. at 68. 

Matsuno discloses a recording wavelength that a person of ordinary skill could convert to 

a minimum recording bit length between O and 500 nm, which overlaps the claimed range. See 

RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 216-22. Thus, the limitation is presumed to be obvious. See 

Iron Grip Barbell Co. v. USA Sports, Inc., 392 F.3d 1317, 1322 (Fed. Cir. 2004) ("where there is 

45 The testimony that Fujifilm cites devotes unnecessary attention to other claim limitations, 
other invalidity arguments, and other asserted patents. Fujifilm Br. at 164 (citing CX-0357C 
(Wang RWS at Q/A 470-71)). · 
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a range disclosed in the prior art, and the claimed invention falls within that range, there is a 

presumption of obviousness."). Fujifilm has not shown that the prior art teaches away from the 

claimed range. Id. (teaching away is one way to rebut the presumption); see also RX-OOOlC 

(Bhushan WS) at Q/A 260-63 (no evidence of criticality, synergy, or unexpected results). 

Fujifilm has also not shown that the claimed range, either alone or in conjunction with other 

aspects of the '612 Patent, led to unexpected results. Id. (demonstrating "new and unexpected 

results relative to the prior art" is another way to rebut the presumption); see also RX-OOOlC 

(Bhushan WS) at Q/A 220, 260-63. Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that Sony 

has shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that the prior art (Matsuno) discloses a 

magnetic recording media with a minimum recording bit length of about O to 500 nm, which 

renders the specified range obvious. 

( 4) the number of pits having a depth of Yi or more of the 
minimum recording bit length present on a surface of said 
magnetic layer is equal to or less than 100/10,000 µm2 

Sony argues that this limitation is prima facie obvious because Matsuno discloses a pit 

count that overlaps with the claimed range. Sony Br. at 140. In particular, Sony argues: 

Matsuno discloses a magnetic recording medium in which the 
pits-Matsuno refers to them as "indentations"-with a depth of 
greater than 50 nm are no more than 10 in 46,237.5 µm2

. RX-0333 
(Matsuno), ,r 11; see also RX-OOOlC (Bhushan OWS) at Q&A 
223. Dr. Wang admits this. Tr. at 25 L This necessarily 
constitutes a disclosure of a range of number of pits (0-10) that 
falls within the range recited in claim 1 (0-100) and a depth of 
these pits (50 nm) that falls. within the range recited in claim 1 of 
the '612 Patent (16.67 nm -166.67 nm). See RX-OOOlC (Bhushan 
OWS) at Q&A 224; RDX-0216 (Matsuno disclosures). 

This is because if there are no more than 10 pits having a depth of 
greater than 50 nm in an area of 46,237.5 µm2

, then there are also 
no niore than 10 pits having a depth of greater than 50 nm in an 
area less than this such as 10,000 µm2 (the area recited in this 
claim limitation). Id. With respect to the pit depth, because 50 nm 
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is a value that falls within the range of 1h of 50-500 run ( or 16.67 to 
166.67 run), Matsuno discloses an example of a magnetic 
recording medium that has less than 10 (and therefore less than 
100) pits of a depth (50 run) falling within the specified claimed 
range of 16.67 run to 166.67 run per area of 10,000 µm2

. RX
OOOIC (Bhushan OWS) at Q&A 225. 

Id. at 141-42 (footnote omitted). Sony adds that persons of ordinary skill had been optimizing 

pit counts and pit depths in relation to recording wavelength in order to minimize signal loss, in 

view of Wallace ' s Law. Id. at 141 (citing RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 231). 

Fujifilm argues that Matsuno discloses reducing pits of a fixed depth, i.e., not tied to the 

minimum recording bit length). Fujifilm Br. at 164-65 ("Matsuno, at best, teaches that pits of a 

fixed depth are to be limited and makes no mention of that depth being limited to 1h or more of 

the MRBL of the recording medium nor does it disclose a particular MRBL against which its 50 

run or more depth limitation can be evaluated. [CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 473]"). 

Fujifilm also suggest that there is no motivation for modifying Matsuno in relation to pit depth 

limitation. See id. at 165. With regard to criticality and synergy, Fujifilm relies on Dr. Wang's 

testimony, which follows: 

453.Q. What is your opinion of Dr. Bhushan's testimony that 
he has found no evidence that suggests that the particular 
combination of variables in the context of the claim generates 
some important synergy or other unexpected results? 

453.A. I disagree with Dr. Bhushan. Indeed, the claims of the '612 
Patent recite a combination of and a relationship between all three 
ranges. The recording medium which exhibits improved signal to 
noise ratio must satisfy all of these limitations. In response to 
Q263, Dr. Bhushan also states that "Tables I and 2 show only the 
combination of both variables (number of pits having a depth of 1h 
or more of bit length and SRa) and the resulting signal-to-noise 
ratio." While Tables 1 and 2 do show combinations of both 
variables, I disagree that the effect of changing one variable is not 
shown or cannot be ascertained. For example, comparative 
example 6 has 113 pits with a depth of 1h or more of the minimum 
recording bit length (which is outside the claimed range of 100) 
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and a surface roughness of 5.7 nm (which is below the claimed 
SRa of 6.0 nm). The SNR for this example is 21.7, which is low. 
This is found in the '612 Patent, exhibit JX-0004 (U.S. Pat. No. 
6,767,612) at Table 2, col. 25, lines 39-42. Comparative example 
7, which is discussed at column 25 lines 30-34, has a number of 
pits within the range of claim 1 but an SRa above 6.0 nm. This 
example also had a low SNR. So, the data demonstrates that where 
one variable is within the range of the claim and another is 
without, the SNR is low. The data in the '612 Patent supports a 
conclusion that there is a synergy between the various limitations 
recited in claim I-these limitations are critical and the resulting 
synergy unexpected. 

CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 453. 

The Staff argues that Matsuno "recognizes that pits of a certain depth can cause fatal 

errors in a magnetic recording and reproduction system.", Staff Br. at 68. 

Matsuno discloses a magnetic recording media having no more than 10 pits with a depth 

of greater than 50 nm in an area of 46,237.5 µm2
. RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 223-25; 

RX-0333 , ,r 11 . . This media falls within the claimed range, and it also overlaps with the claimed 

range given the "no more than language." See RX-OOOIC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 225; see also 

Sony Br. at 141, n.37 (noting Fujifilm's contention that the no more than "10 in 46,237.5 µm2
" 

ratio from Matsuno should be converted to no more than "2.2 in 10,000 µm2
" for a comparison 

to the claimed range). Matsuno thus shows that the claimed range is prima facie obvious. See 

Iron Grip Barbell, 392 F.3d at 1322. Fujifilm has not shown that the prior art teaches away from 

the claimed range or that the claimed range, either alone or in conjunction with other aspects of 

the ' 612 Patent, led to unexpected results: Id.; see also RX-OOOIC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 231 

(the relationship between signal loss and minimizing pits and was known to be critical), 260-63 

(no evidence of criticality, synergy, or unexpected results). Accordingly, the administrative law 

judge finds that Sony has shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that the prior art 

(Matsuno) discloses a magnetic recording media with pits, where the number of pits having a 
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depth oft;; or more of the minimum recording bit length present on a surface of said magnetic 

layer is equal to or less than 100/10,000 µm2
• 

Sony argues, in part: 

(5) the center surface average roughness of said magnetic layer 
surface SRa is equal to or less than 6.0 nm. 

Though Matsuno does not explicitly disclose a center surface 
average roughness SRa that is equal to or less than 6.0 nm as 
recited in the Asserted Claims of the '612 Patent, maintaining a 
low surface roughness, in addition to minimizing pits, would have 
been obvious to a POSA reading the disclosures of Matsuno and its 
drive towards decreased pits ("indentations") and increased surface 
smoothne~s, and in view of additional prior art such as Endo which 
explicitly teaches surface roughness ranges overlapping with those 
recited in claim 1. 

In addition, Endo explicitly teaches reducing surface roughness of 
the magnetic layer to not more than 7.5 nm and preferably from 7.0 
to 1.5 nm. RX-0334 (Endo) at 1 8. Endo's disclosure of a .surface 
roughness of not more than 7.5 nm fully encompasses and 
therefore renders presumptively obvious the range of "equal to or 
less than 6.0 nm" disclosed in this limitation of claim 1. RX-
0001 Cat Q&A 240-241. And Endo studied low surface roughness 
in conjunction with studying pits, thus demonstrating the 
independent value provided by examining both metrics .. .. 

Sony Br. at 145-46 (emphasis added by Sony). Sony also argues that a person of ordinary skill 

in the art would combine Matsuno and Endo, in view of Wallace, given Matsuno and Endo's 

teachings about "the need to optimize surface characteristics to maximize signal reliability, while 

taking into account recording density." Id at 147 (citing RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 242; 

RX-0333, 15; RX-0334, 1 5). Sony further argues that "there is no evidence that the particular 

SRa range discussed in claim 1 of the '612 Patent is cr.itical or unexpected." Id. at147. 

Fujifilm argues: 

Finally, Dr. Wang explained that the limitation on surface 
roughness (SRa) to 6.0 nm or less is critical based on data in the 
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patent. CX-0357C (Wang RWS) Q:462. Dr. Wang testified that 
Tables 1 and 2 of the '612 Patent list examples with a surface 
roughness slightly above and slightly below 6.0 run · and 
accordingly the selection of 6.0 run as a threshold is supported. Id. 
Q:462. Further, Dr. Wang noted that his demonstrative slide, see 
CDX-0007C at 55, shows that examples with SRa limited to 6.0 
nm or less and which satisfy the other limitations of claim 1 result 
in an unexpected good SNR. Id. Q:462. Accordingly, these 
limitations are critical. 

Fujifilm Br. at 163. 

The Staff submits that "Matsuno, Endo, and Wallace fail to disclose or suggest" the 

surface roughness limitation. Staff Br. at 68 (citing CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 480-87). 

The Staff also submits that one skilled in the art would not have been motivated to combine 

Matsuno and Endo. Id. at 69. 

Sony's reply notes that the testimony the Staff cites does not discuss Endo, which Dr. 

Wang ignored. Sony Reply at 38-39. 

Matsuno does not explicitly disclose a center surface average roughness SRa that is equal 

to or less than 6.0 run as recited in claim 1. RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 233 .. While 

Matsuno teaches that maintaining a low surface roughness is desirable, it does not provide 

sufficient context for showing, in a clear and convincing manner, that the numerical range of the 
' 

claimed limitation was disclosed. See id. at Q/A 234. 

Endo, however, discloses a magnetic layer with a surface roughness of less than 7.5 run: 

The upper layer magnetic layer 4 is formed by dispersing 
ferromagnetic powder and norunagnetic particles in a binder. 
Also, the upper layer magnetic layer 4 has a surface roughness Ra 
of not greater than 7.5 run, and preferably from 7.0 to 1.5 run. As a 
result, spacing loss decreases and good electromagnetic conversion 
characteristics can be obtained. 

RX-0334, ,r 8; see also RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 240-41. This is sufficient to showthat 
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the claimed range is primafacie obvious.46 

The evidence shows that a person of ordinary skill in the art would not combine Matsuno 

and Endo due to the differing problems the references a,ddress-Matsuno addresses ameliorating 

errors in a system that uses the RLL (2, 7) modulation through limiting indentations of a specific 

depth, in tapes that use inductive heads, while Endo pertains to media having excellent 

electromagnetic conversion characteristics and low dropout, as achieved through minimizing the 

cross sectional area (observed at 20 nm) of various depre~sions. CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at 

QI A 487. Further, Matsuno and Endo use different definitions of indentations and depressions, 

which also suggests that a person of ordinary skill in the art would not ascertain a rationale or 

motivation for combining the references in the manner that Sony and Dr. Bhushan suggest. Id. 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Sony has not shown, through clear and 

convincing evidence, that to a person of ordinary skill in the art, claim 1, as a whole, would have 

been obvious at the time of the invention based upon the disclosures and teachings of Matsuno, 

Endo, and Wallace. 

b) Claim 2 
·-

Sony argues that claim 2 is obvious because it merely sets the number of pits to a specific 

depth (50 nm) while retaining the same pits-per-area ratio of "equal to or less than 100/10,000 

µm2
." Sony Br. at 159. Sony argues that while claim 2 requires the use of an atomic force 

microscope ("AFM"), the use .of an AFM was disclosed in Endo and known to a person of skill 

in the art. Id. at 160. 

46 See Iron Grip Barbell, 392 F.3d at 1322. Fujifilm has not shown that the prior art teaches 
away from the claimed range or that the claimed range, either alone or in conjunction with other 
aspects of the '612 Patent, led to unexpected results. Id.; see also RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at 
QI A 231 (the relationship between signal loss and minimizing pits and was known to be critical), 
260-63 (no evidepce of criticality, synergy, or unexpected results). 
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For claims 2 and 4-8 Fujifilm argues: 

Claim 2 depends from claim 1. For at least the reasons stated with 
respect to claim 1, the combination of Matsuno and Endo in view 
of Wallace does not render obvious Claim 2. Further, Claim 2 
additionally recites "wherein said magnetic layer has on a surface, 
the number of pits having a depth as measured by Atomic Force 
Microscope of 50 nm or · more being equal to or less than 
100/10,000 µm2." Dr. Bhushan provides no motivation or reason 
for one of skill in the art to replace the explicit protocol for 
measuring pits in Matsuno, i.e., using a non-contact surface 
roughness meter, with AFM protocol described in Endo. CX-
0357C (Wang RWS) Q:489A90. Moreover, claims 4-8 all depend 
from claim 1 or from claims that indirectly depend from claim 1. 
None of these claims are rendered obvious for at least the reasons 
stated with respect to claim 1 above. 

Fujifilm Br. at 167-68. 

Sony replies: 

Fujifilm argues that, with respect to claim 2, "Dr. Bhushan 
provides no motivation or reason for one of skill in the art to 
replace the explicit protocol for measuring pits in Matsuno, i.e., 
using a non-contact surface roughness meter, with AFM protocol 
described in Endo." Fujifilm IPHB at 168. Again, this is false. 
Dr. Bhushan testified that both optical and AFM methods were 
known and used for counting pits as of the invention date of the 
'612 Patent. RX-OOOlC (Bhushan OWS) at Q&A 268:-269. He 
also testified that a POSA would have understood that either 
method could be used to count pits and measure surface roughness 
(id.) as moving from one to the other was not an inventive leap, as 
demonstrated by Endo, which discussed using optical methods for 
measuring SRa and AFM for measuring pits. RX-0334C at ,r,r 9, 
54, 55. 

Sony Reply at 39. 

Fujifilm did not present a reply. See generally Fujifilm Reply, § IV(A).47 

Dr. Bhushan testified that AFM and optical devices were known and available for 

measuring pits as of the '612 Patent's invention date. RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 268. 

47 The Staff did not address Sony's arguments toward the dependent claims. See generally Staff 
Br. , § V(G)(l); Staff Reply,§ IV(F). 
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Specifying one known type of measurement from at least two known types of measurement is an 

obvious variant of the prior art. Further, the 50 nm pit-depth limitation in claim 2 comports with 

the 50-to-500 nm minimum recording bit length range from claim 1. Taken together, there is no 

independently patentable subject matter in claim 2. Accordingly, if claim 1 is later found 

obvious, then the administrative law judge has determined that Sony has shown, through clear 

and convincing evidence, that claim 2 also would have been o~vious. 

c) Claims 4 and 5 

Sony argues that claims 4 and 5 "are likewise obvious in view of prior art overlapping 

ranges." Sony Br. at 160 (Sony relies upon its reasoning presented for claim 1). Sony adds that 

"there is no evidence and Fujifilm provides no evidence that the upper threshold of 80 or 50 are 

at all critical or somehow unexpected." Id. 

Fujifilm argues: 

Moreover, claims 4-8 all depend from claim 1 or from claims that 
indirectly depend from claim 1. None of these claims are rendered 
obvious for at least the reasons stated with respect to claim 1 
above. 

Fujifilm Br. at 168; see also Fujifilm Reply,§ IV(A) (Sony's obviousness arguments about the 

dependent claims are not addressed). 

Dr. Bhushan testified that Matsuno discloses the pits-per-area ratio disclosed in claims 1, 

4, and 5. RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 270-73. Further, Fujifilm has not shown that the 

narrower ranges recited in claims 4 and 5 provide an unexpected benefit. See id.; see also id. at 

QIA 260-63 (no evidence of criticality, synergy, or unexpected results). The narrower ranges, 

therefore, are not a non-obvious variant or otherwise independently patentable from claim 1. 

Accordingly, if claim 1 is later found obvious, then the administrative law judge has determined 

that Sony has shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that claims 4 and 5 also would 
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have been obvious. 

d) Claims 7 and 8 

Sony argues that claims 7 and .8 "are likewise obvious in view of overlapping ranges in 

tM prior art." Sony Br. at 161. Sony adds that: 

Id. at 162. 

. . . neither the '612 Patent nor Fujifilm itself provides any 
evidence of criticality or unexpected results relating to the range of 
less than or equal to 6.0 nm and similarly provides no such 
evidence for these narrower ranges. Accordingly, and for reasons 
similar to those discussed above with respect to claim 1, a POSA 
would have found it obvious to combine the teachings of Matsuno 
and Endo, in view of Wallace, to arrive at the invention recited in 
claims 7 and 8 of the '612 Patent. 

Dr. Bhushan testified that Endo discloses the roughness ranges in claims 1, 8, and 9. RX-

0001 C (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 240-41, 274-79. Further, Fujifilm has not shown that the narrower 

ranges recited in claims 7 and 8 provide an unexpected benefit. See id.; see also id. at QI A 260-

63 (no evidence of criticality, synergy, or unexpected results). The narrower ranges, therefore, 

are not a non-obvious variant or otherwise independently patentable from claim 1. Accordingly, 

if claim 1 is later found obvious, then the administrative law judge has determined that Sony has 

shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that claims 7 and 8 also would have been 

obvious. 

e) Claim 9 

Sony argues that Endo discloses MR heads and that MR heads were well known as of 

July 2001. Sony Br. at 162 (citing, inter alia, RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 280-281; RX-

0334 (Endo), ,r 23)). · Sony further argues that MR heads "were also well known for use 

specifically with hexagonal ferrite magnetic recording media." Id. at 163 (citing RX-OOOlC 

(Bhushan WS) at Q/A 372). 
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Fujifilm argues: 

Dr. Wang explains that all of Matsuno's examples make use of 
inductive heads and accordingly, one of skill in the art would not 
have been motivated to modify the disclosure of Matsuno which 
applies to inductive read heads with the disclosure of Endo to use 
MR heads as these are two vastly different types of heads based on 
different principles of operation for different media (particularly in 
light of the skepticism of the industry described herein above). 
CX-0357C (Wang RWS) Q:496. 

Fujifilm Br. at 168. 

Dr: Bhushan testified that Endo (as well as Sasaki) discloses use of MR heads and that 

MR heads were well known as of July 2001. RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 341. Further, 

simply claiming the use of magnetic recording media with a known head is an obvious variant of 

the prior art. See Dow Chem. Co. v. Mee Indus. , Inc., 341 F.3d 1370, 1375 (Fed. Cir. 2003) 

("The scope of what is taught by a prior art apparatus extends not only to the apparatus itself, but 

also to the obvious methods of use suggested by the structure of that apparatus."); In re Lonardo, 

119 F.3d 960, 968 (Fed. Cir. 1997) ("We do not agree that there is a patentable distinction 

between the method of using the device and the device itself. The claimed structure of the 

device suggests how it is to be used and that use thus would have been obvious."). Thus, there is 

no independently patentable subject matter in claim 9. Accordingly, if claim 1 is later found 

obvious, then the'administrative law judge has determined that Sony has shown, through clear 

and convincing evidence, that claim 9 also would have been obvious. 

j) Claim 10 

Sony argues, in part: 

Many of the teachings discussed above with respect to claim 1 
apply equally to claim 10. RX-OOOlC at Q&A 284-285, 287, 288-
290. In addition, claim 10 recites reproducing a recorded signal 
using an MR head. As discussed above with respect to claim 9, 
MR heads were not new as of the invention date of the '612 Patent 
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and, indeed, were an obvious choice for a recording and 
reproducing head in the context of the high-density recording 
discussed in the '612 Patent and all of the prior art references 
presented. RX-OOOlC at Q&A 280-281. 

With respect to ariy differences between claim 1 and 10, the prior 
art teaches such differences in a manner that would have rendered 
the method recited in claim 10 obvious to a POSA as of the 
invention date of the '612 Patent. 

Sony Br. at 163. Sony notes that both Matsuno and Endo discuss using the magnetic media they 

describe. Id. Sony also notes that both references disclose the claimed backcoat. Id. 48 

For claims 10 and 11, Fujifilm argues: 

Claim 10 is a method claim which recites several limitations that 
are identical or very similar to the limitations recited in claim 1. 
Accordingly, for at least the reasons set forth with respect to claim 
1, Matsuno and Endo in view of Wallace do not render obvious 
claim 10. CX-0357C (Wang RWS) Q:498-501. 

Fujifilm Br. at 169. 

The administrative law judge has determined that claim 10 would not have been obvious 

for same reasons claim 1 would not have been obvious.49 While though claim 10 is a method 

claim, the steps it recites are merely generic instructions for using a magnetic tape and do not 

contain any non-obvious aspects. See Dow Chem., 341 F.3d at 1375; In re Lonardo, 119 F.3d at 

968. Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that claim 10 would not have been obvious 

over the combination of Matsuno arid Endo in view of Wallace. 

48 Sony and Dr. Bhushan have also included an argument that claim 10 is "inoperable" because 
"it is not possible to 'achieve' the specified number of pits of a certain depth by carrying out the 
claimed 'magnetic recording and reproducing method' or by 'reproducing' a recorded signal 
'using an MR head having a selected track width."' Sony Br. at 163 n.39 (citing RX-0001 C 
(Bhushan WS) at Q/A 290). Dr. Bhushan's testimony is not responsive to the question that was 
asked, and Sony's argument does not help Sony's obviousness defense (and it is not developed 
enough to support an enablementdefense). Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that 
Dr. Bhushan's "inoperable" testimony is not clear and convincing, and does not support Sony's 
invalidity defenses. · 
49 If claim 1 is later found obvious, then claim 10 should also be found obvious. 
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g) Claim 11 

Sony argues: 

Claim 11 depends from claim 10 but further limits the recited 
method to "wherein the minimum recording bit length is from 
about 50 to 500 nm." As discussed above, Matsuno discloses a 
range of minimum recording bit lengths from O nm to 500 nm 
which overlaps with and renders prima facie obvious this 
limitation of claim 11 . For reasons similar to those discussed 
above with respect to this limitation from claim 1, Matsuno and 
Endo, in view of Wallace, render obvious this limitation of claim 
11. RX-OOOIC at Q&A 291-292. 

Sony Br. at 164-65. 

Fujifilm does not present a separate argument for claim 11. See, e.g., Fujifilm Br. at 

168-69. 

As discussed above in relation to claim 1, Matsuno discloses a recording wavelength that 

a person of ordinary skill could convert to a minimum recording bit length between O and 500 

nm, which overlaps the claimed range. The administrative law judge, however, found that claim 

1 would not have been obvious, and finds thatdaim 11 would not have been obvious for same 

reasons claim 1 would not have been obvious. 50 Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds 

that claim 11 would not have been obvious over the combination of Matsuno and Endo in view 

of Wallace. 

2. Matsuno and Endo in View of Maeda 

Sony argues that Maeda teaches a relationship between loss in a reproduced signal and 

the separation between the magnetic head from the medium surface. Sony Br. at 166 (citing RX-

0335, ,i 12; RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q&A 296). Sony argues: 

Maeda discusses, like Wall ace discovered, that to calculate ( and 
therefore minimize) this space loss, one must account for both the 

50 If claims 1 and 10 are later found obvious, the~ claim 11 should also be found obvious. 
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distance between the surface and the head and the recording 
wavelength. Id. Thus, Maeda can be substituted for Wallace in 
the combination of Matsuno and Endo in view of Wallace to 
render the claims of the '612 Patent obvious. Though Dr. Wang 
attempts to distinguish Maeda because it is directed to "grooves" 
on magnetic disks as opposed to pits on tape, the claims are broad 
enough to encompass magnetic disk and the· claimed "pits" are 
broad enough to encompass the "grooves" discussed in Maeda. 

Fujifilm argues that this combination does not show the asserted claims would have been 

obvious for the same reasons as the combination of Matsuno, Endo, and Wallace. Fujifilm Br. at 

169. Fujifilm also argues that "Maeda is directed to a different problem in a different form of 

magnetic recording media and is therefore nonanalogous art." Id. at 170 (citing CX-0357C 

(Wang RWS) Q/A at 506-507). Fujifilm notes Maeda is directed toward a hard disk and "makes 

no reference to minimizing pits at all." Id. Fujifilm concludes that "one of skill in the art would 

not be motivated to combine Matsuno and Endo, which disclose fixed depth pit thresholds, with 

Maeda." Id. 

The Staff submits that Maeda is non-analogous art. Staff Br. at 69 (citing Fujifilm's 

evidence). 

Sony replies: 

To the extent there is any question, whatsoever, about whether a 
POSA would apply Wallace's Law to modern efforts to minimize 
spacing loss and thereby maximizing recording media performance 
in high-density recording, Maeda demonstrates that such efforts 
were routine. RX-0335, Abstract, 11 4-6, 12. As Dr. Bhushan 
testified, Maeda supports the general proposition that it was 
known, prior to the invention date of the '612 Patent, that 
minimizing pits of a certain depth, where this depth is a function of 
the recorded wavelength on · the magnetic surface itself, would. 
improve the performance of the magnetic recording medium. RX-
0001 C at Q&A 296. Though the specific teachings of the various 
limitations of the '612 Patent claims can be found . in the 
disclosures of Matsuno and Endo, as discuss_ed previously, Maeda 
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provides evidence that the application of Wallace's Law to control 
spacing (via "grooves" or "pits") in relation to recorded 
wavelength was already being done by the time the '612 Patent 
was filed. Id. at Q&A 295-297. 

Sony Reply at 40 ( emphasis omitted). 

The Federal Circuit has explained that: 

Two separate tests define the scope of analogous prior art: (1) 
whether the art is from the same field of endeavor, regardless of 
the problem addressed and, (2) if the reference is not within the 
field of the inventor's endeavor, whether the reference still is 
reasonably pertinent to the particular problem with which the 
inventor is involved. 

In re Bigio, 381 F.3d 1320, 1325 (Fed. Cir. 2004). 

Dr. Wang testified that "Maeda is directed to improving 'recording density of a magnetic 

recording medium by preventing the errors caused by grooves, through adjusting the amount of 

texturing of grooves that are produced on the surface for the magnetic recording medium."' CX-

0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 507 (quoting RX-0335, Abstract). Dr. Wang adds that Maeda 

relates to hard disks. Id. 

While Dr. Bhushan's testimony suggests that Maeda is from the same field of endeavor 

as Matsuno and Endo, it does not directly address the question of whether the references are 

from the same field of endeavor. See Bigio, 381 F.3d at 1325; RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at 

Q&A 295-97. Dr. Bhushan's testimony also does not directly address whether Maeda is 

nonetheless reasonably pertinent to the problems in magnetic tapes. Id. 

The administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and 

convincing evidence, that a person of ordinary skill in the art would have modified Matsuno or 

Endo in view of Maeda. In particular, Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing 

evidence, that Maeda is analogous art. Although the '612 Patent acknowledges that MR heads 
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have been used with hard disk devices, it is not clear that a person of ordinary skill in the art 

would consider Maeda from the same field of endeavor or a reasonably pertinent reference. 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that claims 1, 2, 4-5, and 7-11 would not have 

been obvious over the combination @f Matsuno and Endo, in view of Maeda. 

3. Matsuno and Sasaki in View of Maeda 

Sony argues, in part: 

As discussed above, Fujifilm did not invent the use of hexagonal 
ferrite in magnetic recording media, nor did it invent magnetic 
recording media for use with MR heads, nor did it invent the 
concept of minimizing surface roughness to values commensurate 
with those recited in the claims of the ' 612 Patent. Prior art 
reference, Sasaki (RX-0320) discloses all of these limitations. 
RX-OOOlC at Q&A 298-307. Sasaki discusses a magnetic 
recording medium for use in MR head reproducing systems that 
has improved surface properties for obtaining high recording 
density. RX-0320 (Sasaki), ,r,r 2 - 5. Sasaki discusses the use of 
hexagonal ferrite and teaches BaFe, specifically. RX-0320 
(Sasaki), abstract, ,r 15. 

Sony Br. at 166. Sony also argues that Sasaki discloses the use of barium ferrite, which is a 

hexagonal ferrite powder, and a magnetic layer with a surface roughness "no greater than 5 nm." 

Id. at 167 (citing RX-0001 (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 300-05). Sony further argues: 

for the same reasons discussed in Section V.D.1.d.i. abo_ve with 
respect to the combination of Matsuno and Endo in view of 
Wallace, a POSA would have been motivated to process the 
magnetic recording media described in Matsuno to have a .similar 
surface roughness as that disclosed in Sasaki, as doing so would 
further decrease spacing loss and provide improved surface 
properties for magnetic layer performanc_e in high-density 
recording, a goal that is explicitly shared by both Matsuno and 
Sasaki and originates from the understood concept articulated by 
Wallace and applied by Maeda. 

Id. (citing RX-0001 (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 306, 20; RX-0320 (Sasaki), ,r 4). 

Fujifilm argues that "for at least the reasons set forth above with respect to Matsuno and 
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Maeda for these elements, Matsuno alone or in combination with Maeda does not disclose, 

suggest, or render obvicms" the pit-depth or minimum recording bit length limitations. Fujifilm 

Br. at 171. Fujifilm also argues that a person of ordinary skill in the art would not combine 

Matsuno and Sasaki "because: (i) Sasaki is directed to magnetic recording mediums to be used 

with MR heads, which differs from Matsuno; (ii) Sasaki is directed to achieving a medium with 

high-durability while Matsuno is directed to reducing fatal errors by reducing the number of 

certain indentations; and (iii) Matsuno set a different constraint on "surface roughness" which 

was based on pits ofa certain depth." CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 513. 

The Staff submits that "Sony has failed to show that one skilled in the art would have 

been motivated to modify the magnetic recording medium disclosed by Matsuno in the manner 

described by Sasaki." Staff Br. at 69. 

Sony replies that "Fujifilm completely ignores the overarching fact that all of these 

references [(Matsuno, Endo, Sasaki, and the '612 Patent)] are identically drawn to hexagonal 

ferrite magnetic recording media for high-density recording in which the inventors/researchers 

manipulated surface characteristics including pits and surface roughness to achieve maximum 

performance." Sony Reply at 41 ( emphasis omitted). 

Sasaki discloses a magnetic layer with a surface roughness of 10 nm or less. RX-0320, ,r 

5 ("(5) A magnetic recording medium in accordance with any of (1 )-( 4) in which the surface 

roughness Ra of the non-magnetic supporting body is no greater than 10 nm."). The evidence 

shows that a person of ordinary skill in the art would not combine Matsuno and Endo due to the 

differing problems the references address-Matsuno addresses ameliorating errors in a system 

that uses the RLL (2,7) modulation through limiting indentations of a specific depth, in tapes that 

use inductive heads, while Sasaki is directed to achieving a medium with high-durability. CX-
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0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 513. These differences further suggest that a person of ordinary 

skill in the art would not ascertain a rationale or motivation for combining the references in the 

manner that Sony and Dr. Bhushan suggest. Id. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has 

determined Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that a person of 

ordinary skill in the art would have found that claim 1, as a whole, would have been obv1ous at 

the time of the invention based upon the disclosures and teachings of Matsuno and Sasaki, in 

view of Maeda. 

4. Sony's DDS-3 Tapes in View of Endo or Sasaki 

a) Claim 1 

Sony argues that its DDS-3 tapes (RPX-0001 and RPX-0012) disclose all of the 

limitations in claim 1 except for the "hexagonal ferrite powder" requirement. See Sony Br. at 

168- (citing RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 322-32, 347-54). Sony relies on Endo and Sasaki 

to provide the hexagonal ferrite powder. Id.; see also RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 327, 

349. Sony further argues: 

Though these prior art tapes do not employ hexagonal ferrite as the 
magnetic powder comprising the magnetic layer, this would have 
been an obvious materials choice given the ample prior art 
disclosure of hexagonal ferrite for use in the magnetic layer of 
magnetic recording media, as discu,ssed in both Endo and Sasaki. 
RX-OOOlC at Q&A 327-328, 349-350. As discussed previously, 
Endo teaches this at ,r 25 and Sasaki describes hexagonal ferrite in 
the abstract and at ,r 15. Given the ample disclosure of use of 
hexagonal ferrite for the magnetic layer of high-density magnetic 
recording media a POSA would have deemed it obvious to use this 
material with the RPX-0001 (SNY-ITC_SOOOOOOl) and RPX-0012 
(SNY-ITC_S0000016) tapes. RX-OOOlC at Q&A 327, 349. 
Moreover, as Dr. Bhushan testified, there would have been nothing 
surprising or unexpected about the use of hexagonal ferrite with 
these prior art tapes and nothing in the '612 Patent suggests 
otherwise. RX-OOOlC at Q&A 328, 350. 

Sony Br. at J 70. 
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Fujifilm argues that Dr. Bhushan has used hindsight in modifying the DDS-3 tapes and 

that "Dr. Bhusha:n does not discuss how such a substitution would be made or how such a 

substitution would affect the manufacture of the tape including the need to use or substitute other 

elements in the manufacturing recipe." Fujifilm Br. at 174 (citing CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at 

Q/A 525). Dr. Wang also opines that modifying the tapes may render them unfit for their 

intended purpose, as the modification would depart from the magnetization appropriate for 

inductive heads. CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 525. 

The Staff submits that " it would ·not have been obvious to one skilled in the art to use 

hexagonal ferrite instead of metal particles as part of a DDS-3 system." Staff Br. at 70. 

Sony replies: 

As Dr. Bhushan testified, a POSA, understanding from references 
like Endo and Sasaki that hexagonal ferrite was being used in 
magnetic recording media for high-density recording, and 
understanding that the surface characteristics of the same were 
'being optimized for peak performance, and "having knowledge of 
the surface characteristics of the [Prior Art Tapes] (all of which fall 
squarely within the claimed ranges) ... would have followed the 
teachings of Endo and Sasaki towards use of hexagonal ferrite 
particles" while measuring the previously-known · surface 
characteristics of the Prior Art Tapes in the manner claimed in the 
'612 Patent. RX-OOOlC (Bhushan OWS) at Q&A 333, 345, 355, 
367. Fujifilm's argument that moving from metal particles to 
hexagonal ferrite involves "hindsight" reconstruction (see, e.g., 
Fujifilm IPHB at 174) ignores the fact that measuring and 
optimizing surface characteristics of hexagonal ferrite media was 
already being done by inventors like Endo and Sasaki. It is the 
knowledge that prior art, metal particle tapes bore characteristics 
identical to those claimed in the '612 Patent that makes the 
measurement of such existing hexagonal ferrite tapes in the 
manner claimed obvious. 

Sony Reply at 41-42 ( emphasis omitted). 

The administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and 

convincing evidence, that its DDS-3 tapes provide reliable data or that a person of ordinary skill 
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in the art would (successfully) modify the tapes in View or Sasaki. The evidence shows that 

modifying (e.g., substituting) the metal particles in the DDS-3 tape with hexagonal ferrite 

particles from Endo or Sasaki could render the Sony DDS-3 tape inoperable in its helical scan 

system. See CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 525 (see also QIA 162, 177,280,409); Plas-Pak 

Indus., Inc. v. Sulzer Mixpac AG, 600 F. App'x 755, 758 (Fed. Cir. 2015) ("combinations that 

change the basic principles under which the [prior art] was designed to operate ... or that render 

the prior art "inoperable for its intended purpose ... may fail to support a conclusion of 

obviousness." (quotations and citations omitted); see also RX-0004C (Ross WS) at Q/A 300 

("metal particles have higher remnant magnetization than hexagonal ferrite particles"). 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that claims 1, 2, 4, 5, and 7-11 would not have 

been obvious over either DDS-3 tape in View or Sasaki. 

b) Claim 2 

Sony has not argued that claim 2 would have been obvious based on the DDS-3 tapes in 

view of Endo or Sasaki. See generally Sony Br.,§ V(D)(l)(d)(iv); see also RX-OOOlC (Bhushan 

WS) at Q/A 334-35 (claim 2 is not addressed) . . 

Fujifilm has argued that claim 2 would not have been obvious based on the DDS-3 tapes 

in view of Endo or Sasaki. See Fujifilm Br. at 176. 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that Sony has not shown, through clear 

and convincing evidence, that claim 2 would have been obvious based on the DDS-3 tapes in 

view of Endo or Sasaki. 

c) Claims 4 and 5 

Sony argues that the evidence showing the DDS-3 tapes satisfy the "number of pits 

having a depth of l:h or more of the minimum recording bit length present on a surface of said 
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magnetic layer is equal to or less than 100/10,000 µm2
" limitation also shows claims 4 and 5 

would have been obvious. Sony Br. at 171 ("all of these results also fall within the ranges 

recited in claim 4 (80 or less) and claim 5 (50 or less)"). 

Fujifilm argues "claims 4-8 all depend directly or indirectly from claim 1 and are not 

obvious for at least the same reasons expressed for claim l." Fujifilm Br. at 176. 

Dr. Bhushan testified that the DDS-3 tapes disclose the pits-per-area ratio disclosed in 

claims 1, 4, and 5. RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 331, 335-38, 353, 357-60. Further, 

Fujifilm has not shown that the narrower ranges recited in claims 4 and 5 provide an unexpected 

benefit. See id. at Q/A 260-63 (no evidence of criticality, synergy, or unexpected results). The 

narrower ranges, therefore, are not a non-obvious variant or otherwise independently patentable 

from claim 1. Accordingly, if claim 1 is later found obvious, then the administrative law judge 

has determined that Sony has shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that claims 4 and 5 

also would have been obvious. 

d) Claims 7 and 8 

Sony argues "testing revealed that both prior art tapes exhibited surface roughness values 

falling within the range recited claim 1 and the narrower ranges recited in claims 7 and 8." Sony 

Br. at 171 (citing RX-OOOlC at Q/A 332; RX-0338). 

Fujifilm argues "claims 4-8 all depend directly or indirectly from claim 1 and are not 

obvious for at least the same reasons expressed for claim l ." Fujifilm Br. at 176. 

Dr. Bhushan testified that theDDS-3 tapes have an average surface roughness of 4.25 

and 4.78 nm. RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 332, 339-40, 354, 361-62. Further, Fujifilm has 

not shown that the narrower ranges recited in claims 7 and 8 provide an unexpected benefit. See 

id. at Q/A 260-63 (no evidence of criticality, synergy, or unexpected results). The narrower 
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ranges, therefore, are not a non-obvious variant or otherwise independently patentable from 

'claim 1. Accordingly, if claim 1 is later found obvious, then the administrative law judge has 

determined that Sony has shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that claims 7 and 8 also 

would have been obvious. 

e) Claim 9 

Sony argues: "Additional limitations relating to MR heads ( claim 9) and methods of use 

( claim 9) and methods of recording and reproducing ( claims 10 and 11) are taught by the 

publication prior art as discussed above. See Sections V.D.1.d.i.(5)-(7)." Sony Br. at 172. Sony 

argues that Endo and Sasaki were directed to media for use with MR heads. Id. at 172-73. 

Fujifilm argues that Sony's DDS-3 tapes were not compatible with MR heads because the 

DDS-3 tapes were designed for use with inductive heads. Sony Br. at 176-77. 

The administrative law judge previously determined.that claim 9 does not contain 

independently patentable subject matter. See Part V(G)(l)(e), supra. Accordingly, if claim 1 is 

later found obvious, then the administrative law judge has determined that Sony has shown, 

through clear and convincing evidence, that claim 9 also would have been obvious. 

j) Claim 10 

Sony argues that "methods of recording and reproducing ( claims 10 and 11) are taught by 

the publication prior art as discussed above. See Sections V.D. l .d.i.(5)-(7)." Sony Br. at 172. 

Fujifilm argues: 

Claim 10 is a method claim which recites several limitations that 
are identical or very similar to the limitations recited in claim 1. 
Accordingly, for at least the reasons set forth with respect to claim 
1, Dr. Wang explains that SNY-ITC_SOOOOOOl and Endo or 
Sasaki do not render obvious claim 10. CX-0357C (Wang RWS) 
Q:543-547. Claim 11 depends from claim 10. For at least the 
reasons stated with respect to claim 10, the combination of SNY
ITC SOOOOOO 1 and Endo or Sasaki does not render obvious Claim 
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11. 

Fujifilm Br. at 177. 

As with Sony's arguments that the asserted claims are obvious over the combination of 

Matsuno and Endo in view of Wallace, see Part V(G)(l)(f), the administrative law judge has 

determined that claim 10 would not have been obvious for same reasons claim l would not have 

been obvious. 5 1 Although claim 10 is a method claim, the steps it recites are merely generic 

instructions for using a magnetic tape and do not contain any non-obvious aspects. See Dow 

Chem., 341 F.3d at 1375; In re Lonardo, 119 F.3d at 968. Accordingly, the administrative law 

judge finds that claim 10 would not have been obvious over the combination of Matsuno and 

Endo in view of Wallace. 

g) Claim 11 

Sony argues that "methods of recording and reproducing ( claims 10 and 11) are taught by 

the publication prior art as discussed above. See Sections V.D. l .d.i:(5)-(7)." Sony Br. at 172. 

Fujifilm does not present a separate argument for claim 11 . 

As discussed above in relation to claim 1, the DDS-3 tapes have a minimum recording bit 

length that falls within the claimed range. See RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 330,352 (the 

minimum recording bit length for both tapes is [ ] . The administrative law judge, however, 

found that claim 1 would not have been obvious, and finds that claim 11 would not have been 

obvious for same reasons claim 1 would not have been obvious. 52 Accordingly, the 

administrative law judge finds that claim 11 would not have been obvious over the 

administrative law judge finds that claims 1, 2, 4, 5, and 7-11 would not have been obvious over 

51 If claim 1 is later found obvious, then claim 10 should also be found obvious. 
52 If claims 1 and 10 are later found obvious, then claim 11 should also be found obvious. 
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either DDS-3 tape in view of Endo or Sasaki. 

5. Secondary Considerations53 

Fujifilm's entire argument is: 

Sony' s failure to establish a prima facie case of obviousness ends 
the inquiry. Even if such a case existed, however, overwhelming 
objective evidence in the form of praise by others, failure of others, 
long-felt but unmet need, and commercial success of the inventions 
in the '612 Patent overcomes any such claim of obviousness, as 
discussed in Section III.F.2.b above. 

Fujifilm Br. at 179. 

Sony argues that none of the evidence Fujifilm cites "is tied to any inventive aspect of the 

'612 Patent at all." Sony Br. at 173-74. Sony emphasizes that the evidence Fujifilm cites is 

connected with barium ferrite generally and not the asserted claims. See id at 173-76. 

The Staff argues: 

Staff Br. at 70. 

As with the '891 Patent above, FUJIFILM contends that objective 
indicia of nonobviousness, including industry praise, licensing, 
long-felt but unresolved need, commercial success, and evidence 
of copying by others confirm the validity of the claims. Compls. 
P.H. Br. at 71-103. For the reasons set forth above, the Staff 
believes that the evidence shows long-felt need and commercial 
success as objective indicia of nonobviousness. See supra ·at 
Section IV.F.2. These factors weigh against a finding of 
obviousness. 

Fujifilm's reply does not present any secondary consideration argument that is specific to · 

53 Fujifilm has argued that all of the tape media patents exhibit joint criticality and includes ''joint 
criticality" as a secondary consideration'. See, e.g., Joint Outline at 4. With regard to the 
secondary considerations analysis, the administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm has 
not shown the tape media patents capture jointly critical subject matter. Similarly, the 
administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm has not shown that the claims confer 
synergistic or unexpected results. Additionally, Sony has argued that there is no nexus between 
secondary consideration evidence and the asserted claims and includes "nexus" as a separate 
secondary consideration issue. Id The administrative law judge has considered Sony's nexus 
arguments within the context of each secondary consideration topic. 
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the '612 Patent. See generally Fujifilm Reply. 

Fujifilm argues that its tapes are a "once in a generation breakthrough" and that evidence 
' 

pertaining to industry praise, licensing, long-felt need, commercial success, and copying indicate 

that the '891 Patent would not have been obvious. See generally Fujifilm Br.,§ (III)(F)(2)(b). 

Fujifilm repeats these arguments for the '612, '106, and '434 Patents. See generally Fujifilm Br., 

§§ (IV)(G)(b), (V)(G)(e), (VI)(G)(b). As an example, for the '612 Patent, Fujifilm argues: 

Sony's failure to establish a prima facie case of obviousness ends 
the inquiry. Even if such a case existed, however, overwhelming 
objective evidence in the form of praise by others, failure of others, 
long-feit but unmet need, and conunercial success of the inventions 
in the '612 Patent overcomes any such claim of obviousness, as 
discussed in Section III.F.2.b above. 

Fujifilm Br. at 179. 

Sony generally argues that Fujifilm's arguments are "legally immaterial" and that the 

evidence Fujifilm cites lacks a nexus to the claims. See generally Sony Br. at 101. 

The Staff argues that Fujifilm "has failed to establish a nexus between the claimed 

inventions and industry praise" and that Fujifilm has not shown licensing or copying demonstrate 

the claims would not have been. Staff Br. at 43. The Staff, however, submits that "that the 

· evidence establishes long-felt need and commercial success as objective indicia of · 

nonobviousness." Id at 44. 

a) Industry Praise 

The evidence of industry praise the Fujifilm cites relates to magnetic tapes having barium 

ferrite, in general. The evidence does not pertain to the attributes of the asserted claims (e.g., pit 

· depth and bit length, pits per area, and surface roughness). Accordingly, the administrative law 
' 

judge has determined that Fujifilm has not shown that this secondary consideration supports a 

non-obviousness finding. 
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b) Licensing 

As with the '891 Patent, the evidence shows that Sony attempted to license multiple 

Fujifilm patents, but it does not show that Sony attempted to license the '612 Patent. See CX-

0023C at 9 (listing patents Sony wished to license); JX-0067C at 4; CX-0006C (Imai WS) at 

Q/A 19-24, 28 [ 

). Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that 

Fujifilm has not shown that this secondary consideration supports a non-obviousness finding. 

c) Long-Felt Need 

Fujifilm argues that its barium ferrite tapes resolved the long-felt need for a high-capacity 

magnetic tape. Fujifilm Br. at 95-96. Fujifilm argues that: 

Id. 

The inventions of the Asserted Claims, however, allowed magnetic 
tapes to continue to me~t and exceed the projected trajectory for 
storage density and overall capacity, as illustrated below and as 
explained by Dr. Wang. See CX-0357C (Wang RWS) Q:77. 
Fujifilm was successful in developing and commercializing its 
magnetic tapes using BaFe particles that surpassed the storage 
capacity needs of the market-a feat that no one else matched. See 
id. 

Sony argues: 

Fujifilm's evidence of long-felt need is, again, directed entirely to 
the benefits of BaFe. Though Fujifilm seems to suggest that 
evidence that Sony was working towards reducing the "overall 
thickness" of the magnetic tape · supports a finding of non
obviousness, there is no link between this and the specific 
limitations of the Asserted Claims of the '612 Patent (i.e., pits or 
surface roughness). Fujifilm makes vague generalizations about 
"roughness of the magnetic layer" .but as already discussed, 
reducing the roughness of the magnetic . layer was a goal that was 
well known in the prior art as of the invention date of the '612 
Patent. RX-OOOlC at Q&A 376. Moreover, Fujifilm has provided 
no evidence of a long-felt need or failure of others with respect 
specifically to the particular limitations recited in the Asserted 
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Claims of the '612 Patent, such as 100 or less pits of a depth that is 
1h the minimum recording bit length in an area of 10,000 µm2

, or a 
surface roughness that is specifically equal to or less than 
6.0 nm. Id. 

Son.y Br. at 175. 

The '612 Patent.was concerned with tape noise in MR heads. JX-0004 at 2:16-19 ("it is 

an object of the present invention to provide a particulate magnetic recording medium affording 

great improvement in medium noise in a recording and reproduction system adopting MR 

heads."). The long-felt need that Fujifilm identifies, high-capacity storage, is not reasonably 

related to noise. It has not been shown that the alleged benefits offered by the '612 Patent 

increased storage capacity of tapes. See RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 376 ("Fujifilm has 

provided no evidence of a long felt need or failure of others with respect specifically to the 

, particular limitations recited in the Asserted Claims of the '612 Patent"). Accordingly, the 

administrative law judge has determined that the evidence does not support a finding that the 

'612 Patent satisfied a long-felt need. 

d) Failure of Others 

Fujifilm argues that the industry's failure "to develop the inventions in the Asserted 

Claims" is evident because "no company had ever commercialized a magnetic tape using BaFe." 

· Fujifilm Br. at 9T Fujifilm equates the success of LTO-7 with the "Asserted Patents." See 

Fujifilm Br.,§ (1II)(F)(2)(b)(v)(3)(ii). 

Sony argues that "Fujifilm has provided no evidence of a long-felt need or failure of 

others with respect specifically to the particular limitations recited in the Asserted Claims of the 

'612 Patent, such as 100 or less pits of a depth that is 1h the minimum recording bit length in an 

area of 10,000 µm2
, or a surface roughness that is specifically equal to or less than 6.0 nm." 
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Sony Br. at 175. 

The evidence does not show that others tried, but failed to develop, tapes described by the 

asserted claims. See RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 376 ("Fujifilm has provided no evidence 

of a long felt need or failure of others with respect specifically to the particular limitations 

recited in the Asserted Claims of the '612 Patent"). Accordingly, the administrative law judge 

has determined that Fujifilm has not shown that this secondary consideration supports a non-

obviousness finding. 

e) Commercial Success 

For all of the asserted patents, Fujifilm argues that with "its pioneering inventions in 

barium ferrite tape media technology and advanced servo writing techniques, it [has] achieved 

overwhelming success." Fujifilm Br. at 100. [ 

].
54 Id. at 101 (citing CX-0026C (Vander Veen RWS) at Q/A 93). 

Fujifilm then points to its dominant market share and relationships with prominent customers. 

Id. Fujifilm then presents argument that echoes its ,long-felt need and failure-of-others 

arguments. Id. at 102-03. 55 

/ 

Sony argues: 

Fujifilm's evidence regarding the commercial success of LT0-7 
products bears no nexus to the actual limitations recited in the 
claims of the '612 Patent. There is no evidence that any customer 
bought Fujifilm's LT0-7 or LT0-6 tapes for any reason other than 
perhaps the fact that the tapes comply with the respective 
standards, and there is certainly no evidence that any customer 
bought these tapes because of the specific ranges for pits, pit depth, 

]. See CX-0026C (Vander Veen RWS) at Q/A 92-93. 
55 Fujifilm has also argued that Sony does not dispute Fujifilm's commercial success. Fujifilm 
Br. at 33. This argument, however, is built on an erroneous reading of Sony's brief. 
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mm1mum recording bit length and surface roughness claimed. 
Moreover, as already discussed at length, the threshold values 
defining these ranges were in no way critical to the invention nor 
did they generate any unexpected results. Accordingly, any 
commercial success Fujifilm enjoyed with respect to its LTO-7 or 
L T0-6 tapes cannot be linked to any inventive aspect of the 
Asserted Claims of the '612 Patent. RX-OOOlC at Q&A 377. 

Sony Br. at 175-76. 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites shows that ( 

] . CX-0026C (Vander Veen 

RWS) at Q/A 92-93. The evidence also shows that Fujifilm practices the '612 Patent. See Part 

V(D) (Domestic Industry), supra. The evidence does not support a strong nexus between the 

'612 Patent and Fujifilm's success, however. In particular, the prior art discloses many aspects 

of the claims asserted from the '612 Patent, including the barium ferrite particles that Fujifilm 

heavily relies on. See Part V(G)(l)-(4), supra; see also Takai, 632 F.3d at 1369; JT Eaton & 

Co. v. Atl. Paste & Glue Co., 106 F_.3d 1563, 1571 (Fed. Cir. 1997) ("the asserted commercial 

success of the product must be due to the merits of the claimed invention beyond what was 

readily available in the prior art."). Further, given that Fujifilm's products also practice other 

claims, it is impossible to attribute Fujifilm's success to any one claim from the '612 Patent 

versus other claims, thus weakening the nexus between the "Asserted Claims" (as Fujifilm has 

identified them) and Fujifilm's LTO products. See Part IV(D), infra; see, e.g., Apple, 839 F.3d at 

1055 (upholding jury finding of commercial success and a nexus between a single claim and a 

product feature based on survey evidence, the prominent role of the feature in Apple advertising, 

and a vi.deo of a crowd bursting into cheers when the feature was first demonstrated). 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm's showing of commercial 

success provides weak support for finding that '612 Patent is not obvious, because the nexus 
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between the commercial success and the '612 Patent is weak. 

f) Copying 

Fujifilm argues "it is highly probable (if not undeniable) that Sony copied the concepts 

claimed in the Asserted Claims." Fujifilm Br. at 105. Fujifilm notes that [ 

)." Id. at 104.56 

Fujifilm then argues "an inference of copying is reasonable" under the facts of the investigation. 

Id. at 105 (citing WBIP, 829 F.3d at 1336-37). 

Sony argues, in part: 

. . . r 
]. Accordingly, Fujifilm's allegations 

of copying are simply misguided and fail to support a finding of 
non-obviousness. [ · 

] .... 

Sony Br. at 176. 

' 

The evidence does not support a finding of copying. Fujifilm does not even present an 

argument that pertains to particular attributes (e.g., pit depth and bit length, pits per area, and 

surface roughness) claimed in the '612 Patent. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has 

determined that the evidence does not show that Sony copied Fujifilm's products. 

g) Weighing the Secondary Considerations 

On the whole, the administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm' s weak showing 

of commercial success is generally negligible because there is a weak nexus between the 

commercial success and the '612 Patent. The remaining secondary considerations do not support 

a non-obviousness finding. 

]. 
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H. Indefiniteness57 

Sony argues: 

The claims of the '612 Patent fail to inform the public of their 
scope with reasonable certainty for two reasons: ( 1) they recite 
physical properties, the testing of which is determinative of claim 
scope but also variable, unclaimed and unidentified, and (2) they 
are defined by unclaimed systems and broad enough such that 
different possible uses are inexorably connected to different claim 
~copes. 

Sony Br. at 176. Both theories are addressed below. 

1. Pit Testing 

Sony argues that the term "pit" is indefinite because it can be measured in "two equally 

plausible" ways: 

First, one can apply a threshold depth when performing the AFM 
scan processing and any portion of the surface of the scan that 
reaches that depth can be depicted on the scan as a single, 
contiguous area. RX-OOOlC at Q&A 394. Each contiguous area is 
then counted as a single pit. Id. 

Sony Br. at 177. Sony then argues: 

. . . an alternate method for identifying and counting pits is to 
identify contiguous voids but to count such voids proportionately 
based upon their length in relation to the minimum recording bit 
length of the magnetic recording medium. Id. Per this method, if a 
given void is identified on the surface of the magnetic layer and 
that void is the length of three recording bit cells, that void is 
counted as three pits. Id. Per Nautilus, the intrinsic record "must 
disclose a single known approach or establish that, where multiple 
known approaches exist, a [POSA] would know which approach to 
select." Dow Chem., 803 F.3d at 630. 

Id at 178 (citing RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 393-394). Sony notes the testing of its prior 

art tapes present inconsistent results based on the measurement method. Id. 

57 Sony has argued that all of the tape media patents (i.e., the '891, '106, '612, and '4 34 Patents) 
are indefinite. See Sony Br., §§ IV(E), V(D)(2), VI(D), Vll(F)(l). 
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Fujifilm argues: 

Dr. Bhushan's alleged alternative methods of counting I 
identifying pits ignore the private parties' and Staffs agreed claim 
constructions. RX-000.1 C (Bhushan DWS) Q:394-395. Dr. 
Bhushan suggests the possibility of counting contiguous voids as 
pits or to count such voids proportionately based on their length in 
relation to minimum recording bit length. Id. But each of these 
alternatives ignores the fact that the private parties and Staff have 
agreed "pits" is construed to mean "indentations below the average 
plane." Any method of counting pits must be consistent with this 
definition. Dr. Bhushan's many "alternatives" are not. Instead, 
they are nothing more than an attempt to muddy the waters and 
inject indefiniteness where there is none. In addition, Dr. 
Bhushan's alternative counting methods are inconsistent with the 
plain meaning that one of skill in the art would attribute to the 
process of counting pits, absent some other express definition. 
CX-0357C (Wang RWS) Q:574 [(sic, 577)]. 

Fujifilm Br. at 117. 

The Staff does not address Sony's pit-testing argument. See generally Staff Br., 

§ V(G)(2); Staff Reply, § IV(F). 

The administrative law judge has determined that Dr. Bhushan's alternative method for 

identifying and counting pits is inconsistent with the plain meaning of the term pits. See CX-

0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 577 ("There is no reason to believe that one of ordinary skill in the 

art would need the extraordinary amount of guidance Dr. Bhushan purports to require."). 

Further, Dr. Bhushan does not point to any corroborating evidence suggesting that his alternative 

method was publicly kpown. See RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 394. Accordingly, the 

administrative law judge has .determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing 

evidence, that the asserted claims are indefinite under Sony's pit-measurement theory. 

2. Need for Extraneous Information 

Sony argues: 

To the extent claim 1 of the '612 Patent requires a link between pit 
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depth and the "minimum recording bit length" of the claimed 
medium, one must know the "minimum recording bit length" of 
that medium in order to identify and count pits. The same is true 
for all of the Asserted Claims. But according to the '612 Patent, 
"minimum recording bit length" is a property of the system in 
which the medium is recorded and depends on how densely 
information is written onto the medium. See '612 Patent at 3:56-
59 ("The ' minimum recording bit length' means Yz of the length of 
the shortest wavelength of the signal recorded by the system."). A 
POSA, looking at the claimed recording medium, would not know, 
however, whether a given magnetic recording medium is covered 
by the claim without having some extraneous' information about 
the recording system. And the claim is broad enough to cover a 
wide swath of different recording media. Thus, depending on the 
properties of that unknown system, a magnetic recording medium 
may or may not be covered by the claim. 

Sony Br. at 180 ( emphasis omitted). 58 

Fujifilm argues that 

First, Dr. Bhushan misinterprets the '612 Patent's statement that 
"the 'minimum recording bit length' means 1/2 of the length of the 
shortest wavelength of the signal recorded by the system" as 
requiring a magnetic recording medium to have something 
recorded on it before its minimum recording bit length can be 
determined. RX-OOOlC (Bhushan DWS) Q: 185. In doing so, Dr. 
Bhushan misconstrues the phrase "recorded by the system" to 
mean something must be recorded on the tape. Rather, as Dr. 
Wang explains, one of skill in the art would understand this instead 
to be referring to the shortest wavelength "that can be recorded by 
the system." CX-0357C (Wang RWS) Q:574. 

MRBL can be calculated based on the linear. density of the 
recording medium, which is a property of the medium itself. Id 
Q:571. Dr. Wang explains that [ 

J. Indeed, this appears to be the 
understanding Dr. Bhushan applied when he determined the 

58 Sony cites to Certain Wiper Blades, Inv. No. 337-TA-816, Order No. 45, 2012 WL 4174874, 
*84-85 (Dec. 14, 2012) ("Wiper Blades"); Halliburton Energy Servs. , Inc. v. M-I LLC, 514 F.3d 
1244, 1249 (Fed. Cir. 2008); Geneva Pharm., Inc. v. GlaxoSmithKline PLC, 349 F.3d 1373, 1384 
(Fed. Cir. 2003). Sony Br. at 179-80. 
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MRBL for the purported prior art DDS-3 tapes. RX-OOOlC 
(Bhushan DWS) Q:100-107. In that calculation, Dr. Bhushan 
makes no reference to anything having been recorded on the Sony 
DDS-3 tapes in order to determine their MRBL. Id. 

Fujifilm Br. at 111-13. Fujifilm also argues it is generally understood that tapes are "designed 

and manufactured to be used with particular recording systems," such as those that are L TO-7 

compliant, and that this reduces uncertainty about the term. Id. at 113; see also CX-0357C 

(Wang RWS) at Q/A 572. Fujifilm also points to [ 

], to support its 

argument that infringement can be determined without extraneous information. See JX-0054C at 

2; CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 571. 

The Staff submits that the claim is not indefinite as Sony argues and that "Sony's expert, 

Dr. Bhushan agrees that a given recording medium has only one minimum recording bit length." 

Staff Br. at 70 (citing CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 575; RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 

225). 

The administrative law judge finds that one skilled in the art could determine the 

minimum recording bit length for a particular sample of magnetic tape with reasonable certainty, 

and thereby ascertain whether that tape has a number of pits with a depth of 1j of the minimum 

recording bit length less than the claimed threshold. See CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 569-

575. Indeed, Dr. Bhushan was able tq calculate a minimum recording density in connection with 

Sony's obviousness arguments. See RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 100-07. Accordingly, the 

administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing 

evidence, that the asserted claims are indefinite under Sony's extraneous-information theory. 
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3. Mixed Apparatus and Method Claim 

In connection with an obviousness argument, Sony argued: 

Claim 9 recites a method for use of the magnetic recording 
medium according to claim 1, wherein a MR head is employed 
during recording and reproduction. Claim 9 requires both method 
elements and apparatus elements "in a single claim and is therefore 
of suspect validity for that reason alone. CX-0366C at Q&A 102; 
See IPXL Holdings, L.L.C. v. Amazon.com, Inc., 430 F.3d 1377, 
1384 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (holding a system claim to be indefinite 
where it recites "the user uses the input means"). 

Sony Br. at 162. Sony has not argued that the claim is actually invalid. 

Fujifilm replies: 

Sony contends that claim 9 requires both method elements and 
apparatus elements in a single claim and is therefore of suspect 
validity. RPostHBr. at 162 (citing IPXL Holdings, L.L.C. v. 
Amazon.com, Inc., 430 F.3d 1377, 1J84 (Fed. Cir. 2005). Sony 
however is mistaken. Claim 9 does not recite both an apparatus 
and a method of using the apparatus as was the case in IP XL. 
There, claim 25-the claim at issue-recited "The system of claim 
2 [including input means] ... and the user uses the input means to 
either change the predicted transaction information or accept the 
displayed transaction type and transaction parameters." IPXL, 430 
F.3d at 1384. Thus, claim 25 in IPXL was a system claim which 
also included the method step "and the user uses the input means 
.... " Here, claim 9 is a method claim which only includes method 
steps. The preamble of claim 9 recites' "A method for use of the 
magnetic recording medium according to claim l." This is no 
different than if the claim had recited "A method for use of a 
magnetic recording medium " Accordingly, IPXL does not 
apply. 

Fujifilm Reply at 52. 

The administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and 

convincing evidence, that claim 9 is invalid for claiming both an apparatus and a method of 

using the apparatus. Further, there is no confusion over when direct infringement occurs with 

respect to claims 1 or 9. See In re Katz Interactive Call Processing Patent Litig., 639 F.3d 1303, 
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1318 (Fed. Cir. 2011) ( finding claims that create confusion as to when direct infringement occurs 

indefinite). Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that claim 9 is not invalid under 

IXPL, for including both method elements and apparatus elements in a single claim. 

VI. U.S. PATENT NO. 6,703,106 

A. Overview of the '106 Patent 

The' 106' Patent (JX-0002), entitled "Magnetic recording and reproducing method and 

magnetic recording medium for use in the method," issued on March 9, 2004. The application 

that would issue as the '106 Patent, Application No. 10/126,616, was filed on April 22, 2002 and 

claims priority to JP 2001-124336 (filed April 23, 2001). The '106 Patent discloses a magnetic 

recording medium (e.g., a tape) having a particular track width and specific physical and 

chemical attributes. See generally JX-0002, Abstract. 

B. Claim Construction 

1. Level of Ordinary Skill in the Art 

Fujifilm argues that the' 106 Patent and the '891 Patent have the same level of ordinary 

skill in the art. See Fujifilm Br. at 180. 

Sony proposes the same level of ordinary skill for all of the asserted patents. See Sony 

Br. at 48, 121 , 195, 255-56, 310; see also n.13, supra. 

The Staff notes that the private parties have presented the same arguments for the '106 

and '891 Patents. Staff Br. at 72. The Staffs argument for level of ordinary skill is based on 

"the reasons set forth above" in the '891 Patent. Id. The Staff offers that "it does not appear that 

the differences in the proposed level of ordinary skill in the art will affect any of the substantive 

issues in the investigation." Id. at 72. 

The administrative law judge finds that the level of ordinary skill for the '106 Patent is 
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the same as the level of ordinary skill for the '891 Patent, for the reasons set forth in Part 

IV(B)(l), supra. Thus, as with the '891 Patent, the administrative law judge has determined that 

a person of ordinary skill in the art would have a bachelor's degree in electrical engineering, 

mechanical engineering, physics, materials science (or a related field (such as chemistry)) plus 

two years of experience working with magnetic storage systems or media. 

2. Agreed Construction 

Fujifilm, Sony, and the Staff have submitted agreed constructions for one claim term, as 

follows : 

Claim Term/Phrase Relevant Claim(s) Agreed Construction 

No construction necessary. However, if 
Magnetic recording construed: "medium on which information 
medium 1, 2, 5, and 6 may be magnetically recorded." 

See Fujifilm Br. at 25; Sony Br. at 197; Staff Br. at 73 (citing CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 

275). 

3. Disputed Constructions 

The parties dispute three terms in the ' 106 Patent: 

Claim Term/Phrase Relevant Claim(s) 

average longer size (B) of the abrasive particle(s) 1 and 2 

average longer size (B) of the abrasive particle(s) which are 
present on the magnetic layer surface 1 and 2 

track width 1 and 2 

Fujifilm Br. at 63-67; Sony Br. at 196-97; Staff Br. at 73-76. Sony argues that "track width" and 

"average longer size (B) of the abrasive particle(s) which are present on the magnetic layer 
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surface" are indefinite. Sony Br. at 197. 

a) average longer size (BJ of the abrasive particle(s) 

Fujifilm, Sony, and the Staff propose the following constructions: 

"average longer size of the 
abrasive particles and/or 
clusters" or "average of the 
largest value of the width of 
the abrasive particles and/or 
clusters" 

the average longest 
dimension of abrasive 
particles and/or clusters 

Fujifilm Br. at 180-81; Sony Br. at 196; Staff Br. at 73. 

Fujifilm argues, in part: 

the average longest 
dimension of abrasive 
particles and/or clusters 

The Private Parties and Staff agree· that the term "particle(s)" 
should be construed to mean "particles and/or clusters" and that the 

. term "particles and/or clusters" should . replace the word 
"particle(s)" in the "average longer size of the abrasive particles 
and/or clusters." The sole di~pute between Fujifilm on the one 
hand, and Sony and the Staff on the other, is that Sony and the 
Staff seek to limit the meaning of the word "longer" to require 
"longest." 

As a preliminary matter, Fujifilm respectfully submits that the 
dispute between the parties regarding the construction has no 
impact on the issues of infringement, validity, or essentiality in this . 
case. Indeed, Sony's expert, Dr. Bhushan, testified that applying 
Sony's proposed construction, line "A" in RDX-0203 (reproduced 
below) would be the "average longer size." Hg. Tr. at 653:20-
654:5. 

Fujifilm has proposed that this term should be construed to mean 
"average longer size of the abrasive particles and/or clusters" 
(reflecting the parties ' agreement that "particle(s)" should mean 
"particles and/or clusters" but otherwise maintaining language of 
the term). Alternatively, Fujifilm proposes that this term should 
mean "average of the largest value of the width of the abrasive 
particles and/or clusters" (reflecting the fact that, as used in the 
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'106 Patent, the "average longer size" refers to a two-dimensional 
measurement of the width, not the absolute largest dimension). 
Sony disputes these constructions and proposes that the term be 
construed to mean "the average longest dimension of abrasive 
particles and/or clusters." The Staff agrees with Sony's proposed 
constrllction. 

There is no basis to replace the word ''longer" with "longest." Dr. 
Wang agrees that this is unnecessary because (i) the claim term is 
"longer," and (ii) the word "longest" could require that the 
abrasive particles and/or clusters be measured in three dimensions. 
CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:277; CX-0357C (Wang RWS) Q:611. 
According to Dr. Wang, the specification confirms that "what is 
being measured as the largest value of the width is that shown from 
an electron microscope image," which is a two-dimensional and 
not three-dimensional image. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:277. 
Indeed, in order to obtain the size of abrasive particles and/or 
clusters a two-dimensional image-not a three-dimensional 

· image-would be taken. A person of ordinary skill in the art 
would not arrive at a construction that does not square with the 
specification. Bd. of Regents v. BENQ Am. Corp., 533 F.3d 1362 
(Fed. Cir. 2008) (refusing to adopt a claim construction that 
"would effect [a] nonsensical result"). 

Fujifilm Br. at 180-81 ( emphasis added by fujifilm). 

Sony argues: 

Sony proposes that this term be · construed as "the average longest 
dimension of abrasive particles and/or clusters." Proposed 
Constructions of the Private Parties and the Staff at 7 (Oct. 7, 
2016) (Doc. ID 592339). Staff agrees. Id. Fujifilm proposes that 
this term be construed as "average longer size of the abrasive 
particles and/or clusters" or, alternatively, "average of the largest 
value of the width of the abrasive particles and/or clusters." Id. 
Sony's and Staffs proposed construction is designed to clarify the 
scope of the claim, while Fujifilm's proposal fails to do so. See 
US. Surgical Corp. v. Ethicon, Inc., 103 F.3d 1554, 1568 (Fed. 
Cir. 1997) ("Claim construction is . . . to clarify and when 
necessary, to explain what the patentee covered by the claims .... "); 
Funai Elec. v. Daewoo Elecs., 616 F.3d 1357, 1366 (Fed. Cir. 
2010). As Dr. Bhushan explains, Sony's and Staffs proposed 
construction recognizes that while irregularly-shaped particles, 
such as abrasive particles, may have several dimensions that are 
"longer" than other dimensions, they will have only one single 
"longest" dimension. RX-OOOlC at Q&A 70. By contrast, 
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Fujifilm's proposals fail to account for the words "longer size," 
which may refer to several dimensions in an irregularly-shaped 
particle that are longer than other dimensions. Fujifilm's primary 
proposal merely repeats the words verbatim, and Fujifilm's 
alternative construction uses the confusing phrase "average of the 
largest value of the width:" Since Sony's and Staff's proposed 
construction provides more clarity for the factfinder as to the 
meaning of "longer size" than does Fujifilm's, Sony's and Staff's 
proposed construction should be adopted. US. Surgical Corp., 
103 F.3d at 1568. 

Sony Br. at 196 (emphasis omitted). 

The Staff argues: 

Staff Br. at 74. 

The parties are in agreement that "abrasive particle(s)" means 
"abrasive particles and/or clusters." See Compls. P.H. Br. at 174-
175; Resps. P.H. Br. at 92-93. The parties' remaining dispute 
concerns the meaning of the phrase "average longer size." See id. 
FUJIFILM proposes two constructions. The first does not construe 
the "average longer size" (it just repeats those words) and-thus fails 
to address the central dispute of the parties. FUJIFILM's 
alternative proposal is "average of the largest value of the width of 
the abrasive particles and/or clusters." See Compls. P.H. Br. at 
175-176. This proposal, however, leaves open the question of 
what it means to take the "average of the largest value" and which 
dimension constitutes the width of an abras1ve particle and/or 
cluster. It appears to the Staff that FUJIFILM's alterative proposal 
is subject to multiple interpretations and is thus ambiguous. 

Conversely, Sony and the Staff propose a construction that seeks to 
clarify the meaning of the terms consistently with the plain 
language of the claim and the specification. See Resps. P.H. Br. at 
92-93. Accordingly, the Staff submits that the term be interpreted 
to mean "the average longest dimension of abrasive particles 
and/or clusters." 

The administrative law judge construes "average longer size (B) of the abrasive 

particle(s)" to mean "the average longest dimension of abrasive particles and/or clusters." Sony 

and the Staff's proposed construction brings clarity to the phrase, and Fujifilm has submitted that 
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the construction has no effect 09 infringement, validity, or essentiality. 59 

b) average longer size (BJ of the abrasive particle(s) which are 
present on the magnetic layer su,face 

Fujifilm, Sony, and the Staff propose the following constructions: 

Fujifilm does not clearly 
present a construction in its 
post-hearing brief; rather, it 
argues that the phrase is 
definite. 

Sony argues this phrase is 
indefinite. 

Fujifilm Br. at 182-83; Sony Br. at 197; Staff Br.,§ VI(C). 

The Staff does not clearly 
present a construction (for the 
longer phrase) in its post
hearing brief. 

Sony, in general, argues that this term in indefinite because the patent does not provide 

sufficient guidance on how to select 50 particles for sampling. Sony Br. at 202-03. 

Fujifilm, in general, argues that "one of ordinary skill in the art would understand how to 

measure the 'average longer size' using appropriate equipment and sampling techniques and, 

although different measurement techniques may yield more or less accurate values, the average 

longer size is a physical measure that does not change based on how it is measured." Fujifilm 

Br. at 183. 

The Staff agrees with Fujifilm's argument. Staff Br. at 81. 

The administrative law judge has determined it is not necessary to construe the phrase 
" 

"average longer size (B) of the abrasive particle(s) which are present on the magnetic layer 

surface." The parties do not dispute the meaning of the phrase, but rather how the relevant 

59 Claiins 1 and 2 contain the disputed phrase. See JX-0002 at 26:5-23. Additionally, the phrase 
"average longer" is used in the summary of the invention (which is essentially a copy of claim 
1), the first six paragraphs of the detailed description of the invention, Table 1, the analysis of 
Table 1, and the effect of the invention (which is essentially another copy of claim 1 ). See id. at 
2:32-39, 3:18-43, Table 1, 25:4-9, 25:32-33. 
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measurement should be made. _Further, the parties did not require a construction to navigate 

infringement and invalidity arguments. Accordingly, it is not necessary to construe this phrase. 

See 02 Micro, 521 F.3d at 1362. Sony's arguments about how to perform the relevant 

measurement are discussed below. See Part VI(I), infra. 

c) track width 

Fujifilm, Sony, and the Staff propose the following constructions: 

Fujifilm does not clearly 
present a construction in its 
post-hearing brief; rather, it 
argues that the phrase is 
definite. 

Sony argues this term is 
indefinite. 

Fujifilm Br. at 182-83; Sony Br. at 197; Staff Br.,§ VI(C)(3). 

Fujifilm argues: 

The Staff argues this term is 
indefinite. 

• That the "asserted claims of the '106 Patent do not merely recite 'track width'
instead, the claims refer to 'track width (A)."' Fujifilm Br. at 185. 

• "The specification of the '106 Patent is clear-it refers to the term 'track width 
(A)' as the read track width." Fujifilm Br. at 186. 

• "Fujifilm maintains, and has always maintained, that the term 'track width' 
should be afforded its plain and ordinary meaning. The plain and ordinary · 
meaning, however, is not to be determined in a vacuum. Se.e ACTV, Inc. v. Walt 
Disney Co., 346 F.3d 1082, 1088 (Fed. Cir. 2003) .... Fujifilm's position-that 
the term 'track width (A),' when read in light of the specification, refers to the 
read track width-is consistent with the plain and ordinary meaning of the term 
'track width' as read in the context of the specification." Fujifilm Br. at 187. 

• "the 'read track width' would have been (and still is) understood as referring to 
'the effective width of the recorded track which contributes to readback signal. '
which is a property of the tape itself, not of the drive." Fujifilm Br. at 189. 

• Mr. Noguchi, one of the inventors, testified that an engineer of ordinary skill 
would know the track width. See Fujifilm Br. at 190 ( citing Noguchi Tr. 193). 
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• Track width is ascertainable from· the relevant format specification. See Fujifilm 
Br. at 190-91 (citing Noguchi Tr. 192-193; Jennings Tr. 574-575). 

Sony argues that "track width" has two different meanings-"the width of the recorded 

data tracks or the width of a read head used to read the recorded data tracks." Sony Br. at 198. 

Sony notes that the L TO-7 specification calls for a read track width of [ ], which is within 

the claimed range of 'less than 5 µm,' while the write track width specified is [ ], which is 

outside the claimed range." Id at 200. Sony further argues that an unrecorded tape does not 

have any track width at all until data is recorded to it, and thus are invalid because they are a 

property of the system (e.g. , an LTO tape drive). Id at 201. 

The Staff argues that "track width" is ambiguous, and thus indefinite, because it can refer 

to the width of the data track or the width of the read head. Staff Br. at 80. The Staff argues that . 

"[b ]ecause a magnetic recording medium does not have an associated read head track width, it is 

not possible for one skilled in the art to determine whether a product falls within the scope of the 

claimed invention with reasonable certainty." Id at 80-81. 

Sony has shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that the term "track width" does 

not inform one of ordinary skill in the art about the scope of the invention with "inform those 

skilled in the art about the scope of the invention with rea_sonable certainty." See Nautilus; 134 

S. Ct. at 2124. The evidence shows that "track width" can refer to the width of the recorded data 
I 

tracks or the width of a read head used to read the recorded data tracks. See RX-0001 C 

(Bhushan WS) at QI A 531-32. Likewise, the LTO-7 specification delineates between the two 

types of track width, as shown in the following image of Section 10.2: 
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[ 

] 

JX-0052C at 76 (highlighting added); see also Jennings Tr. 572.60 The specification and 

prosecution history do not resolve the ambiguity between "read track" and "write track" width, 

and the ambiguity is not otherwise resolved by extrinsic evidence (although the experts agree 

that data track width and read head width usually have different values, there is no clarity on 

whether the 5 µm cutoff denotes read track width over write track width). 

With regard to Sony's argument that the tapes do not have a track width until they are 

written, and are thus dependent on the system they are used in, see Sony Br. at 201, the 

administrative law judge finds that this does not show the claim term in indefinite. The tapes in · 

question will eventuaUy have a track width that can be used to determine infringement. 61 

Further, the evidence shows that the tapes are designed with a particular width in mind, so that 

they will work with a particular tape drive. See Noguchi Tr. 192-193; Jennings Tr. 574-575. 

60 JX-0052C at 94 specifies a track width of [ ]. 
61 Whether the tapes have a track width, when the tapes have a track width, and if the recording 
process imparts a track width that does or does not satisfy the limitation are infringement issues. 
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Indeed, the L TO-7 specification dictates that tapes should have a read track width within a 

relatively narrow range of tolerance. See JX-0052C at 76. Taken as a whole, while evidence 

shows that the tapes can be used in different systems, this does not render the claim term 

indefinite. 

In conclusion, the administrative law judge finds that the term "track width" is indefinite 

because the intrinsic and extrinsic record does not sufficiently delineate between "read track" 

and "write track" width. The administrative law judge does not find that the term is indefinite 

because a tape can be used with different tape drives. 62 

C. Direct Infringement 

Fujifilm asserts claims 2, 5, and 6, all of which depend from claim 1, which .is not 

asserted. Fujifilm Br. at 194; JX-0002 at 26:5-42. Claim 1 is a method claim, while claims 2, 5, 

and 6 are directed toward products that implement the method of claim 1. 63 Id. 

Fujifilm further explains: 

Claim 1 of the '106 Patent, which is a method claim, is not 
asserted. As set forth in more detail below, asserted claims 2, 5 
and 6 are not dependent upon claim 1; rather they are apparatus 
claims that reference claim 1 using functional language (i.e., 
"magnetic recording medium which is used in the magnetic 
recording and reproducing method as claimed in claim 1 "), which 
is not entitled to patentable weight. See, e.g., HTC Corp. v. IPCom 
GmbH & Co., KG, 667 F.3d 1279 [(sic, 1270)], 1273 (Fed. Cir. 
2012). As such, claim 1 need not be infringed for claims 2, 5, and 
6 to be infringed. Sony disagrees and argues that claims 2, 5 and 6 
are dependent claims and that Fujifilm must prove that Sony either 
directly or indirectly infringes claim . 1 in order to show 
infringement of claims 2, 5 and 6. See RPreHBr. at 94-95. Even 

62 For infringement, domestic industry, essentiality, anticipation, and obviousness, the 
administrative law judge has used Fujifilm's arguments that "track width" refers to the read track 
width. See Fujifilm Br. at 186-87. 
63 Fujifilm has argued that Sony literally infringes the asserted claims. It has not presented any 
doctrine of equivalents arguments. 
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assuming, arguendo, that Sony is correct, Sony's Accused Products 
satisfy the elements of method claim 1 of the '106 Patent as 
explained in detail below and, further, Sony induces its customers 
to practice each method step of claim 1. 

Fujifilm Br. at 194-95 ( emphasis in original). 64 

The Staff agrees that claim l is not limiting with respect to claims 2, 5, and 6. Staff Br. at 

77. The Staff argues that Sony does not infringe, as follows: 

Id. 

Next, Sony contends that FUJIFILM is unable to show that the 
Accused Products satisfy the "average longer size (B) of the 
abrasive particle(s) which are present on the magnetic layer surface 
is Yi or less of the track width (A)" limitation of claim 2. Resps. 
P.H. Br. at 94-97. In this regard, the Staff agrees. First, 
FUJIFILM is unable to show that this limitation is met because the 
"track width" limitation is indefinite. Id. There is no read head 
track width associated with the Accused Products. Id. 
Furthermore, Sony identifies several numerous flaws in Dr. 
Sinclair's testing. Resps. P.H. Br. at 96-97; RX-366C (Bhushan 
RWS) at Q/A 193-194. 

Sony, in general, argues that Fujifilm has not proven infringement. See Sony Br. at 245. 

Sony does not present any test results to rebut Fujifilm's showing. Id. at 245-50. With respect to 

the products, Sony argues that it does not infringe because it does not satisfy the track width or 

average longer ratio limitations. Id. at 248-50. 

Fujifilm's direct infringement allegations-made against Sony's LT0-7 products and 

Sony's customers-are addressed first. Fujifilm's indirect infringement allegations are then 

addressed separately. 

1. Clailll 1 

Claim 1 follows: 

64 The Patent Office determined that claims 2-5 were dependent claims. See JX-0008 at 138 
(identifying one independent claim). 
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1. A magnetic recording and reproducing method comprising 
recording and reproducing a signal with a magnetic head in a track 
width (A) of less than 5 µm on a magnetic recording medium 
comprising a support having provided thereon a magnetic layer 
containing at least a ferromagnetic powder, an abrasive and a 
binder, wherein the average longer size (B) of the abrasive 
particle(s) which are present on the magnetic layer surface is VJ or 
less of the track width (A). 

JX-0002 at 26:5-13. 

Fujifilm divides the claim into four limitations, which are shown as follows: 

[a] 1. A magnetic recording and reproducing method 
compnsmg 

[b] recording and reproducing a signal with a magnetic head in a 
track width (A) of less ·than 5 µm ·on a magnetic recording 
medium comprising 

[ c] a support having provided thereon a magnetic layer containing 
at least a ferromagnetic powder, an abrasive and a binder, 

[d] wherein the average longer size (B) of the abrasive particle(s) 
which are present on the magnetic layer surface is VJ or less of 
the track width (A). 

See Fujifilm Br. at 196-203. Each limitation is addressed below. 

a) A magnetic recording and reproducing method comprising 

Fujifilm argues: 

To the extent the preamble is limiting, the Accused Products meet 
this limitation at least because the Accused. Products comply with 
the L TO-7 Specification. Dr. Wang explains that the L TO-7 
Specification requires . conformity with certain physical and 
magnetic characteristics to allow a data interchange between 
L TO-7 tape drives vis-a-vis L TO-7-compliant tape cartridges, 
such as the Accused Product. See JX-0052C (LTO-7 
Specification) at 20. [ · 
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J. 

As Dr. Wang demonstrates, L TO-7 tape drives, such as the drive 
included in IBM's TS3310 Tape Library, can read and write to 
LT0-7-compliant products, including Sony's Accused Product. 
See CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:303 ; JX-0072 (IBM TS3310 Tape 
Library) at 2. [ 

] . And, Sony contends 
through Mr. Jennings and Dr. Bhushan, that the Asserted Claims of 
the '106 Patent are essential to the LTO-7 Specification. RX-
0003C (Jennings DWS) Q:98-194; RX-0366C (Bhushan RWS) 
Q:210. But that is incorrect, as Dr. Wang explained. CX-0004C 
(Wang DWS) Q:288-289; CX-0357C (Wang RWS) Q:698-722. 
Still, Sony' s assertion is an admission concerning infringement by 
the composition and use of the Accused Products. Thus, this is 
also an admission that Sony is aware that use of the Accused 
Products by its customers infringes method claim 1. 

Nonetheless, the evidence makes clear that Sony does induce its 
customers to carry out the method of claim 1. The L TO-7 
Specification together with Sony's marketing materials establishes 
that the only reason for having LTO-7 cartridges is to read and 
write data to the tape media. Sony' s circulation of its marketing 
materials for L TO-7 cartridges induces its customers or potential 
customers to purchase and use the Accused Products for reading 
and writing data to the tapes. Accordingly, Sony actively induces 
its customers perform claim 1 of the ' 106 Patent. 

Fujifilm Br. at 196. 

Sony and the Staff do not address this limitation specifically. See generally Sony Br., 

§ VI(G); Sony Reply, § IV(E); Staff Br.,§ VI(D); Staff Reply,§ V(A). 

Sony, however, argues that Fujifilm has failed to prove direct infringement because it has 

not shown that Sony's customers use Sony's LT0-7 products in the United States: 

Fujifilm asserts that the Accused Product performs the claimed 
method, including the claimed "recording and reproducing step," 
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when inserted into an LT0-7 tape drive. CX-0004C (Wang OWS) 
at Q&A 296. But this is not possible as the LT0-7 tape is an 
inanimate object and cannot itself perform any method. See RX-
0366C (Bhushan RWS) at Q&A 171-172, 180. Fujifilm's only 
other evidence of direct infringement of the method of claim 1 is: 
[ 

J; (3) the LT0-7 standard; and (4) an IBM announcement 
disclosing that IBM's L TO-7 tape drives use GMR heads. Se·e 
CX-0004C (Wang OWS) at Q&A 296-307; [ 

); JX-0052C (LT07 Format Specification); [ 
]. None of this evidence makes any reference whatsoever to 

any act of performing the method recited in claim 1. RX-0366C 
(Bhushan RWS) at Q&A 176-180. Fujifilm has thus failed to 
prove that either Sony or any other third party directly infringes 
claim 1. RX-0366C (Bhushan RWS) at Q&A 169-177, 180. 

Sony Br. at 247 (emphasis added). 

Fujifilm's reply argues that "Dr. Wang's analysis confirms that every element of the 

asserted apparatus claims cif the ' 106 Patent is present in the Accused Products, and that each 

step of method claim 1 is practiced when the Accused Products are used by Sony's customers for 

their intended purpose-to record and reproduce information." Fujifilm Reply at 75 (citing CX-

0004C (Wang WS)Q/A 298). 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites for the '106 Patent, in both its post-hearing brief and 

reply, does not show that anyone practices the recording and reproducing method in the United 

States.65 For the '612 Patent, however, the administrative law judge determined that Sony had 

65 In particular, Dr. Wang's testimony just generally summarizes evidence from various sources; 
Dr. Wang does not personally profess to have knowledge that the method is performed in the 
United States. See CX-0004C (Wang WS) Q/A 298-303. Further, the evidence that Dr. Wang 
cites-[ ], the L TO-7 
Specification, and an IBM press !elease, for instance-does not show that the process is 
performed in the United States. As an example, Dr. Wang says [ 
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knowledge of the '612 Patent as of [ ] and that Sony's submission on the public 

interest confirms that Sony's customers use Sony's LT0-7 products. [ 

]; Sony's Submission on the Public Interest (EDIS Doc. ID 

No. 583503, filed June 13, 2016); see also [ 

Thus, there is sufficient evidence to conclude that Sony' s customers perform the recording and 

reproducing steps specified by the claim. 

b) recording and reproducing a signal with a magnetic head in a 
track width (A) of less than 5 µm on a magnetic recording 
medium comprising 

Fujifilm argues, in part: 

As Dr. Wang explains with respect to the preamble of claim 1, an 
LT0-7 tape drive, such as the one in the IBM TS3310 Tape 
Library, can record on the magnetic tape of the Accused Products. 
For example, IBM's LT0-7 tape drive uses a Giant Magneto 
Resistive (GMR) head, which is a type of magnetoresistive head, 
and reproduces a signal-in other words, read data from the 
magnetic medium. See CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:303; JX-0072 
(IBM TS3310 Tape Library) at 6. 

Additionally, Sony customers in the U.S. do, in fact, record 
and reproduce a signal using a magnetic head because the only 
purpose and operation of the L TO-7 tape cartridge is to record data 
to and read data from the media. As Sony's marketing inaterials 
demonstrate, Sony imports and sells cartridges in the U.S. with the 
intent that its customers record and reproduce a signal (i.e., data) 
using a magnetic head. Sony induces its customers to do so by, 
e.g., disseminating marketing materials such as the Sony LTO-7 
Spec Sheet. The Accused Products are capable of recording and 
reproducing a signal with a magnetic head .... 

] . 
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Fujifilm Br. at 197; see also Fujifilm Reply at 7 5 ( arguing "Sony cannot credibly refute that the 

Accused Products do not satisfy each and every element of the Asserted Claims of the '106 

Patent."). 

As with the preamble, the record shows that Sony's customers use Sony' s LT0-7 

products. The evidence does not show, however, that Sony's products are used to record and 

reproduce a signal in a track width (A) of less than 5 µm. In particular, Fujifilm (including Dr. 

Wang) points only to the L TO-7 specification for the track width aspect of the limitation-it 

does not cite any evidence about the accused product. See RX-0366C (Bhushan RWS) at Q/A 

.183-84. Thus, Fujifilm has failed to show that Sony's LT0-7 products meet this limitation (and 

thus also do not satisfy the 'h or less limitation). 

c) a support having provided thereon a magnetic layer containing at 
least a ferromagnetic powder, an abrasive and a binder, 

Fujifilm argues, in part: 

The Accused Products are L TO-7---compliant tape cartridges. See 
e.g., I 

] . All L TO-7---compliant tape cartridges have the same basic 
tape media structure as defined by the L TO-7 Specification, which 
requires a lower layer and a magnetic layer on the surface of a 
support. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:309; see JX-0052C (LT0-7 
Specification) at 62. 

As to the limitation requiring an abrasive, Dr. Sinclair has also 
provided SEM scanning electron microscope images I 

]. See CX-0004C (Wang DWS) 
Q:314; CX-0450C (Sinclair Disk 1). 

Fujifilm Br. at 200. 

Sony and the Staff do not address this limitation specifically. See generally Sony Br., 

§ VI(G); Sony Reply,§ IV(E); Staff Br., § VI(D); Staff Reply,§ V(A). 
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The evidence that Fujifilm cites shows that Sony's LT0-7 products, which Fujifilm 

alleges are used in accordance with the claimed method, satisfies this limitation. Accordingly, 

the administrative law judge has determined that Sony's L TO-7 tapes satisfy this limitation 

(which does not require any specific act). 

d) wherein the average longer size (BJ of the abrasive particle(s) 
which are present on the magnetic layer surface is ~ or less of 
the track width (A). 

Fujifilm argues that the abrasive particles on the magnetic layer surface of Sony's LT0-7 

products meet this limitation. See Fujifilm Br. at 201-03. Fujifilm relies on expert testimony, 

testing, [ 

the L TO-7 specification mandates a track with of [ 

]. Id. In particular, Fujifilm argues that 

. ], that Sony's products practice the 

L TO-7 specification, and that Sony's L TO-7 products "include abrasive particles and/or clusters 

with average longer size of the abrasive particles being [ ] nm, which is less than y; of the 

track width[.]" Fujifilm Br. at 201. 

Sony argues: 

First, to the extent that the term "track width" does riot render the 
Asserted Claims indefinite, Fujifilm has failed to prove that the 
Accused Product has a "track width" at all. [RX-0366C (Bhushan 
RWS)] at Q&A 181-186. The Accused Product, as imported, does 
not have a track width because an unrecorded magnetic recording 
medium does not have any tracks whatsoever. Id. at Q&A 183-
184; Tr. at 567:17-24, 574:10-13. In the absence ofa track width, 
Fujifilm cannot prove that this claim limitation is met. Staff 
agrees. Staff PHB at 74. 

Second, Fujifilm's testing of the abrasives in Sony's LT0-7 
products is unreliable and therefore insufficient - to prove 
infringement. As Dr. Bhushan explains, there are several flaws in 
the testing conducted by Fujifilm's expert, Dr. Sinclair, and his 
testing lab, Evans Analytical Group (EAG). RX-0366C (Bhushan 
RWS) at Q&A 191-197. First, the scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) image that EAG used to obtain particle s1zes contains 
severe noise/vibration artifacts. Id. at Q&A 192-194; RX-0199C 
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(MVA Rep.) at 5. Dr. Bhushan explains that these noise/vibration 
artifacts severely distorted the SEM image, r~ndering any particle 
sizes derived from the image suspect. RX-0366C at Q&A 193-
194. Second, the raw, thresholded, and filtered SEM images 
indicate that Dr. Sinclair may have measured small, non-particulate 
artifacts and, therefore, underestimated the particle sizes in a given 
tape sample. Id. at Q&A 195-197. Significantly, Dr. Sinclair 
computed the "average longer size" by taking the average value of 
1,242 "particles and/or clusters," not by taking the average value of 
50 abrasive · particles and/or clusters, as specified in the '106 
Patent. The presence of small, non-particulate artifacts may have 
artificially decreased the "average longer size" obtained by Dr. 
Sinclair. Id. at Q&A 196-197. Thus, Dr. Sinclair does not reliably 
establish the average longer size of the abrasives in Sony's 
Accused Product. 

Sony Br. at 249-50. 

The Staff agrees with Sony and because track width is indefinite and because Dr. 

Sinclair's testing was flawed. Staff Br. at 77. 

Fujifilm replies that: 

The alleged presence of artifacts OJ:1: a small region of the tested 
Accused Product does not impact on the values obtained for 
substantially larger, artifact-free, regions. See SunTiger, Inc. v. 
Sci. Research Funding Grp., 189 F.3d 1327, 1336 (Fed. •Cir. 1999) 
("If a claim reads merely on a part of an accused device, that is 
enough for infringement."). Additionally, Dr. Wang explained 
how a person of ordinary skill in the art would know how to apply 
data post-processing to resolve any such alleged artifacts. CX-
0357C (Wang RWS) Q:232, 329. 

Fujifilm Br. at 201-02; see also Fujifilm Reply at 75 (referring to Fujifilm post-hearing brief). 

Fujifilm also argues that taking more samples increases the accuracy of the average. Id. 

The evidence that Fujifilm relies upon does not show that Sony's L TO-7 products have a 

track width, either before importation (because an unrecorded magnetic recording medium does 

not have any tracks) or after importation (because the evidence Fujifilm cites pertains to the 

LT0-7 specification, not Sony's actual, physical products). See RX-0366C (Bhushan RWS) at 
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Q/A 183-84. Further, Fujifilm (including Dr. Wang) points only to the LT0-7 specification for 

the track width aspect of the limitation-it does not cite any evidence about the accused product. 

Id at Q/A 183-84. Thus, Fujifilm has failed to show that Sony's LT0-7 products meet this 

limitation ( and thus also do not satisfy the VJ or less limitation). 

The evidence does show, however, that Sony's L TO-7 tapes include abrasive particles 

with an average longer size of [ ] nm. See CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 318. [ 

] . While Dr. Bhushan criticizes 

the testing, his criticism is not supported by his knowledge or other corroborating evidence. RX-

0366C (Bhushan RWS) at Q/A 193 ("It is my understanding that these artifacts could result from 

mechanical vibration of the tape sample during imaging or from electronic noise. Further, it is 

my opinion that these noise/vibration artifacts severely distort the image and render suspect any 

particle size data derived from this SEM image."). Likewise, Sony and Dr. Bhushan do not 

present any rebuttal testing. 

Accordingly, the evidence shows that Sony's LT0-7 products, as imported, do not have a 

track width that satisfies the limitation. The evidence also shows that Sony's LT0-7 products 

have an average longer size of [ J nm. 

In conclusion, the administrative law judge has determined that Sony's LTO-7 products 

do not infringe claim 1. 

2. . Claini 2 

At the outset, Fujifilm argues, in part: 

Sony's acts of direct infringement are based on the same analysis 
detailed in Sections I and III.D.l above. For the reasons set forth 
below, Sony's importation of the Accused Products that infringe 
the Asserted Claims of the ' 106 Patent constitutes an unfair act 
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under Section 337. 

Fujifilm Br. at 203. 

Sony argues: 

Cl~im 2 depends from claim 1, and claims 5 and 6 depend from 
claim 2. For at least the same reasons explained above with 
respect to claim 1, Fujifilm has failed to prove that Sony directly or 
indirectly infringes claims 2, 5, · and 6. [RX-0366C (Bhushan 
RWS)] at Q&A 198-202, 208-209. 

Sony Br. at 250 . 

. The following analysis of claim 2, as well as claims 5 and 6 below, assumes that claim 1 

is satisfied (i.e., each claim is analyzed according to the words of that claim, regardless of the 

prior conclusion reached for claim 1) and that claims 2, 5, and 6 are directed solely to product 

features that do not require an actor to complete infringement. 

Claim 2 follows: 

2. A magnetic recording medium which is used in the magnetic 
recording and reproducing method as claimed in claim 1, wherein 
the magnetic recording medium is a magnetic recording medium 
comprising a support having provided thereon a magnetic layer 
containing at least a ferromagnetic powder, an abrasive and a 
binder, and the average longer size (B) of the abrasive particle(s) 
which are present on the magnetic layer surface is VJ or less of the 
track width (A). 

JX-0002 at 26: 14-22. Claim 2 omits the "less than 5 µm" aspect of the track-width limitation 

from claim 1. 

With regard to claim 2, Fujifilm argues: 

Dr. Bhushan has admitted that the Accused Products practice the 
limitations of the Asserted Claims of the '106 Patent. Hg. Tr. at 
661:21-662:8. Accordingly, Dr. Bhushan's and Sony's leading 
noninfringement position is that the Asserted Claims of the '106 
Patent are invalid and that "an invalid claim cannot be infringed." 
RX-0366C (Bhushan RWS) Q:158. Of course, invalidity is a 
separate inquiry from infringement, and this argument is without 
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merit and is separately addressed below. See Commil USA, LLC v. 
Cisco Systems, Inc., 135 S.Ct. 1920, 1929 (2015). 

The limitations of claim 2 are all present in claim 1, except that 
claim 2 also recites "a magnetic recording medium which is used 
in the magnetic and reproducing method as claimed in claim 1." 
Accordingly, the evidence and analysis set forth with respect to 
claim 1, demonstrated above, apply equally to claim 2. 

Fujifilm Br: at 204. 

The administrative law judge found that Fujifilm failed to show that the accused products 

have a track width, and thus do not satisfy the l/J or less limitation (limitation 1 d). See Part 

VI(C)(l)d), supra. Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that Sony's LT0-7 products 

do not infringe claim 2. 

3. Claim 5 

Claim 5 requires that the magnetic recording medium of claim 2 have a non-magnetic 

lower layer and that the magnetic layer have a thickness from 0.01 to 0.15 µm. JX-0002 at 

26:33-39. 

Fujifilm argues: 

As discussed with respect to claim 1, the Accused Products 
conform to the L TO-7 Specification, which requires all L TO-7 
tape media to include the same basic tape structure of a base film 
(e.g., a support), a lower .layer provided on the support, and a 
magnetic layer provided on the lower layer (i.e., and underlayer or 
under layer). JX-0052C (LT0-7 Specification) at 62. [ 

] .) 
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82:21-83:5. 

Dr. Wang's and Dr. Sinclair's analysis and testing [ 
] confirm 

that the Accused Products each comprise a magnetic layer having a 
layer thickness of from 0.01 to 0.15 µm. 

] . Testing directed by Dr. Sinclair also confirms the 
Accused Products meet this limitation. See CX-0004C (Wang 
DWS) Q:342; CX-0450C (Sinclair Disk 1). 

Fujifilm Br. at 204-05. 

Sony and the Staff do not present a separate argument for claim 5. See generally Sony 

Br.,§ VI(G); Sony Reply,§ IV(E); Staff Br.,§ VI(D); Staff Reply,§ V(A). 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites shows that Sony's LT0-7 products include a support 

with a substantially nonmagnetic lower layer and a magnetic layer having a thickness between 

0.01 and 0.15 µm. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Sony's LT0.-7 

products satisfy the limitations of claim 5. However, claim 5 is not infringed because claims 1 

and 2 are not infringed. See Ferring B. V v. Watson Labs., Inc.-Florida, 764 F.3d 1401, 1411 

(Fed. Cir. 2014) ("Because we hold that the asserted independent claims of Ferring's patents are 

not infringed, the asserted dependent claims are likewise not infringed.")). 
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4. Claim 6 

Claim 6 requires that the magnetic recording medium of claim 2 "is for MR head 

reproduction." JX-0002 at 26:40-42. 

Fujifilm argues: 

Asserted Claim 6 depends from Asserted Claim 2, and adds the 
limitation "wherein the magnetic recording medium is for MR 

· head reproduction." Accordingly, the evidence and analysis set 
forth with respect to claims 2 and 1 applies equally to claim 6. 

As discussed with respect to claim 1, the Accused Products operate 
in accordance with the L TO-7 Specification when inserted into an 
LT0-7 tape drive, such as the IBM TS3310 Tape Library. JX-
0072 (IBM TS3310 Tape Library) at 2. For example, a tape drive 
receives IBM's L TO-7 Tape drive uses a Giant Magneto Resistive 
GMR head, which is a type of MR head and records on a magnetic 
recording medium or tape. [ 

]. Accordingly, 
the Accused Products include a magnetic recording medium for 
MR head reproduction. 

Fujifilm Br. at 206. 

Sony and the Staff do not present a separate argument for claim 6. See generally Sony 

Br.,§ VI(G); Sony Reply,§ IV(E); Staff Br.,§ VI(D); Staff Reply,§ V(A). 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites shows that Sony's LT0-7 products are "for MR head 

reproduction," as claim 6 requires. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined 

that Sony's LT0-7 products satisfy claim 6. However, claim 6 is not infringed because claims 1 

and 2 are not infringed. See Ferring, 764 F.3d at 1411. 

D. Indirect Infringement 

Fujifilm argues that Sony induces its customers to infringe claim 1. Fujifilm Br. at 195. 

Fujifilm argues, in part: 
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Specifically, Sony manufactures its Accused Products with the 
intent that its customers use them for recording and reproducing 
data. In fact, using L TO-7 products for recording and reproducing 
data is the only purpose of Sony's Accused Products. As also 
described below (and above in connection with the '612 Patent), 
Sony admits that its . customers use- the Accused Products for 
recording and reproducing data. 

Further, Sony admits that it was aware of the '106 Patent at least as 
early as [ 

] .... 

Id Fujifilm further argues that Sony conceded "that it believes it is infringing" through its 

essentiality arguments. Id Later, Fujifilm argues: 

Id at 197-98. 

Nonetheless, the evidence makes clear that Sony does induce its 
customers to carry out the method · of claim l . The L TO-7 
Specification together with [ 

J. Accordingly, Sony actively induces 
its customers perform claim 1 of the '106 Patent. 

Additionally, Sony customers in the U.S. do, in fact, record 
and reproduce a signal using a magnetic head because the only 
purpose and operation of the L TO-7 tape cartridge is to record data 
to and read data from the media. [ 

J. The Accused Products are capable of recording and 
reproducing a signal with a magnetic head. 

Sony argues that Fujifilm first asserted induced infringement in its pre-hearing brief, that 

its experts' opinions on essentiality rely on assumptions about track width, and that marketing 

materials are insufficient to prove active inducement. Sony Br. at 247-48; Sony Reply at 74. 
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The Staff does not address Fujifilm and Sony's indirect infringement arguments. See 

generally Staff Br.,§ VI(D); Staff Reply,§ V(A). 

Assuming Sony's customers practice claim 1, the administrative law judge finds that 

Fujifilm has not shown that Sony induces infringement. As with the '612 Patent, Fujifilm has 

not pointed to sufficient evidence to conclude that Sony induces infringement. In particular, the 

Sony Specification Sheet, JX-0054C, that Fujifilm cites does not provide a sufficient basis to 

conclude that Sony induces infringement because the sheet does not instruct, direct, or advise 

customers on how to perform the claimed method. See Arris Group v. British Telecomm. PLC, 

639 F.3d 1368, 1379 n.13 (Fed. Cir. 2011) ("Section 271(b) covers active inducement of 

infringement, which typically includes acts that intentionally cause, urge, encourage, or aid 

another to directly infringe a patent."). In other words, Fujifilm has not shown that it was Sony's 

specific intent to infringe the ' 106 Patent. See Commil USA, LLC v. Cisco Sys., Inc., 135 S. Ct. 

1920, 1928 (2015) ("Section 271(b) requires that the defendant 'actively induce[d] 

infringement.' That language requires intent to 'bring about the desired result,' which is 

infringement."); see also Global-Tech Appliances, Inc., v. SEE SA., 131 S. Ct. 2060 (2011). 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that Fujifilm has not shown that Sony induces its 

customers to infringe claim the asserted claims. 

E. Essentiality 

Sony argues that claims 1, 2, 5, and 6 are essential to the L TO-7 standard. Sony Br. at 

236 ("the LTO-7 standard requires each and every limitation of the claims either expressly or · 

necessarily."). Sony argues that "the L TO-7 standard necessarily requires that the magnetic 

layer ofLT0-7 tape contain abrasive particles" because abrasive particles are required to achieve 

the minimum average wear index. specified in § 9 .12 of the standard. Id. Sony further argues 
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that the abrasive particles must satisfy the "'h or less of the track width" requirement in order to 

avoid being "too abrasive for§ 9.12 of the LT0-7 standard[.]" Id. at 239-40. 

Fujifilm argues that Sony has not shown the claims are essential for three reasons: 

(1) Sony has already acknowledged that ,Fujifilm only asserted · 
non-essential patent claims in this Investigation. Indeed, [ 

]; 

(2) Dr. Wang provided detailed opinions explaining that several 
requirements of claims 2, 5 and 6 are nowhere to be found in the 
L TO-7 Specification and that these requirements need not be 
practiced for compliance with the LT0-7 Format in the making, 
using, or selling of an L TO-7 Tape Product or an L TO-7 Tape 
Product Component, as explained below; and 

(3) Dr. Wang provided several alternatives (to the requirements of 
claims 2, 5, and 6 of the '106 Patent) that may be used to comply 
with the L TO-7 Format in the making, using, or selling of an 
LTO-7 Tape Product or an LT0-7 Tape Product Component. · 

Fujifilm Br. at 217. 

The Staff argues that the claims are not essential. Staff Br. at 78-79 (citing CX-0357 

(Wang RWS) at Q/A 698~722; [ ] . 

The administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, by a 

preponderance of the evidence, that claims 1, 2, 5, and 6 are essential to the LTO-7 standard. In 

particular, Sony (and Mr. Jennings) has not showi:i that the LT0-7 standard requires a tape that 

meets limitations l[c] and l[d] of claim 1. See CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 701-11. Indeed, 

J. Further, Sony has not shown that claims 2, 5, and 6 

are essential. See CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 712-22.- Accordingly, Sony has not shown 

that claims 1, 2, 5, and 6 are essential to the LT0-7 standard. 
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F. Domestic Industry (Technical Prong) 

Fujifilm argues: 

Fujifilm's DI Products practice claims 2, 5, and 6 of the '106 
Patent. Dr. Wang's analysis provides an element-by-element 
comparison of Fujifilm's DI Products, including Fujifilm's LTO 
Ultrium 7 Data Cartridge (Model No. 16456574) and Fujifilm's 
LTO Ultrium 6 Data Cartridge (Model No. 16310732), to the 
Asserted Claims of the '106 Patent. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) 
Q:349-431 . 

Fujifilm Br. at 207. Fujifilm also contends that its products practice claim 1. Id. at 207-13. 

Sony argues: 

Fujifilm also bears the burden of proving that its LT0-6 and 
L TO-7 tapes ( collectively referred to as the "Domestic Industry 
Products") practice at least one claim of the '106 Patent. See 
Certain Silicon Microphone Packages & Prod. Containing the 
Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-695, Comm'n Det., 2011 WL 7575648, *3 
(Jan. 21 2011). Fujifilm has also failed to meet this burden. RX-
0366C (Bhushan RWS) at Q&A 211-233. 

Just as Fujifilm was required to prove infringement of claim 1 by 
alleging a specific instance of Sony directly practicing the claimed 
method or actively inducing a third party to practice the claimed 
method, to meet its burden on technical domestic industry Fujifilm 
must at least allege a specific instance where Fujifilm itself has 
practiced claim 1 in the United States or induced a third party to do 
so. Fujifilm has not done so. RX-0366C (Bhushan RWS) at Q&A 
211-217. Although Fujifilm has put forward evidence of the 
general existence of I 

] , such general evidence is 
insufficient to prove that Fujifilm performed the claimed magnetic 
and reproducing method in the United States or induced a third 
party to do so. RX-0366C (Bhushan RWS) at Q&A 212. 
Evidence that Fujifilm's LT0-6 and LT0-7 products conform to 
the LT0-6 and LT0-7 standards (CX~0004C (Wang OWS) at 
Q&A 356-362), respectively, is similarly insufficient to prove that 
Fujifilm performed the claimed magnetic and reproducing method 
in the United States or induced a third party to do so. RX-0366C 
(Bhushan RWS)at Q&A 213. 

Fujifilm's testing of the abrasive sizes in its own products suffers 
from the same fatal flaws as did Fujifilm's testing of Sony's 
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products. CX-0004C (Wang OWS) at Q&A 389, 392. And, as Dr. 
Bhushan explains, Fujifilm's testing of its Domestic Industry 
Products has a further fatal flaw. RX-0366C at Q&A 218-223. 
[ 

] . For at least these reasons, 
Fujifilm has failed to show that its Domestic Industry Products 
practice any claim of the '106 Patent. Id. at Q&A 211-233. 

Sony Br. at 250-51 . 

The Staff argues, in part: 

Staff Br. at 78. 

In particular, Sony contends that FUJIFILM is unable to show that 
FUJIFILM's LT0-6 data cartridges and FUJIFILM's LT0-7 data 
cartridges satisfy the "average longer size (B) of the abrasive 
particle(s) which are present on the magnetic layer surface is Y:i or 
less of the track width (A)" limitation of each claim. · Resps. P :H. 
Br. at 98-99. The Staff agrees. As discussed above, FUJIFILM is 
unable to show that this limitation is met because the "track width" 
limitation is indefinite. (Id.). There is no read head track width 
associated with the Accused Products. Id. Furthermore, Sony 
identifies several flaws in Dr. Sinclair's testing. Resps. P.H. Br. at 
96-97; RX-366C (Bhushan RWS) at Q/A 218-223. 

1. Claim 1 

a) A magnetic recording and reproducing method comprising 

(1) Fujifilm's LT0-7 Products 

Fujifilm argues: 

Dr. Wang has shown that Fujifilm's LT0-7 cartridges practice this 
limitation of claim 1. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:355. Fujifilm's 
LT0-7 Products comply with the LT0-7 Specification. CX-0027 
(Fujifilm LT0-7 Sell Sheet) at 2. Fujifilm's LT0-7 Cartridges are 
manufactured to operate in accordance with the L TO-7 
Specification when inserted into an LTO-7 tape drive. In addition, 
[ 
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J 18:1-3; see also 
CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:360; JX-0052C (LT0-:7 Specification) 
at 20. Accordingly, and as Dr. Wang explains, the Fujifilm LT0-7 
Cartridges practice this claim element. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) 
Q:362. 

Fujifilm Br. at 208. 

The evidence that Fujifilm and Dr. Wang rely upon (e.g., CX-0004C (Wang WS) 355, 

360, 362; JX-0096C at FF-SONY-ITC00070527; CX-0027; JX-0159C; JX-0159C; JX-0223C; 

JX-0052C) does not show that the recited steps (i.e., recording and reproducing) are performed 

anywhere, much less in the United States. Nonetheless, the administrative law judge previously 

determined that is more likely than not that Fujifilm practices the '612 Patent by using its LT0-7 

and L T0-6 products in tap~ drives [ J. See Part 

V(F)(7), supra (citing CX-001 lC (Ryder WS) at Q/A 52-55; CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 

733-38).66 Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Fujifilm practices this 

limitation with it L TO-7 products. 

(2) Fujifilm's LT0-6 Products 

Fujifilm argues: 

Fujifilm's LT0-6 Cartridges also practice the claim limitation of 
claim 1. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:363-369. Fujifilm's LT0-6 
Cartridges comply with the L T0-6 Format Specification. See CX-
0094 (Fujifilm LT0-6 Sell Sheet) at 2. Because Fujifilm's LT0-6 
Cartridges comply with the L T0-6 Specification they [ 

]. Id. 
Accordingly, the Fujifilm LT0-6 Cartridges practice this claim 
element. 

66 Fujifilm later refers to the '612 Patent in arguing that its products practice claim 2. See 
Fujifilm Br. at 213 (referring to "Section IV.E. l .g.i"). 
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Fujifilm Br. at 208. 

The evidence that Fujifilm and Dr. Wang rely upon (e.g., CX-0004C (Wang WS) 363-69; 

CX-0094; JX-0051 C) does not show that the recited steps (i.e., recording and reproducing) are 

performed anywhere, much less in the United States. Nonetheless, the administrative law judge 

previously determined that is more likely than not that Fujifilm practices the '612 Patent by 

using its LT0-7 and LT0-6 products in tape drives [ 

]. See Part V(F)(7), supra (citing CX-001 lC (Ryder WS) at Q/A 52-55; CX-0004C 

(Wang WS) at Q/A 733-38). Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Fujifilm 

practices this limitation with it L T0-6 products. 

b) recording and reproducing a signal with a magnetic head in a 
track width (A) of less than 5 µm on a magnetic recording 
medium comprising 

(1) Fujifilm's LT0-7 Products 

Fujifilm argues: 

Fujifilm LT0-7 Cartridges comply with the LT0-7 Specification 
which requires conformance to certain physical and magnetic 
characteristics so that a data interchange can occur between the 
cartridges and tape drives. An LTO-7 Tape Drive, such as the one 
included in IBM's TS3310 Tape Library, records on the magnetic 
tape of the Fujifilm' s L TO-7 Cartridges and reproduces a signal 

· uses a GMR head, which is a type of magnetoresistive head. CX-
0004C (WangDWS) Q:371; JX-0072 (IBM TS3310 Tape Library) 
at 6. The L TO-7 Specification also requires that the magnetic 
medium include a plurality of data tracks having a track width of 
[ ] for certain data 
bands) used for recording data. See JX-0152C (LT0-7 
Specification) at 94; see also Section V.D. l.a.ii above. Regarding 
track width, the LTO-7 Specification requires tapes to have a track 
width of less than 5 µm for reproducing a signal with a magnetic 
head. Id. at 94. Accordingly, the read track width must also be 

. less than 5 µm and, as such,-the Fujifilm' s L TO-7 Cartridges in a 
LT0-7 Tape Drive perform recording and reproducing a signal 
with a magnetic head in a track width (A) of less than 5 µm on a 
magnetic recording medium. Therefore, and as Dr. Wang 
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explains, the Fujifilm LTO-7 Cartridges practice this claim 
element. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:375. 

Fujifilm Br. at 208-09.' 

The evidence does not show that Fujifilm's products are used to record and reproduce a 

signal in a track width (A) of less than 5 µm. In particular, Fujifilm (including Dr. Wang) points 

only to the LTO-7 specification for the track width aspect of the limitation-it does not cite any 

evidence about Fujifilm's products apart from the specification. See RX-0366C (Bhushan RWS) 

at QI A214-16. Thus, Fujifilm has failed to show that its L TO-7 products meet this limitation 

(and thus also do not satisfy the 1h or less limitation). 

(2) Fujifilm's LT0-6 Products 

Fujifilm argues: 

For the same reasons, Fujifilm's LT0-6 Cartridges also practice 
this limitation of claim 1. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:376-379. 
Because Fujifilm's LT0-6 Cartridges comply with the LT0-6 
Specification they must allow a data interchange to occur between 
the cartridges and drives. An LTO Tape Drive, such as one in the 
IBM TS33IO Tape Library records on the magnetic tape of 
Fujifilm' s L T0-6 Cartridges and reads-or reproduces a 
signal-from the magnetic recording medium. Regarding track 
width, the L T0-6 Specification requires tapes to have [ ] 
tracks which are used for recording data. JX-005 lC (LT0-6 
Specification) at 85. The LT0-6 specification requires tapes to 
have a data track width of [ ] µm for reproducing a signal with 
a magnetic head, except that the last recorded forward data track in 
each sub data band has a width of [ ] µm and the last recorded 
reverse data track in each sub data band has a width of · [ .] µm. 
Id. at 87. Accordingly, Fujifilm' s LT0-6 Cartridges practice this 
claim element. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:377-378. 

Fujifilm Br. at 209-10. 

The evidence does not show that Fujifilm's products are used to record and reproduce a 

signal in a track width (A) ofless than 5 µm. In particular, Fujifilm (including Dr. Wang) points 

only to the L T0-6 specification for the track width aspect of the limitation-it does not cite any 
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evidence about Fujifilm's products apart from the specification. See RX-0366C (Bhushan RWS) 

at Q/A 214-16. Thus, Fujifilm has failed to show that its LT0-6 products meet this limitation 

(and thus also do not satisfy the 'lj or less limitation). 

c) a support having provided thereon a magnetic layer containing at 
least a ferromagnetic powder, an abrasive and a binder, 

(1) Fujifilm's LT0-7 Products 

Fujifilm argues that its LT0-7 products practice this limitation. Fujifilm Br. at 210-11. 

Fujifilm relies on expert testimony, testing, the L TO-7 specification, and Fujifilm internal 

technicaldocurnehts. See id. 

Sony and the Staff do not address this limitation specifically. See generally Sony Br., 

§ VI(H); Sony Reply, § IV(F); Staff Br.,§ VI(E); Staff Reply,§ V. 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites (the internal technical documents and testing, in 

particular) shows that Fujifilm' s LTO-7 products include a support with a magnetic layer that 

includes ferromagnetic powder, an abrasive, and a binder. Accordingly, the administrative law 

judge has determined Fujifilm's LT0-7 products satisfy this limitation. 

(2) Fujifilm'sLT0-6 Products 

Fujifilm argues that its LT0-6 products practice this limitation. Fujifilm Br. at 211-12. 

Fujifilm relies on expert testimony, testing, the LT0-6 specification, and Fujifilm internal 

technical documents. See id. 

Sony and the Staff do not address this limitation specifically. See generally Sony Br., 

§ VI(H); Sony Reply, § IV(F); Staff Br.,§ VI(E); Staff Reply,§ V. 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites (the internal technical documents and testing, in 

particular) shows that Fujifilm's LT0-6 products include a support with a magnetic layer that 

includes ferromagnetic powder, an abrasive, and a binder. Accordingly, the administrative law 
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judge has determined Fujifilm's LT0-6 products satisfy this limitation. 

d) wherein the average longer size (B) of the abrasive particle(s) 
which are present on the magnetic layer surface is ~ or less of 
the track width (A). 

( 1) Fujifilm' s L TO-7 Products 

Fujifilm argues: 

Dr. Wang' s testimony together with testing performed at the 
direction of Dr. Sinclair of Fujifilm's LT0-7 Cartridges and 
Fujifilm internal documents demonstrate that Fujifilm L TO-7 
Cartridges meet this limitation. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:387-
390. As set forth in the LT0-7 Specification, the smallest nominal 
data track width of Fujifilm' s L TO-7 cartridges is [ ] µm, and 
thus the nominal read track width would be slightly less than [ ] 
µm. Dr. Wang explained that even assuming a generous tolerance 
yielding a lower bound of 2 µm for the read track width of 
Fujifilm's LT0-7 cartridges, the average of the largest value of the 
width of the abrasive particles and/or clusters is less than ~ of the 
track width. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:388. 

Furthermore, Dr. Sinclair's testing confirms that Fujifilm's LT0-7 
Cartridges practice this limitation because Fujifilm's LT0-7 
cartridge as tested [ 

] . This is less than ~ of the 
track width for L TO-7 Products, i.e., less than 0.667 µm .. 
Accordingly, Fujifilm's LT0-7 Cartridges practice this claim 
element. 

Fujifilm Br. at 212. 

The evidence that Fujifilm relies upon does not show that its L TO-7 products have a 

track width, either before or after importation. See RX-0366C (Bhushan RWS) at Q/A 224. 

Further, Fujifilm (including Dr. Wang) points only to the LT0-7 specification for the track width 

aspect of the limitation-it does not cite any evidence about its products apart from the 

specification. See, e.g., CX-0004C (Wang WS) Q/A 387-90. Thus, Fujifilm has failed to show 

that its products meet this limitation (and thus also do not satisfy the ~ or less limitation). 

The evidence does show, however, that [ 
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]. See CX-0004C (Wang WS) Q/A 389 (this portion of Dr. 

Wang's testimony is relied on only for reporting the values Dr. Sinclair obtained); CX-0450C 

(Sinclair Disk 1 ). While Dr. Bhushan criticizes the testing, his criticism is not supported by his 

knowledge or other corroborating evidence. RX-0366C (Bhushan RWS) at Q/A 220 (presenting 

errors identified by MV A). Likewise, Sony and Dr. Bhushan do not present any rebuttal testing. 

In conclusion, the evidence shows that Fujifilm's LT0-7 products, as imported, do not 

have a track width that satisfies the limitation. 

]. 

(2) Fujifilm's LT0-6 Products 

Fujifilm argues: 

Dr. Wang's testimony together with testing performed at the 
direction of Dr. Sinclair of Fujifilm's LT0-6 Cartridges and 
Fujifilm internal documents demonstrate that Fujifilm LT0-6 
Cartridges meet this limitation. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:391. 
As set forth in the LT0-6 Specification, the smallest nominal data 
track width of Fujifilm's LT0-6 cartridges is [ ] µm, and thus the 
nominal read track width would be slightly less than [ ] µm. Dr. 
Wang explained that assuming this generous lower bound for 
L T0-6, even though L T0-6 Product read track width is 
significantly larger, the average largest value of the width of the 
abrasive particles and/or clusters for Fujifilm's LT0-6 Cartridges 
is still less than ~ of the track width. Id. 

Furthermore, Dr. Wang explained that testing performed at the 
direction of Dr. Sinclair confirms that Fujifilm' s L T0-6 Cartridges 
practice this limitation because Fujifilm's LT0-6 cartridge as 
tested [ 

]. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:392, 
394; CX-0450C (Sinclair Disk 1). This is less than~ of the track 
width for LT0-'7 Products, i.e., less than 0.667 µm. Accordingly, 
Fujifilm's LT0-6 Cartridges practice this claim element. 

Fujifilm Br. at 213. 

The evidence that Fujifilm relies upon does not show that its LT0-6 products have a 
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track width, either before or after importation. See RX-0366C (Bhushan RWS) at Q/A 224. 

Further, Fujifilm (including Dr. Wang) points only to the L T0-6 specification for the track width 

aspect of the limitation-it does not cite any evidence about its products apart from the 

specification. See, e.g. , CX-0004C (Wang WS) Q/A 391. Thus, Fujifilm has failed to show that 

its products meet this limitation (and thus also do not satisfy the 'lj or less limitation). 

The evidence does show, however, that [ 

]; CX-0450C 

(Sinclair Disk 1 ). While Dr. Bhushan criticizes the testing, his criticism is not supported by his 

knowledge or other corroborating evidence. RX-0366C (Bhushan RWS) at Q/A 220 (presenting 

errors identified by MV A). Likewise, Sony and Dr. Bhushan do not present any rebuttal testing. 

In conclusion, the evidence shows that Fujifilm's LT0-6 products, as imported, do not 

have a track width that satisfies the limitation. · The evidence also shows that Fujifilm's LT0-6 

products have an average longer size of [ ] nm. 

2. Claim 2 

Fujifilm argues: 

For at least the reasons set forth with respect to claim 1, Dr. 
Wang's testimony together with testing performed at the direction 
of Dr. Sinclair of Fujifilm's LT0-7 Cartridges and Fujifilm 
internal documents demonstrate that Fujifilm' s LT0-7 and LT0-6 
Products practice claim 2. Sony's argument that Fujifilm and Dr. 
Wang have failed to establish that Fujifilm carries out all of the 
steps of the method of claim 1 with its DI Products is unavailing at 
least for the reasons set forth with respect [ 

J. See Section IV.E.1.g.i supra; CX-
0004C (Wang DWS) Q:360, 366. 

Fujifilm Br. at 213. 
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Sony and the Staff do not specifically address claim 2. See generally Sony Br., § VI(H); 

Sony Reply,§ IV(F); Staff Br.,§ VI(E); Staff Reply,§ V. 

The administrative law judge previously determined that Fujifilm failed to show that its 

L TO-7 products satisfy the track width aspect of claim 1, and thus also had not shown its . 

products satisfy the "Yi or less" limitation (limitation Id)). Those findings also apply here. 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Fujifilm has not shown its LT0-7 or 

L T0-6 products practice claim 2. 

3. C::laiin 5 

Fujifilm argues that its LT0-7 and LT0-6 products practice claim 5. Fujifilm Br. at 214-

16. Fujifilm relies on expert testimony, testing, the LT0-7 and LT0-6 specifications, and 

Fujifilm internal technical documents. See id. 

Sony and the Staff do not specifically address claim 5. See generally Sony Br., § VI(H); 

Sony Reply,§ IV(F); Staff Br.,§ VI(E); Staff Reply,§ V. 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites (the internal technical documents and testing, in 

particular) shows that Fujifilm's LT0-7 and LT0-6 products include a support with a magnetic 

layer that includes ferromagnetic powder, an abrasive, and a binder. The evidence also shows 

that Fujifilm's LT0-7 and LT0-6 products have a magnetic layer with a thickness of [ 
I 

), respectively. CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 421,423. 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm's LT0-7 and 

L T0-6 products satisfy the limitations of claim 5. However, claim 5 is not practiced because 

claims 1 and 2 are not practiced. See Ferring, 764 F.3d at 1411. 

4. Claiin 6 

Fujifilm argues: 
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Dr. Wang's testimony together with Fujifilm internal documents 
demonstrate that Fujifilm LTO-7 and L T0-6 Products meet this 
limitation. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:428-431 at 101. Dr. Wang 
explained that because Fujifilm's LT0-7 Cartridges comply with 
the LT0-7 Specification and Fujifilm's LT0-6 Cartridges comply 
with the LT0-6 Specification, an L TO tape drive such as the one 
included in IBM's TS3310 Tape Library, records on the magnetic 
tape of Fujifilm's LT0-7 andLT0-6 Products. The IBM's LTO 
tape drive of the TS3310 Tape Library use a GMR head, which is a 
type magnetic of magnetic head and reproduce~ a signal, in other 
words reads data from the magnetic medium with respect to both 
Fujifilm' s L TO-7 and L T0-6 Products. Id.; JX-0072 (IBM 
TS3310 Tape Library) at 6. Accordingly, Fujifilm's LT0-7 and 
L T0-6 Products practice this limitation. 

Fujifilm Br._at 216-17. 

Sony and the Staff do not specifically address claim 6. See generally Sony Br., § VI(H); 

Sony Reply,§ IV(F); Staff Br.,§ VI(E); Staff Reply,§ V. 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites shows that Fujifilm's LT0-7 and LT0-6 products are 

"for MR head reproduction," as cl~im 6 requires. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has 

determined that Fujifilm's LT0-7 and LT0-6 products satisfy claim 6. However, claim 6 is not 

practiced because claims 1 and 2 are not practiced. See Ferring, 764 F.3d at 1411. 

G. Anticipation 

Sony argues that the asserted claims, and claim 1, are anticipated by both Yamazaki (RX-

0071) and Jinbo (RX-0029).67 Sony Br. at 205. 

Fujifilm, in general, argues that Yamazaki and Jinbo do not disclose any relationship 

between the track width and the size of abrasive particles. See Fujifilm Br. at 222; see also 

Fujifilm Reply,§ V(G)(l). 

The Staff has argued that because the ' 106 Patent is indefinite, "it is not possible to 

determine whether the asserted prior art references satisfy the limitation that 'the average longer 

67 Yamazaki is U.S. Patent No. 6,017,605. Jinbo is Japanese Patent Publication No. 2001-6147. 
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size (B) of the abrasive particle(s) which are present on the magnetic layer surface is YJ or less of 

the track width (A)."' Staff Br. at 79-80. Beyond this, the Staff neither supports nor opposes 

Sony's anticipation arguments. See id. 

1. Yamazaki 

Sony argues that Yamazaki inherently anticipates claim 1: 

Yamazaki expressly discloses each and every limitation of 
independent claim 1 of the '106 Patent and each and every 
limitation of the Asserted Claims themselves, except for a single 
limitation: "wherein the average longer size (B) of the abrasive 
particle(s) which are present on the magnetic layer surface is 'l'3. or 
less of the track width (A)." RX-OOOlC (Bhushan OWS) at Q&A 
435-459. The claimed "average longer size" range, however, is 
inherently disclosed by Yamazaki becaµse the magnetic recording 
media disclosed in Yamazaki necessarily have abrasives with an 
"average longer size" within the claimed range. Id. at Q&A 441-
450. Thus, each and every element set forth in the Asserted 
Claims of the '106 Patent is found, either expressly or inherently, 
in Yamazaki. · 

Sony Br. at 205.68 

Fujifilm, in general, argues that Yamazaki does not disclose width of the data track and 

an "average longer size (B) of the abrasive particle(s)." Fujifilm Br. at 223. 

a) Claim 1 

( 1) A magnetic recording and reproducing method comprising 

Sony argues: 

It is undisputed that Yamazaki expressly discloses several elemeIJ.tS 
of claim 1 of the '106 Patent. To the extent that the preamble 
limits claim 1, Yamazaki discloses a "magnetic recording and 
reproducing method" throughout the specification and working 
examples. RX-OOOlC (Bhushan OWS) at Q&A 435 .... 

68 The Patent Office issued a rejection based on Yamazaki, which one of the inventors helped 
overcome with a Rule 132 declaration. The Rule 132 declaration presented data from prepared 
samples that were intended to replicate Yamazaki Examples D10 and D14. See JX-0008 at 123 . . 
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Sony Br. at 206. 

Fujifilm and the Staff do not address this limitation specifically. See generally Fujifilm 
r 

Br.,§ V(G)(l)(a); Fujifilm Reply,§ V(G)(l); Staff Br.,§ VI(G); Staff Reply,§ V. 

The evidence shows that Yamazaki discloses a magnetic recording medium and a 

sufficient description of using a tape that incorporates the magnetic recording medium. See RX-

OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 190; see also RX-0071 at 2:58-65, 3:35-39 ("The magnetic 

recording medium according to the present invention is used for a magnetic 

recording/reproduction system of reproducing recorded signals of from 0.15 to 2 G bit/inch2 of 

areal recording density with a magneto resistive head (an MR head)."), 28:59-61. Accordingly, 

the administrative law judge has determined that Yamazaki discloses subject matter that satisfies 

this limitation. 

Sony argues, in part: 

(2) recording and reproducing a signal with a magnetic head in 
a track width (A) of less than 5 µm on a magnetic recording 
medium comprising 

First, Yamazaki discloses data track width ranges of 3.39 µm or 
less and 4.88 µm or less, both of which are species of the claimed 
genus of "a track width (A) of Jess than 5 µm." See RX-OOOlC 
(Bhushan OWS) at Q&A 438. Specifically, Tables 2 and 3 of 
Yamazaki disclose working examples having track densities of 
5,200 tracks per inch (TPI) or 7,500 TPI. RX-0071 (Yamazaki 
'605) at Tables 2-3. By taking the reciprocal of the track densities 
and converting from inches to microns, maximum data track 
widths of 4.88 µm and 3.39 µm were calculated from the track 
densities of 5,200 TPI and 7,500 TPI, respectively. RX-OOOlC 
(Bhushan OWS) at Q&A 438. These maximum data track widths 
correspond to data track width ranges of 4.88 µm or less and 3.39 
µm or less. Each of these disclosed data track width ranges 
anticipates the claimed range of "a track width (A) of less than 5 
µm" because a species anticipates a later claimed gens and each of 
the disclosed ranges is a species of the claimed genus. See, e.g., 
Titanium Metals, 778 F.2d at 781-82; Wm. Wrigley Jr.; 683 F.3d at 
1362. 
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Sony Br. at 207. Sony later argues: 

Second, Yamazaki also discloses read head width ranges of 3.39 
µm or less and 4.88 µm or less. RX-OOOlC (Bhushan OWS) at 
Q&A 439. As both Dr. Bhushan and Dr. Wang have explained, 
read heads have the same or narrower widths than the data tracks 
they read-otherwise, a read head would simultaneously read data 
from adjacent data tracks. Id.; CX-0004C (Wang OWS) at Q&A 
305. Thus, when Yamazaki discloses data track width ranges of 
3.39 µm or less and 4.88 µm or less, the reference necessarily 
discloses read head width ranges of 3.39 µm or less and 4.88 µm 
or less as well. RX-OOOlC at Q&A 439. A prior art reference 
inherently anticipates a claim limitation if the "natural result" 
flowing from the disclosure would satisfy the claim limitation. 
SmithKline, 403 F.3d at 1343. Yamazaki, therefore, inherently 
anticipates the claimed range. 

Sony Br. at 207-08. 

Fujifilm argues: 

Sony argues that Yamazaki '605 inherently discloses a track width 
of less than 5 µm vis-a-vis its disclosure of two track densities. 
RX-OOOlC (Bhushan DWS) Q:438. Specifically, Dr. Bhushan 
asserts that the inverse of the two track densities of 5,200 or 7,500 
TPI inherently provides track widths of 4.88 and 3.39 µm. But 
Sony cannot show to any reasonable degree of certainty the 
claimed relationship between track width (A) and average longer 
size (B). CX-0357C (Wang RWS), Q:631~33. According to Dr. 
Wang, the inverse of the track density at most provides a 
theoretical absolute maximum value of the track width, ignoring all 
other contributors to TPI, which Dr. Wang has demonstrated as 
being well known in the art at the time. Id.; CDX-0007C at 63-66. 
Because Yamazaki '605 does not provide sufficient information to 
determine what the actual width of the data track is, it follows that 
Yamazaki '605 also does not provide sufficient information to 
determine what the actual value of the read track is-and this 
feature thus cannot be inherent. Sony cannot then rely on 
inherency to suggest that Yamazaki '605 anticipates the Asserted 
Claims of the '605 patent. 

Fujifilm Br. at 223. 

The evidence shows that Yamazaki discloses recording and reproducing a signal with a 

magnetic head in a track width (A) ofless than 5 µm. See RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 
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436-39; see also RX-0071 at 3:35-39, Tables 2-3. Although Dr. Wang faults Yamazaki for 

disclosing a "theoretical upper bound" and not an actual track width, see CX-0357C (Wang 

RWS) at Q/A 632, the language of the claim requires "a track width (A) of less than 5 µm," not 

an actual, discrete width. Additionally, if the "track width" refers to read head width (and not 

data track width), then Yamazaki still discloses the track width, because the read head width is 

less than the data track width. See RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 439; CX-0357C (Wang 

RWS) at Q/A 633 (agreeing that the read track width must also be smaller than 5 µm). 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Yamazaki discloses subject matter 

that satisfies this limitation. 

Sony argues: 

(3) a support having provided thereon a magnetic layer 
containing at least a ferromagnetic powder, an abrasive and 
a binder, 

Yamazaki also discloses a "magnetic recording medium 
comprising a support having provided thereon a magnetic layer 
containing at least a ferromagnetic powder, an abrasive and a 
binder." [RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS)] at Q&A 440. 

Sony Br. at 206. 

Fujifilm and the Staff do not address this limitation specifically. See generally Fujifilm 

Br.,§ V(G)(l)(a); Fujifilm Reply,§ V(G)(l); Staff Br.,§ VI(G); Staff Reply, § V. 

The evidence shows that Yamazaki discloses a magnetic tape that includes a support with 

a magnetic layer. The magnetic layer includes a ferromagnetic powder, an abrasive and a binder. 

See RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 440; see also RX-0071, Abstract, 5:1-7; 6:19-28, 8;15-18, 

8:36-39, 14:2-4, 16:38-40, 21 :22-24. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined 

that Yamazaki discloses subject matter that satisfies this limitation. 
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(4) wherein the average longer size (B) of the abrasive 
particle(s) which are present on the magnetic layer surface 
is VJ or less of the track width (A). 

Sony argues that Yamazaki discloses abrasive particles with "sizes of 0.12 µm, 0.2 µm, . 

or 0.3 µm." Sony Br. at 210. Sony adds: 

Id. 

"Primary particles" refer to the abrasive particles as they exist as 
an ingredient for making the magnetic recording media, prior to 
being embedded in the magnetic layer. Though clustering of such 
particles may occur, the primary particle sizes disclosed by 
Yamazaki can be used as the "average longer size" of abrasive 
particles because Yamazaki discloses methods of forming a 
magnetic recording medium that would necessarily contain at least 
50 individual, non-clustered abrasive particles. 

Sony then argues that this disclosure, coupled with the track widths discussed above, 

satisfies the claimed relationship: 

Since Yamazaki discloses working examples with primary particle 
sizes within the claimed "average longer size" ranges of" 1.63 µm 
or less" (based on VJ of the maximum data track width of 4.88 µm) 
and "1.13 µm or less" (based on VJ of the maximum data track 
width of 3.39 µm), as well as an overlapping range of 0.01 to 2 
µm, Yamazaki inherently anticipates the claimed "average longer 
size" range. [RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS)] at Q&A 443. 

As an illustrative example, working example D3 from Table 2 of 
Yamazaki has a track density of 5,200 TPI, which corresponds to a 
data track width of 4.88 µm or less, and a primary abrasive particle 
size of 0.12 µm. Id. at Q&A 445; RX-0071 (Yamazaki '605) at 
27:45-48, Table 2. Taking 4.88 µmas the track width (A) and 0.12 
µm as the "average longer size" of the abrasive (B), the ratio 
(B)/(A) would be about 1/40, which is well within the claimed 
range of "VJ or less." RX-OOOlC at Q&A 445. Moreover, an 
"average longer size" of 0.12 µm would' satisfy the "VJ or less of 

. the track width" requirement for any track width greater than or 
equal to 0.36 µm. Id. As Dr. Bhushan explains, it would not be 
reasonable for either a data track width or a read head width to be 
less than 0.36 µm, at least in part because as data track width or 
read head width decreases, the amount of signal that can be 
detected also decreases, which results in reduced signal amplitude 
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and SNR. Id. Dr. Bhushan also explains that he is not aware of 
any commercially available magnetic recording systems with a 
data track width or read head width less than 0.36 µm. Id. 
Yamazaki thus inherently discloses an "average longer size" of 
individual abrasive particles that is "yj or less of the track 
width." Id. 

Id. at 210-11. Sony then argues that the Rule 132 declaration Fujifilm submitted to the Patent 

Office to overcome Yamazaki is insufficient because it did not "use the same conditions" 

Yamazaki used in preparing samples and because the applicant "failed to use the appropriate 

track width in computing the ratio (B)/(A) of 'average longer size of abrasive (B)' to 'track width 

(A)."' Id. at 212. 

Fujifilm argues: 

Yamazaki does not disclose the "average longer size (B) of the 
abrasive particle(s)." CX-0357C (Wang RWS), Q:635. The 
parties agree that the phrase "abrasive particle(s)" in the term 
"average longer size (B) of the abrasive particle(s)" refers to 
particles and/or clusters. Yamazaki discloses primary abrasive 
particle sizes-not the "average longer size (B")-and says 
nothing about the size of the clusters formed by those particles 
when included on the surface of a magnetic recording media. Id. 
Thus, even assuming Yamazaki disclosed a particular track width, 
Yamazaki still does not (and cannot) disclose or suggest that the 
"average longer size (B)" of the abrasive particles and/or clusters is 
yj or less of the track width. 

Fujifilm Br. at223-24. 

Sony replies, in part: 

... as Sony has detailed, the term "average longer size (B) of the 
abrasive particle(s) which are present on the magnetic layer 
surface" encompasses an "average longer size" of ( 1) individual, 
non-clustered abrasive particles; (2) · abrasive clusters; or (3) a 
combination of abrasive particles and clusters. Sony IPHB at 209. 
In the case of individual, non-clustered abrasive particles, the 
primary particle size can be used as the "average longer size" 
because the size of the individual particles on the magnetic layer 
surface would necessarily be less than or equal to ·the primary 
particle size. 
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Sony Reply at 65. 

The administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and 

convincing evidence, that Yamazaki expressly or inherently discloses particles with an "average 

longer size." Dr. Bhushan testified as follows: 

Q443: Does Yamazaki disclose particle sizes for individual, non-clustered abrasive 
particles? 

A: Yes. Yamazaki discloses a preferred abrasive particle size range ofO.Ol to 2 
µn) and teaches that abrasives having narrovv. particle size distributions are preferred. 
(Yamazaki at l 6:51-56). In addition, in the working examples, Yamazaki describes a:
alumina particles having particle sizes of 0. 12 µm, 0.2 µm , and 03 µm. (Ymna.7.aki at 
25:42-43, 25:62-63 1 27:46-48). So,the average size of abrasive particles may be as 
small as 0.01 µm. or 0. I 2 µm. 

RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 443.69 Yamazaki discloses "primary" particle size, not the 

"average longer size" from claim 1. See CX-0357C (Wang WS) at Q/A 635. Further, it is not 

clear that Yamazaki' s particles would satisfy the measurement protocol that the ' 106 Patent , 

specifies. See id.; see also JX-0002 at 3: 18-44. Additionally, although Sony critiques the Rule 
. ' 

132 declaration, the purpose of the tests was to compare particles from Yamazaki to those from 

the' 106 Patent while holding other variables (e.g., track width) constant. See JX-0008 at 124; 

see also CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 638-39. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has 

determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Yamazaki 

expressly or inherently discloses "average longer" particles, and thus also does not disclose the 1h 

ratio. 

69 Sony also has not shown, with clear and convincing evidence, that the particles disclosed in 
Yamazaki are present on the surface of the magnetic layer. Compare RX-0001C (Bhushan WS) 
at Q/ A 441-50 with id. at Q/ A 467 ( opining that the disclosed method would promote the 
presence of abrasive particles on the surface of the magnetic layer). 
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b) Claim 2 

Sony's entire argument is: 

Claim 2 depends from claim 1 but is directed to a magnetic 
recording medium which is used in the magnetic recording and 
reproducing method of claim 1. The limitations of claim 2 are 
otherwise similar or identical to those of claim 1, and for at least 
the reasons discussed above, Yamazaki anticipates each and every 
limitation of claim 2. [RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS)] at Q&A 451-52. 

Sony Br. at 213. 
; 

Fujifilm and the Staff do not address claim 2 specifically. See generally Fujifilm Br., 

§ V(G)(l)(a); Fujifilm Reply,§ V(G)(l); Staff Br.,§ VI(G); Staff Reply,§ V. 

For the reasons provided above, the administrative law judge has determined that Sony 

has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Yamazaki anticipates claim 2. 

c) Claim 5 

Sony's entire argument is: 

Claim 5 depends from claim 2 and recites additional limitations, 
each of which is disclosed by Yamazaki. Id. at Q&A 453-457. 
For example, Yamazaki anticipates the claimed feature of "a 
substantially nonmagnetic lower layer." [RX-0001 C (Bhushan 
WS)] at Q&A 455. In addition, Yamazaki anticipates the claimed 
feature of a magnetic layer having "a layer thickness of from 0.01 
to 0.15 µm" because it discloses working examples having a 
magnetic layer thickness of 0.15 µm and overlapping magnetic 
layer thickness ranges of 0.03 µm or less, 0.01 to 0.25 µm, and 
0.05 to 0.20 µm. Id. at Q&A 457; see, e.g., Ineos, 783 F.3d at 869. 

Sony Br. at 213-14. 

Fujifilm and the Staff do not address claim 5 specifically. See generally Fujifilm Br., 

§ V(G)(l)(a); Fujifilm Reply,§ V(G)(l); Staff Br.,§ VI(G); Staff Reply,§ V . . 

The evidence shows that Yamazaki discloses a magnetic recording medium with a 

support, a substantially nonmagnetic lower layer provided ori the support, and a magnetic layer 

containing a ferromagnetic metal powder or a hexagonal ferrite powder dispersed in a binder 
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provided on the nonmagnetic lower layer. See RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 453-56. 

Yamazaki further discloses magnetic layer thickness ranges, including an example of a 

"magnetic layer having a thickness of 0.15 µm." Id. at Q/A 457; see also RX-0071 at 27:25-30. 

Accordingly, if claims 1 and 2 are later found anticipated, then the administrative law judge has 

determined that Sony has shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that claim 5 is also 

anticipated. 

d) Claim 6 

Sony's entire argument is: 

Claim 6 depends from claim 2 and further recites that "the 
magnetic recording medium is for MR head reproduction." 
Yamazaki discloses this additional limitation. RX-0001 C 
(Bhushan OWS) at Q&A 458. 

Sony Br. at 214. 

Fujifilm and the Staff do not address claim 6 specifically. See generally Fujifilm Br., 

§ V(G)(l)(a); Fujifilm Reply,§ V(G)(l); Staff Br.,§ VI(G}; Staff Reply,§ V. 

The evidence shows that Yamazaki discloses using the magnetic recording medium with 

a MR head. See RX-0071, Abstract, 3:35-39; see also RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 459. 

Accordingly, if claims 1 and 2 are later found anticipated, then the administrative law judge has 

determined that Sony has shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that claim 6 is also 

anticipated. 

2. Jinbo 

Sony argues that Jinbo inherently anticipates claim 1: 

Like Yamazaki, Jinbo expressly discloses each and every 
limitation of independent claim 1 of the '106 Patent and each and 
every limitation of the Asserted Claims themselves, except for a 
single limitation: "wherein the average longer size (B) of the 
abrasive particle(s) which are present on the magnetic layer surface 
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is VJ or less of the track width (A)." RX-OOOlC (Bhushan OWS) at 
Q&A 460-4 77. The claimed "average longer size" range, 
however, is inherently . disclosed by Jinbo because the magnetic 
recording media disclosed in Jinbo necessarily have abrasives with 

· an "average longer size" within the claimed range. Id. at Q&A 
466-469. Thus, each and every element set forth in the Asserted 
Claims of the '106 Patent is found, either expressly or il).herently, 
in Jinbo. 

Sony Br. at 214. 

Fujifilm, in general, argues that Jinbo, like Yamazaki, does not disclose width of the data 

track and an "average longer size (B) of the abrasive particle(s)." Fujifilm Br. at 224. 

a) Claim 1 

(1) A magnetic recording and reproducing method comprising 

Sony argues: 

To the extent that the preamble limits claim 1, Jinbo discloses a 
magnetic recording and reproducing method throughout the 
specification and working examples. RX-OOOlC (Bhushan OWS) 
at Q&A 461. 

Sony Br. at 214. 

Fujifilm and the Staff do not address this limitation specifically. See generally Fujifilm 

Br.,§ V(G)(l)(b); Fujifilm Reply,§ V(G)(l); Staff Br.,§ VI(G); Staff Reply,§ V. 

The evidence shows that Jinbo discloses a magnetic recording medium and a sufficient 

description of.using a tape that incorporates the magnetic recording medium. See RX-OOOIC 

(Bhushan WS) at Q/A 461; see also RX-0029, ,r,r 8, 78-79, 91-92. Accordingly, the 

administrative law judge has determined that Jinbo discloses subject matter that satisfies this 

limitation. 

Sony argues: 

(2) recording and reproducing a signal with a magnetic head in 
a track width (A) of less than 5 µm on a magnetic recording 
medium comprising 
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Jinbo discloses the claimed step of "recording and reproducing a 
signal with a magnetic head" because paragraph 78 of Jinbo 
describes using a tilted sendust sputtered (TSS) head, which is a 
type of metal-in-gap (MIG) inductive head, to evaluate 
electromagnetic conversion characteristics, such as power and 
CIN, of certain magnetic tapes. RX-OOOIC (Bhushan OWS) at 
Q&A 462-464. As Dr. Bhushan explains, in order to evaluate 
these characteristics, the TSS head must perform the step of 
"recording and reproducing a signal." Id. at Q&A 464. The TSS 
head is also, without question, a "magnetic head" -the "magnetic 
head" of claim 1 is not limited to any particular type of head. Id. at 
Q&A 463. Jinbo .also discloses that the .recording and reproducing 
step is performed "in a track width (A) of less than 5 µm" since the 
TSS head of Jinbo has a read head width of 1.4 µm. Id. at Q&A 
462; RX-0029 (Jinbo) at~ 78. A read head width of 1.4 µm is a 
species that anticipates the claimed genus. See Ineos, 783 F.3d at 
869. 

Sony Br. at 215. 

Fujifilm argues: 

Sony argues that Jinbo discloses the limitation requiring "a track 
width (A) of less than 5 µm" based on a description of "a tilted 
sputtered sendust (TSS) head having a track width of 1.4 µm in 
paragraph [0078]." RX-OOOlC (Bhushan DWS) Q:462. However, 
Jinbo discloses the use of a TSS head for the purpose of testing 
electromagnetic conversion characteristics of the tape. RX-0029 
(Jinbo, para. [0078]) at 32. In contrast with Dr. Bhushan's 
interpretation of Jinbo, the Jinbo reference makes clear that "[t]he 
present invention is to provide a magnetic recording medium 
having ... low abrasion of DLC films of a magnetoresistive (MR) 
head surface." RX-0029 (Jinbo, para. [0009]) at 19. Because TSS 
heads are not MR heads, but are a type of inductive, metal-in-gap 
(MIG) head, a person of ordinary skill in the art would have 
understood that Jinbo's description using a TSS head in paragraph 
[0078] is merely for the purpose of testing certain electromagnetic 
characteristics and not for the actual recording and reproducing of 
a signal. See CX-0357C (Wang RWS), Q:643-45; see also CDX-
0007C at 58. 

Fujifilm Br. at 2.24 (emphasis omitted). 

Jinbo provides: 

[0009] In the present invention, the coated microparticles added to 
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the magnetic layer are alumina rnicroparticles coated with yttria. 
Because these coated microparticles have the functions of a 
grinding compound, an antistatic agent, and a lubricant, a low 
coefficient of friction of the magnetic layer as well as high power, 
high SIN, and low noise in the short wavelength region can be 
obtained. Furthermore, these coated microparticles are suitable 
particularly for magnetoresistive (MR) heads, and are excellent in 
reducing abrasion of the DLC film of the MR head surface. 

JX-0029, 19 (emphasis added). Jinbo later provides: 

[0078] The magnetic characteristics were measured using a 
vibrating sample magnetometer (manufactured by Toei Industry) 
parallel to the orientation direction with an external magnetic field 
of 5 kOe. Electromagnetic conversion characteristics of tape For 
power, the relative speed of a TSS head (Sony sendust head for 8 
mm video; head gap 0.2 µm, track width 1.4 µm, saturation flux 
density 1.1 tesla) was set to 10 .2 ml s, and the optimum current 
was determined from input/output characteristics ·at Yz Tb (A= 0.5 
-tm), and this power was measured. 

JX-0029, 178 (emphasis added). 

The evidence shows that Jinbo teaches recording and reproducing a signal with a 

magnetic head in a track width ofless than 5 µm. See RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 462-

464; see also JX-0029, 1178. Jinbo explicitly discloses a magnetic media for use in MR heads . 

. JX-0029, 19. Jinbo also discloses a track width ofless than 5 µm. Id., 178. 

Fujifilm's argument that the limitation is not disclosed because Jinbo discloses a TSS 

head would effectively narrow the claim language through a claim construction (that applies only 

for invalidity). - Further, Fujifilm's arguments, if adopted, would render claim 1 and 6 

commensurate in scope, which is contrary to Federal Circuit precedent. See Unwired Planet 

L.L.C v. Google, Inc., 660 F. App'x 974,982 (Fed. Cir. 2016) ("'the presence of a dependent 

claim that adds a p&rticular limitation raises a presumption that the limitation in question is not 

found in the independent claim."' (quoting Liebel-Flarsheim Co. v. Medrad, Inc.; 358 F.3d 898, 

910 (Fed. Cir. 2004)). Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Jinbo 
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discloses subject matter that satisfies this limitation. 

Sony argues: 

(3) a support having provided thereon a magnetic layer 
containing at least a ferromagnetic powder, an abrasive and 
a binder, 

Jinbo also discloses a "magnetic recording medium comprising a 
support having provided thereon a magnetic layer containing at 
least a ferromagnetic powder, an abrasiye and a binder." [RX-
0001 C (Bhushan WS)] at Q&A 465. 

Sony Br. at 214-15. 

Fujifilm and the Staff do not address this limitation specifically. See generally Fujifilm 

Br.,§ V(G)(l)(b); Fujifilm Reply,§ V(G)(l); Staff Br.,§ VI(G); Staff Reply,§ V. 

The evidence shows that Yamazaki discloses a magnetic tape that includes a support with 

a magnetic layer. The magnetic layer includes a ferromagnetic powder, an abrasive and a binder. 

See RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 465; see also RX-0029, Abstract and ,r,r 1, 9, 17, 24, 31. 

. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Jinbo discloses subject matter that · 

satisfies this limitation. 

Sony argues: 

( 4) wherein the average longer size (B) of the abrasive 
· particle( s) which are present on the magnetic layer surface 
is 1/J or less of the track width (A). 

Jinbo inherently discloses an "average longer size" of individual, 
non-clustered abrasive particles that is "1/J or less of the track 
width." RX-OOOlC (Bhushan OWS) at Q&A 466~469. Jinbo 
discloses that the "average particle size" of the yttria-coated 
alumina particles that act as "grinding compounds" is preferably 
250 nm, and more preferably 10 to 240 nm,and, further, discloses 
working examples in which the ytfria-coated alumina particles 
have "average particle sizes" of 180 nm, 138 nm, or 90 nm .. Id. at 
Q&A 468. These disclosed "average particle sizes'' can be used as 
the "average longer size" of abrasive particles because Jinbo 
describes methods of forming a magnetic recording medium that 
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would necessarily contain at least 50 individual, non-clustered 
abrasive particles. Id. at Q&A 467. Since Jinbo discloses working 
examples with "average particle sizes" within the claimed "average 
longer size" range of "467 nm or less" (based on VJ of the read 
head width of 1.4 µm), as well as an overlapping range of 10-240 
nm, Jinbo inherently anticipates the claimed "average longer size" 
range. Id. at Q&A 468. 

Sony Br. at 216. 

Fujifilm argues: 

Furthermore, Jinbo refers to the "primary" particle size and not the 
"average longer size(B) of the abrasive particle(s)," which includes 
particles and/or clusters. CX-0357C (Wang RWS), Q:647. Sony · 
does not contend that Jinbo discloses an average longer size (B) of 
particles and/or clusters. Rather, Sony relies on Jinbo's disclosure 
of the average particle size of individual, nonclustered yttria
coated microparticles as being within the range of 10 to 240 nm, 
allegedly anticipating the Asserted Claims of the' 106 Patent. RX
OOOlC (Bhushan DWS, Q:466-469) at 134-135. In particular, Dr. 
Bhushan states that Jinbo "constrain[ s] the average particle size of 
these coated microparticles to be 250 nm or less." RX-OOOlC 
(Bhushan DWS) Q:484 (emphasis added) (citing Jinbo at Abstract, 
claim 3, paragraph [0011]). However, such disclosure does not 
anticipate the limitation containing the average longer size (BJ of 
abrasive particle(s). 

Fujifilm Br. at 224-25 (emphasis added by Fujifilm). 

. · Sony replies, in part: 

. . . As discussed above, the term "average longer size (B) of the 
abrasive particle(s) which are present on the magnetic layer 
surface" encompasses the "average longer size" of individual, non
clustered abrasive particles, which can be obtained from the 
primary particle size. Since Jinbo discloses working examples 
with "average particle sizes" of 90 nm, 13 8 nm, and 180 nm, as 
well as an "average particle size" range of 10-240 nm, Jinbo 
inherently anticipates the claimed range of "467 nm or less" (based 
on VJ of the read head width of 1.4 µm). 

Sony Reply at 66. 

The administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and 
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convincing evidence, that Jinbo expressly or inherently discloses particles with an "average 

longer size." Dr. Bhushan testified as follows: 

Q468: ·what would be the ·'-average longer size" of these particles? 

A: Jinbo discloses that the "average particle size" of coated microparticles ~ that 
is, yttria-coated alumina particles that act as '<grinding compounds" - is preferably 250 
nm, and more preferably in the range of 10 to 240 nm. (Jinbo at paragraph [001 l]). 
Jinho also discloses coated microparticles having "average particle sizes" of J 80 nm, 
B 8 nm, or 90 nm in the working examples. (Jinbo at paragraph [0070]). In my 
opinion, the "average tonger size" of 50 individual, non-clustered coated microparticles 
on the maic:,metic layer surface would be substantially similar to these "average partide 
sizes"' of the coated rn icroparticles . 

• : --~<>;,;-. .:;;.,, '.' 

RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 468. 70 Jinbo discloses "average particle size," not the 

"average longer size" from claim 1. See CX-0357C (Wang WS) at Q/A 647. Further, it is not 

clear that Jinbo' s particles would satisfy the measurement protocol that the '106 Patent specifies. 

See id. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, 

through clear and convincing evidence, that Jinbo expressly or inherently discloses "average 

longer" particles, and thus also does not disclose the YJ ratio. 

b) Claim 2 

Sony's entire argument is: 

Claim 2 depends from claim 1 but is directed to a magnetic 
recording medium which is used in the magnetic recording and 
reproducing method of claim 1. The limitations of claim 2 are 
otherwise similar or identical to those of claim 1, and for at least 
the reasons discussed above, Jinbo anticipates each and every 
limitation of claim 2. [RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS)] at Q&A 470. 

Sony Br. at 216. 

, 

Fujifilm and the Staff do not address claim 2 specifically. See generally Fujifilm Br., 

70 Sony has shown, with clear and convincing evidence, that the particles disclosed in Jinbo are 
present on the surface of the magnetic layer. See RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 467. 
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§ V(G)(l)(b); Fujifilm Reply; ·§ V(G)(l); Staff Br.,§ VI(G); Staff Reply,§ V. 

For the reasons provided above, the administrative law judge has determined that Sony 

has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Jinbo anticipates claim 2. 

c) Claim 5 

Sony's entire argument is: 

Claim 5 depends from claim 2 and recites additional limitations, 
each of which is disclosed by Jinbo. [RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS)] 
at Q&A 471-475. For example, Jinbo anticipates the claimed 
feature of "a substantially nonmagnetic lower layer." Id. at Q&A 
473 . In addition, Jinbo anticipates the claimed feature of a 
magnetic layer having "a layer thickness of from 0.01 to 0.15 µm" 
because it discloses working examples having a magnetic layer 
thickness of 0.15 µm and overlapping magnetic layer thickness 
ranges of 0.01 to 0.5 µm and 0.05 to 0.4 µm. Id. at Q&A 475; RX-
0029 (Jinbo) at ,r,r 24, 74; see Ineos, 783 F.3d at 869. 

Sony Br. at 21_6-17. 

Fujifilm and the Staff do not address claim 5 specifically. See generally Fujifilm Br. , 

§ V(G)(l)(b); Fujifilm Reply, § V(G)(l); Staff Br.,§ VI(G); Staff Reply,§ V. 

The evidence shows that Jinbo discloses a magnetic recording medium with a support, a 

substantially nonmagnetic lower layer provided on the support, and a: magnetic layer containing a 

ferromagnetic metal powder or a hexagonal ferrite powder dispersed in a binder provided on the 

nonmagnetic lower layer. See RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 472-74. Jinbo further discloses 

magnetic layer thickness ranges, including an example of a "magnetic layer having a thickness of 

0.15 µm." Id. at Q/A 475; see also RX-0029, ,r,r 24, 74. Accordingly, if claims 1 and 2 are later 

found anticipated, then the administrative law judge has determined that Sony has shown, 

through clear and convincing evidence, that claim 5 is also anticipated. 

d) Claim 6 

Sony's entire argument is: 
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Claim 6 depends from claim 2 and further recites that "the 
magnetic recording medium is for MR head reproduction." Jinbo 
discloses that the yttria-coated microparticles described throughout 
the reference are particularly suitable for MR heads. RX-OOOlC 
(Bhushan OWS) at Q&A 477; RX-0029 (Jinbo) at ,r 9. 

Sony Br. at 217. 

Fujifilm and the Staff do not address claim 6 specifically. See generally Fujifilm Br. , 

§ V(G)(l)(b); Fujifilm Reply, § V(G)(l) ; Staff Br. , § VI(G); Staff Reply, § V. 

The evidence shows that Jinbo discloses using the magnetic recording medium with a 

MR head. See RX-0029, ,r 9; see also RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 477. Accordingly, if 

claims 1 and 2 are later found anticipated, then the administrative law judge has determined that 

Sony has shown, thr·ough clear and convincing evidence, that claim 6 is also anticipated. 

H. Obviousness 

Sony generally argues that using abrasive particles and controlling the size of the 

particles to avoid damaging the magnetic head and degrading magnetic performance were well 

known concepts in the art before the filing date. See Sony Br. at 203-04. Sony relies upon the 

following references: 

• Yamazaki: U.S. Patent No. 6,017,605 ("Yamazaki") (RX-0071) 

• Jinbo: Japanese Patent Publication No. 2001-6147 ("Jinbo") (RX-0029) 

• Araki: U.S. Patent No. 6,149,989 ("Araki") (RX-0104) 

• lshikuro: U.S. Patent No. 4,812,330 ("Ishikuro") (RX-0076) 

• Michihata: U.S. Patent No. 5,635,294 ("Michihata") (RX-0099) 

• Endo: Japanese Patent Publication No. JP 2000-40218 ("Endo") (RX-0334) 

Fujifilm generally argues that Sony has not shown the prior art discloses each and every 

limitation, that there would not have been a motivation to combine the prior art (and that Sony's 

combinations are produced by hindsight), and that particular limitations of the asserted claims 
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are critical and confer synergistic benefit. See Fujifilm Br. at 226-27. 

The Staff does not address obviousness. See generally Staff Br., § V(G). 

1. Yamazaki 

Sony's entire argument is: 

As described above, Yamazaki discloses each and every limitation 
of claims 1, 2, 5, and 6. To the extent thar Yamazaki does not 
anticipate a limitation of the Asserted Claims, that limitation would 
have been obvious over Yamazaki in view of the knowledge and 
experience of a POSA. RX-OOOlC (Bhushan OWS) at Q&A 479-
482. For example, the claim limitation "wherein the average 
longer size (B) of the abrasive particle(s) which are present on the 
magnetic layer surface is VJ or less of the track width (A)" would 
have been obvious because Yamazaki confirms that abrasive 
particle size is a result-effective variable connected to track width. 
Id Optimizing a "result-effective variable" falls "within the grasp 
of one of ordinary skill in the art." In re Applied Materials, 692 
F.3d at 1295-96. 

The prior art, including Yamazaki, recognized that increasing the 
areal- recording density of a magnetic recording medium 
advantageously increases recording capacity. RX-OOOlC at Q&A 
480; RX-0071 (Yamazaki) at 3:63-65. Since areal recording 
density is the product of linear recording density and track density, 
an increase in areal recording density corresponds to an increase in 
track density and, therefore, a decrease in track width. RX-OOOlC 
at Q&A 480. Yamazaki also discloses that in order to achieve a 
high areal recording density with low noise, it is necessary to 
regulate the number of protrusions on the magnetic layer surface. 
Id; RX-0071 at 3:44-50. Yamazaki further teaches that in order to 
control the protrusions on the magnetic · layer surface, it is 
important for the granular components of the magnetic layer-such 
as the abrasive-to have small, highly dispersed particles. RX-
0001 Cat Q&A 480; RX-0071 at 4:60-67. 

A POSA would thus have understood that reducing abrasive 
particle size would reduce the number of protrusions on the 
magnetic layer surface, which would permit the areal recording 
density of the magnetic recording medium to be increased (and the 
track width of the magnetic recording medium to be decreased). 
RX-OOOlC at Q&A 481. A POSA would therefore have been 
motivated to optimize abrasive particle size through routine 
experimentation such that the average longer size of abrasive 
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particles and/or clusters on the magnetic layer surface would have 
been 1h or less of the rack width. Id. As Dr. Bhushan has 
explained, experiments to optimize abrasive particle size would be 
"routine." Id. at Q&A 482. 

Sony Br. at 222. 

Fujifilm argues that Sony has not explained why a person of ordinary skill in the art 

would modify the abrasive particles in relation to track width, as the claims specify. Fujifilm Br. 

at 227-28. 

Sony's reply references its post-hearing brief and restates its result-effective-variable 

argument. Sony Br. at 68-69. 

The administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and 

convincing evidence, that Yamazaki discloses the claimed particles having an "average longer 

size" or particles having an average longer size that is 1h or less of the track width. See Part 

VI(G)(l)(a)(4), supra. Sony's arguments do not provide a basis for finding that Yamazaki 

discloses these elements. 71 

Further, Sony has not provided a sufficient rationale for why one of ordinary skill in the 

art would modify the particle size in Yamazaki, or why one would modify abrasive particle size 

in relation to the track width. See CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 657-68. While Sony has 

argued that particle size is "a result-effective variable connected to track width," it has not 

identified an optimal size in relation to track width without relying on the '106 Patent to identify 

an optimal range. See Para-Ordnance Mfg., Inc. v. SGS Importers Int'!, Inc., 73 F.3d 1085, 1087 

(Fed. Cir. 1995) (obviousness "may not be established using hindsight or in view of the 

71 Sony also has not shown, with clear and convincing evidence, that the particles disclosed in 
Yamazaki are present Cin the surface of the magnetic layer. Compare RX-OOOIC (Bhushan WS) 
at QI A 441-50 with id. at QI A 467 ( opining that the disclosed method would promote the 
presence of abrasive particles on the surface of the magnetic layer). 
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teachings or suggestions" of the patent); cf InTouch Techs., Inc. v. VGO Commc'ns, Inc. , 751 

F.3d 1327, 1351 (Fed. Cir. 2014) (critiquing an expert who appeared to the patent-in-suit as a 

"roadmap" for her obviousness opinion). 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that claims 1, 2, 5, and 6 would not have 

been obvious over Yamazaki alone because Yamazaki does not disclose an "average longer size" 

or particles having an average longer size that is ~ or less of the track width, and because Sony 

has not shown one of ordinary skill in the art would have modified Yamazaki as Sony suggests. 

2. Yamazaki or Jinbo in View of Araki 

Sony argues, in part: 

Araki discloses "average longer size" ranges for abrasive particles 
and/or clusters of 0.05 µm to 0.4 µm_and 0.1 µm to 0.3 µm. [RX
OOOlC (Bhushan WS)] at Q&A 486-487; RX-0104 (Araki) at 
11 :41-43. As Dr. Bhushan explains, these "average longer size" 
ranges of Araki refer not to primary particle size, but to the 
average · longest dimension of abrasive particles and/or clusters 
appearing on the magnetic layer surface. RX-OOOlC at Q&A 486; 

· RX-0104 (Araki) at 12:35-57, 15:13-21. Thus, to the extent there 
is any question about the reliability of the primary particle sizes 
discussed in Yamazaki or Jinbo, Araki provides sizes of abrasive 
particles and/or clusters actually present in the magnetic layer of 
the media discussed. 

A POSA would have been motivated to combine the magnetic 
recording media of Yamazaki, which would have a maximum data 
track width of 4.88 µm or 3.39 µm, or the magnetic recording 
media of Jinbo, which would be associated with a read head width 
of 1.4 µm, with the abrasives of Araki, which would have an 
"average longer size" in the range of 0.05 µm to 0.4 µm. Either of 
these combinations would result in a magnetic recording medium 
that meets each limitation of the Asserted Claims of the '106 
Patent. _For example, each "average longer size" within the range 
of 0.05 µm to 0.4 µm would fall squarely within the claimed 
ranges of 1.63 µm or less (based on ~ of the maximum data track 
width of 4.88 µm), 1.13 µm or less (based on~ of the maximum 
data track width of 3.39 µm), or 0.467 µm or less (based on ~ of 
the read head width of 1.4 µm). RX-OOOlC at Q&A 486-488. 
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Sony Br. at 223-24 (emphasis omitted). 

Fujifilm argues that Yamazaki, Araki, and Jinbo do not disclose each of the limitations of 

claim 1 and that "Sony and Dr. Bhushanalso fail to offer any credible reason why a person of 

ordinary skill in the art would be motivated to combine Yamazaki ' 605 or Jinbo with Araki." 

Fujifilm Br. at 228-29. 

Sony' s reply references its post-hearing brief and argues that Yamazaki, Jinbo, and Araki 

all disclose examples relating to helical scan magnetic tape, such that the references are not 

incompatible. Sony Reply at 69-70. 

Dr. Bhushan cites the following excerpt from Araki: 

The surface of the magnetic layer is photographed using a scanning 
electron microscope (SEM). To discern fine abrasive particles, the 
desired magnification at shooting is about 5,000 to 50,000 times. 
There is a fear that the density of the abrasive particles present in 
the magnetic layer may vary with location. Thus, it is preferred to 
choose the location of shooting randomly for each sample, and 
take pictures in 10 or more fields of view, preferably 20 or more 
fields of view so that 200 or more abrasive particles will be 
included. From the SEM pictures taken, whether the objects shot 
are abrasive particles or not can be judged usually from their 
shapes. A more accurate judgment can be made by performing 
EPMA (electron probe X-ray microanalyzer) analysis jointly with 
SEM photography. That is, the strict judgment can be rendered in 
the light of the amount of the Al element detected when the 
abrasive is Ah03, the amount of the Cr element detected when the 
abrasive is Cr20 3, or the amount of the Si element detected when 
the abrasive is SiC or Si02. From the so taken SEM photographs, 
the contours of the abrasive particles are marked. · The marked 
contours are subjected to an ordinary iµmge analyzer to input the 

. . 

shapes of the abrasive particles in a digitized manner, thereby 
determining the distribution of the particle sizes. 

RX-0104 at 12:35-37; see also RX-OOOIC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 486. Dr. Bhushan also cites the 

following text: 

The ,particle size of this abrasive used alone affects, but does not 
equal, the actual particle size of abrasive particles present in the 
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surface of the magnetic layer. The particle size of abrasive 
particles present in the surface of the magnetic layer varies with 
the dispersing conditions for the abrasive, and so forth. 
Furthermore, some particles . easily appear, but other particles 
appear with difficulty, on the surface of the magnetic layer during 
the coating and drying steps. 

RX-0104 at 15:13-21; see also RX-0001C (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 486. Based on these passages, 

Dr. Bhushan concludes that "the 'average particle size of the abrasive present in the surface of 

the magnetic layer' of Araki clearly refers not to primary particle size but to the average size of 

· abrasive particles and/or clusters that are actually present on the surface of the magnetic layer." 

RX-OOOIC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 486. 

Dr. Wang testified as follows: 

666.Q. Please explain the basis for your conclusion. 

666.A. As discussed earlier, neither Yamazaki '605 nor Jinbo 
disclose or suggest at least the limitations "recording and 
reproducing a signal with a magnetic head in a track width (A) of 
less than 5 µm" and the "average longer size (B) of the abrasive 
particle( s) which are present on the magnetic layer surface is 1-h or 
less of the track width (A)." Araki also fails to disclose or suggest 
those limitations. As discussed, Araki does not make any 
reference to track width-much less any relationship between the 
track width and the size of either the abrasive particles or the 
average longer size (B) of the abrasive particle(s) as claimed, and 
as such cannot disclose or suggest at least the feature of "wherein 
the average longer size (B) of the abrasive particle(s) which are 
present on the magnetic layer surface is 1-h or less of the track width 
(A)." For these reasons, in addition to those we discussed earlier, 
the combination of Yamazaki or Jinbo with Araki cannot disclose 
"wherein the average longer size (B) of the abrasive particle(s) 
which are present on the magnetic layer surface is 1-h or less of the 
track width (A)" and thus cannot render the asserted claims of the 
'106 obvious. 

CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 666. 

The evidence shows that Araki discloses an "average longer" particle as specified in the 

'106 Patent. See RX-0001 C (Bhushan WS) at QI A 486. In particular, Dr. Wang does not rebut 
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Dr. Bhushan's testimony regarding the protocol Araki details for observing abrasive particles. 

Nevertheless, the administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, 

through clear and convincing evidence, that Araki expressly or inherently discloses controlling 

particle size in relation to track width. See CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 666: Accordingly, 

the administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and 

convincing evidence, that Araki expressly or inherently discloses the claimed ratio (including the 

relationship between particle size and track width) . 

The administrative law judge has also determined that Sony has not shown, through clear 

and convincing evidence, that a person of ordinary skill in the art would modify ( or otherwise 

combine) Yamazaki or Jinbo in view of Araki. In particular, although Sony identifies known 

problems in tape use (i.e., head clogging and head wear) and contends that Yamazaki, Jinbo, and 

Araki are all "relevant" media references, Sony has not explained why a person of ordinary skill 

in the art would choose to modify Yamazaki or Jinbo. 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Sony has not shown, through 

clear and convincing evidence, that a person of ordinary skill in the art would have found that 

claims 1, 2, 5, and 6, as a whole, would have been obvious at the time of the invention based 

upon the disclosures and teachings of Yamazaki, Jinbo, and Araki. 

3. Yamazaki or Jinbo in View of Ishikuro, Michihaa, or Endo 

Sony argues, in part: 

Yamazaki and Jinbo each anticipate and/or render obvious each 
and every limitation of claims 1, 2, 5, and 6 of the '106 Patent. 
[RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS)] at Q&A 494-495. To the extent that 
Yamazaki or Jinbo does not anticipate or render obvious a 
limitation of the Asserted Claims, the limitation would have been 
obvious over Yamazaki or Jinbo in view . of any one of Ishikuro, 
Michihata, and Endo and the knowledge and experience of a 
POSA. Id. at Q&A 495. 
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Sony Br. at 227. 

Fujifilm argues: 

The combination of Yamazaki '605 or Jinbo and any of Ishikuro, 
Michihata, or Endo does not include each of the elements of the 
Asserted Claims of the '106 Patent. CX-0357C (Wang RWS), · 
Q:668-74. Specifically, Sony has failed to show that "the average 
longer size (B) of the abrasive particle(s) which are present on the 
magnetic layer surface is 1h or less of the track width 
(A)"-required by each of the Asserted Claims-is disclosed in 
any oflshikuro, Michihata, or Endo. Id. at 670. 

Sony and Dr. Bhushan also fail to offer any credible reason why a 
person of ordinary skill in the art would be motivated to combine 
Yamazaki '605 or Jinbo with Araki. By contrast, Dr. Wang 
explains that in light of the differences between Yamazaki and 
Jinbo, on one hand, and Ishikuro, Michihata, and Endo, on the 
other hand, one of skill in the art would not be motivated to 
consider these references in any combination. Id. 

Fujifilm Br. at 229. 

Sony replies, in part: 

Fujifilm also raises baseless challenges to the motivation to 
combine Yamazaki or Jinbo with Ishikuro, Michihata, or Endo. 
Fujifilm IPHB at 229. As Sony and Dr. Bhushan have repeatedly 
explained, a POSA would have been motivated to combine 
Yamazaki or Jinbo with any one of Ishikuro, Michihata, and Endo 
because all of the references are directed to particulate magnetic 
recording media having similar multilayer structures, and the same 
fundamental principles guiding media development and 
improvement would apply. See, e.g., RX-OOOIC (Bhushan OWS) 
at Q&A 498, 501, 503. Taking Ishikuro as a specific example, the 
working examples of Ishikuro refer to VHS tape, which is a helical 
scan tape much like the "computer tape" disclosed in Yamazaki 
and the 8 mm video tape disclosed in Jinbo. Id. at Q&A 498; RX-
0076 (Ishikuro) at 6:40-68; RX-0071 (Yamazaki) at 27:9-28:43, 
30:15; RX-0029 (Jinbo) at ,r,r 78-79. Thus, a POSA would have 
found Ishikuro' s teachings to be relevant for improving the . 
magnetic recording media disclosed in Yamazaki and/or Jinbo. 
RX-OOOlC at Q&A 498. 

Sony Reply at 71. 
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The administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and 

convincing evidence, that Yamazaki, Jinbo, Ishikuro, Michihata, or Endo discloses the claimed 

particles having an "average longer size" or particles having an average longer size that is ~ or 

less of the track width.72 See CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 670; see also RX-OOOlC 

(Bhushan WS) at Q/A 496 (testifying that Ishikuro, Michihata, or Endo do "not explicitly" 

disclose the "average longer" and ~ ratio limitations). While Sony presents arguments about 

particle agglomeration, it does not sufficiently relate these arguments or the accompanying 

evidence to claim 1. Further, Sony has not provided a sufficient rationale for why one of 

ordinary skill in the art would modify the particle size in Yamazaki or Jinbo, or why one would 

modify abrasive particle size in relation to the track width. See CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 

671-74. Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that claims 1, 2, 5, and 6 would not 

have been obvious over Yamazaki, Jinbo, Ishikuro, Michihata, or Endo. 

4. Yamazaki or Jinbo in combination with Sony's DDS-3 tapes 

Sony argues, in part: 

The SNY-ITC_S0000016 tape and the SNY-ITC_SOOOOOOl tape 
both meet several of the limitations recited in the Asserted Claims 
of the '106 Patent. See, e.g., [RX-OOOlC (Bhushan WS)l at Q&A 
427, 429. For example, both the SNY-ITC_S0000016 tape and the 
SNY-ITC_SOOOOOOl tape are magnetic recording media that can 
be-used in a magnetic recording and reproducing method, and both 
tapes comprise a support, a non-magnetic layer layered on the 
support, and a magnetic layer layered on the non-magnetic layer. 
Id. at Q&A 427, 429, 505. In both prior art tapes, the magnetic 
layer comprises · ferromagnetic metal particles, abrasive alumina , 
particles, and a binder. Id. at Q&A 427, 429, 505. Further, testing 

72 Sony also does not clearly explain how Ishi~uro, Michihata, or Endo apply to which claim 
limitation(s). For example, Sony argues "To the extent that Yamazaki or Jinbo does not 
anticipate or render obvious a limitation of the Asserted Claims, the limitation would have been 
obvious over Yamazaki or Jinbo in view of any one oflshikuro, Michihata, and Endo and the 
knowledge and experience of a POSA." Sony Br. at 227. The limitation that "would have been 
obvious" is not clearly specified. 
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commissioned by Dr. Bhushan showed that the maximum "average 
longer size" of abrasive particles and/or clusters which are present 
on the magnetic layer surface (i.e., the "average longer size" value 
calculated from the 50 largest abrasive particles anci/or clusters) 
was 386.6 nm for the SNY-ITC_S0000016 tape and 317.1 nm for 
the SNY-ITC_SOOOOOOl tape. Id. at Q&A 427, 429, 506-507. 
Both of these "average longer size" values would fall within the 
claimed "average longer size" range of "1'3 or less of the track 
width" for any track width greater than 1.1 µm ( for the average 
longer size of 386.6 nm) and 0.95 µm (for the average longer size 
of 317.1 nm). Since the track widths of Yamazaki and Jinbo are 
significantly larger than these track widths-in particular, 
Yamazaki discloses maximum data track widths of 3.39 µm and 
4.88 µm, and Jinbo discloses a read head width of 1.4 µm-the 
"average longer size" values of both the SNY-ITC _ SOOOOO 16 tape 
and the SNY-ITC_SOOOOOOl tape· would fall within the claimed 
"average longer size" range for the track widths of Yamazaki or 
Jinbo. Id. at Q&A 508. 

It would have been obvious to combine the magnetic recording 
media of Yamazaki or Jinbo with the abrasive particles and/or 
clusters of the SNY-ITC_S0000016 tape or the SNY
ITC_SOOOOOOl tape. Id. at Q&A 509. Yamazaki, Jinbo, and the 
two prior art tapes all relate to helical scan tapes comprising an 
abrasive-containing magnetic layer. Id. Given these similarities, a 
POSA examining the prior art tapes would have understood that, in 
order to maintain or improve magnetic performance, the "average 
longer size" of abrasive particles and/or clusters present on the 
magnetic layer surface should be constrained to be less than about 
317.1 nmor368.6nm. Id. 

Sony Br. at 231-32. 

Fujifilm argues that Sony's DDS-3 tapes (RPX-0001 and RPX-0012) do not disclose a 

track width of less than 5 µm or an "average longer" particle that also satis.fies the claimed 1'3 

ratio, and that one of ordinary skill would not modify or combine the references as Sony 

suggests. Fujifilm Br. at 229-30. 

Sony replies that its proposed combination "combination would have been obvious 

because Yamazaki, Jinbo, and Tapes 1 and 16 all relate to helical scan tapes comprising an 
I 

abrasive-containing magnetic layer-given these similarities, a POSA examining the prior art 
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tapes would have understood that, in order to maintain or improve magnetic performance, the 

'average longer size' of abrasive particles and/or clusters present on the magnetic layer surface 

should be constrained to be less than the "average longer size" values of Tapes 1 and 16." Sony 

Reply at 72. 

The administrative Jaw judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and 

convincing evidence, that Yamazaki, Jinbo, or the DDS-3 tapes disclose the claimed particles 

having an "average longer size" or particles having an average longer size that is VJ or less of the 

track width. 73 See CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 679-82, 686. Sony also has not provided a 

sufficient rationale for why one of ordinary skill in the art would modify the particle size in 

Yamazaki or Jinbo in view of the DDS-3 tapes or that such a combination would have been 

successful. See id at QI A 683 ("The processing techniques used to create the tapes such as the 

dispersion characteristics and the other ingredients in the recipe can significantly impact the 

coalescing and agglomeration of the abrasive particles."). Accordingly, the administrative law 

judge finds that claims 1, 2, 5, and 6 would not have been obvious over Yamazaki, Jinbo, or the 

DDS-3 tapes. 

73 The administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and 
convincing evidence, that the DDS-3 tapes disclose a track width of less than 5 µm. See CX-
0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 681,686. Indeed, Sony relies on Yamazaki to disclose track width. 
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5. Secondary Considerations 74 

Fujifilm's entire argument is: 

Sony's failure to establish a prima facie case of obviousness ends 
the inquiry. Even if such a case existed, however, overwhelming 
objective evidence in the form of praise by others, failure of others, 
long-felt but unmet need, and commercial success of the inventions 
overcomes any such claim of obviousness, as discussed in Section 
III.F.2.b above. 

Fujifilm Br. at 232. 

Sony argues that none of the .evidence Fujifilm cites "relates to any inventive aspect of 

the ' 106 Patent." Sony Br. at 232. Sony emphasizes that the evidence Fujifilm cites is 

" connected with barium ferrite generally and not the asserted claims. See id. at 232-36. 

a) Industry Praise 

The evidence of industry praise the Fujifilm cites relates to magnetic tapes having barium 

ferrite, in general. The evidence does not pertain to the attributes of the asserted claims (e.g., 

"average longer" abrasive particles and track width). Accordingly, the administrative law judge 

has determined that Fujifilm has not shown that this secondary consideration supports a non-

. obviousness finding. 

b) Licensing 

The evidence shows that Sony was interested in licensing the '106 Patent. See JX-0067C 

at 3-4. Indeed, [ 

74 Fujifilm has argued that all of the tape media patents exhibit joint criticality and includes "joint 
criticality" as a secondary consideration. See, e.g., Joint Outline at 4. With regard to the 
secondary considerations analysis, the administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm has 
not shown the tape media patents capture jointly critical subject matter. Similarly, the 
administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm has not shown that the claims confer 
synergistic or unexpected results. Additionally, Sony has argued that there is no nexus between 
secondary consideration evidence and the ass~rted claims and includes "nexus" as a separate 
secondary consideration issue. Id. The administrative law judge has considered Sony's nexus 
arguments within the context of each secondary consideration topic. 
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c; 

]. Id. at 4. 

While Sony argues "any evidence of Sony's efforts to seek a license are irrelevant and 

inadequate," it does not provide any legal authority to support its position. Sony Br. at 234. 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that this secondary 

consideration supports a non-obviousness finding. 

c) Long-Felt Need 

Fujifilm argues that its barium ferrite tapes resolved the long-felt need for a high-capacity 

magnetic tape. Fujifilm Br. at 95-96. Fujifilm argues that: 

Id. 

The inventions of the Asserted Claims, however, allowed magnetic 
tapes to continue to meet and exceed the projected trajectory for 
storage density and overall capacity, as illustrated below and as 
explained by Dr. Wang. See CX-0357C (Wang RWS) Q:77. 
Fujifilm was successful in developing and commercializing its 
magnetic tapes using BaFe particles that surpassed the storage 
capacity needs of the market-a feat that no one else matched. See 
id. 

Sony argues: 

Dr. Wang's limited testimony referencing the '106 Patent relates to 
the purported need to implement a narrow track width and reduce 
the size of abrasive particles to achieve increased storage capacity 
and density. CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q&A 77-78. However, 
there is abundant evidence in the prior art that researchers were 
already improving the performance of magnetic recording media 
by reducing abrasive size, for example by separately dispersing 
abrasive particles to reduce particle agglomeration, and by 
reducing track width. RX-OOOIC (Bhushan OWS) at Q&A 526. 
There is no evidence that others failed to reduce either abrasive 
size or track width. Id. at Q&A 528. Accordingly, there was no 
long-felt need or failure of others associated specifically with the 
claimed limitations of the ' 106 Patent. 
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Sony Br. at 175. 

The '106 Patent was concerned with tape noise in MR heads. JX-0002 at 2:16-22; see . 

also RX-OOOIC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 66. The long-felt need that Fujifilm identifies; high

capacity storage, is not reasonably related to noise. It has not been shown that the alleged 

benefits offered by the '106 Patent increased storage capacity of tapes. See RX-0001 C (Bhushan 

WS) at Q/A 526-27. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that the evidence 

does not support a finding that the '106 Patent satisfied a long-felt need. 

d) Failure of Others 

Fujifilm argues that the industry's failure "to develop the inventions in the Asserted 

Claims" is evident because "no company had ever commercialized a magnetic tape using BaFe." 

Fujifilm Br. at 97. Fujifilm equates the success ofLT0-7 with the "Asserted Patents." See 

Fujifilm Br.,§ (1II)(F)(2)(b)(v)(3)(ii). 

Sony argues that "[t]here is no evidenc;e that others failed to reduce either abrasive size or 

track width." Sony Br. at 235 . 

The evidence does not show that others tried, but failed to devel9p, tapes described by the 

asserted claims. See RX-OOOIC (Bhushan WS) at Q/A 528-29. Accordingly, the administrative 

law judge has determined that Fujifilm has not shown that this secondary consideration supports 

a non-obviousness finding. 

e) Commercial Success 

For all of the asserted patents, Fujifilm argues that with "its pioneering inventions in 

barium ferrite tape media technology and advanced servo writing techniques, it [has] achieved 

overwhelming success." Fujifilm Br. at 100. [ 
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J. 75 Id. at 101 (citing CX-0026C (Vander Veen RWS) at Q/A 93). 

Fujifilm then points to its dominant market share and relationships with prominent customers. 

Id Fujifilm then presents argument that echoes its long-felt need and failure-of-others 

arguments. Id. at 102-03. 

Sony argues: 

Dr. Wang has . attempted to attribute the alleged commercial 
success of Fujifilm' s L TO-7 and L T0-6 products to features, such 
as presence of abrasive particles · and reduced magnetic layer 
thickness, that were expressly disclosed in the prior art. See CX-
0357C (Wang RWS) at Q&A 95; RX-OOOlC (Bhushan OWS) at 
Q&A 440, 457, 465, 475. Accordingly, any commercial success 
Fujifilm enjoyed due to these features bears no nexus to the merits 
of the claimed invention. See In re Kao, 639 F.3d at 1068; Takai, 
632 F.3d at 1369. 

Dr. Wang has also attempted to attribute the alleged commercial 
success to the claimed abrasive size ranges, asserting that limiting 
the size of iibrasive particles promotes durability. See CX-0357C 
(Wang RWS) at Q&A 95 . However, there is no evidence that any 
of Fujifilm's customers purchased its products for this reason. As 
Dr. Bhushan explained, sales of products such as L TO-7 tape are 
largely driven by the fact that such tapes comply with a standard, 
not by particular abrasive size or track width characteristics. RX-
0001 C (Bhushan OWS) at Q&A 523. Accordingly, any 
commercial success Fujifilm enjoyed with respect to its LTO-7 or 
LT0-6 products cannot be linked to any inventive aspect of the 
Asserted Claims of the '106 Patent. Id. 

Sony Br. at 235-36. 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites shows that Fujifilm cites shows that [ 

] . 

CX-0026C (Vander Veen R WS) at QI A 92-93. The evidence, however, does not show that 

Fujifilm practices the '106 Patent. See Part VI(F) (Domestic Industry), supra. Additionally, the 

evidence does not support a strong nexus between the '106 Patent and Fujifilm' s success. In 

]. See CX-0026C (Vander Veen RWS) at Q/A 92-93. 
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particular, the prior art discloses many aspects of the claims asserted from the '106 Patent, 

including the barium ferrite particles that Fujifilm heavily relies on. See Part V(G)(l)-(4), supra; 

see also Takai, 632 F.3d at 1369; JT Eaton & Co. v. At!. Paste & Glue Co., 106 F.3d 1563, 

1571 (Fed. Cir. 1997) ("the asserted commercial success of the product must be due to the merits 

of the claimed invention beyond what was readily available in the prior art.") . Further, given · 

that Fujifilm's products also·practice other claims, it is impossible to attribute Fujifilm's success 

to any one claim from the '106 Patent versus other claims, thus weakening the nexus between the 

"Asserted Claims" (as Fujifilm has identified them) and Fujifilm's LTO products. See Parts 

IV(D) and V(F), supra; see, e.g., Apple, 839 F.3d at 1055 (upholding jury finding of commercial 

success and a nexus between a single claim and a product feature based on survey evidence, the 

prominent role of the feature in Apple advertising, and a video of a crowd bursting into cheers 

when the feature was first demonstrated). Accordingly, the administrative law judge has 

determined that Fujifilm's showing of commercial success does not provide support for finding 

that '106 Patent is not obvious, because Fujifilm does not practice the '106 Patent and because 

the nexus between the commercial success and the ' 106 Patent is weak. 

j) Copying 

Fujifil~ argues "it is highly probable (if not undeniable) that Sony copied the concepts 

claimed in the Asserted Claims." Fujifilm Br. at 105. Fujifilm notes that [ 

].76 

Fujifilm then argues "an inference of copying is reasonable" under the facts of the investigation. 

Id. at 105 (citing WBIP, 829 F.3d at 1336-37). 

] . 
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Sony argues: 

] . 

Sony Br. at 236. 

The evidence does not support a finding of copying. Fujifilm does not even present an 

argument that pertains to particular attributes (e.g., "average longer" abrasive particles and track 

width) claimed in the' 106 Patent. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined 

that the evidence does not show that Sony copied Fujifilm's products. 

· g) Weighing the Secondary Considerations 

The administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm's showing of commercial 

success is weak because there is a weak nexus between the commercial success and the '106 

Patent. Further, Sony's efforts to license the '106 Patent support a finding that the '106 Patent 

would not have been obvious. The remaining secondary considerations do not support a non

obviousness finding. Accordingly, on the whole, the secondary considerations support a finding 

that the '106 Patent would not have been obvious. 

I. Indefiniteness 77 

The administrative law judge previously determined that the term "track width" is 

indefinite because the intrinsic and extrinsic record does not sufficiently delineate between "read 

track" and "write track" width. See Part VI(B)(3)(c), supra. The following addresses Sqny's · 

arguments about measuring the "average longer size (B) of the abrasive particle(s) which are 

present on the magnetic layer surface." 

Sony argues: 

·n Sony has argued that all of the tape media patents (i.e., the '891, '106, '612, and '434 Patents) 
are indefinite. See Sony Br.,§§ IV(E), V(D)(2), Vl(D), VII(F)(l). 
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In order to assess whether the "average longer size (B) of the 
abrasive particle(s) which are present on the magnetic layer 
surface" is less than or equal to 'lj of the track width, one must 
select some group of abrasive particles from which to calculate the 
average. RX-OOOlC (Bhushan OWS) at Q&A 538. The '106 
Patent instructs that this should be done by "measuring . . . the 
average value of 50 abrasive particles and/or cluster[s]." '106 
Patent at 3:18-37. There are, however, far more than 50 abrasive 
particles and/or clusters in a typical magnetic recording medium. 
RX-OOOlC at Q&A 538. The '106 Patent provides no indication 
whatsoever about how the 50 "particles and/or clusters" are to be 
selected. Id.; see Tr. at 655:13-19. 

Indeed, the use of "and/or" by the 'J 06 Patent in this context 
without any other criteria for selection indicates that the selection 
may be entirely subjective and unrestrained. RX-OOOlC (Bhushan 
OWS) at Q&A 538. This would permit the selection of any 50 
individual particles, any 50 clusters, or any combination of 50 
particles and clusters anywhere on the surface of the magnetic 
layer of the magnetic recording medium. Id. Depending on how 
those 50 particles and/or clusters are chosen, the "average longer 
size" may be vastly different-for example, using the 50 smallest 
particles would result in a different average than using the 50 
largest clusters. Id. at Q&A 539-540. Many possibilities exist, 
and given the lack of any explicit guidance by the '106 Patent, a 
POSA would not be able to assess which protocol or criteria to use. 
Id. 

Fujifilm's own expert, Dr. Sinclair, testified that below 200 
measurements, the average value is not "reliable"-that is, the 
average can differ from a measurement made with 1000 particles. 
Tr. at 229: 17-230:9. In fact, Dr. Sinclair testified that he "didn't 
really trust the 50-50-particle average as representing what the 
true average size of the particles were." Id. at 235:8-12. In his 
analysis, he opted for an entirely different method of calculating 
this average. Tr. at 229: 17-230:20. 

Ultimately, measuring the "average longer size" for purposes of 
the Asserted Claims can be done by at least three different 
methods, and the claims and intrinsic evidence fail to define which 
one should be used. A POSA therefore would not be able to 
determine the scope of the Asserted Claims with reasonable 
certainty. Dow Chem., 803 F.3d at 635 (invalidating claims as 
indefinite because they relied upon an unclaimed, undefined 
measurement method). 

Sony Br. at 202-03. 
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Fujifilm argues, in part: 

Second, Sony argues that this term is indefinite because 
"[d]epending on how those 50 particles or [sic] chosen, the 
'average longer size' may be vastly different." RPreHBr. at 146 
(citing RX-OOOlC Q:539-40). This argument, however, is based 
on the improper assumption that the ' 106 Patent requires 
measuring only 50 particles and allows for selectively choosing 
only non-clustered particles to measure. Dr. Bhushan 
acknowledged, however, that no such requirements are imposed by 
the claims or the specification of the '106 Patent. Hg. Tr. at 
655:10-12; 655:20-25; 656:1-8. 

Contrary to Sony's assertions, one of ordinary skill in the art would 
understand how to measure the "average longer size" using 
appropriate equipment and sampling techniques and, although 
different measurement techniques may yield more or less accurate 
values, the average longer size is a physical measure that does not 
change based on how it is measured. For example, Dr. Sinclair 
explained that, although the specification of the '106 Patent . 
provided an example where only 50 particles were measured, one 
of skill in the art would understand that as the number of 
measurements increases and surpasses approximately 200 or 250 
samples, the calculated average asymptotically approaches to the 
actual average value. Hg. Tr. at 229:19-230:9. 

Fujifilm Br. at 183-84. Fujifilm then distinguishes Dow Chemical . .Jd. at 184. 

The Staff argues that one of skill in the art would know how to perform the relevant 

measurement in light of the specification. See Staff Br. at 93 (citing CX-0004C (Wang WS) at 

Q/A 759-769). 

Sony replies that the '106 Patent is invalid because it does not explain "how to select the 

50 particles and/or clusters to be used in computing the claimed 'average longer size."' Sony 

Reply at 63. 

The administrative law judge finds that Sony has not shown that claims 1, 2, 5, and 6 are 

invalid for failing to delineate the scope of the invention with reasonable certainty. See Nautilus, 

134 S. Ct. at 2124. The evidence shows that one of ordinary skill in the art would understand 
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how to obtain a scientifically reliable measurement in light of their skill and the direction 

provided by the specification. See CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 610-612; JX-0002 at 3:18-

40.78 Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that Sony has not shown claims 1, 2, 5, 

and 6 are indefinite for failing to providing sufficient guidance on measuring the abrasive 

particles. 

VII. U.S. PATENT NO. 8,236,434 

A. Overview of the '434 Patent 

The '434 Patent (JX-0005), entitled "Magnetic recording medium, magnetic signal 

reproduction system and magnetic signal reproduction method," issued on August 7, 2012. The 

application that would issue as the '434 Patent, Application No. 12/295,541 , was filed on March 

30, 2007, and claims priority to JP 2006-099936 (filed March 31, 2006). The '434 Patent 

discloses a magnetic recording medium having a particular power spectrum density and other 

specific physical and chemical attributes. See generally JX-0005, Abstract. 

B. Claim Construction 

1. Level of Ordinary Skill in the Art 

Fujifilm argues that the '434 Patent and the '891 Patent have the same level of ordinary 

skill in the art. See Fujifilm Br. at 234. 

Sony proposes the same level of ordinary skill for all of the asserted patents. See Sony 

Br. at 48, 121 , 195, 255-56, 310; see also n.13, supra. 

The Staff notes that the private parties have presented the same arguments for the '434 

and '891 Patents. Staff Br. at 82. The Staffs argument for level of ordinary skill is based on 

"the reasons set forth above" in the '891 Patent. Id. The Staff offers that "it does not appear that 

78 Indeed, Sony's arguments that the specification does not tell one of ordinary skill how to select 
and measure 50 particles demands absolute guidance from the intrinsic record. 
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the differences in the proposed level of ordinary skill in the art will affect any of the substantive. 

issues in the investigation." Id. at 83. · 

The administrative law judge finds that the level of ordinary skill for the '434 Patent is 

the same as the level of ordinary skill for the '891 Patent, for the reasons set forth in Part 

IV(B)(l), supra. Thus, as with the '891 Patent, the administrative law judge has determined that 

a person of ordinary skill in the art would have a bachelor's degree in electrical engineering, 

mechanical engineering, physics, materials science (or a related field (such as chemistry)) plus 

two years of experience working with magnetic storage systems or media. 

2. Agreed Constructions 

The Staff notes the parties have agreed to the construction of two terms from claim 1, 

which is the only claim asserted, as follows: 

Magnetic recording 
medium 

a center surface average 
roughness Ra 

No construction necessary. However, if 
construed: "medium on which information 
may be magnetically recorded." 

No construction necessary. However, if 
construed: "arithmetic average of the 
absolute values of the measured profile 
height deviations from the average plane." 

See Staff Br. at 83 (citing Fujifilm Pre-Hr'g Br. at 19-20; Sony Pre-Hr'g Br. at 93); see also 

Fujifilm Br. at 25. 79 

3. Disputed Constructions 

The parties dispute two phrases from claim 1: "backcoat layer on the surface of the non-

79 The "magnetic recording medium" construction is identical to the same term from the '$91, 
'612, and' 106 Patents, ·and the "center surface average roughness Ra" construction is identical to 
the "the center surface average roughness of said magnetic layer surface SRa" term from the 
'612 Patent. See Fujifilm Br. at 25. · 
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magnetic support" and "power spectrum density at a pitch ofI,]" Fujifilm Br. at 238-39; Sony 

Br. at 256, 259; Staff Br. at 84-86. Sony argues that the "power spectrum density" term is 

indefinite. Sony Br. at 259, 278-90. 

a) Backcoat layer 

Fujifilm, Sony, and the Staff propose the following constructions: 

"a coating layer on the back 
surface of the nonmagnetic 
support, i.e., the surface 
opposite to the magnetic 
layer" 

coating layer on the side of 
the nonmagnetic support 
opposite to the magnetic 
layer, where the coating layer 
is produced by: (a) Using a 
support in which the Ra and 
PSD (10 micrometers) have 
been controlled; (b} 
Providing a smoothing layer 
of radiation-curable resin or 
the like on one or both sides 
of the support to control the 
PSD (10 micrometers); (c) 
Employing a microgranular 
powder with good dispersion 
properties in the coating 
liquid; ( d) Setting the 
conditions in the smoothing 
process ·step (smoothing, 
calendering); and (e) 
Subjecting the layer to a 
grading process ( coarse 
particle centrifugal 
sedimentation, filtering) 

Fujifilm Br. at 235; Sony Br. at 256; Staff Br. at 84. 

coating layer on the side 
opposite to the magnetic layer . 

Fujifilm argues that its proposed con_struction "comports with the ordinary and customary 

meaning of backcoat layer, as understood by a person of ordinary skill in the art." Fujifilm Br. at 

234 (citing CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 256). 
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The Staff also argues thatthe construction is "consistent with the plain meaning of the 

claim language." Staff Br. at 84. 

Sony argues: 

Sony's construction is consistent with the representations Fujifilm 
made during prosecution regarding the scope of this term. Fujifilm 
repeatedly disclaimed a conventional ''backcoat layer" to 
overcome the prior art, and argued instead that its claimed 
"backcoat layer" is a non-conventional backcoat layer produced by 
the "special means" described in the specification, and that these 
"special means" are used to control backcoat layer surface PSD in 
accordance with claim 1. See RX-0005C (Talke OWS) at Q&A 
119. Sony's proposed construction recites these "special means." 

Sony Br. at 257-57 (emphasis omitted). Sony argues that Fujifilm, during prosecution, 

distinguished the claimed backcoat based on "special means" described in the specification. 

Sony Br. at 257 ("Fujifilm argued that a PSD within the claimed range is only achievable on the 

backcoat layer surface due to the use of these 'special means."'). Sony points to the following 

passages from the file history: 

The backcoat layer of the magnetic recording medium of the 
present invention is not a conventional one. The special means 
described in [0020] of the specification are used for controlling the 
PSD of the backcoat layer, and thereby a PSD within the claimed 
range is achieved on the backcoat layer surface. 

Sony Br. at 257 (citing JX-0011 at 352). 

As asserted in the response to the previous Office Action, the 
backcoat layer of the magnetic recording medium of the present 
invention is not a conventional one. The special means described 
in paragraph [0020] of the specification are used for controlling the 
PSD of the backcoat layer, thereby a PSD within the claimed range 
can be obtained on the backcoat layer surface. Sasaki does not 
teach any of these means. 

Id. (citing JX-0011 at 369 (emphasis in original)). 

Applicants have previously explained that the backcoat layer of the 
magnetic recording medium of the present claims is not a 
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conventional one. The special means described in paragraph 
[0020] of the specification are used to control the PSD of the 
backcoat layer, and thereby a PSD within the claimed range is 
achieved on the backcoat layer surface. The means taught by the 
present application are not taught by Doushita. 

Id. (citing JX-0011 at 399 (emphasis in original)). Sony argues that Fujifilm's arguments 

constitute a "clear and unmistakable disclaimer of claim scope," and that the disclaimed subject 

matter is any backcoat not made with the "special means" disclosed in the '434 Patent. Id. 

at 258. 

Fujifilm argues that the applicant emphasized that the claims were directed toward a 

specific range rather than limiting the patent to a particular method. Fujifilm Br. at 236. 

Fujifilm also notes that the language used in responding to the Examiner's rejections was 

exemplary rather than restrictive. Id. at 237. Fujifilm also argues that Sony argued the "special 

means" were known in the art and that other prior art discloses backcoats outside of the claimed 

range. Id. at 238. 

Sony replies, inter alia, that "Fujifilm did not merely differentiate the claimed backcoat 

layer because the PSD is controlled; rather, Fujifilm expressly declared that the "special means" 

are in fact used to control the PSD of the backcoat layer." Sony Reply at 99. Sony also argues 

that the applicant's arguments were a clear surrender of subject matter, that the prior art 

disclosed one of the "special means" (thus showing that all of the special means are necessary for 

the construction), and that Comparative Example 6 and 9 from the '434 Patent's specification 

shows that the special means are essential for producing a backcoat per the claimed limitation. 

Id. at 99-100. 

The administrative law judge construes "backcoat layer" to mean "a coating layer on the 

back surface of the nonmagnetic support," which is the surface opposite to the magnetic layer. 
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This construction comports with how a person with skill in the art would understand the term. 

See CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 762-64; see also RX-0005C (Talke WS) at Q/A 118-27 

( opining on disclaimer, not on the plain and ordinary meaning of the term). Further, the 

applicant's statements mc!de during prosecution do not constitute a disclaimer because they are 

not a clear and unmistakable disavowal of claim scope. The statements Sony cites do not narrow 

' 
the scope of the claims because the statements are not limited to one particular means for 

controlling the backcoat layer. Additionally, the statements do not alter the final physical 

attributes of the claimed backcoat-the power spectrum density is defined in numerical values, 

not by how those values are achieved. 

b) Power spectrum density at a pitch of 

Fujifilm's entire claim construction argument is: 

Fujifilm and the Staff agree that "power spectrum density at a pitch 
of' means "power spectral density at a pitch of." Sony asserts this 
term is indefinite, but would agree with this definition if the term is 
not found indefinite. For the reasons explained below, Sony's 
indefiniteness arguments are without merit. 

As the Staff correctly p~inted out, "[ o ]ne of ordinary skill in the art 
would understand that the claimed 'power spectrum density' is the 
same as 'power spectral density,' as that term is commonly used 
and understood in the art." SPreHBr. at 83. Accordingly, the term 
"power spectral density at a pitch of' should be interpreted to 
mean "power spectral density at a pitch of." -

Fujifilm Br .. at 239. Fujifilm then argues the claims are not indefinite. Id at 239-49. 

The Staff argues "[ o ]ne of ordinary skill in the art would understand that the claimed 

. 'power spectrum density' is the same as 'power spectral density,' as that term is commonly used 

and understood in the art." Staff Br. at 86. The Staff adds that the primary dispute is whether 

one can measure power spectral density at a particular pitch with reasonable certainty. Id 

Sony does not offer a construction. Sony Br. at 259. Sony later argues "claim 1 fails to 
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inform the public of its scope with reasonable certainty because its recites physical properties, 

the testing of which is variable, unclaimed, unidentified, and determinative of claim scope. Such 

a claim is invalid as indefinite." Id. at 278. 

The administrative law judge has determined it is not necessary to construe the phrase 

"power spectrum density at a pitch of." The parties do not dispute the meaning of the phrase, but 

rather how the relevant measurement should be made. Further, the parties did not require a 

construction to navigate infringement and invalidity arguments. Accordingly, it is not necessary 

to construe this phrase. See 02 Micro, 521 F.3d at 1362. 

C. Infringement 

Fujifilm asserts claim 1 against Sony's LT0-7 products.80 See Fujifilm Br. at 23-24, 38-

39; Sony Br. at 260; Staff Br. at 86-87. Claim 1 is a product claim. 

1. Claim 1 

Claim 1 follows: 

1. A magnetic recording medium comprising a magnetic layer 
comprising a hexagonal ferrite powder and a binder on one surface 
of a nonmagnetic support and a backcoat layer on the other surface 
of the nonmagnetic support, wherein 

a power spectrum density at a pitch of 10 micrometers ranges 
from 800 to 10,000 nm3 on the magnetic layer surface, 

a power spectrum density at a pitch of 10 micrometers ranges 
from 20,000 to 80,000 nm3 on the backcoat layer surface, 

the magnetic layer has a center surface average surface 
roughness Ra, as measured by an atomic force microscope, 
ranging from 0.5 to 2.5 nm, and 

the hexagonal ferrite powder has an average plate diameter 
ranging from 10 to 40 nm. 

8° Fujifilm has argued that Sony literally infringes the asserted claims. It has not presented any 
doctrine of equivalents arguments. 
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JX-0005 at 32: 18-32. 

· Fujifilm divides the claim into five limitations, which are shown as follows: 

(a] 1. A magnetic recording medium comprising 

(b] a magnetic layer comprising a hexagonal ferrite powder 
and a binder on one surface of a nonmagnetic support and a 
backcoat layer on the other surface of the nonmagnetic 
support, 

[ c] wherein a power spectrum density at a pitch of 10 
micrometers ranges from 800 to 10,000 nm3 on the 
magnetic layer surface, a power spectrum density at a pitch 
of 10 micrometers ranges from 20,000 to 80,000 nm3 on the 
backcoat layer surface, 

[ d] the magnetic layer has a center surface average surface 
roughness Ra, as measured by an atomic force microscope, 
ranging from 0.5 to 2.5 nm, and 

[ e] the hexagonal ferrite powder has an average plate diameter 
ranging from 10 to 40 nm. 

Fujifilm Br. at 249-54. Each limitation and dependent claim is addressed below. 

a) A magnetic recording medium comprising 

Fujifilm argues: 

Based on the parties' claim construction agreement, a "magnetic 
recording medium" requires no construction or alternatively is a 
"medium on which information may be magnetically recorded." 
Sony does not dispute that Sony's A~cused Products meet this 
limitation. 

] . The L TO-7 Specification 
specifies a magnetic recording medium. See, e.g. JX-0052C 
(LT07 Format Specification) at 20. [ 

J. 
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Fujifilm Br. at 249. 

The Staff argues that the "magnetic tape of the Accused Products is clearly a magnetic 

recording medium" and that "Sony does not appear to dispute that this limitation is met." Staff 

Br. at 88; see generally Sony Br. , § VII(D) (the limitation is not contested); Sony Reply, § V (the 

limitation is not contested). 

The evidence shows that Sony's LT0-7 products include a magnetic recording medium. 

specification, U-732); [ 

]; JX-0052Cat 20 (LT0-7 

). Accordingly, the 

administrative law judge has determined Sony's L T0-7 products satisfy this limitation. 

b) a magnetic layer comprising a hexagonal ferrit(! powder and a 
binder on one surface of a nonmagnetic support and a backcoat 
layer on the other surface of the nonmagnetic support · 

Fujifilm argues that Sony's LT0-7 products include the claimed layers: 

Sony does not dispute that Sony's Accused Products meet this 
limitation, at least under Fujifilm's and · the Staffs proposed 
construction of "backcoat layer." 

Dr. Wang confirms that the Accused Products meet this limitation. 
CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:782-96. More specifically, as the 
Accused Products are compliant with the LTO-7 Specification, 
their structure necessarily meets this limitation. See JX-0052C a:t 
§§ 9.1 and IO.I. [ 

]. Finally, Dr. Wang's conclusion is further supported by 
testing conducted by Dr. Sinclair on the representative product and 
[ · ]. See, e.g. CX-0450C (Sinclair 
Disk 1) at \Layer thickness\Sony LT07\VIGTP085-Initial_SEM
EDS-TEM, slide 7; CX-0450C (Sinclair Disk 1) at \Layer 
thickness\Sony LT07\VIGTP085-XTEM-EDS-Thickness, at slide 
5; [ 

]. 
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Fujifilm Br. at 249. Fujifilm then argues that Sony's LT0-7 products also infringe under a claim 

construction that involves only one of the steps for making the backcoat. Id. at 249-50. 

Sony argues that its L TO-7 products do not infringe under its proposed construction: 

As properly construed, the Accused Products do not have a 
"backcoat layer" surface produced by the. "special means" 
disclosed in the '434 Patent and set forth in Sony's proposed 
construction. ( 

] . 

Sony Br. at 273 . Sony also argues: 

] . 

Sony Br. at 274 (footnote and emphasis omitted). 
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The Staff argues that this limitation is met and that "Sony disputes this limitation only 

under its proposed construction of 'backcoat layer."' Staff Br. at 88 (citing CX-0004C (Wang 

WS) at Q/A 782-805, Sony Pre-Hr' g Br. at 224-34). 

The evidence shows that Sony' s L TO-7 products include magnetic, nonmagnetic and 

backcoat layers that satisfy this limitation. For example: 

. [ 

• 

• 

] 
JX-0185C at 3. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Sony's LT0-7 

products satisfy this limitation. 
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c) wherein a power spectrum density at a pitch of 10 micrometers 
ranges from 800 to 10,000 nm3 on the magnetic Layer surface, a 
power spectrum density at a pitch of 10 micrometers ranges from 
20,000 to 80,000 nm3 on the backcoat Layer surface 

Fujifilm argues: 

Dr. Wang's testing of the Accused Product confirms that this 
limitation is met. Specifically, the PSD .measurement results 
obtained through that testing, fully reported in CX-0448C (EAG 
OP analysis Rep.), confirmed a PSD at a pitch of 10 micrometers 
at values of [ ], respectively, at 
three locations of the magnetic layer surface as well as a PSD at a 
pitch of 10 micrometers at values of [ 

], respectively, at three locations of the backcoat layer 
surface - all within the claimed range. Sony does not dispute the 
accuracy of Dr. Wang's testing. 

Fujifilm Br. at 251. 81 Fujifilm then argues that Sony has not provided any valid testing to 

substantiate its non-infringement arguments. Id. at 251-53. 

Sony argues: 

Fujifilm has the burden of proving infringement under a 
preponderance of the evidence standard-i. e., that it is more likely 
than not that infringement exists. Notwithstanding this burden, Dr. 
Wang relies on the testing of just three nearby locations on each of 
the magnetic and backcoat layers to support his opinion. These 
locations were all tested in the X-direction at 27.5x magnification 
(50x objective lens + 0.55x) with a single instrument (Bruker 
Contour GT-X8). This minimal testing is insufficient to satisfy 
Fujifilm's burden. 

As an initial matter, Sony's L TO-7 tape is about [ 
]. Based on 

his scan area sizes, Dr. Wang thus only measured about several 
billionth [sic] of the total available area on the magnetic surface of 
a LT0-7 tape. See CX-0448 (EAG OP Report) at 3. Given the 
known sample to sample variations that exist on these surfaces, as 
discussed above, and given Dr. Wang's admission that surface 

81 While Fujifilm refers to "Dr. Wang's testing," the report the Fujifilm cites, CX-0448C, was 
prepared by Dr. Sara Ostrowski ofEAG Laboratories. See, e.g., CX-0448 at 1. The relationship 
between Dr. Wang and EAG is not clear. Fujifilm also contends that Dr. Wang "mounted the 
samples himself." Fujifilm Br. at 253. 
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roughness is a "random distribution of surface features" (see Tr. at 
336:25-337:1), attempting to characterize an entire surface based 
on measurements that capture just several billionth of the total 
surface area does not establish that it is more likely than not that 
infringement exists. · 

Further, as discussed below, given that testing results ' vary-. 
indeed, greatly-depending on the particular parameters, settings, 
and instruments utilized, given that Dr. Wang states that one 
having ordinary skill in the art "could also further use other 
applicable steps, other optical profilometers, and other suitable 
scan areas" to measure magnetic layer PSD, and given that such 
additional testing would have been straightforward, Fujifilm and 
Dr. Wang should at least have provided measurements at different 
magnification settings, different directionality, and/or on a 
different optical profilometer, for the reasons explained by Dr. 
Talke. See RX-0370C at Q&A 104-107, 132-136; see also RX-
0005C at Q&A 168; JX-0172 (Wyko Manual) at 244 of 456; CX-
0357C at Q&A 230. Fujifilm and Dr. Wang failed to do so. Thus, 
Fujifilm provides insufficient evidence to carry its burden of 
proving infringement. 

Sony Br. at 272:... 73 ( emphasis added by Sony). 

Sony also contends that testing directed by its expert, Dr. Talke, [ 

]. Sony Br. at 260 [ 

]; RX-0370C (Talke RWS) at Q&A 151-

152; RX-0309 (MVA roughness Report, Sony) at 4.82 

Dr. Talke's testing, RX-0336C, shows that all of the backcoat samples tested have a PSD 

at a pitch of 10 micrometers below the claimed range. [ 

82 Sony further argues that testing the tapes in the Y-direction, as opposed to the longitudinal 
direction (i.e., the X-direction), shows that the tapes do not satisfy the claimed range for the 
magnetic layer. Sony Br. at 264-68. Sony has not persuaded the administrative law judge that 
measuring the tape in the Y-direction is appropriate within the context of the '434 Patent and the 
understanding that one of ordinary skill in the art would bring to the analysis. 
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]. See also RX-0370C (Talke 

RWS) at Q&A 151-152. 

The Staff submits that Sony's L TO-7 products satisfy this limitation and that Sony's 

criticisms are unfounded. Staff Br. at 89. The Staff does not address Sony's testing or Fujifilm's 

criticisms of Sony's testing.- See id. 

( 1) The backcoat layer PSD 

Fujifilm has not shown that it is more likely than not that Sony's L TO-7 products satisfy 

the backcoat limitation (a power spectrum density at a pitch of 10 micrometers ranges from 

20,000 to 80,000 nm3 on the backcoat layer surface). 

Fujifilm's testing indicates that Sony's LT0-7 products have a backcoat layer with a 

power spectrum density at a pitch of 10 micrometers [ ]. See CX-0448 

at 3. Fujifilm's post-hearing brief, however, barely cites Dr. Wang's direct testimony on 

infringement. For example, with regard to both the backcoat and magnetic layer limitations, 

Fujifilm's post~hearing brief only cites CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 807 for the proposition 

that Dr. Wang "mounted the samples himself." See Fujifilm Br. at 251-53; Fujifilm Pre-Hr'g Br. 

at 240-245.83 Further, Sony presents a weakness in Fujifilm's testing insofar as the testing is of 

such a small sample in comparison to a tape that it is insufficient to justify finding a violation of 

Section 337. See Sony B_r. at 272.84 

Sony's testing indicates that Sony's LT0-7 products have a backcoat layer with a power 

spectrum density at a pitch of 10 micrometers below 20,000 nm3
. See RX-0370C (Talke RWS) 

83 Fujifilm's Reply cites to Dr. Wang's witness statement just once for the PSD limitations, as 
follows: "The complete infringement analysis is detailed on an element-by-element basis in 
Fujifilm's Initial Post-Hearing Brief. CPostHBr. at 249-254; CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:770-
837." Fujifilm Reply at 89. 
84 Sony, however, did not present rebuttal data for larger sections of the tape. 
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at Q&A 151-152; l J. Fujifilm also 

presents criticisms of Sony' s data. See, e.g., Fujifilm Br. at 253 (citing CX-0357C (Wang RWS) 

at Q/A 196).85 However, other portions of the testimony that Fujifilm cites are directed to 

Sony's DDS-3 tapes and the' 106 Patent. See, e.g., Fujifilm Br. at 252 (citing CX-0357C (Wang 

RWS) at Q/A 202, which discusses the DDS-3 tapes). 

Taken on the whole, there is not sufficient evidence to conclude that it is more likely than 

not that Sony's LT0-7 products include the claimed backcoat. Accordingly, the administrative 

law judge has determined Sony's L TO-7 products do not satisfy this aspect of the limitation, and 

thus do not infringe claim 1. · 

(2) The magnetic layer PSD 

Fujifilm's testing indicates that Sony's LT0-7 products have a magnetic layer with a 

power spectrum density at a pitch of 10 micrometers of [ ]. See CX-0448 

at 3. As with the backcoat layer, Fujifilm' s post-hearing brief barely cites Dr. Wang's testimony 

on infringement. 

Sony relies on testing performed on the tapes in the Y-direction. See Sony Br. at (citing 

RX-0370C (Talke RWS) at Q/A 110). Sony also cites to: 

. ]; 

• RX-0370C (Talke RWS) at Q/A 104-107, 132-136, which, in general, are 
critiques of Dr. Wang's testing (Sony Br. at 273); and 

• RX-0370C (Talke RWS) at Q/A 170-74, which relates to claim construction 
(Sony Br. at 274). 

85 While Fujifilm faults Dr. Talke for using a third-party lab, Dr. Talke's explanation of why he 
or his graduate students did not do the testing-because their time is better used in research 
rather than sample evaluation-is sufficient. Talke Tr. 596. See also Sinclar Tr. 218-219 (Dr. 
Sinclair, one of Fujifilm's experts, testified that outside labs have a "wealth of experience" in 
sample prep and analysis and have ' 'no conflicts of interest"). 
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The Y-direction testing and the other evidence Sony cites does not rebut Fujifilm's testing of the 

magnetic layer PSD (CX-0448). The administrative law judge finds that Y-direction testing, as 

opposed to longitudinal-direction testing (i.e., in the X-direction), is not probative because one of 

ordinary skill in the art would not measure the tapes in this manner, based upon the reasons and 

evidence. offered in Fujifilm's briefs. 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites shows that it is more likely than not that Sony's L TO-7 

products include a magnetic layer that satisfies the PSD limitation. Accordingly, the 

administrative law judge has determined Sony's LT0-7 products satisfy this aspect of the 

limitation. 

d) the magnetic layer has a center su,face average su,face 
roughness Ra, as measured by an atomic force microscope, 
ranging from 0. 5 to 2. 5 nm, and 

Fujifilm argues: 

Sony do not dispute that this limitation is met. [ 

] . 

Lastly, Dr. Wang's testing confirmed this limitation is met CX-
0004C Q:824-25. The center surface average surface roughness 
Ra measurement results at the three locations, each with a scan 
area of 40 µm x 40 µm at a scan rate of 2 Hz, were [ 

]-all within the claimed range. See JX-0214C 
(Exs. to Wang Initial Rep.) at 76. 

Fujifilm Br. at 253. 
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The Staff argues that this limitation is met and that notes that Sony "does not appear" to 

dispute this limitation. Staff Br. at 89; see generally Sony Br., § VII(D) (the limitation is not 

contested); Sony Reply, § V(A)(4) (the limitation is not contested). 

The evidence shows that the magnetic layer in Sony's L TO-7 products has a center 

surface average roughness between [ ] nm, which is less than or equal to 6.0 nm. See 

CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 820-25; [ 

]; JX-0052C (LT0-7 Format Specification) at 71; [ 

]. Accordingly, the 

administrative law judge has determined Sony's LT0-7 products satisfy this limitation. 

e) the hexagonal ferrite powder has an average plate diameter 
ranging from 10 to 40 nm. 

Fujifilm argues: 

Sony does not dispute that this limitation is met. First, . [ 

] . 
Lastly, testing conducted under Dr: Sinclair's direction establishes 
that the average plate diameter of the ferromagnetic hexagonal 
system ferrite particles in Sony's representative product is 22 nm. 
CX-0002C (Sinclair DWS) Q:61-75. Sony's Accused Products 
meet this limitation, and infringe claim 1 of tlie '434 Patent. 

Fujifilm Br. at 253-54. 

. The Staff argues that this limitation is met and that notes that Sony "does not appear" to . 

dispute this limitation. Staff Br. at 89; see generally Sony Br., § VII(D) (the limitation is not 

contested); Sony Reply,§ V(A)(4) (the limitation is not contested). 
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The evidence shows that Sony's LT0-7 products include barium ferrite, which is a 

hexagonal ferrite powder. The hexagonal ferrite plates have an average diameter of [ ] run. 

] ; CX-0004C (Wang 

DWS) at Q/A 185-186. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Sony's 

L TO-7 products satisfy this limitation. 

In conclusion, the administrative law judge has determined that Sony's products do not 

infringe claim 1 because there is not sufficient evidence to conclude that it is more likely than 

not that Sony's L T0-7 products include the claimed backcoat (i.e., a backcoat exhibiting "a 

power spectrum density at a pitch of 10 micrometers ranges from 20,000 to 80,000 run3 on the 

backcoat layer surface"). 

D. Domestic Industry (Technical Prong) 

Fujifilm argues that its LT0-7 products practice claim 1 of the '434 Patent. Fujifilm Br. 

at 254. Fujifilm does not assert its LT0-6 Products practice claim 1. See id. 

The Staffs entire opening argument is: 

Complainants contend that FUJIFILM' s L TO-7 data cartridges 
practice claim 1 of the '434 Patent. Compls. P.H. Br. at 247-252; 
CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 838-881. While Sony does not 
dispute most of Dr. Wang's domestic industry analysis, it raises the 
same criticisms of Dr. Wang's analysis as it did with respect to 
infringement. See Resps. P.H. Br. at 234-236. As discussed above 
with respect to infringement, the evidence shows that Sony's 
criticisms should be rejected. See Compls. P.H. Br. at 217-265. 

Sony does not appear to contest that the remaining limitations of 
claim 1 of the '434 Patent are satisfied by FUJIFILM's LT0-7 data 
cartridges. See Resps. P.H. Br. at 234-236. The evidence thus 
shows that those products satisfy each limitation of claim 1 of the 
'434 Patent. See Compls. P.H. Br. at 247-252; CX~0004C (Wang 
WS) at Q/A 838-881. 
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Staff Br. at 90. 86 

Sony, in general, argues that Fujifilm' s L TO-7 products do not practice claim 1 because 

they do not satisfy the magnetic layer and backcoat layer PSD limitations. Sony Br. at 275-78. 

1. Claim 1 

a) A magnetic recording medium comprising 

Fujifilm argues: 

It is not disputed that Fujifilm' s LTO-7 products include a 
magnetic recording medium. First, Fujifilm's LT0-7 products 
comply with the LTO-7 Format Specification, JX-0052C (L T07 
Format Specification), which specifies a magnetic recording 
medium. This is supported by Fujifilm's documents, e.g., CX-
0027 (Fujifilm LT0-7 Sell Sheet), and [ 

] . Second, because Fujifilm' s L TO-7 products comply with 
the L TO-7 Specification, they must also conform to certain 
characteristics of magnetic tape, described by · the L TO-7 
Specification. 

Fujifilm Br. at 254. 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites shows that Fujifilm' s L TO-7 products include a magnetic 

recording medium. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Fujifilm's LT0-7 

products satisfy this limitation. 

b) ·. a magnetic layer comprising a hexagonal ferrite powder and a 
binder on one surface of a nonmagnetic support and a backcoat 
layer on the other surface of the nonmagnetic support 

Fujifilm argues, in part: 

Sony does not dispute that Fujifilm' s LTO-7 products meet this 
limitation, at least under the Fujifilm's and the Staffs proposed 
construction of "backcoat layer." 

Dr. Wang confirms that the Fujifilm's LT0-7 products meet this 

86 The Staff later argues that Fujifilm has not satisfied the economic prong for the LTO-7 
products. See Staff Br. at 112. 
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limitation. CX-0004C (Wang DWS) Q:848-58. More specifically, 
as the Fujifilm's LT0-7 products are compliant with the LT0-7 
Specification, their structure necessarily meets this claim 
limitation. See [ 

]; see also JX-0045C (Fujifilm LTO Application) at 19 
(translation at 61); JX-0228C (Fujifilm LT0-6/7 Structure); CX-
0005C (Ejiri DWS) Q:31-35. Furthermore, this basic layer 
structure is consistent with testing conducted by Dr. Sinclair. See, 
e.g. CX-0450C (Sinclair Disk 1) at Layer thickness\ S6_Fuji
Ultrium7-MagLayerThicknes\S 14(S6)_XTEM_ Cutl-2.3kl; CX-
0450C (Sinclair Disk 1) at Layer thickness\V1GTP085-
S13_and_S14_XTEM-EDS, at slide 5; CX-0002C (Sinclair 
DWS). Accordingly, Fujifilm's LT0-7 products meet this 
limitation of claim 1. 

Fujifilm Br. at 254-55. Fujifilm then also argues that its products practice claim 1 under an 

alternative construction where only one of the "special means" described in the specification. Id. 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites shows that Fujifilm's LT0-7 products include the 

claimed magnetic, nonmagnetic, and backcoat layers specified by this limitation. Accordingly, 

the administrative law judge has determined Fujifilm's LT0-7 products satisfy this limitation. 

c) , wherein a power spectrum density at a pitch of 10 micrometers 
ranges from 800 to 10,000 nm3 on the magnetic layer surface, a 
power spectrum density at a pitch of 10 micrometers ranges from 
20,000 to 80,000 nm3 on the backcoat layer surface 

Fujifilm argues, in part: 

Dr. Wang's testing unequivocally shows Fujifilm's LT0-7 
Products meet this claim limitation. Specifically, the PSD 
measurement results obtained through that testing, CX-0448C 
(EAG OP analysis Rep.), ( 

] - all within the claimed range. 
Sony does not dispute the accuracy of this testing. 

Fujifilm Br. at 255-56. Fujifilm then critiques Sony's arguments, which are based on Y-

direction testing and [ ] . Id. at 256. 
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Sony argues that (1) the Y-direction measurements, (2) testing performed Mary Miller of 

MVA Scientific Consultants ("MVA"), and (3) [ ] demonstrate 

that the Fujifilm LT0-7 products do not satisfy this limitation. See Sony Br. at 275-76 ( citing 

RX-0370C (Talke WS) at Q/A 222-24, 226-27, 233-36; RX-0283 (MVA Roughness Report, 

Fuji, Revised) at 4; [ ). 

Fujifilm's entire reply is: 

As supported by Dr. Wang's analysis, Fujifilm's Initial Post
Hearing Brief includes an element-by-element discussion 
establishing that Fujifilm' s LTO-7 Products satisfy claim 1 of the 
'434 Patent. CPostHBr. at 254-257; CX-0004C (Wang DWS) 
Q:839-881. As with infringement, Sony does not dispute most of 
Dr. Wang's domestic industry analysis but raises the same three 
issues, involving PSD testing, claim construction, and invalidity. 
OUII does not credit Sony's arguments and finds that Fujifilpl's 
LT0-7 Products practice claim 1 of the '434 Patent. SPostHBr. at 
90. For the same reasons provided above with respect to Sony's 
non-infringement positions, Sony's arguments regarding the 
domestic industry technical prong are unfounded. See CPostHBr. 
at 256. 

Fujifilm Reply at 95"'96. 

(1) The backcoat layer PSD 

Fujifilm's testing suggests that Fujifilm's LT0-7 products satisfy this limitation. See, 

e.g., CX-0448 at 3. Fujifilm's post-hearing brief, however, does not cite Dr. Wang's direct 

testimony on domestic industry at all. See Fujifilm Br. at 255-56; Fujifilm Pre-Hr'g Br. at 247-

52. Sony again presents a weakness in Fujifilm's testing insofar as the testing is of such a small 

sample in comparison to a tape that it is insufficient to justify finding a violation ofSection 337. 

See Sony Br. at 276. 87 

Sony argues, in part: 

87 As with infringement, Sony did not present rebuttal data for larger sections of the tape. 
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. . . The first set of testing, Dr. Wang's own Y-direction 
measurements, a~ highlighted m RDX-0185C, shows that 
[ 

]. (See RX-0222C-RX0227C 
(Wang Y-direction PSD data for Fujifilm LT0-7 tape); RX-0370C 
at Q&A 222-224, 233-234; RDX-0185C. Dr. Wang's Y-direction 
measurements are relevant and within the scope of claim 1 for the 
same reasons discussed above. See Section VII.D. l .b. 

Sony Br. at 275-76 (emphasis omitted). Sony later cites to RDX-0292C. See Sony Br. at 276; 

see also RX-0370C (Talke RWS) at Q/A 236 . 

• 
Dr. Talke, Sony's expert, addresses the backcoat limitation in his rebuttal witness 

statement. See, e.g., RX-0370C (Talke RWS) at Q/A 232-41.88 Q/A 233-34 of Dr. Talke's 

witness statement relates to Y-direction testing, which is not probative. Next, Dr. Talke cites 

RDX-0292C in RX-0370C (Talke RWS) at Q/A 236. [ 

] . [ J and RX-

0370C (Talke RWS) at Q/A 233 (which critiques they-direction testing). [ 

] . 

Taken on the whole, there is not sufficient evidence ( or substantial evidence) to conclude 

that it is more likely than not that Fujifilm's LT0-7 products include the claimed backcoat. If it 

is later determined that CX-0448 alone is sufficient, then the administrative law judge would frnd 

that Fujifilm's LT0-7 products still satisfy this limitation, because the testing conducted at a 

third-party facility (CX-0448) appears slightly more reliable than [ 

] (the Y-direction testing should always be afforded no 

weight). Accordingly, for the above reasons, the administrative law judge has determined 

Fujifilm's LT0-7 products do not satisfy this aspect of the limitation, and thus do not practice 

88 Dr. Talke does not cite the MV A testing-RX-0283-in this portion of his witness statement. 
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claim 1. 

(2) The magnetic layer PSD 

Fujifilm's testing suggests that Fujifilm's LT0-7 products satisfy this limitation. See, 

e.g., CX-0448 at 3. Fujifilm's post-hearing briefs, however, does not cite Dr. Wang's direct 

testimony on domestic industry at all. See Fujifilm Br. at 255-56; Fujifilm Pre-Hr'g Br. at 247-

52. Further, Sony presents a weakness in Fujifilm's testing insofar as the testing is of such a 

small sample in comparison to a tape that it is insufficient to justify finding a violation of Section 

337. See Sony Br. at 276.89 

Sony argues, in part: 

The next set of testing, directed by Dr. Talke, as shown in RDX-
0290 to RDX-0292C, [ 

]. See RX-
0283 (MVA Roughness Report, Fuji, Revised) at 4; RX-0370C at 
Q&A 226-227, 235-236. Fujifilm and Dr. Wang do not dispute 
this testing data. In fact, Dr. Wang does not address this specific 
testing at all. Rather, Dr. Wang again questions the accuracy and 
reliability of certain of Dr. Talke's testing data simply because the 
data, according to Dr. Wang, is "inconsistent." Again, the fact that 
PSD measurement results vary is attributable to the nature of these 
measurements, as evident in Dr. Wang's own data. 

Sony Br. at 276 (emphasis omitted); see also Sony Reply,§ V (domestic industry technical 

prong is not addressed). 

The testing that Sony relies on-illustrated in RDX-0291-shows that Fujifilm's LT0-7 

products have [ 

]. See RDX-0291 (RDX-0291 

surru.narizes data from the MV A testing report, RX-0283). 

Taken on the whole, there is not sufficient evidence to conclude that it is more likely than 

89 As with infringement, Sony did not present rebuttal data for larger sections of the tape. 
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not that Fujifilm's LT0-7 products include the claimed magnetic layer. If it is later determined 

that CX-0448 alone is sufficient, then the .administrative law judge would find that Fujifilm's 

L TO-7 products still do not satisfy this limitation, because the testing conducted at a third-party 

facilities suggests it is as likely as not that Fujifilm' s L TO-7 products include the claimed 

magnetic layer. Accordingly, for the above reasons, the administrative law judge has determined 

Fujifilm' s L TO-7 products do not satisfy this aspect of the limitation, and thus do not practice 

claim 1. 

d) the magnetic layer has a center surface average surface 
roughness Ra, as measured by an atomic force microscope, 
rangingfrom 0.5 to 2.5 nm, and 

Fujifilm argues: 

As an initial matter, it is undisputed that Fujifilm L TO-7 Products 
meet this limitation. Dr. Wang's test results, reported in JX-0214C 
(Exs. to Wang Initial Rep.) at 76, [ 

]all within the claimed range. [ 

] . 

Fujifilm Br. at 257. 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites shows that Fujifilm's LT0-7 products include a magnetic 

layer having the claimed center surface roughness. Accordingly, the administrative law judge 

has determined Fujifilm' s LTO-7 products satisfy this limitation. 

e) the hexagonal ferrite powder has an average plate diameter 
rangingfrom 10 to 40 nm. 

Fujifilm argues: 

Sony does not dispute that the Fujifilm L TO-7 Products meet this 
limitation. Testing conducted by Dr. Sinclair establishes that the 
[ 
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]. CX-0002C (Sinclair DWS) Q:61-75; CX-0450C 
(Sinclair Disk 1) at \plate diameter\FUJIFILM LTO Ultrium 
7\S36-S24-Plate Length FF Ultrium 7. Accordingly, this limitation 
is met, and Fujifilm LT0-7 Products practice claim 1 of the '434 
Patent. 

Fujifilm Br. at 257. 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites shows that Fujifilm's LT0-7 products include a magnetic 

layer having the claimed center surface roughness. See, e.g., CX-0002C (Sinclair WS) at Q/A 

75. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined Fujifilm's LT0-7 products satisfy 

this limitation. 

In conclusion, the administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm's products do 

not practice claim 1. 

E. Obviousness 

1. Sony's DDS-3 Tapes in View of Hayakawa and/or Naoe '598, 

Sony argues that its DDS-3 tapes (RPX-0001 and RPX-0012) are magnetic recording 

media that include magnetic and backcoat layers that satisfy the PSD limitations, and thus satisfy 

limitations 1 a and 1 c (i.e., the preamble and the PSD limitations). Sony Br. at 291-99. Sony 

further relies on Hayakawa (RX-0098) and Naoe (RX-0048). 90 Sony contends Hayakawa 

discloses magnetic layers including hexagonal ferrite having a mean particle size from 15 to 36 

nm and a center surface roughness between 1 and 4 nm, thus satisfying limitations lb, ld, and 

le. See Sony Br. at 291-93, 295-99. Sony contends Naoe teaches measuring surface roughness 

with an atomic force microscopy (AFM). Id. at 297. 

Fujifilm, in general, argues that: 

90 Hayakawa is U.S. Patent App. Pub. No. 2006/0019123 , and Naoe is U.S. Patent No. 
6,475,598. 
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• The Sony DDS-3 tapes are fundamentally incompatible with linear tapes because 
they employ metallic particles, rather than barium ferrite, and metal-in-gap (MIG) 
heads, rather than MR heads. See Fujifilm Br. at 258-59. 

• The DDS.:.3 tapes do not disclose a hexagonal ferrite powder (limitation 1 b ). See 
Fujifilm Br. at 259-61. (Sony does not contest this, though; Sony relies on 
Hayakawa as disclosing barium ferrite.) 

• The DDS-3 tapes that were tested are too old and worn to provide reliable, 
probative evidence. See Fujifilm Br. at 261-62. 

• Sony's tests results are too inconsistent to provide reliable, probative evidence. 
See Fujifilm Br. at 262. 

• The DDS-3 tapes do not disclose a backcoat layer or a magnetic layer that 
satisfies the PSD limitation (limitation le). See Fujifilm Br. at 262-63. 

• The DDS-3 tapes, Hayakawa, and Naoe do not disclose a center surface 
roughness from 0.5 to 2.5 nm, as measured by AFM (limitation 1 d). See Fujifilm 
Br. at 264-66 

• A person would not combine the Sony DDS-3 tapes with Hayakawa. See Fujifilm 
Br. at 266-67. 

·• Dr. Talke cannot offer a reliable opinion on obviousness regarding media issues. 
See Fujifilm Br. at 257. 

The Staff argues that a person of ordinary skill would not look to combine Hayakawa or 

Naoe with the DDS-3 tapes. Staff Br. at 91-92. The Staff also argues that Dr. Talke's data does 

not demonstrate that the DDS-3 tapes satisfy the PSD limitations. Id. at 92 (citing Fujifilm Pre

Hr'g Br. at 257-58, which argues that invalidity is not shown because some of Dr. Talke's data 

does not fall within the claimed ranges). The Staff also harbors doubt about the reliability of the 

DDS-3 tapes. Id. at 91. 

Each limitation from claim 1 and Sony's arguments about modifying the DDS-3 tapes is 

addressed below. 

a) A magnetic recording medium comprising 

Sony argues: 
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The undisputed evidence shows that the prior art Sony DDS3 tapes 
are each a "magnetic recording medium." See RX-0005C (Talke 
OWS) at Q&A 415; RX-0036 (Sony Data Media). 

Sony Br. at 291. 

Fujifilm does not contest this limitation. See generally Fujifilm Br., § VI(G)(2)(a)(i); 

Fujifilm Reply, § VI(F). 

The evidence that Sony cites shows that the DDS-3 tapes include a magnetic recording 

medium. Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that Sony has shown, th.rough clear 

and convincing evidence, that the prior art (the DDS-3 tapes) discloses magnetic recording 

medium that satisfies the preamble. 

b) a magnetic layer comprising a hexagonal ferrite powder and a 
binder on one surface of a nonmagnetic support and a backcoat 
layer on the other surface of the nonmagnetic support 

Sony argues that while the DDS-3 t~pes do not explicitly disclose a magnetic layer 

comprising a hexagonal ferrite powder, Hayakawa does. Sony Br. at 291-92 (citing RX-0005C 

(Talke WS) at Q/A 419-20; RX-0098 (Hayakawa), ,r 89). · Hayakawa states: 

As the ferromagnetic powder to be contained in the magnetic layer 
in the invention, any of a ferromagnetic metal powder and a 
ferromagnetic hexagonal ferrite powder can be used. 

RX-0098, ,r 89. 

The evidence that Sony cites shows that Hayakawa discloses a magnetic recording 

medium with a magnetic layer that includes a hexagonal ferrite powder. While Fujifilm has 

contested this limitation, its arguments are directed to metal particle and barium ferrite issues. 

See Fujifilm Br. at 259-61. The nonmagnetic support and backcoat layer aspects of this 

limitation are generally not addressed by any party. Accordingly, the administrative law judge 

finds that Sony has shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that the prior art (Hayakawa) 
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discloses a magnetic layer with hexagonal ferrite powder and a binder as well as the claimed 

nonmagnetic support and backcoat. 

c) wherein a power spectrum density at a pitch of 10 micrometers 
ranges from 800 to 10,000 nm3 on the magnetic layer surface, a 
power spectrum density at a pitch of 10 micrometers ranges from 
20,000 to 80,000 nm3 on the backcoat layer surface 

(1) The backcoat layer PSD 

Sony argues, in part: 

As shown in RDX-0190C and RDX-0191, two separate sets . of 
testing of the Sony DDS3 1998 tape show that this tape contains a 
backcoat layer with a PSD at a pitch of 10 micrometers within the 
claimed range. See RX-0005C at Q&A 423-424; RX-0336C at 3; 
RX-0340 at 4. 

Sony Br. at 293. 

Fujifilm argues: 

Similarly, the Sony DDS-3 tapes do not disclose "a power 
spectrum density at a pitch of 10 micrometers ranges from 20,000 
to 80,000 nm3 on the backcoat layer surface." Dr. Talke does not 
contend the Sony DDS-3 2000 tape (SNY-ITC_S0000016-1) 
discloses the above feature but asserts "two sets of testing of the 
Sony DDS-3 1998 tape confirms that this tape contains a backcoat 
layer with a PSD at a pitch of 10 micrometers within the claimed 
range." RX-0005C Q:423. Again,- Dr. Talke cherry-picked his 
data, ignoring most of the relevant results. Dr. Talke's evidence is 
woefully insufficient. See CX-0357C (Wang RWS) Q:275. _ 

Fujifilm Br. at 263. 

Sony replies, in part: 

... Fourth, Fujifilm contends that "Dr. Talke ignored his own 
standard, when he asserted 'three sets of testing of the Sony 
Product Prior Art Tapes confirms that these tapes contain magnetic 
layers with a PSD at a pitch of 10 micrometers within the claimed 
range."' Fujifilm IPHB at 263. To the contrary, Dr. Talke did not 
"ignore" his own standard; he instead assessed claim 1 under an 
alternative standard where it is sufficient for Fujifilm and Sony to 
show at least one ( or only one) measurement result within the 
claimed ranges to show that a product practices claim 1. See Sony 
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IPHB at 293 n.52. To be clear, if the ALJ agrees with Fujifilm and 
Sony that to practice claim 1, all testing results for the magnetic 
and backcoat layers must be within the claim range, then Sony 
submits that its prior art DDS3 tapes do not practice claim 1. 

Sony Reply at 96 ( emphasis added by Sony). 

The evidence that Sony cites suggests that one of the DDS-3 tapes may exhibit a power 

spectrum density at a pitch of 10 micrometers ranges from 20,000 to 80,000 nm3 on the backcoat 

layer surface. See RDX-0190; RDX-0191C. Dr. Talke does not explain why the second DDS-3 

tape was not tested or why test results for his lab for either sample were not included. See RX--

0005C (Talke WS) at Q/A 423-24; CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 275. Accordingly, the 

administrative law judge finds that Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, 

that the prior art (the DDS-3 tapes) disclose a tape that satisfies the backcoat layer PSD 

limitation. 

(2) The magnetic layer PSD 

Sony argues, in part: 

As highlighted in RDX-187C to RDX-0189, three separate sets of 
· testing of the prior art Sony DDS3 tapes directed by Dr. Talke 

show that these tapes contain magnetic layers with a PSD at a pitch 
of 10 micrometers within the claimed range. See RX-0005C at 
Q&A 421-422; RX-0336C (Sony PSD Measurements) at 3; RX-
0340 (MVA Roughness Report) at 4-5; RX-0293 (UCSD Results) 
at 2. 

Sony Br. at 293. Sony then argues that the DDS-3 tapes can provide reliable, probative evidence 

despite their age and use. Sony Br. at 293-95. 

Fujifilm argues: 

The Sony DDS-3 tapes do not disclose "a power spectrum density 
at a pitch of 10 micrometers ranges from 800 to 10,000 nm3 on the 
magnetic layer surface." Dr. Talke opined in his non-infringement 
analysis that "a person of ordinary skill in the art would understand 
that tapes with magnetic layer surface PSD measurements falling 
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outside that claimed range are outside the scope of claim 1-even 
if one or more results also fall within the claimed range." RX-
0370C Q:113. However, Dr. Talke ignored his own standard, 
when he asserted "three sets of testing of the Sony Product Prior 
Art Tapes confirms that these tapes contain magnetic layers with a 
PSD at a pitch of 10 micrometers within the claimed range." RX
OOOSC (Talke DWS) Q:421. 

Dr. Talke prepared three demonstratives, RDX-0187C, RDX-0188, 
and RDX-0189 to prove that the Sony DDS-3 tapes disclose the 
claimed range. However, these demonstratives merely include a 
subset · of Dr. Talke's relevant PSD measurements. In fact, a 
majority of the testing data are outside of the claimed range, 
directly contradicting his assertion that "three sets of testing of the 
Sony Product Prior Art Tapes confirms that these tapes contain 
magnetic layers with a PSD at a pitch of 10 micrometers within the 
claimed range," under his own standard. CX-0357C (Wang RWS) 
Q:274. 

Fujifilm Br. at 262-63. 

The evidence that Sony cites suggests that the DDS-3 tapes may exhibit a power 

spectrum density at a pitch of 10 micrometers ranges from 800 to 10,000 nm3 on the magnetic 

layer surface. See RDX-0187C (citing RX-0336C); RDX-0188C (citing RX-0340; but see CX-

0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 274 (critiquing RDX-0188 and arguing that certain data points do 

not support Dr. Talke's opinion). Testing performed at Dr. Talke's lab, however, suggests that 

one of the DDS-3 tapes (RPX-0012) may not satisfy the claimed range. See RDX-0189C. Sony 

has not offered a sufficient explanation as to whether Dr. Talke' s test of the second DDS-3 tape, 

RPX-0012, or certain results in RX-0340 should be discounted (e.g., if it is due to random error 

or some other systemic fault). Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that Sony has not 

shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that the prior art (the DDS-3 tapes) disclose a 

tape that satisfies the magnetic layer PSD limitation. 
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d) the magnetic layer has a center surface average surface 
roughness Ra, as measured by an atomic force microscope, 
ranging from 0.5 to 2.5 nm, and 

Sony argues, in part: 

While the prior art So_ny DDS3 tapes do not explicitly disclose this 
limitation, it would have been obvious to combine these tapes with 
the prior art, including, for example, Hayakawa and/or Naoe '598, 
to achieve a magnetic layer with a center surface average surface 
roughness Ra ranging from 0.5 to 2.5 nm, as measured by an AFM. 
See RX-0005C at Q&A 425-433. 

As Dr. Talke explains, using an AFM to measure surface 
roughness of a magnetic layer was well known in the art at the 
time of the '434 Patent, and it would have been obvious to a POSA 
to combine the prior art Sony DDS3 tapes with references 
disclosing the use of an AFM to measure surface roughness. Id. at 
Q&A426 .... 

Sony Br. at 295. Sony cites ,r 123 of Hayakawa, which follows: 

It is desired that the magnetic layer in the invention preferably has 
a central surface average surface roughness (SRa) of from 1 to 4 
nm, ·and more preferably from 1.5 to 2.5 nm. When the central 
surface average surface roughness of the magnetic layer is from 1 · 
to 4 nm, there gives rise to an effect for obtaining excellent 
electromagnetic conversion character. 

RX-0098, ,r 123. Sony argues thatthis paragraph shows the claimed ran~e is obvious and that 

Fujifilm has not shown the claimed range is critical or unexpected. Sony Br. at 295-96. Sony 

then argues that Hayakawa' s "tracer type three-dimensional surface roughness meter" is a 

contact device, such as an AFM. Id. at 296-97 (citing RX-0005C (Talke WS) at Q/A 430-431). 

Sony also argues that Naoe "teaches measuring surface roughness of a magnetic layer using an 

AFM." Id. at 297 (citing RX-0048 (Naoe) at 2:34-48, 3:31-38, Table 3). 

Fujifilm argues that Hayakawa does not disclose the claimed range because "Hayakawa 

mentions that 'the surface roughness SRa is a value as measured by WYKO's HD-2000,' 

without limiting to the characterization of a support." Fujifilm Br. at 265. Fujifilm also argues 
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that "[ e ]ven if Hayakawa can be combined with some other references to measure the average 

surface roughness Ra by an atomic force microscope, it is not clear what those surface roughness 

Ra values would have been since an atomic force microscope would yield a different surface 

roughness Ra value from an optical profilometer." Id. (citing CX-0357C (Wang RWS) Q/A 

279). Fujifilm also argues that Naoe does not disclose the claimed roughness range. Id. 

In reply, Sony argues that Fujifilm testing confirms the two measurements are "within the 

same ballpark." Sony Reply at 96. 

The evidence does not show that the prior art (the DDS-3 tapes, Hayakawa, or Naoe) 

discloses the claimed limitation. Dr. Talke conceded that the DDS-3 tapes do not disclose the 

claimed limitation. See RX-0005C (Talke WS) at Q/A 425. Additionally, when asked about 

Hayakawa and Naoe, Dr. Talke testified as follows: 

Q433 : What" if anything;, do you coudude based on the teachings of Hayakawa and Naoe 
'598? -

A: Given the foregoing disclosures, a person skilled in the art would have known (and 
have been motivated to) to use an AFM to measure surface roughness o:f the magnetic layer of 
the Sony Pro<luct Prior Art Tap~s. An A.FM was a known device for measuring surface 
roughness and would have yielded predictable results for the purpose of analyzing and 
controlling surface roughness of the magnetic layer . .For example} a person of ordinary skill in 
the art would have e.xpected the center surface average su.rface roughness Ra measurements, as 
measured by an. AFtv\ to be generally \Vithin the ballpark ofthose sam.e measurements, as 
memmred instead by a non-contact optical device ~s disclosed in Hayakawa. This statement is 
$Upported by my mvn. experience that optical and stylus contact methods give similar results in 
terms of"ball park figures"' for Ra measurements. 

Dr. Talke's "ballpark" assertion is not clear and convincing evidence that the prior art discloses 

the claimed range, and Sony's comparison to Fujifilm testing does not rehabilitate the deficiency. 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that Sony has not shown, through clear and 

convincing evidence, that the prior art (the DDS-3 tapes, Hayakawa, or Naoe) disclose a tape 
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with the claimed center surface roughness. 

Sony argues: 

e) the hexagonal ferrite powder has an average plate diameter 
rangingfroin JO to 40 nm. 

While the prior art Sony DDS3 tapes do not explicitly disclose this 
limitation, it would have been obvious to combine these tapes with 
the prior art, including, for example, Hayakawa, which discloses 
"[a] mean particle size of the ferromagnetic hexagonal ferrite 
ferromagnetic powder is in the range of from 5 to 40 nm, 
preferably from 10 to 38 nm, and more preferably from 15 to 36 
nm." RX-0098 at ,r 99; RX-0005C at Q&A 434-435. Since the 
claimed range is completely encompassed by the prior art, the 
presumptive conclusion of obviousness is even more compelling 
than in cases of mere overlap. See In re Peterson, 315 F .3d at 

. 1329-30. 

Sony Br. at 298.91 

Hayakawa states: 

A mean particle size of the ferromagnetic hexagonal ferrite 
ferromagnetic powder is in the range of from 5 to 40 nm, 
preferably from 10 to 38 nm, and more preferably from 15 to_ 36 
nm. In order to increase a tack density, in the case of regenerating 
a magneto-resistance head (MR head), a low noise is required, and 
a tabular size is preferably not more than 40 nm. Furthermore, 
when an average tabular size is not more than 5 nm, stable 
magnetization is expected without being influenced by thermal 
fluctuation. 

RX-0098, ,r 98. 

Fujifilm does not contest this limitation. See generally Fujifilm Br., § VI(G)(2)(a)(i); 

Fujifilm Reply, § VI(F). 

The evidence that Sony cites shows that Hayakawa discloses a hexagonal ferrite powder 

91 Sony then argues that the claimed range is not critical and that a person of ordinary skill in the 
art would have been motivated to combine the DDS-3 tapes and Hayakawa. Sony Br. at 298-99. 
To the extent that Fujifilm argues the '434 Patent discloses critical (or unexpected) results, CX-
0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/ A is insufficient to demonstrate those results because it refers to the 
specification without any persuasive or didactic explanation. 
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with a mean particle size in the range of 5 to 40 nm, which encompasses the claimed range and is 

sufficient to show it is obvious. Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that Sony has 

shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that the prior art (Hayakawa) discloses a 

hexagonal ferrite powder rendering the claimed range obvious . 

.I) Rationale for modifying the DDS-3 tapes or combining them with 
Hayakawa 

Sony has argued, inter alia, a person of ordinary skill in the art would modify the DDS-3 

tapes (or combine the DDS-3 tapes) because hexagonal ferrite was known in the art and 

understood to have desirable properties. See Sony Br. at 292, 298 (citing RX-0005C (Talke WS) 

at Q/A 420, 436-37). Sony also argues that a person of ordinary skill in the art would 

incorporate the center surface roughness from Hayakawa "because controlling surface roughness 

was a known way of attaining 'a high-density magnetic recording medium which is high in 

output and excellent in durability,' as taught by the prior art." Id. at 297 (citing RX-0098 

(Hayakawa), ,r 1; RX-0005C (Talke WS) at Q/A 431-32 

As with the '891 and '612 Patents, the administrative law judge has determined that Sony 

has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that its DDS-3 tapes provide reliable data 

or that a person of ordinary skill in the art would (successfully) modify the tapes in view of 

Hayakawa and/or Naoe. The evidence shows that modifying (e.g., substituting) the metal 

particles in the DDS-3 tape with hexagonal ferrite particles from Hayakawa could render the 

Sony DDS-3_tape inoperable in its helical scan system. See CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 280 

(see also Q/A 162, 177, 525); Plas-Pak Indus., 600 F. App'x at 758. Further, Dr. Talke's 

qualified answers about the chemistry aspects of the media reduces the persuasiveness of Sony's 

modification and combination arguments. See Talke Tr. 622-623. Accordingly, the 

administrative law judge finds that claim 1 is not obvious over either DDS-3 tape in view of 
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Hayakawa and/or Naoe. 

2. Yamazaki '101 in View of Greczyna and Hayakawa and/or Naoe '598 

Sony argues that U.S. Patent No. 6,703,101 ("Yamazaki '101"), which was previously . 

asserted in this Investigation, discloses subject matter that satisfies limitations Ia; 1 b, and the 

magnetic layer PSD aspect of le, Id, and le. Sony Br. at 299-302. 

Fujifilm argues that the prior art does not disclose the backcoat PSD aspect of limitation 

1 c or the center surface roughness range of limitation 1 d. Fujifilm Br. at 267-71. 

The Staff, like Fujifilm, submits that the prior art does not disclose the backcoat PSD 

aspect oflimitation le or the center surface roughness range oflimitation Id. Staff Br. at 92. 

The administrative law judge finds that Yamazaki discloses, through clear and 

convincing evidence, subject matter that satisfies limitations 1 a, 1 b, the magnetic layer PSD 

aspect of 1 c, 1 d, and 1 e, based on the reasons and evidence presented in Sony's brief. The 

backcoat PSD aspect of limitation 1 c or the center surface roughness range of limitation 1 d are 

discussed below. 

a) a power spectrum density at a pitch of 10 micrometers ranges 
from 20,000 to 80,000 nm3 on the backcoat layer surface 

Sony argues, in part: 

While Yamazaki ' 101 does not explicitly disclose this limitation, it 
would have been obvious to combine this reference with prior art 
teaching means for controlling backcoat surface roughness. See 
RX-0005C at Q&A at 444-449. Greczyna, for example, teaches 
controlling backcoat roughness to reduce embossment of the 
magnetic layer of one winding by the backcoat layer of an adjacent 
winding during storage-the same problem that the '434 Patent 
purports to solve. See RX-0005C at Q&A 445; RX-0078 
(Greczyna) at 1 :7-12, 1 :38-46. Given that Yamazaki '101 
discloses a backcoat layer (JX-0003 at 12:50-65), a POSA would 
have been motivated to "create a magnetic recording medium 
having a backside configured to improve the · durability and 
frictional characteristics of the magnetic recording medium while 
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decreasing embossment of the recording surfaces of the magnetic 
recording medium." RX-0078 at 2:24-28. 

Sony Br. at 299-300. Sony argues "in light of Greczyna's teachings, and Yamazaki 101 's 

teaching of controlling the PSD of the magnetic layer at 10 micrometers, it would have been 

obvious to modify Yamazaki '101 to control the PSD of the backcoat layer at the same pitch." 

Id at 300 (citing RX-0005C (Talke WS) at Q/A 446; RX-0078 at 2:24-28). 

Fujifilm argues that Dr. Talke conceded that Yamazaki' 101 does not disclose the PSD 

range and that Hayakawa does not address the backcoat layer. Fujifilm Br. at 271-73. 

Sony has not shown that Yamazaki '101, Greczyna, Hayakawa, or Naoe disclose a 

backcoat with a power spectrum density at a pitch of 10 micrometers ranges from 20,000 to 

80,000 nm3
. Dr. Talke' s testimony offers that one of skill in the art would control backcoat 

roughness based on the prior art. See RX-0005C (Talke WS) at Q/A 460-61. However, he does 

not point to any text suggesting the claimed range, which weighs against an obviousness 

conclusion. Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that the prior art (Yamazaki '101, 

Greczyna, Hayakawa, and/or Naoe ), in view of the abilities of a person of ordinary skill in the art 

to optimize a variable, does not disclose this limitation. 

Sony argues: 

b) the magnetic layer has a center surface average surface 
roughness Ra, as measured by an atomic force microscope, 
ranging from 0.5 to 2.5 nm, and 

Yamazaki ' 101 discloses "the magnetic layer has a center surface 
average surface roughness Ra .. : ranging from 0.5 to 2.5 nm,,. 
RX-0005C (Talke OWS) at Q&A 450-455. In particular, 
Yamazaki '101 discloses that "[t]he central-plane average surface 
roughness Ra of the magnetic layer as measured with TOP0-3D, 
manufactured by WYKO Corp., over an area of about 250 µm x 
250 µm is generally 4.0 nm or lower, preferably 3.8 nm or lower, 
more preferably 3.5 nm or lower." JX-0003 at 18:51-55. 
Yamazaki '101 also teaches that "[t]he surface projections present 
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on the magnetic layer are preferably regulated so as to meet those 
surface properties to thereby optimize the electromagnetic 
characteristics · and coefficient of friction of the layer" and that 
"these surface projections can be easily controlled[.]" JX-0003 at 
18:65~19:3 (describing means for controlling the surface 
roughness). 

While Yamazaki '101 does not explicitly disclose the claimed Ra 
range "as measured by an atomic force microscope," using an 
AFM to measure surface roughness of a magnetic layer was well 
known in the art at the time of the '434 Patent, as discussed above, 
.and it would have been obvious to combine Yamazaki with 
references disclosing the use of an AFM to measure surface 
roughness. For the reasons discussed above, it would have been 
obvious to a POSA to combine Yamazaki with references 
disclosing the use of an AFM to measure surface roughness, i.e., 
Hayakawa and/or Naoe '598. See Section VII.F.2.a.v; RX-0005C 
at Q&A 450-451. 

Sony Br. at 301-02. 

F,ujifilm argues that Yamazaki ' 101 does not disclose this limitation because it does not 

specify AFM. See Fujifilm Br. at 270-71. Fujifilm also argues that Hayakawa does not disclose 

this limitation because it too does not specify AFM. Id. at 271, 264-66. 

The evidence does not show that the prior art (Yamazaki '101, Greczyna, Hayakawa 

and/orNa9e) discloses the claimed limitation. Dr. Talke conceded that Yamazaki '101 does not 

disclose the claimed limitation. See RX-0005C (Talke WS) at QI A 451. Dr. Talke also opined 
., 

that one would combine Yamazaki '101 "[ f]or the reasons discussed earlier" in relation to the 

DDS-3 tapes, Hayakawa, and Naoe. Id. The administrative lawjudge previously found that it 

would not have been obvious to modify the DDS-3 tapes in view of Hayakawa or Naoe. See Part 

VII(E)(l)(d), supra. Accordingly, for the reasons provided in relation to the DDS-3 tapes in 

view of Hayakawa or Naoe, the administrative law judge finds that Sony has not shown, through 

clear and convincing evidence, that the prior art (Yamazaki '101, Greczyna, Hayakawa and/or 
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Naoe) discloses a tape with the claimed center surface roughness. 

Thus, the administrative law judge finds that claim 1 would not have been obvious over 

Yamazaki' 101, Greczyna, Hayakawa and/or Naoe. 

3. Yamazaki '101 in View of Hayakawa and/or Naoe '598 

Sony argues that "Claim 1 of the '434 Patent is invalid under 35 U.S .C. § 103 for being 

obvious over Yamazaki' 101 in view of Hayakawa and/or Naoe '598." Sony Br. at 302. This 

combination of prior art simply drops Greczyna from an argument Sony previously presented. 

Compare id. at 299 with id. at 302. 

Fujifilm argues: 

As discussed above, claim 1 of the '434 Patent is not obvious over 
Yamazaki '101 in view of Greczyna and Hayakawa and/or Naoe 
'598. Sony's third prior art combination mere}y took a subset of 
the previous prior art combination, and raises no new arguments. 
See CX-0357 Q:296. For at least the reasons disclosed in 
connection with the prior combination, claim 1 of the '434 Patent 
is not obvious over Yamazaki '101 in view of Hayakawa and/or 
Naoe '598. 

Fujifilm Br. at 271-72. 

The Staff submits that none of the references disclose the backcoat layer PSD limitation. 

Staff Br. at 92-93. 

The evidence does not show that the prior art (Yamazaki '101, Hayakawa and/or Naoe) 

discloses the backcoat layer PSD limitation or the center surface roughness limitation, as 

discussed above. See Part VII(E)(2), supra. Accordingly, for the reasons provided in relation to 

Yamazaki '101, Greczyna, Hayakawa and/or Naoe, the administrative law judge finds that Sony 

has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that the prior art (Y arnazaki '101, 

Hayakawa and/or Naoe) discloses a tape with the claimed backcoat layer PSD or the claimed 

center surface roughness. 
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Thus, the administrative law judge finds that claim 1 would not have been obvious over 

Yamazaki' 101, Hayakawa and/or Naoe. 

4. Secondary Considerations92 

Fujifilm's entire argument is: 

Sony's failure to establish a prima facie case of obviousness ends 
the inquiry. Even if suc_h a case existed, however, overwhelming 
objective evidence in the form of praise by others, failure of others, 
long-felt but unmet need, and commercial success of the inventions 
in the Asserted Patents overcomes any such claim of obviousness, 
as discussed in Section III.F.2.b. 

Fujifilm Br. at 273 . As described above, Fujifilm has repeated its secondary consideration 

arguments for the '434 Patent. See generally Fujifilm Br.,§§ (IV)(G)(b), (V)(G)(e), (VI)(G)(b). 

Sony argues, in part: 

Fujifilm' s alleged secondary considerations of non-obviousness 
concerning the '434 Patent find no support in the evidence. 
Indeed, they are legally immaterial for the reasons discussed above 
in Section III.B. Fujifilm does not proffer a single piece of 
credible evidence that demonstrates a nexus between any of 
Fujifilm's purported secondary considerations and the limitations 
claimed in the '434 Patent itself. Because Fujifilm cannot show 
that the merits of the claimed invention produced the alleged 
secondary considerations, Fujifilm's purported evidence of such 
secondary considerations is not relevant and otherwise inadequate 
to rebut a finding that claim 1 is not obvious over the prior art. 
RX-0005C (Talke OWS) at Q&A 464-475. 

Sony Br. at 304-05 . 

92 Fujifilm has argued that all of the tape media patents exhibit joint criticality and includes 'joint 
criticality" as a secondary consideration. See, e.g., Joint Outline at 4. With regard to the 
secondary considerations analysis, the administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm has 
not shown the tape media patents capture jointly critical subject matter. Similarly, the 

· administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm has not shown that the claims confer 
synergistic or unexpected results. Additionally, Sony has argued that there is no nexus between 
secondary consideration evidence and the asserted claims and includes "nexus" as a separate 

. secondary consideration issue. Id. The administrative law judge has considered Sony's nexus 
arguments within the context of each secondary consideration topic. 
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The Staff argues: 

Staff Br. at 93. 

As with the '891 Patent above, FUJIFILM contends that objective 
indicia of nonobviousness, including industry praise, licensing, 
long-felt but unresolved need, commercial success, and evidence 
of copying by others confirm the validity of the claims. Compls. 
P.H. Br. at 71-103. For the reasons set forth above, the Staff 
believes that the evidence shows long-felt need and commercial 
success as objective indicia of nonobviousness. See supra at 
Section IV.F.2. These factors weigh against a finding of 
obviousness. 

Fujifilm's reply does not present any secondary consideration argument that is specific to 

the '434 Patent. See generally Fujifilm Reply. 

a) Industry Praise 

The evidence of industry praise the Fujifilm cites relates to magnetic tapes having barium 

ferrite, in general. The evidence does not pertain to the attributes of the asserted claim (e.g., 

power spectrum density and surface roughness). Accordingly,the administrative law judge has 

determined that Fujifilm has not shown that this secondary consideration supports a non

obviousness finding. 

b) Licensing 

As with the '891 and '612 Patents, the evidence shows that Sony attempted to license 

multiple Fujifilm patents, but it does not show that Sony attempted to license the '434 Patent. 

See CX-0023C at 9 (listing patents Sony wished to license); JX-0067C at 4; CX-0006C (Imai 

WS) at Q/A 19-24, 28 [ 

] . Accordingly, the administrative law judge has 

determined that Fujifilm has not shown that this secondary consideration supports a non

obviousness finding. 
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c) Long-Felt Need 

Fujifilm argues that its barium ferrite tapes resolved the long-felt need for a high-capacity 

magnetic tape. Fujifilm Br. at 95-96. Fujifilm argues that: 

Id. 

The inventions of the Asserted Claims, however, allowed magnetic 
tapes to continue to meet and exceed the projected trajectory for 
storage density and overall capacity, as illustrated below and as 
explained by Dr. Wang. See CX-0357C (Wang RWS) Q:77. 
Fujifilm was successful in developing and commercializing its 
magnetic tapes using BaF e particles that surpassed the storage 
capacity needs of the market-a feat that no one else matched. See 
0 . 

Sony argues: 

Fujifilm's evidence of long-felt need is, again, directed entirely to 
the benefits of BaFe. Though Fujifilm seems to suggest that 
evidence that Sony was working towards reducing the "overall 
thickness" of the magnetic tape supports a finding of non
obviousness, there is no link between this and the specific 
limitations of the Asserted Claims of the '612 Patent (i.e., pits or 
surface roughness). Fujifilm makes vague generalizations about 
"roughness of the magnetic layer" but as already discussed, 
reducing the roughness of the magnetic layer was a goal that was 
well known in the prior art as of the invention date of the '612 
Patent. RX-OOOlC at Q&A 376. Moreover, Fujifilm has provided 
no evidence of a long-felt need or failure of others ,with respect 
specifically to the particular limitations recited in the Asserted 
Claims of the '612 Patent, such as 100 or less pits of a depth that is 
VJ the minimum recording bit length in an area of 10,000 µm2

, or a 
surface roughness . that is specifically equal to or less than 
6.0 nm. Id. 

Sony Br. at 175. 

The '434 Patent was concerned with long-term storage and storage at elevated 

temperatures. See JX-0004 at 2:31-34 ("it is an object of the present invention to provide a 

magnetic recording medium having excellent electromagnetic characteristics that do not change 

following long-term storage or storage at elevated temperatures."). 
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The long-felt need that Fujifilm identifies, high-capacity storage; is not reasonably related 

to long-term storage and storage at elevated temperatures. It has not been shown that the alleged 

benefits offered by the '434 Patent increased storage capacity of tapes. See RX-0005C (Talke 

WS) at Q/A 473 ("Fujifilm' s evidence appears to relate entirely to the benefits of barium 

ferrite"). Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that the evidence does not 

support a finding that the '434 Patent satisfied a long-felt need. 

d) Failure of Others 

Fujifilm argues that the industry's failure '\to develop the inventions in the Asserted 

Claims" is evident because "no company had ever commercialized a magnetic tape using BaFe." 

Fujifilm Br. at 97. Fujifilm equates the success of L TO-7 with the "Asserted Patents." See 

Fujifilm Br.,§ (1II)(F)(2)(b)(v)(3)(ii). 

Sony argues that "alleged long-felt but unresolved need and failure of others, Fujifilm's 

evidence turns exclusively on Dr. Wang's assertion that the '434 Patent 'allowed for the use of 

MR heads with high density media by controlling the power spectral density of the magnet layer 

and the backcoat surfaces, surface roughness and size of the particles[.]"' So:ny Br. at 305. Sony 

also argues, "Fujifilm provided no evidence of a long-felt need or failure of others tied 

specifically to the alleged invention of claim 1, including having a backcoat layer with PSD at a 

particular pitch within a particular range." Id The evidence does not show that others tried, but 

failed to develop, tapes described by the asserted claim. See RX-0005C (Talke WS) at Q/A 473 

("Fujifilm's evidence appears to relate entirely to the benefits of barium ferrite"). Accordingly, 

the administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm has not shown that this secondary 

consideration supports a non-obviousness finding. 
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e) Commercial Success 

For all of the asserted patents, Fujifilm argues that with "its pioneering inventions in 

barium ferrite tape media technology and advanced servo writing techniques, it [has] achieved 

overwhelming success." Fujifilm Br. at 100. Fujifilm relies on sales of its LT0-6 cartridges, 

] , and its L TO-7 tapes, [ 

. ].
93 Id. at 101 (citing CX-0026C (Vander VeeniWS) at Q/A 93). 

Fujifilm then points to its dominant market share and relationships with prominent customers. 

Id. Fujifilm then presents argument that echoes its long-felt need and failure-of-others 

arguments. Id. at 102-03. 

Sony argues: 

Fujifilm's arguments concerning commercial success tum on 
similarly vague and dubious assertions by Dr. Wang. None of 
Fujifilm's cited evidence supports a conclusion that the alleged 
commercial success of Fujifilm' s L T0-6 and L TO-7 tapes are due 
to any elements in claim 1, let alone any features that were absent 
from the prior art-including Fujifilm's own '101 patent, which 
Dr. Wang likewise had touted as allegedly important to Fujifilm's 
purported commercial success. See CX-0357C at Q&A 94-95. 

Sony Br. at 306. 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites shows that [ 

]. CX-0026C (Vander Veen 

RWS) at Q/A 92-93. The evidence, however, does not show that Fujifilm practices the '434 

Patent. See Part VII(D) (Domestic Industry), supra. Additionally, the evidence does not support 

a strong nexus between the '434 Patent and Fujifilm's success. In particular, the prior art 

discloses many aspects of the claims asserted from the '434 Patent, including the barium ferrite 

particles that Fujifilm heavily relies on. See Part V(G)(l)-(4), supra; see also Takai, 632 F.3d at 

] . See CX-0026C (V ander Veen ,R WS) at QI A 92-93. 
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1369; JT Eaton & Co. v. Atl. Paste & Glue Co., 106 F.3d 1563, 1571 (Fed. Cir. 1997) ("the 

asserted commercial success of the product must be due to the merits of the claimed invention 

beyond what was readily available in the prior art."). Further, given that Fujifilm's products also 

practice other claims, it is impossible to attribute Fujifilm's success to any one claim from the 

'434 Patent versus other claims, thus weakening the nexus between the "Asserted Claims" (as 

Fujifilm has identified them) and Fujifilm's LTO products. See Parts IV(D) and V(F), supra; 

see, e.g., Apple, 839 F.3d at 1055 (upholding jury finding of commercial success and a nexus 

between a single claim and a product feature based on survey evidence, the prominent role of the 

feature in Apple advertising, and a video of a crowd bursting into cheers when the feature was 

first demonstrated). Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm's 
\ 

showing of commercial success does not provide support for finding that '434 Patent is not 

obvious, because Fujifilm does not practice the '434 Patent and because the nexus between the 

commercial success and the '434 Patent is weak. 

j) Copying 

Fujifilm argues "it is highly probable (if not undeniable) that Sony copied the concepts 

claimed in the Asserted Claims." Fujifilm Br. at 105. Fujifilm notes that [ 

] _94 

Fujifilm then argues "an inference of copying is reasonable" under the facts of the investigation. 

Id. at 105 (citing WBJP, 829 F.3d at 1336-37). 

Sony argues that Fujifilm's copying allegations are immaterial for the '434 Patent. Sony 

Br. at 305. 

). 
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The evidence does not support a finding of copying. Fujifilm does not even present an 

argument that pertains to particular attributes (e.g., power spectrum density and surface 

roughness) claimed in the '434 Patent. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has 

determined that the evidence does not show that Sony copied Fujifilm's products. 

g) Weighing the Secondary Considerations 

On the whole, the administrative law judge has determined that none of the secondary 

considerations supports a non-obviousness finding. 

F. Indefiniteness95 

Sony argues that the intrinsic record fails to provide guidance on how to measure power 

spectrum density because the record "does not recite any particular parameters, settings, or 

instruments by which to measure PSD." Sony Br. at 280. Sony acknowledges that the 

specification discloses one method but adds "there remain critical questions about various 

parameters which could be adjusted in the course of testing any magnetic recording medium, 

including, for example, different illumination sources, different magnification settings, and 

different processing tools. If these (and other) parameters are not exactly specified, 

measurements of the same exact tape sample using different instruments and instrument settings 

will vary." Id. at 280-81. Sony further contends the record does not address what direction to 

test the tapes in, what magnification to use, what instrument to use, or how to process testing 

data. Id. at 281-84. In general, Sony's arguments identify several variables or parameters and 

then fault the '434 Patent for not resolving every difference. As an example, for 

."instrumentality" Sony argues, in part: 

Claim I also fails to specify the instrument with which to measure 

95 Sony has argued that all of the tape media patents (i.e., the '891, '106, '612, and '434 Patents) 
are indefinite. See Sony Br.,§§ IV(E), V(D)(2), VI(D), VII(F)(l). 
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PSD at a particular pitch. While the '434 Patent specification 
discloses the use of an optical measuring device,, i.e. , "a non
contact optical roughness meter ( device: HD2000 made by Wyko )" 
('434 Patent at 3:56-57), that is only one example of a device 
capable of measuring PSD. Neither the claims nor the 
specification, however, indicate that this is the only device 
permissible to measure PSD of a given magnetic recording 
medium; and there are in fact multiple other optical measuring 
devices available to a POSA to measure PSD. See, e.g., RX-0174 
(Bruker Microscopes); RX-0005C (Talke OWS) at Q&A 354. As 
Dr. Talke explains, the use of these different instruments, even 
those made by the same manufacturer, may yield different results; 
and, depending on which device is used to measure PSD, a tape 
may sometimes fall within the claimed range and may sometimes 
fall outside the claimed range. RX-0005C at Q&A 354-356 . ... 

Sony Br. at 282-83 . 

Fujifilm argues that the specification provides sufficient guidance, particularly in light of 

the knowledge of a person of ordinary skill.96 See Fujifilm Br. at 242-47. 

The Staff argues: 

Sony contends that the asserted claim of the '434 Patent is invalid 
under 35 U.S.C. § 112 as indefinite. Resps. P.H. Br. at 237-247. 
In particular, Sony contends that one skilled in the art of the '434 
Patent cannot determine if the power spectral density of a product 
at issue falls within the scope of the claimed ranges with 
reasonable certainty. See id. The Staff disagrees. 

Dr. Wang explains that one skilled in the art would know how to 
perform power spectral density calculations based on a given 
surface roughness profile data. CX-0004C (Wang WS) at Q/A 
759-769. Indeed, it is routine practice to do so. Compls. P.H. Br. 
at 230. Accordingly, one skilled in the art can determine the metes 
and bounds of the claimed invention with reasonable certainty. 
Compls. P.H. Br. at 229-238; CX-0004C (Wang WS). Sony has 

96 Sony has argued that a person of ordinary skill in the art would have at least: ( 1) a bachelor's 
degree in electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, physics, materials science ( or a related 
field) plus two years of experience working with magnetic storage systems or media; (2) an 
advanced degree in one of the disciplines identified above ( or a related field), either with an 
emphasis in magnetic storage technology or equivalent experience working with magnetic 
storage systems or media; or (3) work experience equivalent to the prior qualifications. See RX-
0005C (Talke WS) at Q/A 64; see also RX-0004C (Ross WS) at Q/A 51. 
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thus failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that claim 1 
of the ' 434 Patent is invalid under 35 U.S.C. § 112 as indefinite. 
Compls. P.H. Br. at 229-238. 

Sony' s reply argues that the guidance provided by the specification "is merely 

exemplary" and "yields variable data" when followed. Sony Reply at 87-93. 

The administrative law judge finds that Sony has not shown that claim 1 is invalid for 

failing to delineate the scope of the invention with reasonable certainty. See Nautilus, 134 S. Ct. 

at 2124. The evidence shows that one of ordinary skill in the art would PSD in the longitudinal 

direction. See CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 321; JX-0005 at 22:17-40; Talke Tr. 617. 

Sony's Y-direction arguments (al)d testing) lack support that shows one of ordinary skill in the 

art would actually conduct a test in the Y-direction. See id. Likewise, the evidence shows that a 

person of ordinary skill in the art would know what instrument to use (at least the Wyko device 

identified in the specification), how to operate the instrument, and how to interpret the data. See 

CX-0357C (Wang RWS) at Q/A 222, 319-30.97 Further, although Sony points to variance in 

· data measurement, it has not shown the measurements themselves are sufficiently reliable (in 

terms of accuracy and the number of data points) to justify invalidating the patent. See CX-

0357C (Wang RWS) Q/A 332. Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that Sony has 

not shown that claim 1 is indefinite. 

VIII. U.S. PATENT NO. 7,355,805 

A. Overview of the '805 Patent 

The '805 Patent (JX-0006), entitled "Magnetic tape and method of manufacturing 

97 This finding is particularly true for Sony's second proposed level of ordinary skill, where the 
hypothetical person has an advanced degree science, technology, or engineering degree with an 
emphasis in magnetic storage technology or equivalent experience working with magnetic 
storage systems or media. 
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magnetic tape, servo writer, and method of and apparatus for specifying servo band," issued on 

April 8, 2008. The application that would issue as the '805 Patent, Application No. 10/823,675, 

was filed on April 14, 2004, and claims priority to JP 2003-110504 (filed April 15, 2003). The 

'805 Patent discloses servo bands and servo signals, which are used for tracking control of a 

magnetic head. See JX-0006 at 1 :59-64; see also CX-0001 C (Messner DWS) Q:38-54. 

B. Claim Construction 

1. Level of Ordinary Skill in the Art 

Fujifilm argues, in part: 

Fujifilm and Dr. Messner contend that person of ordinary skill in 
the art of the '805 Patent would be an individual who had earned a 
Bachelor's degree in electrical engineering, mechanical 
engineering, or physics, or an equivalent education or level of 
knowledge, and one year of industrial experience relating to 
magnetic information storage and retrieval. Alternatively, a person 
of ordinary skill in the art of the '805 Patent can be an individual 
who had earned a Master's degree in electrical engineering, 
mechanical engineering, or physics, or an equivalent level of 
knowledge based on education and/or industrial experience 
relating to magnetic information storage and retrieval. See CX-
0001 C (Messner DWS) at 9. 

Fujifilm Br. at 276. 

Sony argues: 

As Dr. Bhushan explains, a POSA would have at least one of the 
following qualifications: (1) a bachelor's degree in electrical 
engineering, mechanical engineering, physics, materials science 
( or a related field) plus two years of experience working with 
magnetic storage systems or media; (2) an advanced degree in one 
of the disciplines identified earlier ( or a related field), either with 
an emphasis in magnetic storage technology or equivalent 
experience working with magnetic storage systems or media; or (3) 
work experience equivalent to the prior qualifications. RX-OOOlC 
(Bhushan OWS) at Q&A 41. Although Fujifilm disagrees (CX-
0004C (Wang OWS) at Q&A 58), Dr. Bhushan's opinions would 
not change if Fujifilm's level were used. RX-OOOlC (Bhushan 
OWS) at Q&A 43. 
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Sony Br. at 

The Staff argues: 

As noted by FUJIFILM, the technology of the '805 Patent differs 
from that of the other Asserted Patents. Nonetheless, Sony 
proposes the same level of ordinary skill in the art as it does for the 
other patents. Compls. P.H. Br. at 273. The Staff is .of the view 
that field of material science is not as relevant to servo technology 
as it is to the technology of the other patents. See CX-3C 
(Messner) at Q/A 9. The Staff thus agrees with FUJIFILM and Dr. 
Messner. Nonetheless, it does not appear that the chosen level of 
ordinary skill in the art is dispositive of any issue in this 
investigation. See Compls. P.H. Br. at 273; Resps. P.H. Br. at 36. 

Staff Br. at 95-96. 

The administrative law judge has determined that a person of ordinary skill in the art 

would have a bachelor's degree in electrical engineering, me~hanical engineering, or physics, or 

an equivalent education or level of knowledge, and one year of industrial experience relating to 

magnetic information storage and retrieval. See CX-0003C (Messner) at Q/A 9. Alternatively, a 

person of ordinary skill in the art of the '805 Patent can be an individual who had earned a 

Master's degree in electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, or physics, or an equivalent 

level of knowledge based on education and/or industrial experience relating to magnetic 

informatio~ storage and retrieval. See id. Sony's proposed level of ordinary skill does not 

reflect the differences between material science and servo technology. 

2. · Claim Construction 

The parties have not proposed any claim constructions for the '805 Patent. See Fujifilm 

Br. at 277; Sony Br. at 31 O; Staff Br. at 96. Accordingly, all claim terms are afforded their plain 

and ordinary meaning. 

C. Infringement 

Fujifilm asserts claims 3 and 10; claim 3 depends from claims 2 and 1, and claim 10 
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depends from claim 1.98 See Fujifilm Br. at 277-97. Claims 1 and 2 are product claims, while 

claims 3 and 10 are method claims. 

Sony, in general, argues it does not infringe because "Fujifilm has not established" that 

Sony encodes data identifying the servo band or that Sony converts the encoded data. See Sony 

Br. at 313,319. 

The Staff submits that Fujifilm cannot demonstrate infringement because it is not clear 

whether Fujifilm's expert reviewed the appropriate source code. Staff Br. at 97 ("Because it is 

not clear that FUJIFILM's expert reviewed portions of the source code necessary to determine 

whether claims 3 and 10 of the ' 805 Patent are infringed, the Staff is of the v.iew that FUJIFILM 

has not met its burden."). 

1. Claim 1 

Claim 1 follows: 

1. A magnetic tape comprising: 

a plurality of servo bands on each of which is written a 
different servo signal for tracking ·control of a magnetic 
head,and 

data is embedded in each servo signal for specifying the servo 
band corresponding to the data, 

wherein reading the data enables a servo read head of the 
magnetic head to specify on which servo band the servo 
read head is currently positioned without referring to other 
servo bands. 

JX-0006 at 9:27-36. 

Fujifilm divides the claim into four limitations, which are shown as follows: 

[a] 1. A magnetic tape comprising: 

98 Fujifilm has argued that Sony literally infringes the asserted claims. It has not presented any 
doctrine of equivalents arguments. 
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[b] a plurality of servo bands on each of which is written a 
different servo signal for tracking control of a magnetic 
head,and 

[ c] data is embedded in each servo signal for specifying the 
servo band corresponding to the data, 

[ d] wherein reading the data enables a servo read head of the 
magnetic head to specify on which servo band the . servo 
read head is currently positioned without referring to other 
servo bands. 

See Fujifilm Br. at 280. Each limitation is addressed below. 

a) A magnetic tape 

Fujifilm argues: 

Sony agrees that the Accused Products conform to the L TO-7 
Specification. The LT0-7 Specification requires "a magnetic 
tape," as recited in claim 1. See, e.g., JX-0052C (LT0-7 Spec.) at 
20 ("This L TO Document specifies the physical and magnetic 
characteristics of magnetic tape cartridges ... ") ( emphasis added); 
CX-OOOlC (Messner DWS) Q:76; see also CX-0182 (Sony LTO 
Ultrium Spec. Sheet) at 1. 

Fujifilm Br. at 281. 

Sony and the Staff do not address claim 1 specifically. See generally Sony Br., 

§ VIII(D); Sony Reply,§ VI(A); Staff Br.,§ VIII(D); Staff Reply,§ VII(B). 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites, in conjunction with Sony's failure to offer a rebuttal, is 

sufficient to show th~t Sony's L TO-7 products satisfy this limitation. 

b) a plurality of servo bands on each of which is written a different 
servo signal for tracking control ofa magnetic head 

Fujifilm argues that Sony's LT0-7 products satisfy this limitation because they comply 

with the LT0-7 standard. Fujifilm Br. at 281-82. To prove infringement, Fujifilm relies on the 

LTO-7 standard (JX-0052C), [ L 

and testimony from its technical expert, Dr. Messner (CX-OOOlC (Messner DWS) at Q/A 80). 
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Sony and the Staff do not address claim 1 specifically. See generally Sony Br., 

§ VIII(D); Sony Reply,§ VI(A); Staff Br.,§ VIII(D); Staff Reply,§ VII(B). 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites, in conjunction with Sony's failure to offer a rebuttal, is 

sufficient to show that Sony's L TO-7 products satisfy this limitation. 

c) data is embedded in each servo signal for specifying the servo 
band corresponding to the data 

Fujifilm argues that Sony's LT0-7 products satisfy this limitation because they comply 

with the LTO-7 standard. Fujifilm Br. at 282-83. To prove infringement, Fujifilm relies on the 

LT0-7 standard (JX-0052C), testimony from its technical expert, Dr. Messner (CX-OOOlC 

(Messner DWS) at Q/A 84), and testimony from Torn Nakao (CX-0007C-(Nakao WS) at Q/A 

40-41). Mr. Nakao is a Fujifilm engineer who. is a named inventor on the '805 Patent. 

Sony and the Staff do not address claim 1 specifically. See generally Sony Br., 

§ VIII(D); Sony Reply,§ VI(A); Staff Br.,§ VIII(D); Staff Reply,§ VII(B). 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites (JX-0052C and CX-OOOIC (Messner DWS) at Q/A 84), 

in conjunction with Sony's failure to offer a rebuttal, is sufficient to show that Sony's LT0-7 

products satisfy this limitation. 

d) wherein reading the data enables a servo read head of the 
magnetic head to specify on which servo band the servo read 
hea.d is currently positioned without referring to other servo 
bands. 

Fujifilm argues that Sony's LT0-7 products satisfy this limitation because they comply 

with the LT0-7 standard. Fujifilm Br. at 283. To prove infringement, Fujifilm relies on the 

LTO-7 standard (JX-0052C), f ], 

and testimony from its technical expert, Dr. Messner (CX-OOOlC (Messner DWS) at Q/A 85). 

Sony and the Staff do not address claim 1 specifically. See generally Sony Br., 
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§ VIII(D); Sony Reply,§ VI(A); Staff Br.,§ VIII(D); Staff Reply,§ VII(B). 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites, in conjunction with Sony's failure to offer a rebuttal, is 

sufficient to show that Sony's LTO-7 products satisfy this limitation. 

2. Claim 2 

Claim 2 follows: 

2. A magnetic tape according to claim 1, wherein the servo 
signal consists of a plurality of continuous patterns sets each of 
which pattern is nonparallel stripes, and the data is embedded in 
the servo signal by shifting a pair of nonparallel stripes along the 
longitudinal direction of the magnetic tape. 

JX-0006 at 9:38-43. 

Fujifilm divides the claim into two limitations, which are shown as follows: 

2. A magnetic tape according to claim 1, wherein 

[a] the servo signal consists of a plurality of continuous 
patterns sets each of which pattern is nonparallel stripes, 
arid 

[b] the data is embedded in the servo signal by shifting a pair 
of nonparallel stripes along the longitudinal direction of the 
magnetic tape. 

See Fujifilm Br. at 284. Each limitation is addressed below. 

a) the servo signal consists of a plurality of continuous patterns sets 
each of which pattern is nonparallel stripes, and 

Fujifilm argues: 

The L TO-7 Specification requires a servo signal having continuous 
patterns of non-parallel (or oppositely slanted) stripes. See CX
OOOlC (Messner DWS) Q:89-90; JX-0052C (LT0-7 Spec.) at 81 
( depicting Figure 26, which shows servo signals having patterns of 
non-parallel stripes). Sony's L TO-7 compliant Accused Products 
therefore meet this limitation. 

Fujifilm Br. at 284. 

Sony and the Staff do not address claim 2 specifically. See generally Sony Br., 
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§ VIII(D); Sony Reply,§ VI(A); Staff Br. , .§ VIII(D); Staff Reply,§ VII(B). 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites, in conjunction with Sony's failure to offer a rebuttal, is 

sufficient to show that Sony's L TO-7 products satisfy this limitation. 

b) the data is embedded in the servo signal by shifting a pair of 
nonparallel stripes along the longitudinal direction of the 
magnetic tape. 

Fujifilm argues: 

Sony admits that its LTO-7 tapes meet this limitation. 

] . Again, because Sony 
admits the Accused Products comply with the L TO-7 
Specification, the Accused Products meet the limitation of "the 
data is embedded in the servo signal by ·shifting a pair of 
nonparallel stripes along the longitudinal direction of the magnetic 
tape." 

Fujifilm Br. at 284-85. 

Sony and the Staff do not address claim 2 specifically. See generally Sony Br., 

§ VIII(D); Sony Reply,§ VI(A); Staff Br.,§ VIII(D); Staff Reply,§ VII(B). 

The evidence that Fujifilm cites, in conjunction with Sony's failure to offer a rebuttal, is 

sufficient to show that Sony's L TO-7 products satisfy this limitation. 

3. Claims 3 and 10 

Claim 3 follows: 

3. A method of manufacturing a magnetic tape of claim 2 
compnsmg: 
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a first step of encoding data for . specifying a servo band where 
the servo signal positions: 

a second step of converting the data that is encoded in the first 
step into a recording pulse current; and 

a third step of supplying the recording pulse current to the 
servo write head and writing on the servo band of the 
magnetic tape a servo signal in which is embedded the 
encoded data. 

JX-0006 at 9:44-53. Claim 10 includes the same three steps, in identical wording. See id. at 

10:40-47 (claim 10 differs from claim 3 in that claim 10 depends from claim 1). 

Fujifilm divides claim 3 into three limitations, which are shown as follows: 

3. A method of manufacturing a magnetic tape of claim 2 
comprising: 

[a] a first step of encoding data for specifying a servo band 
where the servo signal positions: 

[b] a second step of converting the data that is encoded in the 
first step into a recording pulse current; and 

[ c] a third step of supplying the recording pulse current to the 
servo write head and writing on the servo band of the 
magnetic tape a servo signal in which is embedded the 
encoded data. 

See Fujifilm Br. at 285. Each limitation is addressed below. 

a) a first step of encoding data for specifying a servo band where 
the servo signal positions: 

Fujifilm argues that the L TO-7 specification requires Sony to encode the servo band 

identification (UDIM) data, that Sony encodes the UDIM data with a servo writer, that Sony's 

source code "confirms" the servo writer encodes the UDIM data, and that Mr. Jennings's 

opinions on non-infringement were impeached at the Hearing. Sony Br. at 286-91. To prove 

infringement, Fujifilm relies on: 

• the LT0-7 standard (JX-0052C); 
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] ; 

]; 

• the witness statements from the technical experts, Dr. Messner (CX-OOOlC 
(Messner DWS) at QI A 98-99 ( discussing the L TO-7 standard) and Mr. 
Jennings(RX-0003C (Jennings WS) at Q/A 26, 64 (opining that claims 3 and 10 
are essential to the LTO-7 standard and explaining that); RX-0368C (Jennings 
RWS) Q/A 37-39, 41 [ 

] . 

• Mr. Jennings' s and Dr. Messner's hearing testimony about the LT0-7 standard; 

• ] . 

Fujifilm Br. at 286-91. 

Sony argues that Sony' s source code does not show that Sony practices this step and that 

Fujifilm' s expert did not understand [ ]. See 

Sony Br. at 313-16; see also CX-OOOlC (Messner WS) at Q/A 99 [ 

] . At his deposition Dr. Messner admitted that [ 

] . Sony further argues it does not infringe 

because "it is the L T0-7 standard that performs the encoding of the servo band numbers into a 

final bit pattern" and that [ 

J." SonyBr.at318. 

The Staff argues, for steps one and two, as follows: 

Staff Br. at 97. 

For purposes of these limitations, FUJFILM' s expert reviewed 
certain source code. But it is not clear whether FUJIFILM 
reviewed the correct and complete source code. See RX-0368C 
(Jennings RWS) at Q/A 7-10; Resps. P.H. Br. at 37-49. For 
example, it does not appear that the claimed data encoding is 
performed by the source code module identified by FUJIFILM. 
See id. 
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Fujifilm replies that Sony "now admits" infringement, that Dr. Jennings's new theory has 

no evidentiary support, and that Sony must be encoding data (e.g., Fujifilm argues "the data in 

the tables of the LT0-7 Specification cannot jump off the page and into Sony's servo writer"). 

Sony Br. at 99-102. 

Sony replies, in part: 

Dr. Messner testified that prior generations of L TO, such as 
LT0-6, also require encoded data, such as the manufacturer's data, 
or "SMW," but what sets the '805 Patent apart is the requirement 
to encode data for specifying a servo band-the UDIM according 
to the LT0-7 standard. Tr. at 409:6-410:1; see also RX-0313 
(L T0-1 Standard) at 67. Thus, [ 

] . 

Sony Reply at 102. 

The administrative law ju~ge has determined that Fujifilm has not shown, by a 

preponderance of the evidence, that Sony performs the "first step of encoding data" in 

connection with its LTO-7 products. In particular, although Fujifilm discusses the L TO-7 . 

standard exhaustively, Fujifilm has not met its burden of showing that the accused method is 

performed by Sony, on its products. Fujifilm's expert could not identify the source code 

responsible for the encoding step ( and also admitted had limited experience with the relevant 

programming language). See RX-0368C (Jennings RWS) at Q/A 7-10, 31-39; see also Jennings 

. Tr. 533-.535, 580-585; Messner Tr. 354-362 [ 

standard). 
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b) a second step of converting the data that is encoded in the first 
step into a recording pulse current; and 

Fujifilm argues that Sony performs the second step of converting data into a recording 

pulse current. Fujifilm Br. at 291. Fujifilm relies on, amongst other things, the L TO-7 

specification, Mr. Jennings's'witness statement (RX-0003C (Jennings WS) at Q/A 76, 82) and 

hearing testimony, [ 

]. Id. at 291-93. 

Sony argues that Fujifilm has not established that Sony practices the second step. Sony 

Br. at 319 ("Fujifilm never provides any evidence that converting encoded data into a pulse 

current and then subsequently amplifying it for recording (two discrete and unclaimed steps) is 

the same as the single second step of the claims."). Sony then argues that [ 

]. Id. at319-20. Sony then 

argues that Fujifilm must prove that Sony is not using any other methods to avoid the second 

step; Id. at 320 ("If there are so many different possible alternatives, Fujifilm needs to show that 

Sony has not taken advantage of them."). Sony concludes with an argument against Dr. 

Messner's analysis of Sony's source code. lei. at 321. 

At the hearing, Mr. Jennings testified as follows: 

Q Sir, do you believe that it is more likely than not that Sony is 
indeed practicing the second step of claim 3? 

A That would be fair. 

Jennings Tr. 526. Mr. Jennings did not exhibit any confusion or other misunderstanding in 

answering the question. This testimony, along with the evidence that Fujifilm cites, is sufficient 

to show it is more likely than not that Sony practices the second step of claim 3. Accordingly, 

the administrative law judge has determined that Sony performs the second step of claims 3 and 
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10 in conjunction with its LTO-7 products. 

c) a third step of supplying the recording pulse current to the servo 
write head and writing on the servo band of the magnetic tape a 
servo signal in which is embedded the encoded data. 

Fujifilm argues that Sony performs the third step of claim 3. Fujifilm Br. at 296. 

Fujifilm relies on Mr. Jennings's witness statement (RX-0003C (Jennings WS) ,at Q/A97) and 

hearing testimony, Dr. Messner's witness statement (CX-OOOIC (Messner WS) Q/A 73-74, 107-

13), [ 

] . 

Sony and the Staff do not address this limitation specifically. See generally Sony Br., 

§ VIII(D); Sony Reply,§ Vl(A); Staff Br.,§ VIII(D); Staff Reply,§ VII(B). 

At the hearing, Mr. Jennings testified that it is "more likely than not" that Sony performs 

the third step of the claim 3. Jennings Tr. 526-527. Mr. Jennings did not exhibit any confusion 

or other misunderstanding in answering the question. This testimony, along with the evidence 

that Fujifilm cites, is sufficient to show it is more likely than not that Sony practices the third 

step of claim 3. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Sony performs 

the third step of claims 3 and 10 in conjunction with its L TO-7 products. 

In conclusion, the administrative law judge has determined that Sony's LT0-7 products 

do not infringe claims 3 or 10. 

D. Domestic Industry (Technical Prong) 

Fujifilm argues that its LT0-7 products practice "claims 1 and 2 and are manufactured 

using claims 3 and 10 of the '805 Patent." Fujifilm Br. at 297. 

Sony reports it "does not contest the technical prong of domestic industry for the '805 
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Patent." Sony Br. at 321. 

The Staff submits: 

Staff Br. at 97. 

Complainants contend that FUJIFILM' s L TO-7 data cartridges 
practice claims 3 and 10 of the '805. Patent. Compls. P.H. Br. at 
290-296; CX-0001 C (Messner) at QI A 118-17 5. Sony does not 
contest that FUJIFILM's LT0-7 data cartridges satisfy the 
technical prong of the domestic industry requirement with respect 
to the '805 Patent. Resps. P.H. Br. at 49. 

Accordingly, the evidence shows that those products satisfy each 
limitation of claims 3 and 10 of the '805 Patent. Comp ls. P.H. Br. 
at 290-296; CX-OOOlC (Messner) at Q/A 118-175. 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm's LT0-7 products 

practice claims 1, 2, 3, and 10. 

E. Essentiality 

Sony argues that claims 3 and 10 are essential to the LT0-7 standard.99 Sony Br. at 321. 

Sony argues that claims 3 and 10 cover the only known method to write L TO-7 compliant bands 

and that Dr. Messner's proposed alternatives are "academic musings" and not commercially 

feasible. Id. at 324-28. 

Fujifilm argues that Sony's witnesses have admitted claims 3 and 10 are not essential, 

that the L TO-7 specification does not require a particular servo writing technique, and that there 

are alternatives to the claimed methods. Fujifilm Br. at 303-08. 

The Staff agrees with Fujifilm. Staff Br. at 97-98 (citing CX-0355C (Messner RWS) at 

QIA 149-73, I ] . 

The administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, by a 

99 Sony notes that Fujifilm has admitted claims 1 and 2 are essential to the LTO-7 specification. 
JX-0196C at 26 (Fujifilm's responses to Sony requests for admission). 
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preponderance of the evidence, that claims 3 and 10 are essential to the L TO-7 standard. In 

particular, Sony ( and Mr. Jennings) has not shown that the LTO-7 standard requires a tape that 

meets limitation 3[b] of claim 3. See CX-0355C (Messner RWS) at Q/A 152-53. Further, 

]. Additionally, the alternative techniques Dr. Messner proposes also show 

that the claims are not essential. See CX-0355C (Messner RWS) at Q/A 153, 156-59. 

Accordingly, Sony has not shown that claims 3 and 10 are essential to the LTO-7 standard. 

F. Anticipation 

Sony argues that Hennecken (RX-0073), Trabert (RX-0065), and Tran (RX-0083) each 

anticipate claims 1-3 and 10. 100 Sony Br.,§ VIII(G)(l). 

1. Hennecken 

a) Claim 1 

(1) A magnetic tape comprising: 

The parties do not devote analysis to the. preamble. Nonetheless, if the preamble is 

considered to be limiting, the evidence shows that Hennecken discloses a magnetic tape. See 

RX-0003C (Jennings WS) at Q/A 265 ("To the extent that the preamble is limiting in any way 

Hennecken discloses a magnetic tape because Hennecken states that '[t]he present invention 

relates to servo tracks written on magnetic tape."'). Accordingly, the administrative law judge 

has determined that Hennecken discloses subject matter that satisfies the preamble. 

100 Hennecken is U.S. Patent No. 6,710,967. Trabert is U.S. Patent Publication No. 
2004/0032685. Tran is U.S. Patent No. 6,134,070. 
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(2) a plurality of servo bands on each of which is written a 
different servo signal for tracking control of a magnetic 
head,and 

Hennecken states explicitly that "a servo stripe number may be 
encoded in the servo track for coarse transverse location." RX- · 
0073 (Hennecken) at 1 :61-62. Mr. Jennings explained that a 
POSA would understand this to mean each servo stripe number is 
different. Tr. at 547:4-8, 548 : 17-24, 550:6-551:6, 565 :7-566: 13; 
see also RX-0003C at Q&A 267. Mr. Jennings explained that, per 
the prior art, "servo stripe number" has a clear an indisputable 
meaning: the numbers O through 4, each assigned to a different 
servo stripe. Going all the way back to the first generat_ion of 
L TO, namely L T0-1, there were five servo bands numbered "O," 
"l," "2," "3," and "4". Tr. 565:18-20. Each servo band number, 
also known as a servo stripe number, Tr. at 563:20-564:2; RX-
0003C at Q&A 266, is different, and creates a different servo 
signal when embedded as disclosed by Hennecken. Tr. 566:3-10. 
Thus, when Hennecken describes encoding "a servo stripe number 
... in the servo track," it is unquestionably talking about a 0, 1, 2, 
3, or 4 (i.e., a different, unique servo signal in each band) 
consistent with all of the prior art, including LT0-1. Tr. 565: 10-
567: 12. 

Sony Br. at 331 ( emphasis omitted). Sony then argues that Dr. Messner' s testimony applies the 

wrong legal standards, and therefore, should not be accepted. Id. at 332. 

Fujifilm argues, in part: 

Claim 1 of the '805 Patent requires that each servo band · has 
written thereon a unique servo signal for tracking control. See JX-
0006 at 9:28-30. Hennecken, however, does not disclose that the 
servo signals . for tracking control (i.e., the low frequency 
transitions) are different from one another across different servo 
bands. CX-0355C (Messner RWS) Q:48. To the contrary, the 
point of Hennecken's invention is that only the high frequency 
signals differ from one servo band to the next because of the many 
problems associated with changing the low frequency transitions. 
Id.; RX~0073 (Hennecken) at 2:5-23. 

Fujifilm Br. at 311 (bolding added). Fujifilm then addresses Sony's arguments. Id. at 311-13. 

The Staff argues that "Hennecken does not disclose the use of embedded data to uniquely 
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identify servo band." Staff Br. at 100. The Staff (as well as Sony) notes that Hennecken was 

considered during prosecution. Id. 

Sony replies that Hennecken's "servo stripe number" is equivalent to the claim's servo 

band number. Sony Reply at 112-14. Sony then clarifies that it is not arguing inherency. Id. at 

115 ("The inherency doctrine is irrelevant."). 

Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Hennecken discloses a 

plurality of servo bands with a different servo signal for tracking control of a magnetic head. As 

Dr. Messner explained, there is no disclosure in Hennecken that indicates each of the servo 

bands "has a signal of low frequency transitions that differ from one another." CX-0355C 

(Messner RWS) at Q/A 48. Further, none of Hennecken's embodiments embed a servo stripe 

number in the servo signal, and the high frequency transitions in Hennecken do not play a role in 

tracking control. Id. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Sony has 

not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Hennecken discloses subject matter that 

s~tisfies this limitation. 

Sony argues: 

(3) data is embedded in each servo signal for specifying the 
servo band corresponding to the data, 

A POSA would understand Hennecken' s disclosure that "a servo 
stripe number may be encoded. in the servo track for coarse 
transverse location" to mean that data is embedded in each servo 
signal for specifying the servo band corresponding to the data. 
RX-0003C (Jennings OWS) at Q&A 272. Even Dr. Messner 
admits that Hennecken's disclosure of a "coarse transverse 
location" means that the servo read head could identify. the servo 
band. Tr. at 373:20-24, 374:14-22. Despite this admission, he 
continues to apply an impermissible ipsissimis verb is test · by 
alleging that Hennecken does not disclose "data" being embedded 
in the servo signal. CX-0355C at Q&A 53. A servo stripe number 
is data. In Hennecken the servo track number is additional 
"information." RX-0073 at 1 :60-63. And a POSA would 
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understand that the servo track number is indeed "data" embedded 
into the servo signal. RX-0003C (Jennings OWS) at Q&A 272. 

Sony Br. at 332-33. 

Fujifilm argues: 

In this limitation, the recited "servo signal" is the "servo signal for 
tracking control" recited in the prior limitation. See CX-0355C 
(Messner RWS) Q:53; JX-0006 ('805 Patent) at 9:28-32. Thus, the 
claim limitation requires that data · for specifying a servo band is 
embedded in the servo signal for tracking control (i.e., 
Hennecken's low frequency transitions). 

Sony's and Mr. Jennings' allegations of anticipation of this 
limitation again cite the "Background of the Art" section of 
Hennecken, which discloses that a "servo stripe number" may be 
embedded in the servo track for coarse transverse location. RX-
0003C (Jennings DWS) Q:272. However, as discussed in the prior 
section, there is no disclosure whatsoever that this data is 
embedded in each servo signal for tracking control. Mr. Jennings. 
therefore cites a later portion of Hennecken, outside of the 
Background section, which discloses that "gross transverse 
positional information" can be embedded in the high frequency 
transitions ofHennecken's invention. Id.; see also RDX-106 ('805 
Invalidity Slide 14). Regardless of whether "gross transverse 
positional information" pertains to data for specifying a servo 
band, the high frequency transitions are not a servo signal for 
tracking control. CX-0355C (Messner RWS) Q:49, 53. 
Furthermore, in order to show anticipation, it is improper to 
combine features from unrelated embodiments that are disclosed in 
the prior art. See Net Moneyln, 545 F.3d at 1369 ("prior art 
reference ... must not only disclose all elements of the claim ... , 
but must also disclose those elements arranged as in the claim") 
(internal quotation marks omitted). 

Therefore, for this additional reason, Hennecken fails to meet this 
limitation of claim 1 and, as a result, fails to anticipate dependent 
claims 3 and 10. 

Fujifilm Br. at 313-14. 

The Staff submits that this limitation is not met. Staff Br. at 99. 

Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Hennecken discloses 

embedding data in each servo signal for specifying the servo band corresponding to the data. As 
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Dr. Messner explained, the servo signal is for tracking control. CX-0355C (Messner RWS) at 

Q/A 53. Hennecken does not explain "that data is embedded in each servo signal for specifying 

the servo band." Id. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not 

shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Hennecken discloses subject matter that 

satisfies this limitation. 

Sony argues: 

(4) wherein reading the data enables a servo read head of the 
magnetic head ~o specify on which servo band the servo 
read head is currently positioned without referring to other 
servo bands. 

Claim 1 lastly requires that "reading the data enables a servo read 
head of the magnetic head to specify on which servo band the 
servo read head is currently positioned without referring to other · 
servo bands." Dr. Messner testified that Hennecken's disclosure of 
"coarse transverse location" means that servo stripe number 
"would be used for identifying the data band over which the servo 
head ... is positioned." Tr. at 373:20-24. Dr. Messner previously 
testified that "[ u ]niqueness of the servo band ID is critical to 
identifying the servo band." CX-OOOlC at Q&A 85, 142. Because 
Hennecken discloses embedding a unique servo band number in 
each servo band, reading the data enables a servo read head of the 
magnetic head to specify on which servo band the servo read head 
is currently positioned without referring to other servo bands. RX-
0003C (Jennings OWS) at Q&A 273. Mr. Jennings explains that a 
different servo stripe number being embedded in the servo signal 
alone would enable a servo read head to specify on which servo 
band the head is currently positioned without referring to other 
servo bands. Id. 

Sony Br. at 333 . . 

Fujifilm argues: 

Sony's allegations that Hennecken discloses this limitation are 
without merit. First, the limitation . of "reading the data" refers 
specifically to reading the data that was embedded in each servo 
signal for tracking control. See JX-0006 at 9:31-36. Sony's 
allegations regarding this limitation include reference to 
embodiments in Hennecken in which "gross positioning" 
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information is embedded in the high frequency transitions which 
are not a servo signal for tracking control. See RX-0003C 
(Jennings DWS) Q:273 (relying on the Background of the 
Invention and "one other embodiment . where the servo ID is 
embedded in the high frequency transitions"). Sony's citations to 
the embedding of data in the high frequency transitions is 
inapposite, and, again, improperly mixes and matches features 
from different embodiments. 

Furthermore, Sony's reliance on the Background of the Invention 
section of Hennecken for this limitation is also misplaced. The 

" background section merely mentions the embedding of "additional 
information," including a servo stripe number, in a servo track by 
varying the spacing between low frequency transitions. RX-0073 
(Hennecken) at 1 :65-67. As discussed above, Hennecken's 
disclosure of embedding "a. servo stripe number" is not a 
disclosure of different servo stripe numbers embedded in each 
band, which Mr. Jennings admitted. E.g., Hg. Tr. 550:14·16 
( agreeing that "not every one of the servo ID band numbers need to 
be different"). Sony's and Mr. Jennings' attempt to combine this 
background disclosure with the embodiments of Hennecken's 
actual invention combines disparate and unrelated embodiments, 
and is therefore improper to show anticipation. See Net Moneyln, 
545 F.3d at 1369. 

Fujifilm Br. at314-15. 

The Staff submits that this limitation is not met. Staff Br. at 100. 

Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Hennecken discloses 

reading data to enable a servo read head to specify the servo band that the servo read head is 

currently positioned, without referring to other servo bands. As Dr. Messner explained, "gross 

positioning information embedded in the high frequency transitions is not embedded in a servo 

signal for tracking control[,]" so the embedding discussed in Hennecken does not meet the 

limitation of the claim. CX-0355C (Messner RWS) at Q/A 55; see also id. at Q/A 54-57. 

Further, Hennecken does not disclose "enabling a servo read head to specify on which servo 

band it is positioned without referring to other servo bands." Id. at Q/A 57. Accordingly, the 

administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing 
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evidence, that Hennecken discloses subject matter that satisfies this limitation. 

b) Claim 2 

Sony argues, in part: 

( 1) the servo signal consists of a plurality of continuous 
patterns sets each of which pattern is nonparallel stripes, 
and 

Claim 2 further requires that "the servo signal consists of a 
plurality of continuous patterns sets each of which pattern is 
nonparallel stripes." The passage in Hennecken's background 
section discloses a classic timing based servo signal, meeting this 
limitation. RX-0003C (Jennings OWS) at Q&A 277 .. Even Dr. 
Messner agreed-at the hearing. Tr. at 373:3-11. The other 
portions of Hennecken cited by Mr. Jennings merely confirm how 
a POSA would understand the disclosure of the background 
section. Telemac Cellular Corp. v. Topp Telecom, Inc., 247 F.3d 
1316, 1329-30 (Fed. Cir. 2001) (using evidence extrinsic to a prior 
art reference to show the knowledge of a POSA in an anticipation 
analysis); Arthrocare Corp. v. Smith & Nephew, Inc., 406 F.3d 
1365, 1373-74 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (using the knowledge of a POSA 
in combination with a prior art's description in an anticipation 
analysis). 

Sony Br. at 334. Sony further cites Hennecken (RX-0073) at 1:51-2:4 and then attacks Dr. 

Messner's opinion. Sony Br. at 334-35. 

Fujifilm argues: 

Rather than the shifting of pairs of no.nparallel servo stripes, 
Hennecken's data embedding technique requires moving only one 
stripe, which Hennecken calls a transition. In the only example of 
"shifting" disclosed by Hennecken, "the second transition in each 
set may be moved closer to the first transition to indicate a binary 
one and may be spaced equally between the first and third 
transitions to indicate a binary zero." RX-0073 (Hennecken) at 
2: 1-4. Thus, Hennecken discloses moving only the "second" 
transition, not a pair of nonparallel transitions, see CX-0355C 
(Messner RWS) Q:59, and fails to anticipate claim 2 and 
dependent claim 3. 

Fujifilm Br. at 315. Fujifilm also argues that Mr. Jennings's testimony, which relies on 

supplemental references to show technological facts known in the servo art, "improperly 
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import[s] the teachings of these references into Hennecken." Id. 

The Staff is silent on this limitation. Staff Br. at 99-100. 

Mr. Jennings testified as follows: 

Q277: Would it matter to a person of ordinary skill in the art that Hennecken does 
not depict the specific em bodimerit that anticipates tbe claims of the '805 
Patent? 

A: No. Once again, timing based patterns were well known at this point. Hennecken's 
disclosure in the background section describing the stripes that were recorded at a relative angle 
to each other would be sufficient descr:i pti on to indicate a timing based servo using nonparallel 
stripes. 

Q280: Does Hennecken show a picture of embedding data by shifting a pair of 
nonparallel stripes along the longitudinal direction of the magnetic tape? 

A: No, but it would not matter. This method of servo ,vriting has been a known method 
of embedding data since the late 1990s. For example, if you look at R..-X-0066 {Albrecht II) at 3 

· and 4, Albrecht TI shows how to embed binary data by shifting a pair of nonparallel stripes along 
the longitudinal direction of the magnetic tape. If you look at RX-0088 (Koski) at. 5, Koski 
shows how to embed binary data by shifting a pair of nonparaUel stripes along the longitudinal 
direction of the magnetic tape. If you 1.ook at RX-0087 (Bui) at 6, Bui shows how to embed 
binary data by shifting a pair of nonparallel stripes al.ong the longitudinal direction of the 
magnetic tape. A.nd if you look at RX-03 l 3 (LTOI Standard) at 66, ECMA-319 shows how to 
embed binary data by shifting a pair of nonparallel stripes along the longitudinal direction of the 
magnetic tape. rm not suggesting that a person of ordinary skill would read those prior art 
references into Hennecken or would need to do so, my point ls that this method of encoding was 
so common by the time Hennecken was filed, that a person of ordinary skill would have well 
kno,vn that Hennecken too was disclosing embedding data by shifting a pair of nonparallel 
stripes along the longitudinal. direction of the magnetic tape. 

RX-0003C (Jennings WS) at Q/A 277,280. 

Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Hennecken discloses a 

servo signal consisting of a plurality of continuous patterns sets, each of which pattern is 

nonparallel stripes. Mr. Jennings relies on Albrecht Il(RX-0066), which was filed on May 16, 

1997. Koski (RX-0088) was filed in June 2001 (and published in December_2002), Bui (RX-

0087) was filed in July 2001 (and published in January 2003), and the LT0-1 Standard (RX-
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0313) is dated June 2001. Hennecken was filed on December 28, 2001. 101 The close temporal 

proximity of these references does not suggest that the claimed method of encoding was so 

common, arid so well known, that Hennecken would omit these details or that a person of 

ordinary skill would "have well known that Hennecken too was disclosing embedding data by 

shifting a pair of nonparallel stripes[.]" RX-0003C (Jennings WS) at Q/A 280. Further, the 

passage that Dr. Jennings relies on, RX-0073 at 1:51-2:4, does not disclose, either expressly or 

inherently, embedding data by shifting a pair of nonparallel stripes. See CX-0355C (Messner 

RWS) at QI A 59. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not 

shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Hennecken discloses subject matter that 

satisfies this limitation.· 

Sony argues, in part: 

(2) the data is embedded in the servo signal by shifting a pair 
of nonparallel stripes along the longitudinal direction of the 
magnetic tape. 

Claim 2 lastly requires that "the data is embedded in the servo 
signal by shifting a pair of nonparallel stripes along the 
longitudinal direction of the magnetic tape." Hennecken states 
that: 

One method for encoding such additional information is to 
vary the spacing between one or more low frequency 
transitions in each set of transitions. For example the 
second transition in each set may be moved closer to the 
first transition to indicate a binary one and may be. spaced 
equally between the first and third transitions to indicate a 
binary zero. 

RX-0073 at 1 :51-2:4. Mr. Jennings explains that varymg the 

101 Sony dtes Dr. Messner's hearing testimony. See, e.g., Sony Br. at 335 (citing Messner Tr. 
364-365 (see also 362-366 for additional context)). At the hearing, Dr. Messner acknowledged 
that the LT0-1 standard predated the '805 Patent and that certain servo concepts were well 
known prior to the '805 Patent. This testimony, however, does not show that the concepts were 
so well known that they would be omitted from Hennecken. 
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spacing would require shifting pairs of trans1t10ns m the 
longitudinal direction. RX-0003C at Q&A 277. 

Sony Br. at 334. As with the preceding limitation, Sony then attacks Dr. Messner's opinion. 

Sony Br. at 334-35. 

Fujifilm argues: 

Rather than . the shifting of pairs of nonparallel servo stripes, 
Hennecken's data embedding technique requires moving only one 
stripe, which Hennecken calls a transition. In the only example of 
"shifting" disclosed by Hennecken, "the second transition in each 
set may be moved closer to the first transition to indicate a binary 
one and may be spaced equally between the first and third 
transitions to indicate a binary zero." RX-0073 (Hennecken) at 
2:1-4. Thus, Hennecken discloses moving only the "second" 
transition, not a pair of nonparallel transitions, see CX-0355C 
(Messner RWS) Q:59, and fails to anticipate claim 2 and 
dependent claim 3. 

Fujifilm Br. at 315. 

The Staff submits that this limitation is not met. Staff Br. at 100. 

Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Hennecken discloses 

embedding data in the servo signal by shifting a pair of nonparallel stripes along the longitudinal 

direction of the magnetic tape. As Dr. Messner explained, RX-0073 at 1: 51-2 :4: 

does not disclose, either expressly or inherently, embedding data 
by shifting a pair of nonparallel stripes. Hennecken's embedding 
technique requires moving only one stripe, which he calls a 
transition. In the only example of "shifting" that Hennecken 
provides, at column 1, line 67 to column 2, line 4, Hennecken 
explains "the second transition in each set may be moved closer to 
the first transition to indicate a binary one and may be spaced 
equally between the first and third transitions to indicate a binary 
zero." In other words, he suggests moving only the second 
transition, not a pair of transitions. Contrary to Mr. Jennings·'· 
assertion, this passage does not anticipate claim 2. 

CX-0355C (Messner RWS) at Q/A 59. 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, 
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thi;:ough clear and convincing evidence, that Hennecken discloses subject matter that satisfies this 

limitation. 

c) Claims 3 and 10 

Sony argues, in part: 

( 1) a first step of encoding data for specifying a servo band 
where the servo signal positions: 

Claims 3 and 10 are each directed to a method of writing the servo 
bands claimed in claims 2 and 1, respectively. Dr. Messner 
testified that he was not aware of any company "in the history of 
the earth" that had ever written servo bands in any way other than 
"converting encoded data into a recording pulse current." Tr. at 
370:1-13. The method of claims 3 and 10 are thus the only 
possible method to write the servo bands of claims 1 and 2. RX-
0003C (Jennings OWS) at Q&A 257-58. So when Hennecken 
discloses the servo bands according to claims 1 and 2, the servo 
writing method of claims 3 and 10 was the method of writing the 
servo bands necessarily used; Hennecken inherently anticipates 
claims 3 and 10. Id. · 

Hennecken- discloses the first step of encodil).g. RX-0003C at 
Q&A 289. Even if Hennecken did not expressly disclose this step 
by expressly using the word "encoded" in reference to the servo 
track number, RX-0073 (Hennecken) at 1 :62, Hennecken 
inherently discloses this limitation because it shows data that is 
embedded into the servo signal and "it is not possible to simply 
embed the servo track number without first encoding it." . Id. at 
Q&A 289. Even Dr. Messner testified that "every manufacturer of 
tape must [perform the encoding step] and do it repeatedly, many, 
many times." Tr. at 408:8-9, 409:22-23. Binary servo stripe 
numbers are not a natural phenomenon. CX-0355C at Q&A 61-62. 
Even if Hennecken's servo writer ·did not itself perform the 
encoding step, something must have. RX-0003C at Q&A 289. 

Sony Br. at 335-36 (emphasis added by Sony), 336-37. 

Fujifilm argues: _ 

To attempt to establish that the "encoding" step is disclosed in 
Hennecken, Mr. Jennings relies on the statements in Hennecken 
that "a servo stripe number may be encoded iri the servo track for 
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coarse transverse location" and "servo data may encode 
longitudinal position along the length of the tape, transverse 
position across the width of the tape, tape identification, and the 
like." RX-003C (Jennings DWS) Q:289. However, Hennecken's 
usage of the word "encoding" corresponds to the "embedding" that 
is performed in the '805 Patent. That is, "encoding" as described 
in Hennecken is different from "encoding" as recited in claims 3 
and 10. See CX-0355C (Messner RWS) Q:60, 61. Encoding, as 
described and claimed in the '805 Patent involves translating (or 
transforming) data (such as an ASCII symbol or a binary sequence) 
into another form, such as a different binary sequence. See Hg. Tr. 
at 377:22-378:1 , 407:17-408:13; JX-0006 ('805 Patent) at 8:11-17. 
Sony's expert, Mr. Jennings, agrees. RX-0003C (Jennings DWS) 
Q:64, 65 ( explaining the difference between "encode" and 
"embed" as those words are used in the '805 Patent); see also CX-
0355C (Messner RWS) Q:61. Mr. Jennings has therefore failed to 
identify a disclosure in Hennecken of "encoding," as that term is 
used in the '805 Patent, anywhere in Hennecken. 

Fujifilm Br. at 316. 

The Staff submits that this limitation is not met. Staff Br. at 100. 

Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Hennecken discloses 

the first step of encoding data for specifying a servo band where the servo signal positions. As 

Dr. Messner explained, Hennecken's "encoding" is different from the '805 Patent's encoding, 

because Hennecken's "encoding" corresponds to the ''embedding" that is performed in the '805 

Patent. CX-0355C (Messner RWS) at Q/A 60-62. Accordingly, the administrative law judge 

has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Hennecken 

discloses subject matter that satisfies this limitation, as recited in claims 3 and 10. 

Sony argues, in part: 

(2) a second step of converting the data that is encoded in the 
first step into a recording pulse current; and 

Hennecken also discloses the second step of converting the 
encoded data into a recording pulse current. RX-0003C (Jennings 
OWS) at Q&A 290. Hennecken states that "[ c ]ontrol logic 190 
receives timing read signals 188 and generates control signals for 
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high frequency drivers 192." RX-0073 (Hennecken) at 9: 19-23. 
The control signals are the encoded data which are then sent to the 
high frequency drivers. RX-0003C at Q&A 290. The high 
frequency drivers then necessarily convert that encoded data into a 
recording pulse current that is supplied to the servo write head. Id. 
Although Dr. Messner's witness statement questions whether the 
control signals represent binary data, CX-0355C at Q&A 61-62, 
Dr. Messner' s testimony at the hearing undenrtines that position. 
Tr. at 372: 17-22. Mr. Jennings's testimony confirms Dr. 
Messner's hearing testimony that Hennecken discloses the 
encoding step. RX-0003C at Q&A 244-46. 

Sony Br. at 3337. 

Fujifilm argues: 

Because Hennecken fails to teach the encoding of data in the first 
step, Hennecken is incapable of disclosing a second step of 
converting encoded data into a recording pulse current. See CX-
0355C (Messner RWS) Q:64. Hennecken also fails to disclose the 
conversion of any data into a recording pulse current. In his 
witness statement, Mr. Jennings cites to column 9, lines 11 through 
28 of Hennecken as allegedly disclosing this feature. RX-0003C 
(Jennings DWS) Q: 290. The cited passage describes Fig. 9 of 
Hennecken. Mr. Jennings points out that "timing read signals" are 
received by a "control logic" module, which generates "control 
signals" for high frequency drivers. Id. Mr. Jennings takes the 
position that the control signals are "encoded data." Id. Mr. 
Jennings' analysis is wrong for several reasons. First, Mr. 
Jennings again improperly combines disclosures from unrelated 
embodiments disclosed in Hennecken. See Net Money In, 545 F .3d 
at 1369. Second, this testimony is also inconsistent with Mr. 
Jennings' testimony Q:64 where he takes the position that encoded 
data is binary data. See RX-0003C (Jennings DWS) Q:64. 
Nothing in Hennecken suggests that the control signals are binary 
encoded data. CX-0355C (Messner RWS) Q:64. 

Fujifilm Br. at 316-17. Fujifilm then argues that "there are a number of different ways that the 

( undisclosed) servo writer of Hennecken' s background disclosure or that of the later-described 

embodiments could write data to a servo band without converting encoded data into a recording 

pulse current" and concludes that Mr. Jennings's testimony about alternative methods is not 

applicable.· Id. at 31 7i. 
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The Staff submits that this limitation is not met. Staff Br. at 100. 

Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Hennecken discloses 

the second step of converting encoded data into a recording pulse current. In particular, because 

Hennecken does not disclose the first step, it also does not disclose the s~cond step. See CX-

0355C (Messner RWS) at Q/A 63-64. Dr. Messner's testimony provides additional reasons for 

finding that Hennecken does not disclose the second step. Id. Accordingly, the administrative 

law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that 

Hennecken discloses subject matter that satisfies this limitation, as recited in claims 3 and 10. 

Sony argues: 

(3) a third step of supplying the recording pulse current to the 
servo write head and writing on the servo band of the 
magnetic tape a servo signal in which is embedded the 
encoded data. 

Mr. Jennings explains how Hennecken's disclosure of Fig 10 & 11 · 
and its written description at 9:29-39 and 10:29-31 discloses to a 
POSA that when a recording pulse current is applied to the servo . 
write heads, the write heads impart a magnetic flux to the magnetic 
tape. RX-0003C at Q&A 291. Even Dr. Messner admits that a 
recording pulse current needs to be supplied to a servo write head 
to write a servo pattern. CX-0355C at Q&A 154 ("there must be a 
recording pulse current provided to a write head"); Tr. at 3 72: 17-
22. Dr. Messner's rebuttal merely re-hashes why he disagrees with 
Mr. Jennings regarding steps 1 and 2. Id. at Q&A 65. Mr. 
Jennings's opinion on the third step is thus unrebutted. 

Sony Br. at 337. 

Fujifilm argues: 

Because Hennecken does not teach any encoded data, Hennecken 
is incapable of disclosing the writing on a servo band · of a servo 
signal in which is embedded encoded data. Moreover, the 
passages of Hennecken that actually describe a servo writer and 
writing a servo signal do not embed data for specifying a servo 
band, or any data at all, in the low frequency transitions (i.e., the 
servo signal for tracking control). Rather, the only embodiments 
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disclosed by Hennecken write both low frequency and high 
. frequency transitions, where additional data is embedded in the 

high frequency transitions. See RX-003C (Jennings DWS) Q:291; 
CX-0355C (Messner RWS) Q:64. · The sentence in the Background 
of the Invention that mentions embedding data in the low 
frequency transitions is not a part of any embodiment of 
Hennecken's invention. Again, it is improper to combine the 
background disclosure of Hennecken, which is what Sony is 
purportedly relying on for anticipation, with the embodiments of 
the actual invention disclosed by Hennecken in order to prove 
anticipation. Hennecken could not have been more clear that the 
background disclosure is distinct from the invention, and they 
operate . on completely different principles. E.g., RX-0073 
(Hennecken) at 2:5-23. Therefore, for these additional reasons, 
Hennecken fails to anticipate claims 3 and 10 of the '805 Patent. 

Fujifilm Br. at 318. 

The Staff submits that this limitation is not met. Staff Br. at 100. 

Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Hennecken discloses 

the third step of supplying the recording pulse current to the servo write head and writing on the 

servo band of the magnetic tape a servo signal in which is embedded the encoded data. 102 In 

particular, inasmuch as Hennecken does not disclose the first step, it also does not disclose the 

third step. See CX-0355C (Messner RWS) at Q/A 65. Dr. Messner's testimony provides 

additional reasons fo_r finding that Hennecken does not disclose the third step. Id. Accordingly, 

the administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and 

convincing evidence, that Hennecken discloses subject matter that satisfies this limitation, as 

recited in claims 3 and 10. 

In conclusion, the administrative law judge has determined that Hennecken does not 

anticipate claims 1, 2, 3, and 10. 

102 The hearing testimony that Sony cites (Messner Tr; 372) relates to the second step of the 
process, not the third step. 
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2. Trabert 

a) Claim 1 

( 1) A magnetic tape 

The parties do not devote analysis to the preamble. Nonetheless, if the preamble is 

considered to be limiting, the evidence shows that Trabert discloses a magnetic tape. See RX-

0003C (Jennings WS) at QI A 312 ("Trabert undoubtedly discloses the preamble of claim l."). 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Trabert discloses subject matter 

that satisfies the preamble. 

Sony argues: 

(2) a plurality of servo bands on each of which is written a 
different servo signal for tracking control of a magnetic 
head,and 

Fujifilm does not dispute Trabert discloses a plurality of servo 
bands on each of which is written a servo signal for tracking 
control of a magnetic head. RX-0003C at Q&A 313-16; RX-0065 
at i!17, 17. 

Sony Br. at 338. Sony then argues against Dr. Messner' s opinion that Trabert does not disclose 

this limitation, which is the same limitation that Sony reported "Fujifilm does not dispute[.]" Id 

at 338-39. Sony argues: 

In disputing that the data for identifying the servo band is in the 
servo signal for tracking control, Dr. Messner artificially divides 
the servo pattern into parts, arguing that the part of the servo signal · 
used to identify the servo bands is different than the part of the 
servo signal used for tracking control. CX-0355C at Q&A 81. A 
POSA would not have made such an artificial distinction. 
Trabert's servo writer has "a single-coil, multi-gap write element, 
capable of writing all servo tracks on a tape in one pass." RX-
0065 (Trabert) at 1 10. Hence when the recording pulse current is 
supplied to the write element, all parts of the servo band are 
written. A POSA would have read Trabert as disclosing a single 

. unified servo signal for tracking control. Dr. Messner' s contrived 
distinction does not relate to how a POSA would have understood 
Trabert. 
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Dr. Messner also questions whether Trabert discloses a different 
signal for each servo band. CX-0355C at Q&A 82. As Mr. 
Jennings explains, not only does Trabert use the word "different" 
in his description of the servo patterns used to identify the servo 
bands, but it expressly states that "any number or combination of 
servo patterns can be utilized." RX-0065 (Trabert) at ,i 45; RX-
0003C at Q&A 314. A POSA would understand the combination 
of the use of the word "different" with "any number... of servo 
patterns can be utilized" to expressly intend a different servo 
pattern for each servo band. RX-0003C (Jennings OWS) at Q&A 
314. 

Fujifilm argues, in part: 

Claim 1 of the '805 Patent requires a different servo signal for 
tracking control written on each of the servo bands. JX-0006 ('805 
Patent) at 9:29-31. This is required because, as recited later in the 
daim, reading the servo signal must enable a servo read head· to 
specify over which servo band it is positioned without referring to 
other servo bands. Id. at 9:34-37. Sony alleges that this limitation 
is met by Trabert because Fig. 11 of Trabert depicts "two different 
servo signals among the five servo bands." RX-0003C (Jennings 
DWS) Q:315. First, as Dr. Messner has pointed out, any 
difference between the servo bands of Trabert are due to the extra 
symbols written thereon, which are not a part of the servo signal 
for tracking control. CX-0355C (Messner RWS) Q:79-81. 
Further, Sony's position is contrary to the plain language of what 
the claim requires and with what is described in the specification 
of the '805 Patent, that is, that a different servo signal is written on 
each servo band. See id. Q:82. 

Fujifilm Br. at 319-20. 

The Staff submits that this limitation is not met. Staff Br. at 101. 

Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Trabert discloses a 

plurality of servo bands with a different servo signal for tracking control of a magnetic head. As 

Dr. Messner explained, Trabert uses extra symbols on the servo bands, which are not a part of a 

servo signal for tracking control. CX-0355C (Messner RWS) at Q/A 79~81. Further, Trabert 

focuses on comparing adjacent servo tracks, which is somewhat inconsistent with using unique · 
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servo track identifiers. Id. at Q/A 82. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined 

that Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Trabert discloses subject 

matter that satisfies this limitation. 

Sony argues: 

(3) data is embedded in each servo signal for specifying the 
servo band corresponding to the data, 

Whether Trabert anticipates the remaining limitations of claim 1 
rises and falls on Trabert disclosing embedding different data into 
the servo signal for tracking control. Trabert discloses "data is 
embedded in each servo signal for specifying the servo band 
corresponding to the data" by stating that "information for the 
servo mechanisms, can be encoded to carry additional useful 
information, such as identifying the individual servo tracks." RX-
0065 (Trabert) at ,i,i 7, 17. A POSA would understand 
"information" as synonymous with "data." RX-0003C at Q&A 
31 7-19. Although Dr. Messner disagrees, his opinion rises and 
falls with the prior term, i.e., his position that the servo signal used 
for tracking control is different than the one used to identify the 
servo band. CX-0355(? at Q&A 83-84. 

Sony Br. at 339. 

Fujifilm argues: 

In · every one of the embodiments described in Trabert, including 
the ones depicted in Figs. 5A-5I, 6A-6I, 7 A-7C, 8A-8C, 9A-9C, 
and 1 OA-IOC, the transitions that identify the servo track are 
written separately from the servo signal for tracking control. See 
CX-0355C (Messner RWS) Q:84; see also CDX-0008C at 5, 6, 8, 
9 (RX-0065). Therefore, these transitions are not embedded in the 
servo signal for tracking control, as required by the claims. Claim 
19 of Trabert is illuminating on this point. The claim requires "n 
occurrences" of oppositely inclined symbols (which are used to 
position the read/write ·head) and an unspecified number of 
"remaining occurrences" of either type of inclined symbol, which 
are used to identify the servo tracks. The "remaining occurrences" 
are independent of the servo signal for tracking control. See CX-
0355C (Messner RWS)) Q:84. For this additional reason, Trabert 
fails to anticipate claim 1, or dependent claims 3 and. 10, of the 
'805 Patent. 
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Fujifilm Br. at 321. 

The Staff submits that this limitation is not met. Staff Br. at 101. 

Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Trabert discloses 

embedding data in each servo signal for specifying the servo band corresponding to the data. As 

Dr. Messner explained, the transitions described in Trabert are not embedded in the servo signal 

for tracking control, as required by the claim. CX-0355C (Messner RWS) at Q/A 84. 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through 

clear and convincing evidence, that Trabert discloses subject matter that satisfies this limitation. 

Sony argues: 

( 4) wherein reading the data enables a servo read head of the 
magnetic head to specify on which servo band the servo 
read head is currently positioned without referring to other 
servo bands. 

Trabert also discloses that reading the data enables a servo read 
head of the magnetic head to specify on which servo band the 
servo read head is currently positioned without referring to other 
servo bands. Mr. Jennings explains that when each servo band has 
a different pattern that is different from any of the other servo 
patterns, that would enable a servo read head to specify on which 
servo band the servo read head is currently positioned without 
referring to other servo bands. RX-0003C (Jennings OWS) at 
Q&A 320. The '805 limitation is not concerned with what a tape 
drive actually does, but what the servo pattern enables any drive to 
perform. RX-0003C at Q&A 320. Different patterns means you 
do not need other servo bands in order to uniquely identify the 
servo band. Id. 

Sony Br. at 339-40. 

Fujifilm argues: 

This claim limitation requires reading of "the data," which refers to 
the data for specifying a servo band which has been embedded in 
each servo signal for tracking control. JX-0006 ('805 Patent) at 
9:34-37. Thus, Trabert cannot disclose this limitation because, as 
explained above, Trabert does not embed any data in a servo signal 
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for tracking control. 

Moreover, nothing in Trabert suggests enabling a servo read head 
to specify the servo band over which it is currently positioned 
without referring to other servo bands. Quite the contrary. As Dr. 
Messner points out, the invention of Trabert is directed to enabling 
a read/write head to be positioned over a data band by referring to 
adjacent servo bands. Id. Q:87. Paragraph [0040] of Trabert 
explains that the read/write head is positioned laterally across a 
tape by reading any two adjacent servo tracks. See CDX-0008C at 
12 (RX-0083). Table 2 depicts one example of how two different 
servo patterns ( out of five servo bands) can be used to identify four 
data bands. Nothing in Trabert suggests a servo read head being 
able to read a single servo band to determine its current position 
without referring to other servo bands. 

Nevertheless, Mr. Jennings states that "[ d]ifferent patterns means 
[sic] you do not need other servo bands in order to uniquely 
identify the servo band." RX-0003C (Jennings DWS) Q:320. 
However, as explained above, Trabert does not disclose unique 
servo signals for tracking control. Trabert, therefore, cannot teach 
enabling a servo read head to specify on which servo band the read 
head is currently positioned without referring to other servo bands. 

Fujifilm Br. at 321-22. 

The Staff submits that this limitation is not met. Staff Br. at 101. 

Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Trabert discloses 

reading data to enable a servo read head to specify the servo band that the servo read head is 

currently positioned, without referring to other servo bands. As Dr. Messner explained, Trabert 

operates with reference to adjacent servo bands. CX-0355C (Messner RWS) at Q/A 87. It does 

not disclose determining a position without referring to adjacent bands, as the claim requires. -Jd. 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through 

clear and convincing evidence, that Trabert discloses subject matter that satisfies this limitation. 
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b) Claim 2 

(1) the servo signal consists of a plurality of continuous 
patterns sets each of which pattern is nonparallel stripes, 
and 

Sony' s entire argument for claim 2 follows: 

As to claim 2, Fujifilm primarily disputes whether Trabert 
discloses embedding the data for specifying the servo bands by 
shifting pairs of nonparallel stripes. Fujifilm does not dispute that 
Trabert discloses the other limitation of claim 2, that "the servo 
signal consists of a plurality of continuous patterns sets each of 
which pattern is nonparallel stripes" as depicted in Figs. 2, 3, 4A-I, 
SA-I, 6A-I, 7 A-C, 8A-C, 9A-C, 1 OA-C, 11 and 15. RX-0003C at 
Q&A323. 

As to embedding data by shifting pairs of nonparallel stripes, 
Trabert states that "the coding of a track lies not in the number of 
symbols in each group, but in how closely the transitions are 
spaced" and that "the second track contains a much higher 
frequency of symbols in some portions than does the first track." 
RX-0065 (Trabert) at ,r 39. As Mr. Jennings explains, differences 
in spacing would result from shifting a pair of nonparallel stripes 
along the longitudinal direction of the magnetic tape. RX-0003C 
at Q&A 324. One can see this by overlaying Figs. 9C and 1 OC. 
See RDX-0123. Dr. Messner opening witness statement admits 
that the stripes of 1 OC are shifted to the right. RX-0003C at Q&A 
325. Although his rebuttal statement contends the shifting is an 
"unintentional artifact of the way the figures were drawn," CX-
0355C at Q&A 91, he does not explain why the dots at the top of 
the figures that represent pulse timing line up with such precision. 
RX-0003C (Jennings OWS) at Q&A 324. That Trabert does not 
shift its servo stripes in the same way that the '805 Patent depicts 
is irrelevant, as the clai.r:ns are not so limited. Altiris, Inc. v. 
Symantec Corp., 318 F.3d 1363, 1374 (Fed. Cir. 2003). 

Sony Br. at 340. 

Fujifilm and the Staff do not address this limitation specifically. See generally Fujifilm 

Br. , § VII(G)(l)(b)(v); Fujifilm Reply, § VII(B)(2); Staff Br.,§ VIII(G)(2); Staff Reply; 

§ VII(D). 

The evidence shows that Trabert discloses a magnetic tape and a servo signal consisting 
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of a plurality of continuous patterns sets, each of which patternis nonparallel stripes. See RX-

0003C(Jennings WS) at Q/A 323. Further, Fujifilm does not appear to dispute that Trabert 

discloses this limitation. See generally Fujifilm Br.,§ VII(G)(l)(b)(v); Fujifilm.Reply, 

§ VII(B)(2). Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Trabert discloses 

subject matter that satisfies this limitation. 

(2) the data is embedded in the servo signal by shifting a pair 
of nonparallel stripes along the longitudinal direction of the 
magnetic tape. 

Sony's entire argument for claim 2 is provided immediately above. See Part 

V1II(F)(2)(b )(1 ), supra. 

Fujifilm argues: 

. As explained above, Trabert does not disclose any data that is 
embedded in the servo signal for tracking control. Rather, servo 
stripes are added to the servo track separate from the servo signal 
for tracking control. See CX-0355C (Messner RWS) Q:90; RX-
0087 (Trabert at Abstract, ,r [0017]. Furthermore, there is no 
disclosure in Trabert of the claim 2 limitation of shifting of pairs of 
nonparallel stripes along the longitudinal direction of the magnetic 
tape. Mr. Jennings' only purported disclosure of this relies on 
comparing patent figures depicting two separate bands that are 
written independently of each other. CX-0355C (Messner RWS) 
Q:90 As Dr. Messner has explained, this has nothing to do with 
the type of shifting of servo stripes claimed by the '805 Patent. Id. 
Sony also chooses to ignore the plain language of claim 2 in that 
Mr. Jennings fails to identify a single pair of nonparallel stripes 
that is shifted. Id. See also RX-0003C (Jennings DWS) Q:323-
325 (citing RDX-0121, 0122, 0123). None of the limitations of 
claim 2 are disclosed by Trabert, and Trabert therefore cannot 
anticipate claim 2 or claim 3. 

Fujifilm Br. at 322-23. 

The Staff submits that this limitation is not met. Staff Br. at 101. 

Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Trabert discloses 

embedding data in the servo signal by shifting a pair of nonparallel stripes along the longitudinal 
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direction of the magnetic tape. As discussed above, Trabert does not disclose data that is 

embedded in the servo signal for tracking control. See also CX-0355C (Messner RWS) at Q/A 

89. Further, Trabert does not disclose shifting pairs of nonparallel stripes along the longitudinal 

direction. See id. at Q/A 90. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that 

Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Trabert discloses subject matter 

that satisfies this limitation. 

c) Claims 3 and 10 

Sony's entire argument follows: 

For claims 3 and 10, Fujifilm argues that Trabert does not disclose 
the first, encoding step, despite the fact that Trabert expressly uses 
the word "encoding," RX-0065 17. Fujifilm does not dispute 
Trabert discloses the last two steps of the claims. RX-0003C at 
Q&A 333-34. 

As to the first step, Trabert discloses that "[t]he servo tracks ... 
can be encoded to carry additional useful information, such ' as 
identifying the individual servo tracks." RX-0065 (Trabert) ,i 7. 
As Mr. Jennings explains, Trabert has numbered each servo band 
"1 iOl", "1102", "1103", "1104", and "1105" in Fig. 11. RX-
0003C at Q&A 332; RX-0065 at Fig. 11. Those servo · band 
numbers cannot be embedded directly into the servo signal and 
need to be encoded first. RX-0003C at Q&A 332. "(O]ne must by 
necessity encode the identity of the servo track before it is 
embedded into the servo signal." Id. Trabert also discloses that 
"on the hardware side, pattern generator 1212 processes the given 
pattern and controls the pulse generator 1210 so that the write head 
1214 is driven to create the desired pattern." RX-0065 (Trabert) ,i 
41. A POSA would understand the pattern generator processes the 
pattern, i.e., encodes the data specifying the servo band. RX- · 
0003C at Q&A 331. 

Thus, even if Mr. Trabert did not mean "encoding" when he used 
that word, encoding nonetheless must have occurred before 
embedding would be possible. All of Trabert cannot be a drafting 
error. CX-0355C at Q&A 90. 

Sony Br. at 341. 

Fujifilm's entire argument is: 
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In alleging that Trabert meets this limitation of claims 3 and 10, 
Sony cites paragraphs [0007] and [0041] of Trabert to support its 
position. See, e.g., RX-0003C (Jennings DWS) Q: 331. However, 
paragraph [0007] of Trabert refers to servo tracks that can be 
"encoded" to carry additional useful information. This, however, 
is not the "encoding" recited in the Asserted Claims. See CX-
0355C (Messner RWS) Q:93. · Rather, Trabert's use of the word 
"encoding" corresponds to what the • 805 Patent refers to and 
claims as "embedding" data on the servo track. Id. This is a 
difference that Mr. Jennings has admitted to in his testimony. See 
RX-0003C (Jennings DWS) Q: 64. Therefore, Sony's allegation 
that Trabert discloses a "first step of encoding data for specifying a 
servo band where the servo signal positions" is incorrect. Mr. 

· Jennings' reliance on reference numerals from Figure 11 ( 1101, 
1102, 1103, etc.) as the data that is allegedly encoded is misplaced. 
Id. Trabert does not encode these reference numerals. See CX-
0355C (Messner RWS) Q:94. Trabert's addition of servo stripes in 
non-unique patterns to differentiate combinations of servo bands 
does not disclose "encoding" of data. 

Fujifilm Br. at 323. 

The Staff submits that Trabert does not disclose the first step and is silent on steps two 

and three. Staff Br. at 101. 

Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Trabert discloses the 

first step ofencoding data for specifying a servo band where the servo signal positions. As Dr. 

Messner explained, Trabert's use of the word "encoding" corresponds to what the "805 Patent 

refers to, and claims, as ''embedding" data on the servo track. CX-0355C (Messner RWS) at 

Q/A 93. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, 

through dear and convincing evidence, that Trabert discloses subject matter that satisfies this 

limitation, as recited in claims 3 and 10. 

With regard to the second and third steps, the evidence shows that Trabert discloses 

converting the data and supplying the recording pulse current as described in the claims. See 

RX-0003C(Jennings WS) at Q/A 333-34. Further, Fujifilm does not appear to dispute that 
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Trabert discloses these limitations. See generally Fujifilm Br.,§ VII(G)(l)(b)(vi); Fujifilm 

Reply, § VII(B)(2). Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Trabert 

discloses subject matter that satisfies these limitations. 

In conclusion, the administrative law judge has determined that Trabert does not . ' 

anticipate claims 1, 2, 3, and 10. 

3. Tran 

At the outset, Sony argues: 

Fujifilm's dispute on Tran anticipating claim 1 focuses on Tran's 
disclosure of an amplitude based servo pattern, as opposed to a 
timing based one. Id. at Q&A 342. Amplitude based servos use a 
checkerboard-like pattern of magnetic transitions for tracking 
control. Id. at Q&A 62, 343; RDX-0129. Even though Tran 
discloses a different type of servo than the embodiments of the 
'805 Patent depict, claim 1 is not limited to timing based servos. 
Altiris, 318 F.3d at 1374 (claims are not limited to the patent's 
preferred embodiments). 

Sony Br. at 342 (emphasis added by Sony). 

Fujifilm responds: 

Tran relates to a tracking control technology using so,,,called 
amplitude-based servo patterns, which, as Dr. Messner explains, 
operate on a very different principle than the timing-based servo 
patterns of the '805 Patent. See CX-0355C Q:99. Instead of using 
inclined servo stripes for tracking control for a servo read head, 
amplitude-based servo patterns use signal erasures ill' the servo 
band for the tracking control function. Id.; RX-0066 (Tran) at 
7:20-22. Because the claims of the '805 Patent relate to the 
writing of servo signals, not to the erasing of servo signals, Tran 
cannot anticipate claim 10 of the '805 Patent. 

Fujifilm Br. at 324. 

Claims 1 and 10 are discussed bel9w. 
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a) Claim 1 

( 1) A magnetic tape 

The parties do not devote analysis to the preamble. Nonetheless, if the preamble is 

considered to be limiting, the evidence shows that Tran discloses a magnetic tape. See RX-

0003C (Jennings WS) at Q/A 360 ("Tran indeed discloses a method of manufacturing a magnetic 

tape.'"). Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Tran discloses subject 

matter that satisfies the preamble. 

Sony argues: 

(2) a plurality of servo bands on each of which is written a 
different servo signal for tracki,ng control of a magnetic 
head,and 

Fujifilm also disputes whether Tran describes writing the servo 
signal for tracking control. RX-0003C (Jennings OWS) at Q&A 
363-65. Dr. Messner alleges that Tran does not disclose a servo 
signal for tracking control because the tracking control is provided 
by erasures rather than a written signal. CX-0355C at Q&A 101. 
This argument is a distinction without a difference. Mr. Jennings 
explains that the carrier signal itself has no ability to perform any 
tracking control function; it is only the combination of the erased 
arid non-erased portions of the servo band that together · forms the 
servo signal for tracking control. RX-0003C at Q&A 364. The 
servo signal for tracking control does not exist until the so-called 
"erase" elements create ·it. Id. Because the ostensible "erase" 
elements create the servo signal for tracking control, . they are in 
fact writing because they ai'e creating the servo signal for tracking 
control. Id. Dr. Messner does not address this point. 

Instead, Dr. Messner focuses on the word "erase" without looking 
how a POSA would understand Tran's disclosure as a whole. CX-
0355C at Q&A 101. Once again, Dr. Messner uses an 
impermissible ipsissimis verbis test. In re Gleave, 560 F.3d at 
1334. Mr. Jennings specifically cautions "don't let the differences 
in words fool you" in explaining the differences in words used by 
Tran and the '805 Patent. RX-0003C at Q&A 359. Indeed, a 
reference need not use the same words that the claim uses to 
anticipate the claim. In re Gleave, 560 F.3d 1334. In a typical 
servo writer of the type used in the '805 Patent, the tape first 
passes an AC erase unit before traveling to the servo write head. 
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Id. at Q&A 363. A POSA would understand that Tran's use of the 
carrier signal is analogous to an AC erase unit-removing 
information. Id. at Q&A 364. And then when Tran describes 
creating the servo signal for tracking control by "erasing," a POSA 
would understand that to actually be writing because it is creating 
a servo signal for tracking control. Id. Hence the data 1s 
ei;nbedded in the servo signal for specifying the servo band. 

Sony Br. at 342-43 (emphasis added by Sony). Sony does not cite its expert's testimony that 

contends Tran anticipates claim 1, although RX-0003C (Jennings WS) at Q/A 359 generically 

refers to earlier testimony. See generally id. (RX-0003C (Jennings WS) at Q/A 354-58, which 

discuss claim 1, are not cited). 

Fujifilm argues, in part: 

Tran uses signal erasures, rather than a written servo signal, to 
provide tracking control of a servo read head. CX-0355C 
(Messner RWS) Q:101. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 of RX-0066 
(Tran), which depicts a written servo carrier signal 63 that is the 
same along the entirety of each servo band, and various portions 
62, which are regions of the servo track where the carrier signal 
has been erased. As Dr. Messner has explained, these erased 
portions 62 are what provide the tracking control. Id. 

Fujifilm Br. at 324 .. 

The Staff submits that this limitation is not met. Staff Br. at 102. 

Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Tran discloses a 

plurality of servo bands with a different servo signal for tracking control of a magnetic head. As 

Dr. Messner explained, Tran "uses erasures, not a written signal, in order to provide tracking 

control." CX-0355C (Messner RWS) at Q/A 101. Sony and Mr. Jennings's arguments that 

erasing is "in fact writing" conflates two opposite concepts-i. e., writing and erasing. 103 

103 If Sony believed that writing and erasing were equivalent, it should have proposed a claim 
construction that encompassed these two opposite concepts. The plain and ordinary meaning of 
"write" does not encompass erasing. Further, Sony's assertion that "Dr. Messner does not 
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Accordingly, the administrative faw judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through 

clear and convincing evidence, that Tran discloses subject matter that satisfies this limitation. 

(3) data is embedded in each servo signal for specifying the 
servo band corresponding to the· data, 

For the third and fourth limitations, Sony argues: 

As to the other limitations of claim 1, Fujifilm does not contest that 
Tran discloses magnetic tape (RX-0003C at Q&A 350), with "a 
plurality of servo bands on each of which is ... a different servo 
signal for tracking control of a magnetic head" (id. at Q&A 3 51-
53 ), where "data is embedded in each servo signal for specifying 
the servo band corresponding to the data" (id. at Q&A 354-57), or 
that that "reading the data enables a · servo read head of the 
magnetic head to. specify on which servo band the servo read head 
is currently positioned without referring to other servo bands" (id; 
at Q&A 358). 

Sony Br. at 343. 

Fujifilm and the Staff do not address these limitations specifically. See generally 

Fujifilm Br.,§ VII(G)(l)(c); Fujifilm Reply,§ VII(B)(3); Staff Br.,§ V1II(G)(3); Staff Reply, 

§ VII(D). 

With regard to the third and fourth limitations, the evidence shows that Tran discloses 

data embedded for specifying a servo band and reading· data to obtain a servo read head position 

without referring to other servo bands. See RX-0003C(Jennings WS) at Q/A 354-57. Further, 

Fujifilm does not appear to dispute that Tran discloses these limitations. See generally Fujifilm 

Br.,§ VII(G)(l)(c); Fujifilm Reply,§ VII(B)(3). Accordingly, the administrative law judge has 

determined that Tran discloses subject matter that satisfies these limitations. 

address this point"-when he clearly addresses Mr. Jennings's erase/write conflation-lessens 
the persuasiveness of Sony's brief. 
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( 4) wherein reading the data enables a servo read head of the 
magnetic head to specify on which servo band the servo 
read head is currently positioned without referring to other 
servo bands. 

As discussed in the section immediately above, the administrative law judge has 

determined that Tran discloses subject matter that satisfies this limitation. 

b) Claims 2 and 3 

The administrative law judge notes that Sony does not argue that Tran anticipates claims 

2 and 3. See Sony Br.,§ VIII(G)(c). 

c) Claim 10 

(1) a first step of encoding data for specifying a servo band 
where the servo signal positions: 

Sony argues: 

Fujifilm contests whether Tran discloses a first step of encoding, 
even though, like Trabert, Tran expressly uses the word "encode," 
including in the title of the patent. CX-0355C at Q&A 103; RX-
0083 (Tran) at 1 ("Encoded Servo Track Configurations, Servo 
Writer and Systems/Methods Regarding Same"). A POSA would 
have knowri that to have data embedded in the servo signal, it first 
must be encoded. RX-0003C at Q&A 362. Dr. Messner even 
testified that "every manufacturer of tape mu~t [perform the 
encoding step] and do it repeatedly, many, many times." Tr. at 
408:8-9, 409:22-23. Tran states that "the encoded information is 
provided by varying the length of one or more erased portions." 
RX-0083 (Tran) at 3:23-25. Trans describes taking the 

, identification data and transforming it into a different form: the 
length of the erased portions. RX-0003C (Jennings OWS) at Q&A 
362. 

Sony Br. at 343-44 (emphasis added by Sony). 

Fujifilm argues: 

In its allegations that Tran meets this limitation of claim 10, Sony 
again cites to passages which, rather than disclosing "encoding" 
within the meaning of the claim limitation, instead disclose 
"embedding" as disclosed in the '805 Patent. See, e.g. RDX-
0003C (Jennings DWS) Q:361. See also RDX-0136 ('805 
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Invalidity Slide 44) (citing passages from Tran that Mr. Jennings 
alleges show a first step of encoding). Yet Mr. Jennings also 
acknowledges the distinction between "encoding" and 
"embedding." RDX-0003 (Jennings DWS) Q:64, 65, 362. Mr. 
Jennings therefore falls back to an inherency argument that Tran 
must be encoding some information because Tran varies the length 
of the erased portions in order to enable the identification of a 
servo band. Id at 362. But Mr. Jennings fails to identify any data 
that is actually "encoded," as required by claim 10. See RX-0003 
(Jennings DWS) Q:362 (alleging "each servo band has some name, 
number, or positional order ascribed to it," but failing to identify 
any such disclosure in Tran); see also CX-0355C (Messner) Q: 103, 
104. Tran does not disclose a first step of encoding data, as recited 
in claim 10. 

Fujifilm Br. at 325. 

The Staff submits that this limitation is not met. Staff Br. at 102. 

Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Tran discloses the first 

step of encoding data for specifying a servo band where the servo signal positions. As Dr. 

Messner explained, Tran's "encoding" is different from the '805 Patent's encoding. CX-0355C 

(Messner RWS) at Q/A 102-04. For example, the passages of Tran that Mr. Jennings relies on 

relate to embedding, not encoding. Id at Q/A 103-04. Accordingly, the administrative law 

judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Tran 

discloses subject matter that satisfies this limitation. 

Sony argues: 

(2) a second step of converting the data that is encoded in the 
first step into a recording pulse current; and 

Dr. Messner's position on the second step merely reiterates his 
prior contention that Tran does not disclose writing a servo signal 
for tracking control. CX-0355C (Messner RWS) at Q&A 106. As 
explained above, Dr. Messner ignores the fundamentals of 
magnetic recording theory, and instead incorrectly focuses on the , 
exact words used. In re Gleave, 560 F.3d at 1334. A POSA would 
understand the carrier signal as no different than the output of the 
AC erase unit, and then a separate core creates the signal for 
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tracking control, in which the encoded data for specifying the 
servo band is embedded. RX-0003C at Q&A 363-65. 

Sony Br. at 344. 

Fujifilm argues: 

Because Tran does not disclose the encoding of data in the first 
step, Tran cannot convert any encoded data. Even if Tran did 
encode data in the first step, Tran does not convert any data into a 
recording pulse current. In his witness statement, Mr. Jennings 
equates, without any expl~ination, Tran's high frequency signal 
used for erasing information with a recording pulse current. See 
RX-0003C (Jennings DWS) Q:366. A high frequency signal, 
however, is not a pulse current. See CX-0355C (Messner RWS) 
Q:106. 

Furthermore, in his response to Question 366 of his witness 
statement, Mr. Jennings also conflates two opposit~, concepts, the 
concepts of writing to a magnetic tape and erasing from a magnetic 
tape. As Dr. Messner explains, writing stripes on a magnetic tape 
is not the same as erasing those stripes. 1d. Moreover, Tran itself 
clearly discloses that writing and erasing are different. As 
discussed above, in Fig. 2 of Tran, elem~nt 154 is the element that 
writes a servo carrier signal across the entire width of a servo band. 
See also RX-0083 (Tran) at 9:11-15. By contrast, servo erase 
elements 152 erase portions of an already written servo carrier 
signal. Id. at 9:15-16. As Dr. Messner has testified, and 'as Tran 
teaches, writing and erasing are different. CX-0355C (Messner · 
R WS) Q: 101. The erase elements of Tran, which create the servo 
signal for tracking control on the magnetic tape, are not activated 
by a recording pulse current. See id. Q: 106. Tran does not meet 
this limitation of claim I 0. 

Fujifilm Br. at 326-27. 

The Staff submits that this limitation is not met. Staff Br. at I 02. 

Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Tran discloses the 

second step of converting encoded data into a recording pulse current. In particular, because 

Tran does not disclose the first step, it also does not disclose the second step. See CX-0355C 

(Messner RWS) at Q/A 106. Additionally, Tran's high frequency erase signal is not a recording 
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pulse current. Id. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not 

shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Tran discloses subject matter that satisfies 

this limitation. 

Soriy argues: 

(3) a third step of supplying the recording pulse current to the 
servo write head and writing on the servo band of the 
magnetic tape a servo signal in which is embedded the 
encoded data. 

Dr. Messner's contentions regarding the final step do nothing more 
than reiterate his prior arguments. CX-0355C at Q&A 106. But 
for the above reasons, Dr. Messner is mistaken. RX-0003C at 
Q&A 341. 

Sony Br. at 344. 

Fujifilm argues: 

As explained above, Tran does not disclose (1) any encoded data 
and, therefore, cannot disclose the writing of a servo signal on a 
servo band in which is embedded any encoded data, or (2) a 
recording pulse current that can be supplied to a write head to write 
a servo signal on the servo band of a magnetic tape. Moreover, 
even assuming the high frequency erase signal is a pulse current, 
the high frequency signal is not supplied to a servo write head and 
a servo signal in which is embedded encoded data is not written. 
See CX-0355C (Messner RWS) Q:106. Therefore, Tran does not 
disclose this limitation. 

Fujifilm Br. at.327. 

The Staff submits that this limitation is not met. Staff Br. at 100. 

Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Tran discloses the third 

step of supplying the recording pulse current to the servo write head and writing on the servo 

band of the magnetic tape a servo signal in which is embedded the encoded data. In particular, 

because Tran does not disclose the first step, it also does not disclose the third step. See CX-

0355C (Messner RWS) at Q/A 107. Additionally, as Dr. Messner explained, "the high frequency 
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signal is not supplied to a servo write head and a servo signal in which is embedded encoded data 

is not written." Id. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not 

· shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Tran discloses subject matter that satisfies 

this limitation. 

In conclusion, the administrative law judge has determined that Tran does not anticipate 

claims 1, 2, 3, and 10. 

G. Obviousness 

1. Hennecken 

Sony argues, in part: 

Dr. Messner contends Hennecken does not disclose embedding 
data for specifying the servo band in the servo signal for tracking 
control, but even if that were the case (it is not), doing so would 
have been obvious because Hennecken discloses only two 
locations in which to embed data: the high frequency transitions, 
and the low frequency transitions that are used for tracking 
control. RX-0003C (Jennings OWS) at Q&A 297. Indeed, 
embedding data for specifying the servo band in the servo signal 
for tracking control would have been nothing more than simple 
substitution by using one location instead of other. KSR, 550 U.S. 
at 416. Hennecken discloses only two possible locations for 
embedding information in the servo band pattern: the high and 
low frequency transitions. RX-0003C at Q&A 297. As these are 
the only two possible locations, it would have been obvious to try 
using -the low frequency transitions to embed the identity of the 
servo bands. In re Kubin, 561 F.3d at 1360. And a POSA would -
have had at least a reasonable expectation of successfully using 
either'location. RX-0003C at Q&A 307-08. 

Sony Br. at 344-45. Sony then argues that Hennecken does not teach away from embedding data 

for specifying the servo band in the servo signal for tracking control. Id. 

Fujifilm argues that Hennecken does not teach this limitation (see Part VIII(F)(l), supra) 

and that Hennecken teaches away: 

Hennecken, however, clearly teaches away from the very 
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combination and modifications that Sony and Mr. Jennings 
propose to . arrive at the claimed invention. See CX-0355C 
(Messner R WS) Q:68. "A reference may be said to teach away 
when a person of ordinary skill, upon reading the reference, would 
be discouraged from following the path set out in the 
reference .. . " In re Gurley, 27 F.3d 551, 553 (Fed. Cir. 
1994). Hennecken discourages varying the spacing between low 
frequency transitions in order to embed data therein for identifying 
a servo band by identifying/our distinct problems associated with 
the technique, including that: ( 1) the rate of informati·on transfer 
would be too low; (2) the technique would require complicated 
logic in the tape access system to correctly interpret transition 
spacings when reading the tape in either direction; (3) the problems 
with reading the servo waveforms using this technique would 
require additional electronics to correctly interpret the waveform; 
and ( 4) using typical servo writing techniques, the low frequency 
pattern cannot contain any information that varies between the 
servo tracks, such as a servo stripe number. RX-0073 (Hennecken) 
at 2:5-19. Indeed, as Dr. Messner points out, this last problem 
expressly disparages a key aspect of the '805 Patent. See CX-
0355C (Messner RWS) Q:68. 

Fujifilm Br. at 327-28. 

The Staff argues that the claims of the '805 Patent would not have been obvious in light 

of Hennecken because Hennecken does not disclose multiple limitations from the claims. Staff 

Br. at 99-100. 

At the hearing, Mr. Jennings testified as follows : 

Q. And in the background section of Hennecken -- and we can 
pull up Hennecken and look at that, but the background section of 
Hennecken, you would agree, is telling one of ordinary skill in the 
art not to embed servo band IDs using a technique like Albrecht's; 
correct? 

A. In his main invention, he is describing that he would -- he 
prefers not to, yes. 

Q. He gives actually four reasons in the background as to why one 
of ordinary skill in the art would not want to do that; correct? 

A. Correct. 
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Jennings Tr. 553. 104 

The administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and 

convincing evidence, that Hennecken discloses multiple limitations from the asserted claims. 

See Part VIII(F)(l), supra. Sony's obviousness arguments do not provide a basis for finding that 

Hennecken discloses these elements. 

Sony has not provided a sufficient rationale for why one of ordinary skill in the art would 

mod~fy Hennecken as suggested. See CX-0355C (Messner RWS) at Q/A 68. Further, 

Hennecken teaches away from the modification, as shown by Mr. Jennings's hearing testimony 

and Dr. Messner's witness statement. 105 Jennings Tr. 553; see also CX-0355C (Messner RWS) 

at Q/A 68-70. 

104 Dr. Messner testified that: 

Hennecken very clearly teaches away from embedding data-such 
as an identifier for a servo band-into the low · frequency 
transitions. Turning to CDX-0008C (Messner Reb. Demos.), at 
page 4, as shown in the Background of the Invention, Hennecken 

· identifies not one, but four distinct problems associated with 
varying the spacing between low frequency transitions in order to 
embed data therein. Hennecken states that the rate of information 
transfer would be low, and that the technique would require 
complicated logic in the tape access system to correctly interpret 
transition spacings when reading the tape in either direction. 
Hennecken also identifies problems with reading the servo 
waveforms using this technique, which would require additional 
electronics to correctly interpret the waveform. Finally, Hennecken 
stated that using typical servo writing techniques, the low 
frequency pattern cannot-Hennecken actually uses the word 
"cannot"-contain any information that varies between the servo 
tracks, such as a servo stripe number. Indeed, this last problem 
expressly teaches away from an important part of the very solution 
that Mr. Nakao came up with. Hennecken then concludes that a 
different solution is needed. 

CX-0355C (Messner RWS) at Q/A 68 (Q/A 68-71 provided exposition). 
105 The administrative law judge has also determined that it would not have been obvious to try 
the modification, as Sony argues, in view of the teaching away determination. 
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Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that claims 1, 2, 3, and 10 would not 

have been obvious over Hennecken alone because Hennecken does not disclose all 6fthe 

limitations of those claims and because Sony has not shown one of ordinary skill in the art would 

have modified Hennecken as Sony suggests. 

2. Trabert 

Sony's entire argument is: 

As described above, Trabert anticipates claims 3 and 10 of the '805 
Patent. It also renders claims 3 and 10 obvious. As Mr. Jennings 
explains, the whole purpose of Trabert is to disclose a method of 
identifying the servo band over which a servo read head is 
positioned. RX-0003C at Q&A 313. Dr. Messner argues that 
Trabert does not expressly teach using a different servo signal 
which would enable a servo read head of the magnetic head to 
specify on which servo band the servo read head is currently 
positioned without referring to other servo bands. But paragraph 
45 of Trabert makes clear that it contemplated having uniquely 
different servo signal in each of the servo bands to embed the servo 
band's identity. RX-0003C (Jennings OWS) at Q&A 336. No 
additional changes would be required to use a uniquely different 
servo signal in each of the servo bands. Id. at Q&A 337. A POSA 
would have had at least a reasonable expectation that using a 
different servo signal for each servo band would have been 
successful to identify the servo bands without reference to the 
other servo bands. Id. at Q&A 339. KSR, 550 U.S. at 416; In re 
Kubin, 561 F.3d at 1360. 

Sony Br. at 345-46. 

Fujifilm argues, in part: 

Mr. Jennings has failed to explain in any meaningful way how or 
why one of skill in the art would modify Trabert to cure the 
deficiencies of Trabert. See id. Q:96. Trabert lacks any teaching 
or suggestion of embedding in a servo signal for tracking control 
data for specifying a servo band as required by claim 1. See id. 
Q:83. Trabert also fails to teach or suggest writing a different 
servo signal for tracking control on each of a plurality of servo 
band and fails to teach or suggest enabling a servo read head to 
specify on which servo band the servo read head is positioned 
without referring to other servo bands, both of which are also 
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required by claim 1. See id. Q:82. Trabert also fails to teach or 
suggest the shifting of nonparallel servo stripes as required by 
claim 2. See id. Q:88-91. Finally, Trabert fails to teach or suggest 
a first step of encoding data for specifying a servo band where the 
servo signal positions as required by both claims 3 and 10. See id. 
Q:92-94. The modifications that would be required to bring 
Trabert within the scope of the claims would completely change 
how Trabert works and, in several instances, make no sense in the 
context of Trabert, e.g., shifting pairs of nonparallel servo 
stripes. See id. Q:96. Mr. Jennings has not offered any credible 
reason why one of ordinary skill in the art would choose to make 
these modifications. "[S]ome kind of motivation must be shown 
from some source ... why a person of ordinary skill would have 
thought of either combining two or more references or modifying 
one to achieve the patented method." !IP Engine, Inc. v. AOL Inc., 
576 F. App'x 982, 999 (Fed. Cir. 2014) (quoting N. V v. Abbott 
Labs., 512 F.3d 1363, 1274 (Fed. Cir. 2008)). Again, Mr. Jennings 
is engaging in improper hindsight reconstruction of the claimed 
invention using the '805 Patent as a roadmap. 

Fujifilm Br. at 330-31. 

The Staff argues that the claims of the '805 Patent would not have been obvious in light 

of Trabert, because Trabert does not disclose multiple limitations from the claims. Staff Br. at 

100-101. 

The administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and 

convincing evidence, that Trabert discloses multiple limitations from the asserted claims. See 

Part VII1(F)(2), supra. Sony's obviousness arguments do not provide a basis for finding that 

Trabert discloses these elements. 

Sony also has not provided a sufficient rationale for why one of ordinary skill in the art 

would modify Trabert as suggested. See CX-0355C (Messner RWS) at Q/A 96. Further, 

modifying Trabert would alter its principle of operation. Id. at 96. 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that claims 1, 2, 3, and 10 would not 

have been obvious over Trabert alone because Trabert does not disclose all of the limitations of 
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those claims and because Sony has not shown one of ordinary skill in the art would have 

modified Trabert as Sony suggests. 

3. Tran 

Sony's entire argument is: 

As described above, Tran anticipates claim 10 of the '805 
Patent. It also renders claim 10 obvious. As Mr. Jennings 
explains, the three step method of (1) encoding, (2) converting and 
(3) embedding were well known in the magnetic recording 
industry to be the preferred method of writing servo bands. RX-
0003C at Q&A 368-69; RX-0082 (Jorgensen) (as evidence of the 
knowledge of a POSA). Even Dr. Messner is not aware of any 
company "in the history of the earth" that has ever written servo 
bands in any way other than "converting encoded data into a 
recording pulse current." Tr. at 370:1-13. To the extent Tran does 
not disclose this three step method, Mr. Jennings explains that a 
POSA would have used their knowledge of servo writing to write 
the servo pattern described by Tran in order to uniquely identify 
the servo band over which the servo read head is positioned. RX-
0003C at Q&A 369. 

Sony Br. at 346. 

Fujifilm's entire argument is: 

Sony's allegations regarding the obviousness of claim 10 in view 
of Tran are conclusory and lacking in any meaningful analysis. In 
particular, Mr. Jennings opines that, because servo writing was 
well known by the early 2000s (as taught in another reference, 
Jorgensen, that Mr. Jennings did not rely on as part of an 
invalidating combination), claim 10 would be obvious in view of 
Tran. See RX-0003C (Jennings DWS) Q: 368, 369. However, as 
explained above, because Tran discloses an amplitude-based servo 
writer, Tran provides for the identification of servo bands by 
erasing portions of a servo carrier signal, not by writing a servo 
signal having encoded data for identifying a servo band embedded 
therein. See CX-0355C (Messner RWS) Q: 108. Tran therefore 
teaches the opposite of what is claimed. · When the teachings of the 
prior art are opposite to what is claimed, the invention at issue is 
not obvious. See Daiichi Sankyo Co. , Ltd. v. Mylan Pharm. Inc., 
670 F. Supp. 2d 359, 379 (D.N.J. 2009). Far from rendering claim 
10 obvious, there is, in fact, no modification to an amplitude-based 
servo writer like Tran's that could be made to arrive at the servo 
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writing techniques of claim 10 of the '805 Patent. See CX-0355C 
(Messner RWS) Q:108. 

Fujifilm Br. at 331. 

The Staff argues that the claims of the '805 Patent would not have been obvious in light 

of Tran, because Tran does not disclose multiple limitations from the claims and because it 

operates on a different principle. Staff Br. at 101-02. 

The administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through clear and 

convincing evidence, that Tran discloses multiple limitations from the asserted claims. See Part 

VIII(F)(3), supra. Sony's obviousness arguments do.not provide a ba~is for finding that Tran 

discloses these elements. 

Sony also has ,not provided a sufficient rationale for why one of ordinary skill in the art 

would modify Tran as suggested. See CX-0355C (Messner RWS) at Q/A 108. Further, 

modifying Tran would alter its principle of operation. Id ("Tran is directed to an amplitude

based servo writer, while the '805 Patent is directed to a timing-based servo writer. The 

underlying theory of each is completely different from the other."). 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that claims 1, 2, 3,,and 10 would not 

have been obvious over Tran alone because Tran does not disclose all of the limitations of those 

claims and because Sony has not shown one of ordinary skill in the art would have modified 

Tran as Sony suggests. 

4. Hennecken and Albrecht II 

Sony argues that the asserted claims would have been obvious over Hennecken in view of 

Albrecht II (RX-0066). 106 Sony Br., § VIII(G)(2)(d). 

\ 

. Sony argues that Albrecht II discloses "embedding encoded data within a timing based 

106 Albrecht II is U.S. Patent No. 5,930,065 . 
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servo pattern by shifting the nonparallel pairs of servo stripes in the longitudinal direction." 

Sony Br. at 347. Sony.then argues: 

Although Albrecht II does not explicitly disclose that the different 
data encoded into the servo bands is used for identifying the servo 
band, Hennecken does. RX-0003C at Q&A 372. And both 
references disclose the three steps of servo writing that have been 
used for half a century. Id. at Q&A 388-396. Hence the 
combination of Albrecht II and Hennecken discloses each and 
every limitation of the claims. Id. at Q&A 374-97. 

Id. In providing a rationale for combining the references, Sony argues: 

As to a motivation to combine, Mr. Jennings explains that starting 
with Hennecken's disclosure of embedding the servo track number 
in the low frequency transitions, it would have been a matter of 
simple substitution to use the use the method of shifting the non
parallel servo stripes in the longitudinal direction disclosed by 
Albrecht II by encoding the servo track number into the low 
frequency transitions of Hennecken. Id. at Q&A 398. And it 
would have been obvious to try. Id. at Q&A 399. Although Dr. 
Messner once again alleges that Hennecken teaches away from 
embedding data in the low frequency transitions, CX-0355C at 
Q&A 122-124, that fails to address why a POSA would have been 
dissuaded from using Albrecht II's method of embedding encoded 
data when that method's starting point already has that the data in 
the low frequency transitions. The passage that Dr. Messner cites 
has nothing to do with using Albrecht II' s method of embedding 
encoded data, and only where the data is encoded-something that 
woll;ld not have changed. Dr. Messner' s criticism misses its mark. 

As to the motivation of starting with Albrecht II, which discloses 
the robust method of embedding a wide variety of encoded data, 
and then desiring to embed the servo band number in order to 
uniquely specify the servo band corresponding to the data, Mr. 
Jennings explains that making such a combination would have 
been a matter of simple substitution. RX-0003C at Q&A 393. A 
POSA would have been motivated to make the combination, to 
increase the off-track budget for the tape. Id. at Q&A 400-02. Dr. 
Messner never addresses this motivation. 

And as Mr. Jennings explains, a POSA would have had a 
reasonable expectation of success in making the combination: the 
proven track record that Albrecht II' s method of encoding had 
already achieved with the introduction of L T0-1. Id. at Q&A 
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406. Dr. Messner's reference to Mr. Taylor once again misses the 
point, as there is no evidence of what Mr. Taylor was attempting to 
achieve, and no evidence he was evaluating the combination of 
Albrecht II and Hennecken. That the Patent Office had before it 
both Albrecht II and Hennecken is not relevant given the strong 
case of obviousness. . The Federal Circuit routinely invalidates 
claims as obvious over art that was before the Patent Office. See, 
e.g., Scanner Techs. Corp. v. !COS Vision Sys. Corp. NV, 528 
F.3d 1365, 1380 (Fed. Cir. 2008); PharmaStem Therapeutics, Inc. 
v. ViaCell, Inc., 491 F.3d 1342 (Fed. Cir. 2007). 

Fujifilm argues "Albrecht II fails to teach or suggest a magnetic tape having a servo band 

written thereon that enables a servo read head to specify on which servo band the servo read 

head is currently positioned without referring to other servo bands." Fujifilm Br. at 332 (this is 

limitation l[d]). Fujifilm argues that the passages Sony cites do not "have anything to do with 

the identification of a servo band." Id. Fujifilm also argues that Sony has not identified "in 

Albrecht II a first step of encoding data for specifying a servo band where the servo signal 

positions." Id. at 333. Fujifilm concludes by arguing that Hennecken teaches away from a 

combination with Albrecht IL Id. at 334. 

Sony's reply clarifies that it relies on Hennecken for disclosing limitation ld. Sony 

Reply at 118-19. Sony then argues that if Albrecht II does not explicitly disclose the first step of 

claim 3, then it implicitly discloses the limitation. Id. at 119. 

The Staff argues: 

Sony contends that claims 3 and 10 of the '805 Patent are obvious 
in view of Albrecht II and Hennecken. Resps. P.H. Br. at 
82. However, as discussed above, Hennecken fails to disclose or 
suggest each limitation of claims 3 and 10 of the '805 
Patent. Compls. P.H. Br. at 304-314; CX-355C (Messner) at Q/A 
39-73. In addition, Sony concedes that Albrecht II fails to teach or 
suggest embedding a servo band identifier in the non-parallel 
chevrons. See RX-0003C (Jennings WS) at Q/A 372. But even if 
each limitation of claims 3 and 10 of the '805 Patent were found in 
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those references, Sony has not shown that one skilled in the art 
would be motivated to combine the teachings of Albrecht II and 
Hennecken. Compls. P.H. Br. at 304-314; CX-355C (Messner) at 
Q/A 110-130. For example, Hennecken teaches away from the 
asserted combination, explaining why varying the spacing between 
low frequency channels should not be done. CX-355C (Messner) 
at QIA 110-130; Gompls. P.H. Br. at 327. 

Staff Br. at 102-03. 

The evidence does not show that the prior art (Hennecken and Albrecht II) discloses 

reading data to enable a servo read head to specify the servo band that the servo read head is 

currently positioned, without referring to other servo bands. As Dr. Messner explained, Albrecht · 

II does not disclose the encoding of dat&, as required by claim 3 and. 10. See CX-0355C 

(Messner RWS) at Q/A 117: Id. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that 

Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Albrecht II ( or Hennecken) 

· discloses subjec! matter that satisfies this limitation. 

Additionally, Sony has not shown that one of ordinary skill in the art would modify 

Hennecken in view of Albrecht II. Hennecken explains that low frequency transitions should not 

be modified. RX-0073 at 2:20-23; see also CX-0355C (Messner RWS) Q/A 122. Mr. Jennings 

also acknowledged that Hennecken teaches away from the proposed modification. Jennings Tr. 

553. 

Thus, the administrative law judge finds that claims 3 and 10 would not have been 

obvious over Hennecken and Albrecht II. 

5. Secondary Considerations 107 

Fujifilm argues "overwhelming objective evidence in the form of skepticism and failure 

107 Sony has argued that there is no nexus between secondary consideration evidence and the 
asserted claims and includes "nexus" as a separate secondary consideration issue. See, e.g., Joint 
Outline at 4. The administrative law judge has considered Sony's nexus arguments within the 
context of each secondary consideration topic. 
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of others, commercial success of the inventions in the Asserted Claims, copying and attempts to 

license overcomes any such claim of obviousness." Fujifilm Br. at 337. 

Sony, in general, disputes Fujifilm's allegations and argues that Sony has not shown a 

nexus between the evidence and the claims. Sony Br. at 349-51. 

The Staff agrees with Sony. Staff Br. at 103 (the Staff does not discuss the secondary 

considerations individually). 

a) Skepticism of Others 

Fujifilm argues that Hennecken establishes skepticism of others. Fujifilm Br. at 337-39. 

Fujifilm also argues that Mr. Jennings's argument that a half-century old method shows the 

invention would have been obvious actually supports Fujifilm. Id. at 339 (citing Leo 

Pharmaceutical Products, Ltd. v. Rea, 726 F.3d_ 1346 at 1356 (Fed. Cir. 2013) for the 

proposition that "The elapsed time between the prior art and the [] patent's filing date evinces 

that the [] patent's claimed invention was not obvious to try."). 

Sony argues, in part: 

First, the passage Dr. Messner refers to relates to embedding 
encoded data into the timing based servo signal generally, and does 
not specifically address any difficulties in embedding encoded data 
to uniquely specify the servo band. Yet that is what Fujifilm 
claims it invented. CX-OOOlC at Q&A 56; '805 Patent at 5:57-

. 62. Embedding encoded data in the servo signal for tracking 
control was already widely known. There simply is no nexus 
between Hennecken's commentary on embedding encoded data 
generally and the claimed invention. Second, a POSA simply 
would not have viewed this passage as teaching away, much less as 
skepticism, given the earlier successful introduction of 
Hennecken's method in LT0-1. RX-0003C at Q&A 298-
306. There was no skepticism. 

Sony Br. at 350. 

The administrative law judge has determined that the argument that Fujifilm presents, 
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and evidence it cites, is cumulative of its teaching away argument. The administrative law judge 

has already credited Fujifilm' s arguments above. Further, Fujifilm has not shown skepticism 

from evidence apart from Hennecken. Accordingly, while Fujifilm' s arguments show a teaching 

away, the administrative law judge finds that Fujifilm has not shown skepticism of others. 

b) Failure of Others 

Fujifilm argues: 

Moreover, others besides Hennecken had worked on improving the 
two-read-head servo systems of the prior art without arriving at the 
claimed inventions of the '805 Patent. [ 

]. See CX-0355C 
(Messner RWS) at 39-147. [ 

] . The evidence of 
skepticism and teaching away, coupled with the failure of others, 
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strongly reinforces the non-obviousness of the inventions in the 
Asserted Claims of the '805 Patent. 

Fujifilm Br. at 339-40. 

Sony argues: 

Dr. Messner alleges that [ 
], but failed. · CX-0355C at Q&A 135-

36. Other than Dr. Messner's bare assertion, there is no evidence 
that [ 

]. By Dr. Messner's own admission, [ 
]. CX-

0355C at Q&A 31. And Dr. Messner's explanation of [ 

] . It does not take a flash of genius to simply embed the 
servo band number into the servo signal as Hennecken discloses. 

Sony Br. at 350. 

The evidence does not show that [ 

] . 

Accordingly, Fujifilm has not shown that this secondary consideration supports a finding of non-

obviousness. 

c) Commercial Success 

Fujifilm argues: 

The Asserted Claims of the '805 Patent also improve the 
functionality of magnetic tapes. As explained above, the 
inventions in the '805 Patent enable accurate tracking and more 
efficient use of servo signals and read heads with reduced 
manufacturing cost and improved reliability. See also CX-0355C 
(Messner RWS) Q:138-141; CX-0007C (Nakao DWS) Q:31-
32. Prior to the inventions in the '805 Patent, the conventional 
methods for determining the servo band over which a servo read 
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head was positioned required reading data from high density 
magnetic tapes on two adjacent servo bands and simultaneously 
comparing them. See CX-0355C (Messner RWS) Q:138-141; CX-
0007C (Nakao DWS) Q:31-32; JX-0006 ('805 Patent) at 1 :32-
55. These comparisons necessarily involved computations of 
servo band positions at a high frequency, which required several 
signal processing elements in an already compact circuitry of a 
magnetic head. See JX-0006 ('805 Patent) at 1 :32-40. The 
frequent comparisons were also subject to errors especially when 
one of the two servo read heads became blocked or clogged. See 
id. at 1:32-40; see also CX-0355C (Messner RWS) Q:138-141; 
CX-0007C (Nakao DWS) Q:31-32. The inventions of the '805 
Patent simplified servo reading and the computations required by 
the drive head, resulting in a simplified manufacturing process 
with attendant cost savings for the drive manufacturers, as 
explained in the '805 Patent." See JX-0006 ('805 Patent) at 1:32-
48, 6:55-7:2; see also CX-0355C (Messner RWS) Q:138-141; CX-
0007C (Nakao DWS) Q:31-32. These benefits convinced drive 
manufacturers (e.g., IBM and HPE) to require magpetic tapes 
practicing the inventions of claims 1 and 2 of the '805 Patent to be 
used with their drives, first in IBM'·s 3592 tapes and then in LT0-7 
tapes. See CX-0355 (Messner RWS) Q:138; CX-0007C (Nakao 
DWS) Q:43, 44. 

Fujifilm Br. at 340-41. 

Sony argues: 

In addition, Dr. Messner maintains that Fujifilm's alleged 
commercial success is connected to the claimed invention. CX- · 
0355C at Q&A 138. But LT0-7 does not use the very benefit that 
he alleges provides the nexus with Fujifilm's alleged commercial 
success. L TO-7 requires that all servo bands be available for the 
drive to use all the time. RX-0003C (Jennings OWS) at Q&A 415-
19. Thus, L TO-7 does not use the very feature the claims 
enable. What is more, Mr. Jennings explains that [ 

). Id. at 412-13. And 
lastly, Mr. Jennings explains that based on his decades in the 

· magnetic tape industry, "sales of a product such as L TO-7, which 
meet a particular widely used standard, are driven due to the 

. compliance with the standard, not any particular claims that are 
essential to practice the standard such as the claims of the '805 
Patent." Id. at 414. Dr. Messner never rebuts this observation. 

Sony Br. at 351. 
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The evidence presented for the '891, '612, '106, and '434 Patents shows that Fujifilm has 

sold many L T0-6 and L TO-7 cartridges and that these sales have brought Fujifilm much 

revenue. See Part IV(G)(5)(c), supra; CX-0026C (Vander Veen RWS) at Q/A 92-93. The 

evidence does not support a strong nexus between the '805 Patent and Fujifilm' s success, 

however. For example, the evidence does not show that the '805 Patent drove sales of L TO 

products. Further, Dr. Messner's and Mr. Nakao 's statements regarding the cost savings and 

error-avoidance conferred by the patent are conclusory and unsupported by underlying evidence. 

See CX-0355 (Messner RWS) Q/A 138-41; CX-0007C (Nakao WS) Q/A 31-32. Accordingly, 

the administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm's showing of commercial success 

provides weak support for finding that '805 Patent is not obvious, because the nexus between the 

commercial success and the '805 Patent is weak. 

d) . Licensing 

Fujifiim argues: 

It is common sense that a licensee or a prospective licensee would 
not seek a license to a patented invention unless it is convinced of 
its value and novelty. As previously noted, Sony made numerous 
attempts to license a number of Fujifilm's patents, including all 
claims of the '805 Patent. See also CX-0355 (Messner RWS) 
Q:143. It is unlikely that Sony would have sought such a license 
unless it actually believed claims 3 and 10 of the '805 Patent were 
valid and commercially valuable. 

Although Mr. Jennings disputes the relevance of Sony's licensing 
efforts to the obviousness inquiry, Mr. Jennings does not cite any 
factual support that negates this conclusion, particularly as to the 
non-essential claims. Mr. Jennings offers only speculation that 
Sony's efforts to obtain a license to the '805 Patent were, perhaps, 

-a way for it to avoid litigation. RX-0003C (Jennings DWS) Q:420; 
see also CX-0335C (Messner RWS) Q:144. Moreover, Mr. 
Jennings does not point to any evidence that Sony believed any 
claims of the '805 Patent were obvious, or otherwise invalid, at the 
time Sony attempted to obtain a license. What is clear is Sony did 
seek a license for the '805 Patent, including the asserted claims 
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here, which indicates that the patent has commercial value, even 
beyond inclusion in the L TO-7 Specification. Id. 

Fujifilm Br. at 342. 

Sony argues: 

Lastly, Dr. Messner alleges that Sony's requests to license the '805 
Patent are evidence that Sony saw value in the '805 Patent and 
believed it valid. But this is all speculation. Given that Fujifilm 
signed the AP-75 Agreement which [ 

], and that Fujifilm has admitted claims 1 and 2 are 
essential, Sony was merely trying to persuade Fujifilm to follow 
through on its obligations under AP-75, obligations that Fujifilm 
still refuses to honor. Sony's licensing requests are evidence of 
Fujifilm's bad behavior, not of non-obviousness. 

Sony Br. at 351. 

This is the only evidence that Fujifilm cites: 

• CX-0355 (Messner RWS) at Q/A 143-44 

• RX-0003C (Jennings WS) at Q/A 420 

See Fujifilm Br. at 342. This testimony does not point to any documents that identify the '805 

Patent. Additionally, a briefreview of exhibits Fujifilm cited in connection with the tape media 

patents (i.e., CX-:0018, CX-0021, CX-0199, CX-0400C) shows that these documents do not 

identify the '805 Patent. 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm has not made a 

sufficient showing that Sony attempted to license the '805 Patent. This factor does not support a 

finding of nop.-obviousness. 

e) Copying 

Fujifilm argues: 

Sony learned of the '805 Patent at least as early as [ 
], and the 

Accused Products embody the same servo writing techniques in 
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exactly the same manner as disclosed in the Asserted Claims of the 
'805 Patent. See CX-0355C (Messner RWS) Q:145-147; supra at 
§ VII.D. 

Despite the fact that there are several other ways to make an 
L TO-7 compliant tape without practicing claims 3 and 10 of the 
'805 Patent, see supra at VII.F above, Sony has not even attempted 
to manufacture L TO-7 cartridges that avoid using the inventions in 
the Asserted Claims of the '805 Patent. An inference of copying 
here therefore is not unreasonable, see WBIP, LLC v. Kohler Co., 
829 F.3d 1317, 1336-37 (Fed. Cir. 2016), particularly in the 
absence of any affirmative statement from Sony that it has not 
copied. See RX-0003C (Jennings WS) Q:424; CX-0355C 
(Messner R WS) Q: 146. Even if Sony did not deliberately copy 
Fujifilm's patented inventions, Sony's decision to use precisely the 
same manufacturing process as taught by the '805 Patent to 
produce a magnetic tape demonstrates the value, importance, and 
non-obviousness ofFujifilm's innovations in the ' 805 Patent. 

Fujifilm Br. at 341. 

Sony argues: 

Dr. Messner also alleges that Sony copied Fujifilm's servo 
writer. CX-0355C at Q&A 146-46. His only evidence, however, 
is that Sony knew of the patent in [ ], that Sony infringes the 
claims (according to him), and that Mr. Jennings never 
affirmatively stated that Sony did not copy .. First, as explained 
above, Fujifilm has not established that Sony infringes the 
claims. Second, as Mr. Jennings explains, he took no affirmative 
position on alleged copying because Fujifilm never included the 
allegation in its interrogatory responses, and so he never knew it 
was an issue. RX-0003C at Q&A 410. In any event, Fujifilm 
bears the burden here. 

Sony Br. at 350-5 L 

Fujifilm's entire reply on this secondary consideration is: 

Regarding the remaining objective indicia of obviousness, Sony 
provides no contrary evidence to rebut the facts of Sony's copying, 
its attempts to license the non-essential claims of the '805 Patent 
and the commercial success of the L TO-7 products. RPostHBr. at 
350-51. Sony seeks to downplay their significance, but, as 
explained in Fujifilm's Initial Post-Hearing Brief, each supports 
the non-obviousness of the claims of the '805 Patent. CPostHBr. 
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at 340-342. 

Fujifilm Reply at 115. 

The evidence does not show that Sony copied from Fujifilm's products or the '805 

Patent. In particular, the evidence that Fujifilm cites, including Dr. Messner's testimony, is 

insufficient to conclude that Sony copied anything. Further, as an independent basis for finding 

that Sony has not copied, the administrative law judge notes that Fujifilm has not shown it 

included a copying allegation in its interrogatory responses; if Sony's representations are 

accurate, Fujifilm should not have presented this argument. Accordingly, the administrative law 

judge finds that this secondary consideration does not support a finding of non-obviousness. 

f) Weighing the Secondary Considerations 

The administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm's weak showing of 

commercial success is negligible because there is a weak nexus between the commercial success 

and the '805 Patent. The remaining secondary considerations do not support a non-obviousness 

finding. 

IX. SONY'S AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 

At the outset, Sony argues: 

As discussed above, in Sections V.G, VLF, and VIII.F, Mr. C. 
Thomas Jennings, a 26 year veteran. of the magnetic media 
industry and former Imation employee, with real-world experience 
in making L TO tape, explains that all of the asserted claims of the 
'805 Patent, the '106 Patent, and all but one of the claims of the 
'612 Patent are "essential" to the practice the L TO-7 standard. 
Sony need only "establish by a preponderance of the evidence" 
that "a patent claim is standard-essential." Audiovisual 
Components, Initial Det., 2013 WL 4406820, at *180; Wireless 
Commc 'ns Devices, Comm'n Op. at 46; Innovatio IP Ventures, 
956 F. Supp. 2d at 939. By refusing to license these "Essential 
Patent Claims" to Sony, and, instead seeking to block Sony from 
importing its LTO-7 products into the U.S. market, Fujifilm is 
misusing its SEPs, in breach of its contractual obligations, in an 
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effort to unfairly control the entire L TO-7 market. 

Sony Br. at 352. 

A. Breach of Contract 

1. AP-75 Agreement 

Sony introduces the Fujifilm AP-75 agreement (JX-0033C), as follows: 

In order to participate in the marketplace for selling L TO-7 
compliant tape, a company must first enter into a licensing 
agreement with the LTO Consortium-the AP-75 Agreement. 
[ J. Both Sony and 
Fujifilm market and sell LTO-7 tape products, and thus both are 
signatories to the AP-75 Agreement. JX-0033C (Fujifilm AP-75 
Agreement); [ ]. By executing 
the AP-75 Agreement, Fujifilm committed to grant to Sony (and 
all other L TO-7 participants) a "[ 

]." JX-0033C (Fujifilm AP-75 
Agreement) at 9. At a minimum, this license covers [ 

]. Id. To date, Fujifilm has refused to grant 
Sony such a license as required by the AP-75 Agreement. [ 

] . 

Sony Br. at 24-25 . Sony is not a party to Fujifilm's AP-75 agreement. Compare [ 

] with JX-0033C (Fujifilm's AP-75 agreement); see also 

Shoemake Tr. 155-156. 

Fujifilm introduces AP-75 as follows: 

[ 
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]. Fujifilm's AP-75 was executed by 
Fujifilm, HPE, IBM and Quantum. Id. Sony was not a party to 
Fujifilm's AP-75, and Fujifilm did not negotiate with, and has not 
entered into any agreement with, Sony relating to AP-75 or LT0-7. 
See id. [ 

] . 

Fujifilm Br. at 18. 

Sony argues that Fujifilm breached the nondiscriminatory licensing clause(§ 8.2) by 

refusing to license Sony and that Fujifilm breached the forum selection clause(§ 11.11) by filing 

a complaint with the Commission. Sony Br. at 352-57. 

The administrative law judge previously cietermined that the claims asserted of the '612, 

'106, and '805 Patents were not essential. See Parts V(E), VI(E), VIII(E), supra. 108 Thus, · 

Sony's breach-of-contract arguments do not apply, because Fujifilm was not obligated to license 

those patents .. 

2. Breach of Nondiscriminatory Licensing Clause(§ 8.2) 

Section 8.2 of the AP-75 agreement provides: 

108 Sony did not allege that the '891 and '434 Patents are essential. Further, Sony argued, and 
the administrative law judge found, that Sony does not even practice the asserted claims of the 
'805 Patent 
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]. 

JX-0033C at 9-10 (emphasis added). 

Sony argues: 

], Sony is a willing licensee, yet 
Fujifilm has refused to grant to Sony a license to any of Fujifilm's 
patents, including claims 1 and 2 of the ' 805 Patent that Fujifilm 
admits are essential. See [ 

). Fujifilm's refusal 
to grant to Sony to at least the essential patent claims discussed 
above is a material breach of the AP-75 Agreement. 

This breach bar Fujifilm from its requested relief. See Apple, Inc. 
v. Motorola Mobility, Inc., No. 11-178, 2011 WL 7324582, *7-11 
(W.D. Wis. Jun. 7, 2011) (finding that accused infringer' s claim 
based on breach of contract for failure to abide by RAND 
obligations was properly pled); David W. Long, Litigating 
Standard Essential Patents at the U.S. International Trade 
Commission, AIPLA Mid-Winter Institute (Jan. 2016), available at 
http://www.essentialpatentblog.com/wp
content/uploads/sites/64/2012/12/2016.01.28-SEP-Litigation-in
ITC-D.-Long.pdf ("The ITC has indicated that [a breach of] 
contract theory may be pursued if supported by underlying facts, 
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... such as pleading breach of a contract between the patent owner 
and standard setting organization in which the alleged infringer is a 
third-party beneficiary"); see also Audiovisual Components, Initial · 
Det., 2013 WL 4406820, at* 180-185. 

Sony Br. at 356-57. 

Fujifilm argues that it [ 

]. Fujifilm further argues that Sony's breach-of-contract defense fails because 

Sony has not proven damages suffered as a result of the breach. Id. at 387. 

The Staff argues that Sony has not shown that a breach of contract is a defense to patent 

infringement. 109 Staff Br. at 104-05. 

Sony replies that Fujifilm's breach of contract bars Fujifilm's request for an exclusion 

order. Sony Reply at 123. Sony also it has alleged and proven damages. Id. at 125-27. Sony 

· claims nominal damages and attorneys' fees and costs as damages, although it does not specify 

any value for either category of damages. Id. Sony also argues that Fujifilm's offers to license 

its patents have not been reasonable. Id. at 130-32. 

In any event, Mr. Imai testified about Fujifilm's licensing efforts as follows: . 

31.Q. [ 

31.A. 

] . 

109 The .administrative law judge agrees with the Staffs analysis of Sony's arguments. 
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I. l 

] . 

The administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown that Fujifilm 

breached § 8.2 or that breach of contract is an appropriate defense in this investigation. In 

particular, [ 

] . [ 

J. Id. Thus, there is not 

sufficient evidence to conclude that Fujifilm breached§ 8.2. 

3. Breach of Forum Section Clause (§ 11.11) 

Section 11.11 of the AP-75 agreement provides: 

J. 

JX-0033C at 12-13 (emphasis added). 

Sony argues that filing a complaint with the Commission, rather than a New York court, 

violates § 11.11. Sony Br. at 357. Sony' s entire argument is: 

The mandatory forum selection clause of the AP-75 agreement, 
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] . 

Courts routinely enforce such forum selection clauses. For 
example, in Microsoft Corp. v. Motorola, Inc., 696 F.3d 872 (9th 
Cir. 2012), the Ninth Circuit affirmed a preliminary injunction that 
a California court determine the correct RAND rate under a 
standard. Id. at 889. Similarly, the Federal Circuit held that 
enforcing a valid forum selection clause justifies a preliminary 
injunction barring continued participation by a complainant in an 
ITC investigation. See Tex. Instruments Inc. v. Tessera, Inc., 231 
F.3d 1325, 1331-32 (Fed. Cir. 2000). The Commission has 
similarly considered arguments that it should terminate an 
investigation under § 337(c) based on a license that contains a 
forum selection clause. See, e.g., Certain Semiconductor Chips 
with Minimized Chip Package Size & Prods. Containing Same, 
Inv. No. 337-TA-432, Order No. 5, 2000 WL 1269386, *16-*20 
(Aug. 9, 2000). 

Fujifilm argues that Sony does not have standing [ 

]" and because Sony is not a party to the agreement. Fujifilm Br. at 392. 

Fujifilm also argues that [ . 

]. Id. at 395. Fujifilm argues that 

adopting Sony's argument would work absurd and unreasonable results, such as requiring 

Fujifilm "to bring a Japanese patent infringement action in New York" or potentially enjoi~ing 

Fujifilm's manufacturing in Japan. Id. at 395-96. Fujifilm concludes by arguing that its claims 

against Sony do not arise under or in connection with its AP-75. Id. at 396. 

The administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm has not breached § 11.11. To 
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begin, Sony is not a party to Fujifilm's AP-75 agreement. See JX-0033C at 1 (HP, IBM, 

Quantum, and Fujifilm Corporation are the contracting parties). Further, Sony is not a third

party beneficiary for purposes of§ 11.11, because § 8.2 limits the rights of third-party 

beneficiaries to obtain a license. See id. at 9 [ 

J. Likewise, Fujifilm's allegations 

against Sony do not arise out of AP-75, because the asserted claims are not essentiaL 

Additionally, the administrative law judge has determined that Sony's arguments about 

the forum selection clause are not a defense to Fujifilm's patent infringement claims in the 

context of a section 337 investigation. In past investigations, the Commission has terminated 

investigations under Commission Rule 210.21 after a complainant moved to terminate the 

investigation and withdraw the complaint in light of a district court's injunction barring the 

Commission action due to a forum selection clause. See, e.g., Certain Network Commc 'ns Sys. 

For Optical Networks and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-535, Initial Determination 

(Order No. 6) (June 7, 2005) (unreviewed); Certain Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters and 

Prods. Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-739, Initial Determination (Order 19) (Jan. 19, 2011) 

(unreviewed). Sony's arguments are breach-of-contract claims, which are not a defense the 

Commission's statutory directive to investigate unfair trade practices (or to patent infringement). 

See 19 U.S.C. § 1337(c); General Protecht Group, Inc. v. Leviton Mfg. Co., 651 F.3d 1355, 1359 

(Fed. Cir. 2011). 

Whether or not Fujifilm has, in fact, breached AP-75 by filing a complaint with the 

Commission is ultimately for a court in New York to determine and to remedy, if needed. 
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Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that Sony has not shown its contractual 

allegations bar Fujifilm's request for an exclusion order. 

B. Patent Misuse 

Sony argues that Fujifilm is misusing its essential patents "by failing to offer Sony a 

> 

license" to them. Sony Br. at 359. Sony's entire argument is: 

Id. 

For the same reasons, Sony has the irrevocable right under AP-75 
to license Fujifilm's essential patent rights on standard and non
discriminatory terms. Yet Fujifilm has denied that right, despite 
Sony's willingness to license, and instead pursued this ITC action 
and other court actions. Fujifilm thereby "impermissibly 
broadened the physical or temporal scope of the patent grant with 
anticompetitive effect." B. Braun Med., Inc. v. Abbott Labs., 124 
F.3d 1419, 1426 (Fed. Cir. 1997). See Sanofi-Aventis v. Apotex 
Inc., 659 F.3d 1171 (Fed. Cir. 2011) (considering patent misuse 
defense regarding alleged disclosure violations to SSOs); Certain 
Wireless Devices with 3G Capabilities & Components Thereof, 
Inv. No. 337-TA-800, Initial Det., 2013 WL 3961230, *238-39 
(Jun. 28, 2013). 

For patent misuse, all Sony need show is "that the patent in suit 
must itself significantly contribute to the practice under attack." 
Princo Corp. v. Int'! Trade Comm 'n, 616 F.3d 1318, 1331 (Fed; 
Cir. 2010) (en bane). Such is the case here: Fujifilm leveraged the 
license of its essential patent rights to have Sony join the AP-75 
Agreement, but then used the very essentiality of those rights to try 
to force Sony's LT0-7 tapes from the market. 

\ 

Fujifilm argues, in part: 

Turning to the merits, there is no evidence to suggest that Fujifilm 
engaged in impermissible tying of patented and unpatented 
articles, impermissible broadening ' of the physical or temporal 
scope of its patent rights, or sought royalties on an expired patent. 
See e.g., Princo Corp. v. Int '! Trade Comm'n, 616 F.3d 1318 (Fed. 
Cir. 2010). Nor has Sony put forth any evidence of a "relevant 
market" in which Fujifilm allegedly has "monopoly power." See 
35 U.S.C. § 27l(d) ("No patent owner otherwise entitled to relief 
for infringement . .". shall be denied relief or deemed guilty of 
patent misuse . . . unless, in view of the circumstances, the patent 
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owner has market power in the relevant market for the patent or 
patented product. ... "). To the extent Sony contends that Fujifilm 
has engaged in patent misuse by pursuing a patent infringement 
action on claims that "by necessity must be practiced in order for 
the product to be compliant with LT0-7" Format, Sony's 
contentions lack merit for the reasons discussed above. Moreover, 
to the extent Sony argues that 'Fujifilm engaged in patent misuse 
by failing to offer a license to Essential Patent Claims or that 
Fujifilm is seeking to control the LTO-7 format,' such assertions 
are also without merit. Fujifilm is prepared to license its EPCs to 
Sony. See CX-0006C (Imai DWS) Q:31. 

Fujifilm Br. at 388. 

The Staff argues: 

Sony's patent misuse defense is without merit. Patent misuse must 
be proven by clear and convincing evidence. C.R. Bard Inc. v. M3 
Systems, Inc., 157 F.3d 1340, 1372 (Fed. Cir. 1998). To prevail on 
an affirmative defense of patent misuse, Sony must prove that "the 
patentee has impermissibly broadened the physical or temporal 
scope of the patent grant and has done so in a manner that has 
anticompetitive effects." Princo America Corp. v. Int'! Trade 
Comm'n, 616 F.3d 1318, 1328 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (en bane). Sony, 
however, fails to set forth any factual basis that would support such 
a theory. See Resps. P.H. Br. at 338. Indeed, seeking to exclude 
others from using a patented invention during the term of such 
patent falls squarely within the physical and temporal scope of the 
patent grant. See Princo America Corp. v. Int'! Trade Comm 'n, 
616 F.3d 1318, 1328 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (en bane). The Staff thus 
submits that Sony's patent misuse defense should be rejected. 

Staff Br. at 106. 

Sony replies, inter alia, that Fujifilm's argument abqut a statutory requirement "'that the 

patent owner has market power in the relevant market' is incorrect." Sony Reply at 134. 

The administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown, through a 

preponderance of the evidence ( or through clear and convincing evidence, as the Staff suggests), 

that Fujifilm impermissibly broadened the physical or temporal scope of its patents, in a manner 

that has anticompetitive effect. See Princo America Corp. v. Int'! Trade Comm 'n, 616 F.3d 
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1318, 1328 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (en bane). Sony does not cite any evidence specific to its patent 

misuse defense, and the administrative law judge previously determined that Fujifilm had not 

breached§ 8.2 of AP-75 (when Sony argued that it had an irrevocable right to license Fujifilm' s 

patents). Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown 

Fujifilm misused its patents. 

C. Waiver 

Sony's waiver argument is: 

And again for the same reasons, Fujifilm knowingly waived its 
right to injunctive or other exclusionary relief against willing 
licensees, by failing to offer its standard-essential patent claims 
under standard and non-discriminatory terms, and to conclude a 
license on such terms. See, e.g., Barnes & Noble, Inc. v. LSI 
Corp., 849 F. Supp. 2d 925, 942 (N.D. Cal. 2012) (finding waiver 
properly pled based on alleged failure by patentee to comply with 
standards-setting obligations); Certain Wireless, 2013 WL 
3961230, *237-38 (discussing implied waiver affirmative 
defense). "A member of an open standard setting organization 
may be equitably estopped or may have impliedly waived its right 
to . assert infringement claims against standard-compliant 
products." Hynix Semiconductor Inc. v. Rambus Inc., 645 F.3d 
1336, 1347-48 (Fed. ·cir. 2011). LTO is an open standard, as even 
Fujifilm admits. RX-0044C (Ohki Email, Apr. 9, 2016) at 1; JX-
0049C (Yahiro Letter) at 1-2. Fujifilm is a member, and Sony' s 
L T0-7 tapes comply with the standard. Fujifilm thereby waived 
its rights. 

· Sony Br. at 360. 

Fujifilm argues: 

In its Pre-Hearing Brief, Sony relies on the Federal Circuit' s 
opinion in Hynix Semiconductor Inv. v. Rambus for the proposition 
that "a member of an open standard setting organization . . . may 
have impliedly waived its right to assert infringement claims 
against standard-compliant products." 645 F.3d 1336, 1347-48 
(Fed. Cir. 2011). But the Federal Circuit in Hynix went on to 
explain that "to support a finding of implied waiver in the standard 
setting organization context, the accused must show by clear and 
convincing evidence that [the patentee' s] conduct was so 
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inconsistent with an intent to enforce its rights as to induce a 
reasonable belief that such right has been relinquished." Id. There 
is no evidence that Fujifilm intentionally relinquished its patent 
rights against Sony or engaged in conduct inconsistent with an 
intent to enforce its rights or to otherwise induce , a reasonable 
belief that Fujifilm relinquished its rights. The evidence produced 
in this Investigation reveals the exact opposite, as explained in 
Section XI.B.1 above. At every juncture in the negotiation 
between Fujifilm and Sony, and between the TPCs and Fujifilm, 
Fujifilm maintained its right to enforce its non-EPCs and 
specifically its refusal to license any of the Asserted Claims. See 
Section XI.B. supra. That Sony fails to identify any intentional 
relinquishment by Fujifilm at any point in any negotiation or 
agreement is telling. Sony's affirmative defense of "waiver" is 
wholly meritless. 

Fujifilm Br. at 389-90. 

The Staff argues, in part: 

In support of its position, [ 
] - as a factual 

basis for its waiver defense. See Resps. P.H. Br. at 339. These 
exhibits, however, do not show that FUJIFILM intentionally 
relinquished or abandoned any known right. Accordingly, the 
Staff submits that Sony's waiver defense should be rejected. 

Staff Br. at 106-07. 

] . Sony has not shown that 

these two exhibits are clear and convincing evidence that Fujifilm relinquished its rights. 

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm has not relinquished its 

rights. 
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D. Implied License and Exhaustion 

With reference to implied license and exhaustion, Sony argues, in part: 

By this same behavior, Fujifilm's claims are barred by the 
doctrines of implied license and patent exhaustion. To the extent 
that Sony infringes any Fujifilm patent claim that is essential under 
AP-75, Sony has the irrevocable right to license the claims on 
standard and non-discriminatory terms. Such licenses include 
express or implied licenses arising from Sony's status as an FSP 
and express third-party beneficiary to Fujifilm's signed version of 
AP-75, as well as from Fujifilm's participation as an LT0-7 FSP 
and its commitments to license other FSPs. Sony's products 
incorporating standard-essential technology are expressly or 
impliedly licensed under the AP-75 Agreement. In addition, 
Fujifilm exhausted its rights in all of the remaining claims. See 
Barnes & Noble, 849 F. Supp. 2d at 942-43 (denying motion to 
dismiss where accused infringer alleged that patents were essential 
and that patentee had licensed and exhausted its rights in those 
patents). 

Sony Br. at 358. Sony then argues it has invoked the option to license Fujifilm's patents. Id. 

] . For exhaustion, Sony argues that because 

the license extends to essential patent claims, all rights in all of Fujifilm's other claims have been 

exhau,sted. Id. (citing JVC Kenwood Corp. v. Nero, Inc., 797 F.3d 1039, 1046-47 (Fed. Cir. 

2015); Keurig, Inc. v. Sturm Foods, Inc., 732 F.3d 1370, 1374 (Fed. Cir. 2013). 

Fujifilm argues that L TO-7 offers only an option to license patents and that there is no 

express or implied license to consider. Fujifilm Br. at 390-91. Fujifilm also argues that Sony 

has not identified a license or an authorized sale of a patented article. Id. at 391. 

The Staff argues: 

Sony contends that FUJIFILM has expressly or impliedly licensed 
its rights, or exhausted its rights, in the Asserted Patents. See 
Resps. P.H. Br. at 340. Sony, however, has not met its burden to 
establish an express or implied license exists, nor has Sony set 
forth any cognizable theory regarding exhaustion. Id. The Staff 
thus submits that Sony's license/implied license/exhaustion 
defense should be rejected. 
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Staff Br. at 107. 

The administrative law judge has determined that Sony has not shown it has an implied 

license to Fujifilm's patents (under either the preponderance-of-the-evidence or clear-and

convincing evidentiary standards). Section 8.2 of AP-75 provides third parties (such as Sony) 

only an option to license essential patents, not an implied license to them. Furthermore, Sony , 

has not identified an authorized sale of a product that would give rise to exhaustion. 

Accordingly, Sony has not shown that implied license or exhaustion bars Fujifilm's claims. 

X. DOMESTIC INDUSTRY (ECONOMIC PRONG) 

Fujifilm argues that its domestic expenditures satisfy the domestic industry requirement 

under prongs (A) and (B) of 19 U.S.C. § I337(a)(3). Fujifilm Br. at 349. Fujifilm notes that its 

LT0-6 and LT0-7 products are the domestic industry products. Id. at 343. 

Fujifilm introduces its argument by [ 

]. Id. at 345. Fujifilm further explains: 

] . 

Fujifilm Br. at 345-46. Fujifilm explains it arguments present "I 
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J." Id. at 

348 (citing Certain Toner Cartridges and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-740, Order No. 

26 at 14 (June 1, 2011)). 

Sony notes that for L TO tapes: 

]. JX-0147C (Faulhaber Dep.) at 60:12-62:14, 73:2-10, 
76: 11-21, 76:22-77:4. 

Sony Br. at 367. Sony also argues that [ 

] . 

A. Plant and Equipment 

Fujifilm argues, in part: 

[ 

] . 
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]. 

Fujifilm Br. at 354-55. Fujifilm explains that it [ 

J. Id. at 355-56. Fujifilm 

further includes storage costs for its LTO products. Id. at 356-57. Fujifilm concludes that these 

expenses are qualitatively and quantitatively significant. Id. at 357. 

Sony, in general, argues that: 

• Fujifilm's depreciation expenses are not actual expenses (Sony Br. at 370); 

• Fujifilm did not explain its depreciation methodology, and the data is not 
supported by documentation (Sony Br. at 3 70); 

• Fujifilm's [ 
at 371); 

• Fujifilm's storage costs [ 
] (Sony Br. at 372); 

] (Sony Br. 

• Fujifilm did not "credibly allocate investments" to LT0-6 and L T0-7 (Sony Br. 
at 372-74); 

• Documents containing the data underlying Fujifilm's allocated financial data were 
not produced (Sony Br. at 372-73); and 

• Fujifilm financial documents contradict Fujifilm compilation documents (Sony 
Br. at 373-74). · 

The Staff agrees with Fujifilm with regard to the L T0-6 products, but not the L TO-7 

products: 

With respect to investments in plant and equipment, the Staff is of 
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the view [ 

] . 

Staff Br. at 110-11 (the Staff cites to CX-0003C (Vander Veen WS) at Q/A 63-72; CX-0500C 

(Errata to Vander Veen WS)). 

The administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm has shown its allocated 

domestic expenditures for the LT0-6 products, from 2013-2015, are relevant and significant. In 

particular, [ 

110 ]. Further, Fujifilm 

USA's fixed costs are significant -[ 

1. 111 Id. at Q/A 42. 

Fujifilm, however, has not shown that its e~penditures with relation to its L TO-7 

products are significant. In particular, [ 

110 The administrative does not rely on, or accept, Dr. Vander Veen' s revised testimony for 2016, 
which is reflected in CX-0500C, because the testimony is a substantive change to certain 
portions of his witness statement. See Pre-Hr'g Tr. 35-38. If a witness feels compelled to make 
substantive changes to his or her testimony, there may be vehicles to facilitate such changes, but 
an erratum is not one of them. 
111 The administrative law judge does not accept Fujifilm's storage costs, because the evidence 
does not reliably delineate whetl).er the storage was used for foreign (Japanese) products or 
domestic products. [ 

J. See CX-
0003C (Vander Veen WS) at Q/A 42. 
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]. See CX-

0003C (Vander Veeii WS) at Q/A 68. 112 

Accordingly, administrative law judge has determined that the plant and equipment 

expenses cited are significant under§ 337(a)(3)(A). 

B. Labor and Capital -

Fujifilm argues, in part: 

J. 

Fujifilm Br. at 357-58. [ ].113 Id. 

at 359-60 (citing CX-0003C (Vander Veen WS) at Q/A 74). 

Sony, in general, argues that: 

112 Dr. Vander Veen's revised testimony about the LT0-7 products is not relied on or accepted. 
113 Dr. V and er Veen' s revised testimony about the L TO-7 products is not relied on or accepted. 
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• Fujifilm did not produce data to corroborate the activities and salaries of its 
employees (Sony Br. at 375); 

• Fujifilm's expenditures encompass non-domestic industry products (Sony Br. at 
376-77); 

. [ ] (Sony 
Br. at 377); 

• 
]; 

. [ 
] (Sony Br. at 378); and 

• Fujifilm has not allocated its expenses between L T0-6 and LTO-7 (Sony Br. at 
378-79). 

Sony Br. at 375. 

The Staff argues that [ 

]. Staff Br. at 111 (citing CX-0003C (Vander Veen WS) at Q/A 52-61; 

CX-0500C (Errata to Vander Veen WS)). 

The administrative law judge has determined that Fujifilm has shown its allocated 

domestic expenditures for the LT0-6 products, from 2013-2015, are relevant .and significant. In 

particular, Dr. Vander Veen testified that Fujifilm's labor expenditures for the LT0-6 products, 

from 2013-2015, totaled [ ] for 2013, [ ] for 2014, and [ 

for 2015. t 14 See CX-0003C (Vander Veen WS) at Q/A 74. Further, Fujifilm USA's labor costs 

for manufacturing engineering employees and manufacturing employees, for 2013-2015, are 

significant-these expenses total over [ I for 2013, I ] for 2014, 

and [ ] for 2015. Id. at Q/A 55, 57, 59 (these do not include SG&A expenses). 

114 The administrative law judge does not rely on, or accept, Dr. Vander Veen' s revised 
testimony for 2016, which is reflected in CX-0500C, because the testimony is a substantive 
change to certain portions of his witness statement. See Pre-Hr'g Tr. 35-38. 
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Fujifilm, however, has not shown that its expenditures with relation to its LTO-7 

products are significant. In particular, [ 

] . 115 

Accordingly, administrative law judge has determined that the labor expenses cited are 

significant under§ 337(a)(3)(B). 

C. Significance of the Investment and Context of the Marketplace 

"[T]he magnitude of the investment cannot be assessed without consideration of the 

nature and importance of the complainant's activities to the patented products in the context of 

the marketplace or industry in question." Certain Printing & Imaging Devices, Inv. No. 337-TA-

690, Comm'n Op. at 31-32, 2011 WL 1303160 (Feb. 17, 2011) ("Printing & Imaging Devices"); 

see also Certain Soft-Edge Trampolines & Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-908, Comm'n 

Op. at 56-57, 2015 WL 12515177 (May 1, 2015). 

Sony argues that even if Fujifilm's investments are considered, "Fujifilm failed to prove 

that its domestic investments are significant." Sony Br. at 379. Sony argues, in general, that 

Fujifilm's expenses are not significant because: 

115 [ 

. [ 

. [ 
380); 

l (Sony Br. at 379); 

] (Sony Br. at 

• Fujifilm has not shown any domestic industry for the '434 and '805 Patents (Sony 
Br. at 380); and 

] . 
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With respect to the LTO-7 products, the administrative law judge has determined ti 

F . 'fil ' . (d' d . ! UJI 1 ms mvestments 1scusse m Parts X(A) and X(B), supra) were not significant wit] . 

. I 
context of the relevant marketplace, when the complaint was filed. See CX-0026C (Vandi 

I 
Veen RWS) at Q/A 92-93 [ 

J. Thus, Fujifilm has not m 

domestic industry requirement, with respect to the L TO-7 products, for any of the asserted! 
I 

I 
patents. 

i 
With respect to the L T0-6 products, the administrative law judge has determined t~ 

I 

Fujifilm's investments (discussed in Parts X(A) and X(B), supra) are significant within thJ 

context of the relevant marketplace. See CX-0026C (Vander Veen RWS) at Q/A 92-93 (fj 
I 

FY2015, [ 

]. In particular, Fujifilm [ 

], and it is partially responsible for over [ JI 

cartridges, while [ ). See CX-0456C ("Summary for LTO 6" work! 
• I 

RX-0006C [ J. Furthermore, in ~ 

], which is qualitai 
I 

and quantitatively significant. See CX-0026C (Vander Veen RWS) at Q/A 59. The domesJ 
I 

activity. is significant because Fujifilm's LT0-6 products would not be saleable without thil 

domestic contnbut10ns. Id. at 52. Thus, Fujifilm has met the economic aspect of the dome: 

industry requirement with respect to its LT0-6 products and the '891, '612, and' 106 Patenl 

In conclusion, the administrative law judge finds that Fujifilm has shown it has maj 

significant investment with respect to its LT0-6 products under prongs (A) and (B) of 

116 Fujifilm has not argued that its LT0-6 products practice the '434 and '805 Patents. See 
generally Fujifilm Br.,§§ VI(F) and VII(E). 
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. [ ](Sony 

Br. at 380-81). 

With regard to the '434 and '850 Patents, Sony further argues that: 

• Fujifilm did not allocate its LTO-7 expenses in its pre-hearing brief (Sony Br. at 

38_1); 

• Fujifilm cannot show its LT0-7 expenses were significant at the time the 
complaint was filed (Sony Br. at 382); 

• Fujifilm's [ 
at 383); 

• Fujifilm's [ 
383); and 

• Fujifilm's [ 

] (Sony Br. 

] (Sony Br. at 

] (Sony Br. at 384-85). 

Fujifilm has argued that its investments are significant. See Fujifilm Br., § VIII(D)-(E). 

Fujifilm further argues its investments are significant because "[ 

· Fujifilm adds: 

• 

• 

. [ 
361). 

], [ 
] ; 

] , [ 
];and 

]." Fujifilm Br. at 360 (emphasis omitted). 

J (Fujifilm Br. at 

The Staff has not addressed all of Sony or Fujifilm's many arguments, although it has 

argued that SG&A expenses should not qualify as domestic industry expenses, and it concluded 

that Fujifilm' s expenses with respect to the L T0-6 products, but not the L TO-7 products, are 

significant. Staff Br. at 110-12; Staff Reply at 34. 
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§ 337(a)(3). Fujifilm has not met its burden for the LT0-7 products. 

* * * 

XI. CONCLUSIONS OF FACT AND LAW 

Jurisdiction and Importation 

1) The Commission has personal jurisdiction in this investigation. 

2) The Commission has subject matter jurisdiction in this investigation. 

3) The Commission has in rem jurisdiction in this investigation. 

4) Sony is an importer of the accused products. 

5) Fujifilm possesses all substantial rights in the asserted patents and has standing to 
bring its complaint before the Commission. 

Infringement 

6) The Sony Ultrium 7 Data Cartridge Model No. L TX6000G is representative of 
the accused products. 

7) The accused products infringe claims 1, 4-9, 11, and 14 of U.S. Patent No. 
6,641,891. 

' 
8) The accused products infringe claims 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 of U.S. Patent No. 

6,767,612 under 35 U.S.C. § 271(a). 

9) Sony has not induced its customers to infringe claims 9-11 of U.S. Patent No. 
6,767,612 under 35 U.S.C. § 271(b). 

10) The accused products do not infr1nge any asserted claim of U.S. Patent No. 
6,703,106 under 35 U.S.C. § 271(a). 

11) If claim 1 of U.S. Patent No. 6,703,106 is found to be infringed, Sony has not 
induced its customers to infringe any asserted claim under 35 U.S.C. § 271(b). 

12) The accused products do not infringe claim 1 of U.S. Patent No. 8,236,434. 

13) The accused products do not infringe claims 3 and 10 of U.S. Patent 7,355,805. 

Patent Validity 

14) Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that the asserted 
claims of U.S. Patent Nos. 6,641,891, 6,767,612, 8,236,434, and 7,355,805 are 
invalid under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102, 103, or 112. 
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15) Sony has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that the asserted 
claims of U.S. Patent No. 6,703,106 are invalid under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102 or 103. 

16) Sony has shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that the claims of U.S. 
Patent No. 6,703,106 are indefinite because the term "track width" is indefinite. 

Domestic Industry 

17) The domestic industry's technical prong requirement has been satisfied with 
respect to the infringed patents, U.S. Patent Nos. 6,641,891 and 6,767,612. 

18) The domestic industry's technical prong requirement has not been satisfied with 
respect to U.S. Patent Nos. 6,703,106, 7,355,805, and 8,236,434. 

19) The domestic industry's economic prong requirement has been satisfied under 
§ 337(a)(3)(A), as there is a significant employment oflabor or capital with 
respect to the LT0-6 articles protected by U.S. Patent Nos. 6,641,891 and 
6,767,612 (and U.S. Patent No. 6,703,106, if it is later found that Fujifilm's 
products practice this patent). 

20) The domestic industry's economic prong requirement has been satisfied under 
§ 3 3 7 ( a )(3 )(B), as there is a significant employment of labor or capital with 
respect to the LT0-6 articles protected by U.S. Patent Nos. 6,641,891 and 
6,767,612 (and U.S. Patent No. 6,703,106, if it is later found that Fujifilm's 
products practice this patent). 

21) The domestic industry's economic prong requirement has not been satisfied with 
respect to the Fujifilm LT0-7 articles. 

Licensing and Additional Def ens es 

22) Sony has not shown that U.S. Patent Nos. 6,641,891, 6,703,106, and 7,355,805 
are essential to the L TO-7 standard. 

23) Fujifilm has not breached§§ 8.2 or 11.11 of the Fujifilm AP-75 agreement (JX-
0033C). 

24) Sony has not shown that the AP-75 agreement warrants barring Fujifilm's claims 
or terminating this investigation. 

25) Fujifilm has not impermissibly broadened the physical or temporal scope of its 
patents, in a manner that has anticompetitive effect, such that patent misuse wo.uld 
apply. 

26) Fujifilm has not waived its rights to enforce the asserted patents. 

27) Sony does not have an implied license to the asserted patents. 
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28) Sony has not shown that patent exhaustion applies. 

XII. INITIAL DETERMINATION ON VIOLATION 

Accordingly, it is the initial determination of the undersigned that a violation of section 

337 (19 U.S.C. § 1337) has occurred in the importation into the United States, the sale for 

importation, or the sale within the United States after importation of certain magnetic tapes and 

cartridges containing the same, with respect to U.S. Patent Nos. 6,641,891 and 6,767,612. 

It is held that a violation has not occurred, with respect to U.S. Patent Nos. 6,703,106, 

8,236,434, and 7,355,805. 

Further, this initial determination, together with the record of the hearing in this 

investigation consisting of ( 1) the transcript of the hearing, with appropriate corrections as may 

hereafter be ordered, and (2) the exhibits received into evidence in this investigation, is hereby 

certified to the Commission. 

In accordance with 19 C.F.R. § 210.39(c), all material found to be confidential by the 

undersigned under 19 C.F.R. § 210.5 is to be given in camera treatment. 

The Secretary shall serve a public version of this initial determination upon all parties of 

record and the confidential version upon counsel who are signatories to the Protective Order, as 

amended, issued in this investigation. 

Pursuant to 19 C.F.R. § 210.42(h), this initial determination shall become the 

determination of the Commission unless a party files a petition for review pursuant to 

§ 210.43(a) or the Commission, pursuant to§ 210.44, orders on its own motion a review of the 

initial determination or certain issues herein. 
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XIII. _ ORDERS 

A. Sony's Motion to Strike 

On March 14, 2017, Sony filed a motion seeking to strike portions ofFujifilm's post-

hearing brief and Staff's post-hearing brief and reply. Motion Docket No. 1012-042. Sony 

contends "Fujifilm shifted its allegations dramatically between its Pre-Hearing Brief and its 

Initial Post-Hearing Brief." Mem. at 1. 

Fujifilm and the Staff each opposed Sony's motion. Fujifilm argues that there is no 

inconsistency between its pre-hearing and post-hearing briefs. See, e.g., Fujifilm Opp'n at 9. 

Fujifilm further argues that Dr. Vander Veen's errata (CX-0500C) "was prepared during the 

evidentiary hearing in this Investigation in response to Order No. 27, and therefore could not 

have been cited in Fujifilm's pre-hearing brief." Id. at 9 n.6. The Staff argues that domestic 

industry numbers were revised due to "math errors" and that the corrections do "not introduce 

any new theory or evidence." Staff Opp'n at 3. The Staff (and Fujifilm) thus submit that Sony's 

motion should be denied. 

The administrative law judge has determined to deny Motion Docket No. 1012-042. As 

noted above, Dr. Vander Veen' s revised testimony about the L TO-7 products was not relied on 

or accepted. 

· Furthermore, any remaining motions not previously ruled upon are denied as moot. 

B. Proposed Redactions for Public Version 

To expedite service of the public version, the parties are hereby ordered to file with the 

Commission Secretary no later than September 12, 2017, a jointly marked copy of this initial 

determination that includes bold, red brackets to show any portion considered by the parties ( or 

their suppliers of information) to be confidential. The parties shall simultaneously file a joint list 
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indicating each page on which such a bracket is to be found and which party contends the 

corresponding information is confidential. At least one copy of such a filing shall be served 

upon the office of the undersigned, and the brackets shall be formatted in bold, red text. If a 

party (including any supplier of information) considers nothing in the initial determination to be 

confidential, and thus makes no request that any portion be redacted from the public version, 

then a statement to that effect shall be filed. 

Issued: September 1, 2017 

David P. Shaw 
Administrative Law Judge 
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